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Foreword

This volume is one of a continuing series of books written by
Foreign Area Studies, The American University, under the Area
Handbook Program, Its title, format,-and substance reflect modifica-
tions introduced into the series in 1978 The last page of this book
provides a listing of other country studieijpbhshec Each book in
the series deals with a particular foreign country, describing and
analyzing its economic, national security, political, and social sys-
tems and institutions and examining the interrelationships of those
systems and institutions and the ways that they are shaped by
cultural factors Each study is written by a multidisciplinary team of

(sic scientsts. The authors seek to provide a basic insight and
/ understanding of the society under observation, striving for a
1dynamic rather than a static portrayal of it. The study focuses on
/ historical antecedents and on the cultural, political, and socioeco-

nomic characteristics that contribute to cohesion and cleavage within
the society. Particular attention is given to the origins and traditions
of the people who make up the society, their dominant beliefs and
values, their community of interests and the issues on which they are
divided, the nature and extent of their involvement with the national
institutions, and their attitudes toward each other and toward the
social system and political order within which they live.

The contents of the book represent the views, opinions and find-
ings of Foreign Areas Studies and should not be construed as an
official Department of the Army position, policy, or decision, unless
so designated by other official documentation. The authors havesought to adhere to accepted standards of scholarly objectivity. Such
corrections, additions, and suggestions for factual or other changes
that readers may have will be welcomed for use in future revisions.

William Evans-Smith
Director, Foreign Area Studies

A Aces, The American University
sin -F r  Washington, D.C. 20016
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IPreface

This study replaces the Area Handbook for Southern Rhodesia,
which was completed in 1974 and published in 1975 In the interven-
ing period a series of momentous events gated the earlier
book to the status of a historical-d'-ument. The changes that
occurred were the coejuiences of a seven-year civil war (1972-79)
that wrested political control from the hands of the white minority
and pavedhe way for a system dominated by the black majority. In
view4these developments, a fresh look at the country's society and
its altered role in world affairs is warranted.

The state that serves as the subject of this book has been known by
several different names during the course of its modern history (see
table A). Claimed in the late nineteenth century by Cecil Rhodes'
British South Africa Company as part of a larger territory designated
Rhodesia, it soon became known as Southern Rhodesia to differenti-
ate it from Northern Rhodesia (which became modern-day Zambia).
In 1923 the southern territory became the self-governing British
Crown Colony of Southern Rhodesia, a status that was unilaterally
abrogated in 1965 by the white minority regime of Ian Smith. The
breakaway colony proclaimed itself the Republic of Rhodesia, but its
illegal move failed to gain diplomatic recognition by any other state
and garnered instead world disapprobation. To deal with its mount-
ing internal problems arising from a determined guerrilla conflict
waged by African nationalist forces, the territory assumed the name
Zimbabwe Rhodesia in early 1979-a contrived solution that sur-
vived for less than a year. On April 18, 1980, the colony was granted
legal independence by Britain, marking the victory of its African
majority, who redesignated the new state the Republic of Zimbabwe
in deference to Great Zimbabwe, the historical site of a powerful
African confederacy that had existed long before the coming of the
white Euorpeans.

For simplicity and because of common usage in source materials
that deal with the colony's preindependence period, this book has
used the term Rhodesia except in situations where the historical
significance of the other designations appears more appropriate to
the reader's understanding. Use of the simplified designation,
however, should not be interpreted as implying recognition of the
claim to sovereignty that persisted from 1965 to 1980.

L&6etpredeeW&rZimbabum: A Country Study seeks to pro-
vide a compact and objective exposition of dominant social,
economic, political, and national security aspects and to give the
reader some idea of the forves invqlved in the country's develop-
men n e authors have relied primarily
on oicial reports of governmental and international organizations,
journals, newspapers, and materials reflecting recent field research
by independent scholarly authorities. Detailed information on many
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aspects of the society was not always readily available, however, and
gaps in the data as well as varied interpretations of certain matters
existed among some of the sources consulted. Where appropriate,
such gaps and differences have been noted in the text. Should
readers desire greater detail on appropriate subjects, the authors
have noted the availability of amplifying materials in bibliographic
statements at the end of each chapter. Full references to these and
other sources used or considered are included in the detailed
Bibliography.

Most place-names have been spelled in accordance with those
established by the United States Board on Geographic Names in its
current gazetteer of June 1973. Exceptions have been made in
keeping with the Zimbabwe government's postindependence action
to change scores of names (including that of the national capital)
associated with nearly a century of white rule. A cabinet committee
established in 1980 has examined literally thousands of place-names
for cities, towns, suburbs, roads, rivers, dams, mountains, forests,
and other natural features. On April 18, 1982, the second anniver-
sary of independence, new names were proclaimed for thirty-two
cities and towns (see table B). Zimbabwe: A Country Study makes
use of these new designations where appropriate. Because the
renaming project is an ongoing effort, readers should be aware that
additional changes can be expected from time to time in the future.

An effort has been made to limit the use of foreign and technical
words in the text of this study. When this has not been appropriate,
such terms have been defined briefly where they first appear in any
chapter, or reference has been made to the Glossary, which is
included for the reader's convenience. All measurements are in
metric terms; a conversion table will assist those who may not be
familiar with metric equivalents (see table 1, Appendix).
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Table A. Chronology of Historicl Events, 1000 to 1980

Dates Events

ca. 1000 Emergence of Shona confederacy centered at Great Zimbabwe.

ca. 1350 Mbire line recognized as paramount chiefs at height of Great Zimbabwe's
prosperity and importance.

ca. 1450 Great Zimbabwe abandoned by royal court; Mutota founds Munhumutapa
state in Zambezi region; Changamire Dynasty rules satellite chiefdom in
Karanga territory.

ca. 1490 Changamire state separates from Munhumutapa.

1513 First documented Portuguese expedition reaches Munhumutapa territory.

1629 Portuguese ascendancy established over Munhumutapa.

ca. 1690 Dombo creates "Rozvi Empire" as expansion of Changamire state, expels
Portuguese from upper Zambezi; Munhumutapa continues in Mozambique
as Portuguese protectorate.

ca. 1820 Migrations begin, resulting from Zulu ascendancy in Natal.

1822 Mzilikazi leads Ndebele out of Natal after quarrel with Zulu king.

ca. 1835 Great Zimbabwe sacked by Ngoni (Zulu-spealdng group) moving north.

1838 Branch of Ndebele under Kaliphi crosses Limpopo River into Shona terri-
tory.

1839 Mzilikazl arrives with his party, asserts his authority as Ndebele king.

1840s. Ndebele hegemony extended over Matabeleland.

1853 Treaty with Transvaal Republic admits limited European penetration of
Matabeleland.

188 Robert Moffat opens mission station at Inyati.

1868 Mzilkazi dies.

1870 L.obengula recognized as Ndebele king after disputed succession.

1888 Lobengula accedes to Mofat Agreement, bringing Matabeleland and
Mashonaland within British sphere of influence; Cecil Rhodes forms
British South Africa Company (BSAC), obtains mining rights from Loben-
gula through Rudd Concession.

1889 BSAC incorporated under British royal charter.

1890 Pioneer Column enters Mashonaland, establishes Fort Salisbury; company
rule begins in region; choice land allotted to European settlers.

1893-94 Ndebele War: Lobengula dies, BSAC rule extended to Matabeleland.

1894 First Native Reserves set aside.
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Table A. Chronology of Historical Events, 1000 to 1980 (Continued)

Dates Events

1895 BASC-claimed territory proclaimed "Rhodesia."

1896-97 Serious uprisings by Ndebele and Shona peoples against European pres-
ence put down by British forces.

1897 BSAC establishes separate administrations for Southern Rhodesia and
Northern Rhodesia.

1898 Constitution provides settler participation in Southern Rhodesian Legisla-

tive Council.

1907 Settlers granted majority role in Legislative Council; movement begins for
termination of BSAC rule.

1914-18 White Rhodesians serve with British Empire forces in World War I; end

of company rule delayed.

1920 Responsible Government Party (RGP) led by Charles Coghlan wins major-
ity in Legislative Council, presses for self-government and crown colony

status for Southern Rhodesia.

1922 Referendum favors responsible government as British crown colony over
union with South Africa.

1923 BSAC rule ended; Southern Rhodesia becomes crown colony; new consti-
tution provides for self-government by white minority through unicameral
Legislative Assembly. Coghlan named prime minister, advocates "partner-
ship" between Europeans and Africans; RGP reorganized as Rhodesian
Party; Rhodesian Bantu Voters Association formed.

1925-26 Morris Carter Commission recommends segregated land development.

1927 Howard Moffat becomes prime minister; African labor movement emerges.

1930 Land Apportionment Act establishes areas of exclusiv,- occupation by
Europeans and Africans.

1933 Reform Party wins one-seat majority in Legislative Assembly. Godfrey
Huggins becomes prime minister.

1934 Huggins forms coalition United Party (UP), which captures commanding
majority in new elections; government proposes "two-pyramid" policy of
separate development for races; African labor movement suppressed; Bantu
Congress founded, forerunner of African National Congress in Southern
Rhodesia.

1939-45 White and African Rhodesians serve on several fronts in World War II;

right-wing white opposition to UP grows; African labor movement revived.

1946 Right-wing Liberal Party makes major gains in general election, but

Huggins retains control of government.

1948 UP majority restored in general election.
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Table A. Chronology of Historical Events, 1000 to 1980 (Continued)

Dates Events

1950 Unauthorized Africans in unassigned lands ordered to Native Reserves.

1953 Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland created; Southern Rhodesian mem-
bership approved in referendum; Huggins becomes federal prime minister;
Garfield Todd succeeds as prime minister of Southern Rhodesia; UP reor-
ganized as United Rhodesia Party (URP); Huggins forms Federal Party
(FP) to contest federal elections.

1955 Youth League founded, demands full voting rights for Africans in munici-
pal elections.

1956 Huggins retires, succeeded by Roy Welensky as federal prime minister;
antifederation Dominion Party (DP) organized by Winston Field in South-
ern Rhodesia, calls for independence with full dominion status within
Commonwealth of Nations.

1957 FP and URP merge as United Federation Party (UFP); Southern Rhodesian
African National Congress (SRANC) formed under leadership of Joshua
Nkomo.

1958 Todd ousted as prime minister by UFP convention; Edgar Whitehead
named to succeed him; UFP defeats DP by narrow margin in general
election.

1959 Law and Order (Maintenance) Act and Emergency Powers Act restrict
civil rights and political activity of African majority; SRANC banned.

1960 Monckton Commission studies future of federation, recommends new
constitutions leading to eventual majority rule in constituent territories;
National Democratic Party (NDP) formed to replace SRANC.

1961 Referendum endorses new constitution creating dual voting rolls; NDP
banned, immediately reconstituted by Nkomo as Zimbabwe African
People's Union (ZAPU).

1962 DP reorganized as Rhodesian Front (RF), wins general election in Decem-
ber; Field named prime minister; Nyasaland secedes from federation;
ZAPU banned.

1963 British government establishes "five principles" guaranteeing African civil
rights and unimpeded progress toward majority rule as precondition for
independence; Northern Rhodesia secedes, federation formally dissolved;
Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) formed by ZAPU dissidents, led
by Ndabaningi Sithole.

1964 lan Smith replaces Field as prime minister; referendum in November
approves government's application for independence on basis of 1961 con-
stitution; British government reaffirms "five principles."

1965 RF wins all fifty white seats in May general election; in November Smith
government makes unilateral declaration of independence from Britain,
which regards Southern Rhodesia as in state of rebellion.
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Table A. Chronology of Historical Events, 1000 to 1980 (Continued)

Dates Events

1966 United Nations (UN) Security Counci votes mandatory sanctions on se-
lected Rhodesian exports and imports; Br,,s:s Prime Minister Harold Wil-
son meets Smith in unsuccessful bid to arrange return to legality; guerrillas
engage Rhodesian security forces in combat.

1968 UN establishes comprehensive mandatory sanctions against Southern
Rhodesia; Wilson softens terms for return to legality but is rebuffed by
Smith.

1969 Two-proposition referendum approves establishment of republic and en-
dorse new constitution; government outlines policy of "parity" calling fur
total segregation through separate political development; Land Tenure Act
imposes segregated land occupancy.

1970 Rhodesia formally (but illegally) declared republic.

1971 Smith-Home Agreement proposes terms for settlement; Bishop Abel Muzo-

rewa forms African N4ational Council to oppose agreement.

1972 Pearce Commission conducts hearings to ascertain public reaction to pro-
posed settlement; Muzorewa organizes African opposition; new phase of
guerrilla war opens with stepped-up activity by ZANU.

1974 African nationalist leaders released from prison to attend Lusaka Confer-
ence.

1975 Victoria Falls Conference fails; African National Council splits into wings
loyal to Muzorewa and Nkomo; Robert Mugabe consolidates leadership
over ZANU.

1976 All-party Geneva Conference convened; ZANU and ZAPU merge as
Patriotic Front (PF).

1977 Smith rejects Anglo-American initiatives; government seeks political settle-
ment with internal groups. Land Tenure Act amended to open white rural
areas to Africans.

1978 Quadripartite Executive Council under Smith, Muzorewa, Sithole, and
conservative Jeremiah Chirau heads transitional government.

1979 Land Tenure Amendment Act of 1977 repealed; internal settlement consti-
tution establishes Zimbabwe Rhodesia. UANC wins majority of parlimen-
tary seats in April election; Muzorewa installed as prime minister; no
international recognition received; at Lancaster House Conference (Sep-
tember-December), internal parties and PF accept British-proposed consti-
tution and cease-fire plan; colonial rule reestablished; UN sanctions ter-
minated.

1980 Mugabe's ZANU-PF wins majority in February election; Mugabe forms
coalition government with Nkomo's PF-ZAPU; on April 18 Zimbabwe
becomes independent republic.
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Table B. Official Place-Namne Changes in Zimbabwe, April 1982

New Name Former Name Fanner Name New Name

Cbegutu ........ Hartley Balla Balla ..... Mbalabala
Chimanimani....Melsetter Belingwe........... Mberengwa
Cbinhoyi........... Sinoia Chipinga........... Chipinge
chipinge........... Chipinga Dett ............... Dete
Chivbu ........... Enkeldoorn Enkeldoorn.......Chivbu
Dete............... Dell Essexvale .......... Esigodini
Esigodini .......... Essexvale Fort Victoria .... Masvingo
Guruwe............ Sipolilo Gatooma........... Kadoma
Gweru.............CGwelo Gwelo ............. Gweru
Harare* ............ Salisbury* Hartley ............ Chegutu
Hwange ........... Wankie Inyazura........... Nyazura
IKadoma ........... Gatooma Mangula........... Mbangura
Kwekwe ........... Que Que Marandellas.......Marondera
Marondera......... Marandellas Mashabs .......... Mashava
Mashava........... Mashaba Melsetter.......... Chinianimani
Masvingo .......... Fort Victoria Mrewa............. Murewa
Mbalabala ......... Balla Balls Mtoko..............Mutoko
Mberengwa.......Belingwe Mtorashanga .... Mutorashanga
Mbangura ......... Mangula Nlcai ............... Nkayi
Murewa ........... Mrewa Nuanetsi........... Mwenezi
Mutare ............ Umtali Que Que........... Kwekwe
Mutoko .. .......... Mtoko Salisbury* ......... Harare*
Mutorashanga .... Mtorashanga Selukwe ........... Shurugwi
Mvuma ............ Umvuma Shabani............ Zvishavane
Mwenezi........... Nuanetsi Sinoia.............. Chinhoyi
Nkayi............... Nka Sipolilo ............ Guruwe
Nyazura ........... Inyazura Somabula.......... Somabhula
Sango.............. Vila Salazar Tjolotjo ............ Tsholotsho
Shurugwi...........Selukwe Umtali ............ Mutare
Somabhula ........ Somabula Umvuma........... Mvuma
Tsholotsho ........ .Tjolotjo Vila Salazar ..... Sango
Zvisbavane ........ Shabani Wanie ............ Hwange

*National capital.



Country Profile

Country
Formal Name: Republic of Zimbabwe.

Short Form: Zimbabwe.

Term for Citizens: Zimbabweans.

Capital: Harare (known until April 1982 as Salisbury).

Independence Achieved: April 18, 1980

Flag: Horizontal bars of green, yellow, red, black, red, yellow,
green; on left, symbolic bird of Zimbabwe superimposed on five-
pointed red star centered in half-diamond-shaped white field.
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Geography
Size: 390,308 square kilometers.

Topography: Elevated savanna (highveld), above 1,200 meters, runs
from northeast to southwest through center of country; slopes on
both sides through middleveld (900 to 1,200 meters) to lowveld
(below 900 meters) approaching borders marked mainly by river
basins or valleys: Zambezi in north, Limpopo in south; granitic
outcrops and hills (kopjes) widespread. Mountains along eastern
border contrast with plateau that distinguishes rest of country.

Climate: Subtropical; warm rainy season November-March; dry win-
ter May-August; transitional periods April-May and September-
October; elevation moderates warm season temperatures in
highveld and mountains. Only parts of eastern highlands receive
more than 1,200 millimeters of rain annually; two-thirds of country
receives less than 800 millimeters. Seasonal nature and uncertainty
of rainfall require construction of reservoirs and other conservation
measures; drought not uncommon.

Society
Population: Most recent census 1969; official estimate 7.6 million for
mid-1981. African population (97 percent of total) growing at average
annual rate of 3.5 percent. Whites, never more than 5 percent of
total population, declining owing to emigration; estimated
unofficially at 170,000 in early 1982. Coloureds (persons of mixed
ancestry) and Asians constitute very small, essentially urban groups.

Ethnic Groups and Languages: The two most important ethnolin-
guistic categories are Shona speakers, about 75 percent of total
Africans, and Ndebele speakers, roughly 16 percent of Africans.
None of half-dozen other indigenous African groups exceeds 2 per-
cent of African population. Migrants from neighboring countries
roughly 5 percent of all Africans in Zimbabwe. Shona speakers
divided into regional groups based on dialect similarities: Karanga,
Zezuru, Korekore, Manyika, Ndau, and Kalanga. Last group, in far
west, separated from main body of Shona speakers by Ndebele and
generally oriented politically to Ndebele. Shona, in dialect based on
Zezuru, has standard orthography and gradually developing
literature. English remains language of government and schools
above primary level.

Religion: Roughly three-fourths of all Africans adhere to local vari-
ants of indigenous religions. One-fourth of all Africans affiliated with
Christian churches of several kinds, of which about 40 percent are
Roman Catholic and 36 percent are members of independent apos-
tolic churches emphasizing healing, prophesy, and possession by
Holy Spirit.
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Health: Water-related diseases common among Africans include
enteritis and other diarrheal disorders, schistosomiasis, malaria,
trachoma and infectious hepatitis; pulmonary tuberculosis,
pneumonia, and measles also common. Lack of environmental
sanitation and incidence of undernourishment and protein defi-
ciency contribute to frequency and severity of many diseases.
Preindependence health delivery oriented toward whites and urban
dwellers and emphasis on curative medicine; postindependence
government proposes health care reorientation to rural population
and preventive medicine.
Education: In 1982, two years after independence, tremendous
growth in African enrollment in primary schools (grades I through 7)
and substantial growth in secondary enrollment (Forms I through
VI), but materials, facilities, and qualified teachers in short supply.
Teacher training schools and other teacher training programs in
process of development. University of Zimbabwe, multiracial even
before independence, increasing its African student body, but more
slowly than lower education levels.

Economy
Salient Features: Essentially dual economy comprising mixed
urban-rural, private enterprise-dominated modern sector producing
most of gross domestic product (CDP) and mainly subsistence sector
encompassing rural African population. As of 1982 avowedly socialist
government had assumed somewhat larger role in modern sector but
had accepted importance of private activities.

Agriculture: Sectoral activities-modern and subsistence-
together provide livelihood for over 70 percent of population and an
average of about 40 percent of export receipts. Modern sector,
consisting of small number of white farmers employing about one-
third of wage-earning African work force, accounts for 80 percent of
agricultural output. Principal crops: maize, millet, sorghum,
groundnuts, and cotton grown by subsistence sector and maize,
sorghum, goundnuts, cotton, tobacco, fruits, sugarcane, coffee, and
tea produced by modern sector. Both sectors have large cattle herds,
but 60 to 75 percent of domestically consumed beef furnished by
modern sector. Forest area substantial but gradually diminishing in
African communal subsistence areas, mainly result of population
pressures causing overuse and destruction of forests to open up new
agricultural land. Fishing of minor economic significance.

Manufacturing: Highly diversified manufacturing sector, largely
developed during unilateral declaration of independence period
(1965-79), provides almost 90 percent of manufactured goods used
domestically. Overwhelmingly privately owned, sector is .lot
contributor to GDP and second largest employer of paid labor.

Mining: Country rich in minerals; mining industry produces more
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than forty minerals, of which most important are gold, asbestos,
nickel, copper, chromite, and coal. Almost all production exported;
exports account usually for about 40 percent of foreign exchange
earnings from merchandise sales abroad. Industry largely foreign
owned.
Energy: Domestic sources of energy: wood, coal, hydroelectric
power; ethanol also produced from sugarcane since 1980. All petro-
leum products and additional electricity imported despite substan-
tial undeveloped hydroelectric capacity and large unworked coal
deposits. Wood almost sole source of energy in African communal
areas.
Foreign Trade: Main exports: agricultural products (tobacco, cotton,
sugar, maize) and minerals and processed mineral products
(asbestos, coal, coke, copper, nickel, tin metal, ferroalloys, iron, and
steel). Largest imports: machinery, transport equipment, manufac-
tured goods, and mineral fuels. Principal trading partners in early
1980: South Africa, Britain, Federal Republic of Germany (West
Germany), United States, and Italy.
Currency: Zimbabwe dollar (Z$-see Glossary) consisting of 100
cents. In mid-1982 US$1 equaled about Z$0.75, or Z$1 equaled
about US$1.33.
Fiscal Year: July 1 through following June 30; in Zimbabwe July 1,
1981, through June 30, 1982, expressed as FY 1981-82.

Transportation
Railroads: Government-owned National Railways of Zimbabwe
(2,734 route kilometers in 1982, almost entirely single track) served
principally modern sector but covered most of country except large
African communal area in northern part. System connects with rail
lines in South Africa, Zambia, and Mozambique and constitutes vital
transit hub for traffic to and from those countries and to a lesser
extent with Zaire. System in generally good condition in 1982 but in
need of replacements and new equipment to handle volume of
available traffic. First stage of electrification of system begun in 1981.
Roads: Total road network about 85,000 kilometers of which some
12,000 kilometers paved. National road system interconnects main
towns, commercial farming areas, and development areas of modern
sector. Well-maintained gravel road net serves local needs of com-
mercial farming areas. African communal areas have low-grade
gravel and earth roads and tracks.
Civil Aviation: In 1982 government-owned Air Zimbabwe furnished
regular flights to eight main domestic airports, three of which
(Harare, Bulawayo, and Victoria Falls) were of international class.
Local service provided by private charter operations. Air Zimbabwe
also operated regional services and international flights to London,
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Frankfurt, and Athens. Airlines of Botswana, Mozambique, South
Africa, Swaziland, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Tanzania provided air con-
nections with Zimbabwe. Several international carriers also offered
regular service.

Government and Politics
Government: Parliamentary democracy based on Westminster
model; president (head of state) elected for six-year term by
parliament; prime minister (head of government) and cabinet drawn
from parliament; bicameral parliament consisting of 100-member
House of Assembly and forty-member Senate; assembly dominant
legislative and budgetary authority, Senate having only delaying
power; eighty assembly members elected by African voters, remain-
ing twenty elected by whites, Coloureds, and Asians. Constitution,
introduced at independence in 1980 as republic's basic law, guaran-
tees civil and political rights, gives prime -. nister de facto appoint-
ive power over department secretaries and heads of police and
military services; constitutional amendment requires seventy affir-
mative votes in assembly and two-thirds of Senate; civil rights
entrenched in constitution for ten years; functions of assembly and
Senate as well as parliamentary seats earmarked for whites
entrenched for seven years.

Administrative Divisions: Governmental authority centralized at
national level; the eight provinces lack administrative powers. Pre-
dominantly white farming areas divided into forty-five elected rural
councils; African communal lands divided into fifty-five elected dis-
trict councils under appointive district administrators. Municipali-
ties governed by unified urban councils elected by wards in white
and African residential suburbs.

Politics: In 1980 parliamentary elections Zimbabwe African National
Union-Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF), party of Prime Minister Robert
Mugabe, received fifty-seven-seat majority in House of Assembly;
Joshua Nkomo's Patriotic Front-Zimbabwe African People's Union
(PF-ZAPU) won twenty seats; twenty white seats divided among Ian
Smith'; Rhodesian Front (in 1981 renamed Republican Front) and
independents; Abel Muzorewa's United African National Council
(UANC) attained three seats. In 1982 ZANU-PF-dominated cabinet
included minority membership of four PF-ZAPU and two white
independents; discord between Ndebele-oriented PF-ZAPU and
Shona-oriented ZANU-PF threatening stability of multiparty
syseem.
Judicial System: Laws based on Roman-Dutch law of South Africa;
preindependence legislation valid if not in conflict with Constitu-
tion. Supreme court and High Court at apex ofjudicial system; most
criminal and civil cases heard by magistrates' courts; village and
community courts, mostly found in African communal lands, try
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lesser offenses and civil cases falling under African customary law.
Foreign Relations: Active in Organization of African Unity and
Southern African Development Coordination Conference; non-
aligned foreign policy, but country dependent on Western aid and
investment for economic growth and creation ofjobs. As member of
front-line states (see Glossary), Zimbabwe opposes white minority
rule in South Africa and supports independence of Namnibia (South
West Africa); close economic links dictate pragmatic policies toward
South Africa.

National Security
Armed Forces: In 1982 Zimbabwe Defence Force of approximately
63,'000 prsonnel included National Army of about 60,000 and air
force of 2,900; organized army reserve of 7,000 whites. Military
service voluntary.
Major Tactical Units: Army organized into five infantry brigades,
including thirty-two infantry battalions plus armor, artillery, engineer,
and support units. Paratroop battalion, commando battalion, and
mounted infantry battalion operated separately. Air force organized
into one light bomber squadron, one fighter-bomber squadron, one
light attack squadron, one transport squadron, and two helicopter
squadrons; equipment in 1982 inventory included approximately
thirty-four aging, fixed-wing combat aircraft and thirty-seven
helicopters.
Major Military Suppliers: Substantial amount of equipment sup-
plied by Britain before 1965 still in use in 1982, particularly in air
force. Light weapons supplied to guerrillas during 1972-79 civil war
by African countries, China, Soviet Union, and Eastern Europe still
used in 1982. British military advisory and training team assisting in
integrating guerrilla armies with former Rhodesian army and in
training. British firm involved in first significant postwar purchase of
military aircraft. Advisers and equipment from Democratic People's
Republic of Korea (North Korea) used to train and outfit one infantry
brigade.
Defense Costs: In FY 1979-80 (last year of civil war) military budget
rose to 25.9 percent of total national budget; expenditures classed
as "war costs' accounted for 41 percent of total government spending.
In FY 1980-81 military expenditures accounted for 19.2 percent of
government total.

Internal Security Forces: National police force (Zimbabwe Republic
Police) of about 9,000 included 1,500man police paramilitary unit
(to be expanded); 25,000-man police reserve (half Africans, half
whites). Central Intelligence Organization under control of Prime
Minister's Office provided domestic and foreign intelligence. National
militia being formed in 1982.
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Introduction

FoR ADVOCATES OF SOCIAL JUSTICE and political self-
determination, April 18, 1980, was an auspicious occasion in southern
Africa, the continent's last outpost of colonialism. On that day Britain
formally granted sovereignty to a new country called Zimbabwe, an
event that provided the opportunity for a fresh start in a region long
riven by racial struggle and bitter civil conflict (see fig. 1). In the brief
interval that has transpired, anxious international attention has centered
on the newly formed state as its citizens attempt to bind up old wounds
and adjust to a reordered future. The society's diverse and potentially
troublesome legacies have not made the task an easy one.

Before national independence the landlocked territory was known to
much of the world as Rhodesia, a self-governing British colony that had
vied for recognized sovereignty for two decades. The multiracial population,
estimated at roughly 7.3 million in late 1979, was composed of four
distinct and officially recognized groups: at least 7 million black Africans,
some 240,000 whites (known locally as Europeans), about 20,000 Coloureds
(persons of mixed race), and approximately 10,000 Asians. Given a high
natural growth rate, the African component was increasing every sixteen
months by a number roughly equal to the entire white population.
(Results of the first postindependence census in mid-1982 were expected
to reveal a significantly larger total population, a higher annual growth
rate, and an even more pronounced contrast in the size of the racial
components.)

Most of the Africans belong to one of two major ethnic groups: the
Shona speakers (known locally as Mashona) and the Ndebele speakers
(usually referred to locally as Matabele). The Shona had lived in the area
a longer period of time and were the more numerous of the two groups.
The Ndebele, located throughout the western third of the territory,
were an offshoot of an ethnic group that had originated in South Africa.
In the early nineteenth century the Ndebele had conquered a portion of
the Shona and controlled them for a time.

More than half of the white population had arrived in Rhodesia since
World War II. They were primarily of British origin, although some
were of other European nationalities or were Afrikaners from neighbor-
ing South Africa. English, the language spoken by most white Rhodesians,
was the official language of the colony.

The society in which these people lived was dominated politically,
socially, and economically by the white minority who, through enforce-
ment of custom and law, perpetuated an atmosphere in which race was
the determining factor in all relations. The four categories into which the
population was officially separated differed markedly in culture, physi-
cal characteristics, and core institutions. To a great extent each of them
represented a distinct closed society; contacts between the groups were
generally confined to economic and administrative matters.
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According to the system of social stratification throughout the terri-
tory, white Rhodesians had the highest status, followed in descending
order by Asians, Coloureds, and Africans. There were comparatively
few Asians and Coloureds--together, about 0.5 percent of the total
population--and they generally regarded the social and political aspira-
tions of the Africans as a latent threat to their own positions. Most
Asians and Coloureds, therefore, tended to identify with white atti-
tudes, values, and institutions. The result was essentially a two-
stratum society marked by white supremacy and black subordination.
Membership within a particular racial category largely determined
status and the ways in which people acted toward one another. in
most instances it also regulated access to jobs in government and
private industry, as well as the quality of education, modern health
services, housing, and social welfare.

Nearly a century of existence as an elite minority group in a black
African setting had forged white Rhodesians into a community of
privileged members united by shared experience and outlook.
Rhodesia's African majority, however, was to a great extent divided.
There were a number of separate societies when white seL.iers first
arrived in the area, and the animosity that had e -;sted between the
two major ethnic groups at that time still survived in attenuated
form. The social, political, and economic institutions introduced by
the white community also had discouraged African cohesiveness.

The African social systems based on kinship and stressing the
values of communal relationships contrasted profoundly with the
individualistic, achievement-oriented Western culture of the white
citizens. In striving for upward mobility, large numbers of Africans
were attracted to the white way of life and its obvious privileges, a
factor that had opened additional gulfs within the black society.
Contrasting values and attitudes were apparent between the old and
the young, subsistence cultivators and wage earners, rural and urban
inhabitants, and the illiterate and the educated.

Although shaped by government policies and management,
Rhodesia's economy adhered to the principle of private ownership.
Growth of the white-dominated modern cash economy had brought
a degree of affluence to the white population that was almost unparal-
leled in Africa. Since the formal establishment of colonial status
under the British, Rhodesia had concentrated on developing the
territory's rich mineral resources and agricultural potential, drawing
much of its labor from Africans living in segregated areas known as
the Tribal Trust Lands (TL) and from neighboring countries. In
accordance with the government's segregaioist policies, the territory's
land was divided about equally in terms of area between whites and
Africans. But the portion reserved for white citizens contained all the
major cities and towns, the better farmland, most of the developed or I
known mineral resources, and the modem transportation system.

An essentially subsistence economy prevailed in the TTL where
the majority of black Rhodesians lived, but most of them were also
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involved to some degree in the money economy. Roughly one-third
of the Africans lived and worked in white areas, where they formed
the base of the productive structure. Many others depended in part
,upon their own earnings from seasonal labor and jobs in urban
centers or on assistance from relatives employed in the white areas.

In the agricultural sector sharp contrast was apparent between the
farming and stockraising activities of whites and Africans. In general
white farmers had progressed in less than a cent "ry from agricultural
practices marked by low yields to more sophisticated mechanized
techniques that produced high yields of tobacco, hybrid maize (corn),
sugar, and other crops. In contrast the lot of the typical African
subsistence farm family was difficult, and its labor was poorly rewarded.
The ability of the TL to feed a growing population had diminished
to an alarming degree.

The foundation for Rhodesia's disquieting problems was laid at the
very beginning of European penetration of the area, which had long
been the scene of mass movements of indigenous African peoples.
Although Portuguese explorers came to the region as early as the
sixteeenth century, the influx of white settlers did not occur until the
subsequent surge of profit-oriented explorations spearheaded by
Cecil Rhodes, the British adventurer and entrepreneur. Having
immigrated earlier to South Africa, where he amassed a fortune in
diamonds, Rhodes sent agents across the Limpopo River to seek
concessions for mineral rights from local African chiefs as part of his
Cape-to-Cairo colonization ambitions. In 1889 he organized the first
unit of white settlers and sent them northward from South Africa in
search of gold. A year later this Pioneer Column, representing
Rhodes' British South Africa Company, established the settlement of
Fort Salisbury, a site that later became the capital of Rhodesia.

The gold in the territory's high central plateau failed to meet
Rhodes' expectations. But other objectives were achieved, and the
region became a commercial territory under the administration of
the charter company. The British prospered by extending their
empire and, consequently, their sphere of influence. Control over
the African majority in the area-a ready source of cheap labor-
brought ample rewards to the white settlers.

From the outset, however, the company's practices and methods
irritated both the Africans and the settlers, who resented being
governed by an organization guided soley by profit motives. In 1923
London abrogated the company's charter and gave the white settlers
a choice of being incorporated into the Union of South Africa or of
becoming a separate territory within the British Empire. The set-
tlers rejected incorporation, and the crown colony of Southern Rhodesia,
names for Rhodes, was formally annexed by Britain. From the
beginning of this new relationship, London granted the right of
self-government to the white settlers, including permission to form
their own legislature, civil service, and security forces. The British
retained the right to intervene under certain conditions, particularly
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in matters affecting the African population.
In 1953 Southern Rhodesia was joined in a multiracial federation

with the British protectorates of Nothern Rhodesia and Nyasaland in
an effort to pool their resources and markets. The federation flour-
ished economically but was opposed by the Africans, who feared
they would not be able to achieve self-determination within a federal
structure dominated by white Southern Rhodesians. At the end of
1963 the federation was dissolved in a spirit of bitterness over
Southern Rhodesia's racial policies. In 1964 Northern Rhodesia and
Nyasaland became, respectively, the independent states of Zambia
and Malawi.

Although prepared to grant formal independence to Southern
Rhodesia, the British government was adamant in its insistence that
authorities in Salisbury first demonstrate their intention to move
toward eventual majority rule. Failure to achieve a compromise on
this key point in the negotiations led to a drastic step by Rhodesian
leader Ian Smith that attracted attention around the world. On
November 1, 1965, the prime minister announced his government's
unilateral deciaration of independence, a rebellious act that brought
the acronym UIDI into the international lexicon. From that date until
the eve of Zimbabwean independence nearly fifteen years later, the
white minority remained in a state of revolt against British authority.

Contrary to Rhodesian expectations, London made public its inten-
tion to refrain from using military force against the rebellious colony.
Instead the British government imposed a unilateral system of eco-
nomic sanctions on trade with Southern Rhodesia and appealed for
similar action by other nations, anticipating that the move would
bring the Smith regime to its knees within a matter of weeks.
Negotiations to settle the impasse throughout the following year,
however, proved fruitless. In December 1966, for the first time in
United Nations (UN) history, the Security Council imposed manda-
tory economic sanctions. Initially only the colony's principal exports
and key imports-arms, aircraft, motor vehicles, petroleum, and
petroleum products-were placed on a selective sanctions list, but
by 1968 the restrictions had been broadened to a virtual economic
embargo. Even though the action disrupted the colony's economy
to some extent, the effects were not serious enough to bring about an
immediate change in the Smith regime's political attitudes.

A constitution adopted by the local legislature and approved by
the white electorate in 1969 declared a republican form of government.
Revealing strong bias in favor of the white minority, the document
abrogated all former legal guarantees pertaining to civil liberties and
established a roadblock to the possibility of majority rule. But the
course of maintaining the status quo was a lonely one, and no country
in the world community extended formal recognition of the Smith
government or Rhodesian independence. Even in the white redoubt
of southern Africa, where South Africa and the Portuguese colonies
ofAngola and Mozambique gave economic support and sympathized
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with the regime's political aspirations, approval was couched in tacit
terms and covert action.

As international censure persisted, the Smith regime adopted an
increasingly repressive policy in defense of its efforts to perpetuate
the existing socioeconomic order. Although domestic efforts to change
the system were made by a few leaders of the African community,
meaningful achievement was limited by the full range of legal instru-
ments and security forces available to the governing regime for
controlling political expression and organization. Because of the
broad range of laws they risked contravening, Africans lived in a state
of constant insecurity. Nearly all black nationalist leaders experi-
enced periods of confinement in Rhodesian prisons, but the govern-
ment was unable to stifle their aspirations.

The two major groups that formed to give political expression to
African goals were the Ndebele-dominated Zimbabwe African People's
Union (ZAPU) and the Shona-based Zimbabwe African National
Union (ZANU). Proscribed in Rhodesia, both political groups estab-
lished exile headquarters in sympathetic black countries, particu-
larly neighboring Zambia. Despairing of the ability to bring about
change through peaceful means, they soon turned to more violent
methods, including the formation of military elements trained in
guerrilla tactics and armed with the necessary weapons to carry them
out. In 1972 ZANU's force, the Zimbabwe African National Libera-
tion Army (ZANLA), operating from isolated bases in Mozambique,
began sustained guerrilla operations inside eastern Rhodesia. ZAPU's
military force, known as the Zimbabwe People's Revolutionary Army
(ZIPRA), carried out hit-and-run raids from bases in Zambia.

By 1976 embargo-related pressures had increased, and black rule
in Angola and Mozambique had diminished southern Africa's white
redoubt. The Smith regime was increasingly beset by economic
dislocation and sagging white morale. Responding to a series of
diplomatic initiatives by Britain and the United States, the Rhode-
sian government agreed in principle to relax its stand against major-
ity rule, but black nationalist leaders were no longer prepared to
compromise over control of government ministries or a prolonged
transition period. Two years later the Smith regime engineered a
settlement with the African leaders who had remained in Salisbury, a
move calculated to preserve white interests even under a black
majority government headed by Methodist Bishop Abel Muzorewa.
The colony was renamed Zimbabwe Rhodesia in early 1979, but the
compromise solution failed to appease the ZAPU and ZANU forces
or to gain international recognition. The war continued.

When it became evident in mid-1979 that the new Conservative
government of British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher would not
recognize the Muzorewa regime, all contending factions joined in
renewed negotiations at Lancaster House in London. After three
months of bargaining, agreement was reached on a new constitution
and procedures for a transfer of power. In mid-December British
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authority was reinstated in Salisbury, heralding a brief transition to
formal independence. During this prelude a cease-fire in the civil
war was effected, and economic sanctions were lifted in the UN by
the Security Council. Carefully supervised elections in which nine
political parties campaigned actively were held in February 1980,
and the Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF)
won by an overwhelming majority. ZANU-PF leader Robert Mugabe,
avowed Marxist and early advocate of socialist reform, was asked to
form the first government and lead it as prime minister. President
Canaan Banana, a Methodist minster who had vigorously opposed
Rhodesia's racial injustice, would serve as head of state.

Despite ZANU-PF's early reputation as the most radical of the
political parties involved in the 1980 elections, white Zimbabweans'
fears of a Marxist takeover have not materialized during the first two
years of national independence. Instead the government has adhered
generally to Mugabe's announced policies of reconciliation,
reconstruction, and moderate socioeconomic change. Integration of
the various elements of the armed forces that existed at the close of
the seven-year civil war has received primary attention, as has the
reestablishment of social services in rural areas. Also high on the list
of reforms have been efforts to reverse the discriminatory practices
in land distribution, education, employment, and wages that existed
before independence.

Change has occurred at a necessarily moderate pace, owing largely
to the tasks involved in revitalizing the war-damaged economy,
which must provide the revenues to support desired reforms. At
independence Zimbabwe was fortunate in having some advantages
that few other new African states have enjoyed. Although much of
the country remained underdeveloped, Mugabe's government inher-
ited an economy that was more advanced and viable than any on the
continent except that of South Africa. Moreover it boasted a certain
degree of self-sufficiency derived from fifteen years of resisting
economic sanctions through the development of domestic industries.
Nevertheless the country has had to cope with a number of economic
difficulties. Some new jobs have been created, but unacceptable
unemployment has persisted, particularly among Africans. Increased
government expenditures, better wages, and a growing demand for
more foreign consumer goods-obtainable only at high world prices-
have contributed to rising inflation.

Many economists have emphasized the country's shortage of for-
eign exchanges as its most serious economic problem. This difficulty
has been aggravated by a growing domestic market, lower commodity
export prices, and transportation bottlenecks in Mozambique that
have diverted large shipments of export goods to the longer and
more costly routes through South Africa. A shortage of machinery
and certain raw materials has impeded industrial expansion, a defi-
ciency that in turn has hindered Zimbabwe's ability to earn needed
foreign currency. The Mugabe government has devoted consider-
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able effort to assuring foreign investors that the country offers lucra-
tive business prospects. But most foreign companies have been
reluctant to invest in Zimbabwe because of misgivings over Mugabe's
socialist philosophy. The prime minister, hoping to gain the confi-
dence of foreign investors, has given assurances that multinational
companies will not be nationalized and that a joint capitalist-socialist
approach will be necessary for some time to come.

The economy has also suffered from the large-scale departure of
skilled white workers, who were unable to adjust to loss of status nr
who foresaw poor promotion prospects as a result of Africanization
efforts by the black majority government. Contrary to the
preindependence misgivings of many whites, Zimbabwe has not
degenerated into disorder and chaos. Africans have acceded to politi-
cal power, but Zimbabweans who once called themselves Europeans
still enjoy the larger share of the economic rewards. Moreover
Mugabe and his black governmental ministers have gone to great
lengths to assure the white workers that the country needs their
abilities and output. This is particularly true of the modern white
farmers on whose proven skills the country's food supply will depend
for some years to come.

Many of Mugabe's critics have been surprised by the pragmatic
manner in which the prime minister has sought to deal with his
country's problems. Reconciliation and national unity, however,
have been difficult to achieve in a state where legacies of diversity
and intolerance are still apparent. Political rivalry that has grown out
of historical interethnic tension between the population's Shona
speakers and Ndebele speakers has not been laid to rest, nor has the
distrust that exists between the young black-governed republic and
South Africa, its more powerful, white-ruled neighbor.

By late 1982 the Mugabe government had become increasingly
preoccupied with conspiracy theories, chief of which was a charge
that the government in Pretoria had undertaken a determined cam-
paign to destabilize its Zimbabwean counterpart because white South
Africans could not tolerate success in a multiracial society so close to
its own territory. Concern was also mounting over the perceived
domestic threat attributed to "dissidents," the term used to denote
disgruntled former ZIPRA soldiers and members of rival Joshua
Nkomo's Patriotic Front-Zimbabwe African People's Union. More-
over public unease was becoming apparent as the government dealt
with its problems by increasingly resorting to the repressive emer-
gency powers it had inherited from the Smith regime of the Rhode-
sian.period. For many Zimbabweans the initial promise of ethnic
harmony in a prospering economic atmosphere appeared to be in
jeopardy.

Harold D. Nelson
December 1982
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ZIMBABWE'S QUEST FOR SOVEREIGNTY in the twentieth
century attained success after most of the rest of Africa south of the
Sahara had won the right to self-determination. The notoriety achieved
by the earlier white minority regime's defiance of international
opinion and the subsequent armed struggle waged by African nation-
alists to gain black majority rule were traumatic episodes in the
country's history. Both events have tended to obscure the rich
historical heritage possessed by the country's African peoples and
symbolized by the impressive ruins of the stone enclosure, called
Great Zimbabwe, that has given its name to the modern nation-state.

The early history of the landlocked territory between the Limpopo
and Zambezi rivers, found in oral traditions and recorded in chroni-
cles dating from the sixteenth century, is one of prosperous tribal
confederations whose political and cultural development was cen-
tered at Great Zimbabwe. The history of the nineteenth century
focuses on the interaction between the Shona people and the warlike
Ndebele and of both with European missionaries, hunters, and
prospectors who came to the region in the quest for souls, ivory, and
gold. The paths that they blazed were followed in the 1890s by
British settlers, whose interest was to develop the area's economic
potential and to govern it as a "white man's country."

The course of the country's subsequent history can be read in the
names by which it has been Imown-Southern Rhodesia, the charter
company concession and later crown colony named for Cecil Rhodes,
the architect of British expansion in that part of Africa; Rhodesia,
adopted by the illegal white regime after it had seized independence;
and Zimbabwe Rhodesia, a compromise name for a compromise
regime, used briefly after an internal settlement between moderate
Zimbabwean nationalists and the white Rhodesian ruling party. For
modern Zimbabwe's white citizens-who never constituted more
than 5 percent of the country's total population-the past is, in the
words of historian Martin Meredith, that of "another country,"
known by other names and committed to other goals. For Africans,
however, who look back to an older history, the establishment of the
modern state of Zimbabwe has meant their coming into an inheri-
tance long denied them.

The Origins of Zimbabwe
A variety of early modern man, representing a human subspe-

cies identified as Rhodesian man (Homo spaiens rhodeaena), inhabited
much of central and eastern Africa about 100,000 years ago. Samples
of worked stones and other artifacts excavated in the region indicate
the presence there of several distinct Stone Age cultures in the
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Zimbabwe: A Country Study

millennia that followed. From about 20,000 B.C. bushmanoid hunt-
ers and gatherers, ancestors of the Khoisan peoples, roamed the
plateau in search of their subsistence. The southward migration
across the Zambezi River of the Bantu-speaking negroid pastoralists
who displaced them commenced some time before the fifth century
A. D. The number of newcomers was small at first, but their arrival
marked the beginning of a steady and increasing flow into the region
of Bantu speakers, whose sedentary metalworking agricultural com-
munities had taken root well before the close of the first millennium
A.D.

The Shona Confederacy
A new and numerically significant wave of Bantu-speaking migration,

probably originating in the Shaba region of modem Zaire, broke
across the plateau in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Although this
influx has been associated historically with the coming of the Shona
to Zimbabwe, it was not until the nineteenth century that the name
itself was applied to cover all of the several dialect clusters into which
the Shona-speaking people had been traditionally divided (see Eth-
nic and Bacial Groupings, ch. 2). These clusters, each of which had a
well-defined territorial base but were segmented into important
subgroups, included the Kalanga, Karanga, Zezuru, Korekore,
Manyika, and Ndau. Recent linguistic research, however, has
attempted to demonstrate that the Shona language had developed as
a distinct branch of the Bantu language family within the region
before the tenth century. If accepted, this explanation would indi-
cate that the later Bantu-speaking arrivals, who have been identified
as the ancestors of the Shona, adopted the language that had already
evolved in Zimbabwe among the earlier Bantu-speaking settlers.
Other streams of the same great southward migration of the period
flowed across the plateau without stopping and carried the ancestors
of the Nguni- and Sotho-speaking peoples over the Limpopo River
into the northeastern Transvaal region of present-day South Africa.

The range of Shona settlement eventually extended between the
Zambezi and Limpopo rivers from the Kalahari Desert eastward to
the sea (see fig. 2). By the eleventh century a clan of the Karanga had
achieved ascendancy over a loose confederation of chiefdoms that
encompassed most of the Shona people. Its dominance was based not
only on the clan's military prowess and accumulated wealth in cattle
but also on the reputation of its priests as oracles of the spirit world. A
king chosen from the clan led the confederacy's military elite in
battle, held a monopoly on external trade, and was entitled to collect
tribute from subject groups, but the political authority of the monar-
chy seems to have been nominal outside the limited area under the
king's immediate control. The royal clan has commonly been identi-
nec as the Rozvi, although there is no record of that term's being in
use before the late seventeenth century when it referred to the
dominant Karanga group of that period. The political and social
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institutions that evolved under it were to serve, however, as the
model for subsequent Shona dynasties whatever their connection
with the original rulers may have been.

At the center of the sociopolitical system of the Shona confederacy
were the priest-king and the royal cult of Mwari, the creator of things
and the sustainer of life. The king's person was sacred, and with few
exceptions the ruler lived a life apart from his subjects. His exact role
in cult rituals is undetermined, but it was on the basis of these
religious celebrations that chiefs of the Shona confederacy expressed
their allegiance to him. Although his actual political authority over
the various elements that made up the confederacy was severely
circumscribed, the king symbolized the unity of the Shona people
through the royal cult, whose priests also served as court officials.
Mwari, whose cult center was in the Matopo Hills, was all-powerful
but remote and could not be approached or propitiated directly
through prayers or sacrifices. The petitions of the people and their
expressions of thanksgiving were carried to the deity, therefore, by
the spirits of dead rulers that sometimes possessed the bodies of lions
or, more commonly, of birds. The soapstone shafts topped with
finials in the form of birds, seven of which have been found at Great
Zimbabwe, apparently represented these royal messengers in rituals
associated with such spiritual communication.

Great Zibabwe
The center of the royal clan's influence was at Great Zimbabwe,

the ruins of which lie near the present-day city of Masvingo (formerly
Fort Victoria) and remain an impressive monument to the technical
capabilities of an indigenous African culture. Although by far the
most spectacular of them, Great Zimbabwe was but one of 150 or
more madzlmbabwe (stone enclosures; sing., zimbabwe) con-
structed by the Shona on the periphery of the plateau over a period
of several centuries. Great Zimbabwe's twelve clusters of stone
structures, covering more than forty hectares on the top of a granite
bluff and in the adjacent valley, housed a large population as well as
the royal court, markets, warehouses, and religious shrines. Each
piece of stone in the elliptical walls and conical towers, some rising to
a height of over nine meters, was carefully fitted to the next without
the use of mortar, and in some places stonework dovetailed into the
cliffs and massive boulders on the bluff. Decorative herringbone and
chevron border patterns were skillfully set by craftsmen into the top
edge of certain walls and are believed to have had some symbolic
significance for the builders.

The origin of the structures at Great Zimbabwe was at one time the
subject of much speculation. Their ruins were rediscovered in the
1860s by the German geologist Karl Maunch while he was prospect-
ing in the region for gold. Europeans who in the years that followed
viewed the ruins and reported on them resisted the idea that these
large and complex stone structures could have been built by 5,
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Africans, considering them without any scientific justification to
have been the work of non-African settlers from the Middle East or
from India and of great antiquity. Even informed investigators were
deceived by the frequent discoveries on the site of trade goods from
those areas. In 1906, however, British archaeologist David Randall-
MacIver published the findings of his systematic excavations, estab-
lishing that the stone structures at Great Zimbabwe were"'unquestionably African in every detail" and dated, according to
European reckoning, from the "medieval" period.

The chronological framework applied to Great Zimbabwe sug-
gests that the earliest habitation on the site dates from the fift
century. The first construction in stone began in the eleventh cen-
tury after the Shona had occupied the site and has been associated by
tradition with the worship of the god Mwari. Walls erected in the late
thirteenth century indicate the social and economic transition dur-
ing that period from an essentially agrarian community to a commer-
cial center and also suggest the growth in prestige ofthe royal clan. It
is not obvious whether the walls were intended for defense, but it is
believed that the possession of a walled enclosure at the site of the
oracle may in itself have symbolized for the Shona the legitimacy of
the king who occupied it. Certainly a building project of such magni-
tude was also indicative of the surplus of wealth available to the royal
clan and of the command that it exercised on the services of a large
and skilled labor force. Although the significance of Great Zimbabwe
and the other stone enclosures was initially religious and political,
some of these sites had by the thirteenth century emerged as com-
mercial centers engaged in trade with the Arab markets at Sofala
(present-day Beira) and Kilwa on the coast. Under the supervision of
the Shona king, Arab traders carried away gold that usually had been
hammered into leaf, as well as ivory, iron goods, cotton cloth, and
ostrich feathers in exchange for beads, brass rods, and cowrie shells
that were prized both as jewelry and as currency. Quantities of
glassware and ceramics from China and Persia were also imported
through Arab intermediaries, probably for use in the royal court.

Great Zimbabwe clearly thrived on foreign trade, but there is
evidence that zimbabwe sites were chosen where arable land for
subsistence farming and pasturage for herding existed in proximity
to mines, sources of fuel for smelting, and established trade routes to
allow for an integrated economy. This in part explains why most
known madzimbvabe occur in clusters. The stone enclosures were
also utilized as corrals for cattle collected in tribute from subject
groups and as assembly points for the military expeditions sent out to
punish those who had been recalcitrant in their payments.

Despite the emphasis on trade, wealth and status were deter-
mined by the size of one's herd, the king being the greatest cattle
owner among the Shona because of the tribute paid to him. Mem-
bers of the royal clan employed others from outside their elite
lineage as herdsmen, as ironworkers, and as farmers, who cultivated
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Ruins of Great Zimbabwe, historical site from
which the country derives its name

Courtesy Embassy of Zimbabwe, Washington

crops of sorghum and millet without benefit of the plow, the wheel,
or draft animals.

Within the stone enclosures at Great Zimbabwe, as many as
20,000 inhabitants were housed in clay huts at the height of the
settlement's importance. In the mid-fifteenth century, however,
Great Zimbabwe was abandoned by the royal court when its popula-
tion proved too large to be supported by the area's diminishing
resources. A picture of severe ecological decay emerges in which the
soil was worn out by overplanting and pastures were depleted by
overgrazing; timber for fuel and salt supplies were exhausted, the
mines petered out, and game disappeared. Great Zimbabwe
remained as an important religious shrine, and some new construc-
tion was even undertaken in succeeding centuries.

umwi ap and Chansare Dynat ie
In the fourteenth century the Mbire, alineage that provided heredi-

tary priests of the royal cult, established their dominance as vamambo
(paramount chiefs; sing., mambo) in the region around Great
Zimbabwe. It was Mutota, in the fifth generation of the Mbire
line, who ordered the removal of the royal court from its traditional
seat in about 1450 after soliciting approval from the spirits of the old
kings. Mutota led his followers toward the Zambezi, bringing the
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northern and eastern half of the plateau under his control and con,-
memorating his conquest by taking the name of munhumutapa
(pillager), which was adopted as the title of his dynasty. The old
provinces of the kingdom he entrusted to two loyal chieftains:
Togwa, who ruled the Kalanga in the south, and Changa, who
receiN d the Karanga heartland that included the sacred enclosure at
Great Zimbabwe. Changa's dynasty, called the Changamire (in an
adaptation of the Arabic title amir, or prince), competed successfully
with rival branches of the royal clan and extended its dominions,
eventually absorbing the Togwa kingdom and challenging the Mun-
humutapa in the north. The Changamire state, like its predecessor,
was a confederation of tribute-paying territories ruled by chieftains
related to the royal lineage. The Munhumutapa, in the meantime,
concentrated on expanding their trade with the Arabs and, later, the
Portuguese down the Zambezi.

In 1505 the Portuguese occupied Sofala and took over the Arab
trade routes linking the coast with the goldfields in the interior, and
for more than two centuries they would remain the only Europeans
active in the area. The first documented Portuguese expedition to
reach Munhumutapa territory was made in 1513, and it obtained a
limited mining concession from representatives of the king. The
Portuguese used military force to wrest further concessions from the
Munhumutapa in the 1570s and established a network of markets up
the Zambezi River where gold and ivory were purchased from
suppliers and transported back to Sofala. In 1629 the Portuguese
intervened in a Munhumutapa dynastic dispute and installed a pup-
pet king, who increased trading concessions and promised to expel
the Arabs from his territory. Along with the Portuguese traders came
Roman Catholic missionaries, who established missions to convert
the Shona in the trade area to Christianity, but they greatly overex-
tended themselves and had little effect on indigenous institutions.

Dombo and the Rozvi Empire
The Portuguese ascendancy in the Munhumutapa kingdom lasted

for sixty years until the Changamire mambo, Dombo (Dombolakona-
chingwango, died 1695), invaded the north at the head oiF .000
warriors, wiped out the market settlements, and fbrced thl, F,-tu-
guese off the plateau. Reputedly a wizard whose, touch could 'kill, he
ruled the Shona as much through fear as by force. His formiL!,blk
army, whose weapons included firearms, was composed of warriors
who may have belonged to the royal clan or had been adopted into it.
But whatever their relationship to the traditional ruling group, they
considered themselves a separate and superior breed of men among
other Shona. Dombo called his warrior elite the Rozvi (literally, de-
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stroyers). Although this was the first recorded use of a name that has
important associations in Shona history, it may have been used in the
royal clan for centuries or was an old title adopted by Dombo to lend
legitimacy to his military-based regime.

The so-called Rozvi Empire that Dombo bequeathed to his
successors was a continuation of the Changamire state whose terri-
tory was vastly enlarged by his conquests. It was still administered,
according to Shona tradition, as a loose confederation of chiefdoms
whose leaders traced descent to the royal clan. Like their
predecessors, the Rozvi vamambo regulated external trade and
redistrib-ted a portion of the profits from it among their chieftains
and vassals to ensure their loyalty. It was a primary point of Rozvi
policy to keep at a distance the Portuguese, who remained their
customers for gold and ivory, and to isolate the kingdom from foreign
influence.

The Shona people of the Rozvi period had developed a homoge-
neous culture. The majority were settled agriculturalists, and the
skilled crafting of objects of ivory, gold, and other metals, as well as
pottery making, were established occupations among them. The
power of the Rozvi declined after a few generations, but they main-
tained their supremacy throughout much of the plateau region. The
Munhumutapa had transferred the site of their kingdom to the lower
Zambezi entirely within Mozambique where they ruled under
Portuguese protection until the royal line of Mbire was suppressed
by colonial authorities in 1917.

Ndebele Hegemony
The Shona were unprepared to defend themselves against the

series of raids launched from south of the Limpopo River that were
the long-range result of a convulsion among the Nguni-speaking
peoples of Natal in present-day South Africa. In the first years of the
nineteeth century, Dingiswayo, the chief of the Mthethwa, had
imposed his rule over a confederacy of related groups in the area.
When his general, Shaka, the chief of the small Zulu clan, became
leader of the confederacy, he undertook a campaign of conquest that
"reshuffled the ethnic map of southern Africa as defeated tribes were
absorbed or displaced and as others sought to escape subjugation in a
historical episode known as the mfecane (literally, the crushing).
One such group, the Ngoni (a variant of Nguni), fled over the
Limpopo and sacked Great Zimbabwe in about 1835 before continu-
ing northward across the Zambezi to form a kingdom on the shores of
Lake Nyasa (see fig. 3).

The dissidents who broke away from Shaka's empire formed small
groups that survived by raiding the peoples whom they encountered
on their march northward. This process was not only self-perpet-
uating but also resulted in expansion of the group because the war
parties often carried off the women and children, as well as the
livestock, of those on whom they preyed. Young males were taken as
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new recruits, and in this way war parties not only maintained their
size but also increased it.

Mzilikazi
Among the Zulu dissidents was Mzilikazi (circa 1790-1868), one of

Shaka's generals and the chief of the Khumalo, who took his leave of
Natal and moved northeast to the highveld with 500 warriors in 1822
after a dispute with the king over cattle to which both claimed title.
The war party picked up strength on the march, raiding Sotho and
other Nguni-speaking settlements. Within three years Mzilikazi had
gathered 5,000 warriors around his kraal (cattle pen) near present-
day Pretoria from which he ravaged that part of the Transvaal. His
pan-ethnic following became known collectively as the Ndebele
(people with long shields). To be Ndebele meant to have allegiance
to Mzilikazi and to have adopted his language.

In 1830 Mzilikazi led the Ndebele farther west out of range of the
Zulu only to confront the Afrikaner voortrekkers (pioneers), who
were putting down stakes in the same territory. After a clash with the
Afrikaner settlers in 1836, the Ndebele split into two parties. Under
the leadership of a chief, Kaliphi, one group established a base in
western Shona territory in the area that would come to be known as
Matabeleland (country of the Ndebele); the other remained with
Mzilikazi, retreating across a tributary of the Limpopo into present-
day Botswana.

Like other Nguni-speaking peoples, the Ndebele celebrated an
annual festival, the inxwala (great dance), at which all the people of
the group came together in the same place to offer thanksgiving to
ancestral spirits and to reaffirm loyalty to the ruler. The presence of a
king to lead the dancing was considered crucial to assure the efficacy
of the event. In Mzilikazi's absence Kaliphi and the other chiefs in
the first group recognized his son, Nkulumane, as king when the
time for the inxwala arrived. When Mzilikazi's party reached
Matabeleland in 1839, the king executed the chiefs for treason and
probably had his son killed as well.

The Ndebele gradually extended their hegemony over the west-
ern and southern Shona, who were made to pay tribute in cattle. Any
who resisted were subjected to raids, the regularity of which
depended on their distance from the core of Ndebele settlement,
located within a radius of about fifty kilometers from the royal kraal
near present-day Bulawayo. The Ndebele never penetrated beyond
present-day Harare and, although Mzilikazi's successor might claim
sovereignty over them, the eastern Shona and those in the north in
what was later called Mashonaland (country of the Shona) were not
compelled to submit formally to his rule because the Shona there
were considered too weak to pose any challenge to the Ndebele.
Neither did the restless Ndebele show an interest in operating the
local gold mines or in tending to cultivation, but they expected the
Shona to perform these services for them as well as others, like the
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manufacture of iron tools and weapons. They were largely indifferent
to commerce and, although a royal monopoly pertained on trade in
gold and ivory, it was never as systematic an economic activity as it
was among the Shona.

Ndebele Institutions
Following the Zulu pattern, Ndebele society was hierarchical and

thoroughly militarized and, in contrast to traditional Shona polity, its
government was highly centralized. It was a system devised for the
making of war and for the domination of conquered peoples. At the
apex stood the ikosi (king), an autocratic military commander
beneath whom were the three classes that initially had represented
ethnic components within the Ndebele nation. An aristocratic class,
the zansi, was composed of the Zulu warriors who had come out of
Natal with Mzilikazi and of those who claimed descent from them.
The enhia were largely representative of Sotho, Swazi, and others
conscripted along the march. At the bottom of the social scale were
the holi, people of Shona background who had been absorbed by the
Ndebele. Most of the important Ndebele figures and those closest to
the king were zansi. But class lines were by no means rigid, and an
opportunity for upward mobility was offered through service to the
king, especially in war.

Ndebele government was based on the king and the amabutho
(sing., ibutho), military units composed of fifty to several hundred
warriors. Each of a number of great chiefs, including the ikosi,
usually had several of these units attached to his command, and each
ibutho was in turn led by an induna (chief; pl., izinduna). At first
these ranks were granted by Mzilikazi, but in time they became
hereditary. In a similar manner the broad powers at one time exer-
cised by the king were restricted by the growth in influence of a
council composed of the izinduna. The basis of the king's power was
the personal loyalty owed him by the warriors and his great personal
wealth in cattle and land, the use of which he allocated to followers
who distinguished themselves in his service. Young warriors, who
sought the king's recognition through demonstrations of their prow-
ess in battle, were obliged to pass through an arduous period of
training under the supervision of royal officers before going on to
serve in the amabutho of their fathers or being assigned to enlist in
newly formed units. Recruits were not permitted to marry or keep
their own kraal, the symbols that full manhood had been attained,
until they proved their worth as warriors. Available manpower in the
amabutho numbered about 20,000 warriors by the end of Mzilikazi's
reign. Garrison sites often grew into settlements that took their
names from the amabutho that were quartered there.

The Ndebele lacked an elaborate priestly hierarchy like that found
at the Shona courts. In its place was a high priest assisted by mem-
bers of his family who officiated at the inxwala. Although the Shona
priesthood was displaced by the Ndebele high priest, the Shona
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oracles were respected as valuable links to local spirits and fertility
gods. One result of this was the superimposition of the inxwala, the
most important Ndebele religious celebration, over Shona rituals in
which the Mwari cult was represented.

Ennd of Isolation
The basic Ndebele strategy during the consolidation of the domi-

nance over the Shona was to isolate these people from outside
influence. During the first decade of their hegemony this was easily
enforced, but after about 1850 demands were increasingly made on
the Ndebele to open contacts with Europeans. In 1853 Mzilikazi
made a treaty with the Transvad Republic in which he agreed to
protect Afrikaner travelers and hunters who had obtained his
permission to enter Ndebele territory. Similar assurances were
granted to Griqua (Coloured) hunters and a small number of Euro-
pean traders. Outsiders were closely restricted, however, to routes
that were well defined and well guarded, and their presence made
little impression on the indigenous population. On only one occasion
did a European party traveling in Matabeleland under the king's
protection come to harm at the hands of the Ndebele.

The first Christian mission station in Matabeleland was estab-
lished near the king's kraal at Inyati in 1859 by members of the
London Missionary Society led by Robert Moffat, the father-in-law
of explorer-missionary David Livingstone. Moffit had first
befriended Mzilikazi when the Ndebele were in the Transvaal and,
according to Nedebele legend, had advised him to take his followers
into Shona territory to avoid further confrontation with the
Afrikaners. Although Moffat had come at the personal invitation of
the king, any Ndebele who showed an interest in Christianity was
sent away from Inyati. Ndebele mission yielded no converts, but the
missionaries were called upon to act as interpreters and advisers to
the king in his dealings with other Europeans.

Many of the Europeans applying for permission to enter Ndebele
territory were hunters and traders seeking ivory. Among them was
Frederick Courteney Selous, a British adventurer and author who
spent more than twenty years there gaining an intimate knowledge
of the country and its peoples. In a matter of years the elephants
were virtually eliminated by overhunting, but reports of vast depos-
its of gold soon attracted a new group of prospectors and speculators
who besieged Mzilikazi's successor, Lobengula (circa 1836-94), with
requests for mining concessions, and they eventually proved to be
his downfall.

Lobengula
When Mzillkazi, the founder of the Ndebele, died in 1868, the

council of chiefs agreed that Nkulumane was his rightful heir, even j
though the old king's son by his senior wife had not been seen for
nearly thirty years and was presumed to be dead. A delegation was
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nonetheless sent to Natal to find him, but it returned with an
unconvincing pretender named Kanda, whose candidacy was
promptly rejected by the council. At the next inxwala in 1870 one of
Mzilikazi's surviving sons, Lobengula, was recognized as the ikoxi of
the Ndebele. The choice of Lobengula was not acceptable to all of the
chiefs, however, because his mother was not a zansi, according to the
dissidents a necessary mark of eligibility for kingship. Furthermore
they resented Lobengula's close association with Europeans, whose
mode of dress he had adopted. The elite Zwangendaba ibutho, which
had distinguished itself in battle since the Ndebele's days in the
Transvaal, rose in revolt, proclaiming in favor of the false
Nkulumane. Forces loyal to Lobengula overwhelmed the rebels and
destroyed their kraal at a site that the victors renamed Bulawayo, the
"killing place."

The succession dispute highlighted a cleavage between zansi
oligarchs jealous of their prerogatives and those who sought a
broader definition of Ndebele nationhood. Kanda, who escaped to
the Transvaal, was joined there by one of Mzilikazi's sons, and for
years they remained the focus of an anti-Lobengula faction in
Matabeleland. Whenever the British and the Afrikaners were dissat-
isfied with Lobengula, they would threaten to withdraw their recog-
nition and confer it on a rival claimant.

Despite internal unrest among the Ndebele, their hegemony over
the Shona was secure. But the lack of foreign enemies and the scope
for new conquests had a destabilizing effect on a militaristic society
that had its rationale in aggressive warfare. Lobengula was put in the
difficult position of maintaining a precarious balance between the
young warriors anxious to achieve status in war and the izinduna,
content with the size of their herds, who counseled restraint in order
to avoid conflict with the Europeans. Old enmities, however, and
their reliance on raiding as a way of life and means of income left the
Ndebele friendless and without allies.

Without an heir on the spot to claim them, Mzilikazi's cattle had
been taken by the chiefs when he died. His family impoverished,
Lobengula had also been compelled to concede power to the council
in order to guarantee the support of its members. He soon restored
his fortunes--and began to consolidate his political authority-by
enforcing the royal monopoly on external trade and reaping profits
that were also sufficient for him to reward loyal retainers. Although
Lobengula continued to grant mining concessions, he placed obsta-
cles in the way of their implementation and invariably delayed
negotiations for their extension. He effectively shut off access to
Mashonaland by missionaries and most traders, thereby reimposing
isolation on the subject peoples and preventing Europeans from
becoming involved in Ndebele raids on the Shona. To the further
dismay of his European friends, the king exchanged his trousers for
traditional Ndbele garb.
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Whatever accommodation Lobengula made with the Europeans
in the early years of his reign, it was on Ndebele terms. Traders and
mining interests regarded the Ndebele as parasites who inhibited
the economic development of the region. For the missionaries, their
hegemony stood in the way of converting the Shona to Christianity.
British colonial authorities in South Africa cast a wary eye on them
because of the disruptive effects of their raids and their dealings with
the Afrikaners, who in turn saw the Ndebele as a barrier to their
expansion into Matabeleland.

The Making of Southern Rhodesia
Viewed in hindsight, there was little the Ndebele could do except

to delay the determined expansion of European political and eco-
nomic influence. Their traditional warrior society, numbering less
than 100,000 in the late 1880s, imposed an oppressive hegemony
over degraded subject peoples that was becoming as anachronistic in
its way as would be the white minority regime that ruled the country
ninety years later. The Ndebele controlled a large territory rich in
minerals and fertile soil, but their way of life-with its emphasis on
raiding, plundering, and tribute taking--stood in the way of the
efficient development of these resources. British interests jockeyed
with those of Germany, Belgium, Portugal, and the Afrikaner repub-
lic in the Transvaal for a favorable position in what seemed would be
the inevitable "scramble for Matabeleland" among the European
powers. That Lobengula was aware of rivalries among the various
European interests in southern Africa and adroitly exploited them by
playing one off against another did not enhance his case with British
colonial authorities. The effectiveness of his strategy, intended to
minimize the impact of European influence, might have been
greater in the short term had he not been confronted by an even
more formidable personality, Cecil Rhodes (1853-1902), who saw
himself as the champion of British values and interests in Africa.

Rhodes and the British South Africa Company
Born in England, Rhodes had immigrated in 1870 to South Africa

where he was first in the Kimberly diamond fields and later invested
successfully in gold-mining operations. In 1880 he was elected to the
Cape Colony parliament and in 1890 was named prime minister. He
used his considerable financial and political power to further his
vision of an African empire under the British flag, stretching uninter-
rupted from "Cape-to-Cairo," and was instrumental in having a
British protectorate established over Bechuanaland (present-day
Botswana) in 1885.

Rhodes' critics portray him as an unscrupulous manipulator who
employed a network of agents and informers to do his bidding,
trampling over every obstacle to his expansive vision for the develop-
ment of Africa by British interests. Rhodes, for his part, seems never
to have doubted the merits of European imperialism or the benefits
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that British colonial rule would bring to Africa and its people while
providing an outlet for the physical and economic energies of the
British nation. He and the corps of young men who served him were
motivated by intense patriotism, a sense of high adventure, and a
desire for profit. The events by which Rhodes became the leading
contender for concessions north of the Limpopo were as complex as
were his motives.

The discovery of gold in the Transvaal in the 1880s raised expecta-
tions about the value of deposits first located in Ndebele territory in
1867. A treaty negotiated by the Transvaal Republic with Lobengula
in 1887 granting hunting concessions was the signal for Rhodes that
the Afrikaners would attempt to expand there. When the British
government hesitated to counteract their influence, Rhodes took an
independent initiative. He arranged to have his agent, John Moffat,
whose missionary father had advised Lobengula's father, appointed
as British representative to the Ndebele king. Moffat was trusted by
the Ndebele and reported that Lobengula only wished to be left
alone by Briton and Afrikaner alike. Early in 1888, however, Moffit
secured a treaty with Lobengula based on an earlier Anglo-Ndebele
understanding in which the king promised not to enter into any
correspondence or treaties with foreign powers or to transfer
Ndebele land to foreign interests without the approval of the British
high commissioner in Cape Town. On the basis of this agreement,
Britain declared that Matabeleland and Mashonaland fell within the
British sphere of influence, and action was taken against Portuguese
agents active in the eastern highland region. The official document in
which the agreement was set down did not, however, guarantee the
Ndebele protection against other European powers as Lobengula
had been led by Moffat to believe it would.

Shortly after the Moffat Agreement was concluded, Rhodes set up
the British South Africa Company (BSAC) for the purpose of exploit-
ing mining and land concessions, which one of Rhodes' partners in
the enterprise, C.D. Rudd, went to Matabeleland to negotiate with
Lobengula. Moffat prepared the way by advising the king that it
would be better to grant one company exclusive rights rather than to
deal with competing concession holders. If Moff-at was less than
forthcoming with Lobengula, Rudd deliberately deceived him. There
were two versions of the so-called Rudd Concession: one written in
English that was accepted as official by the BSAC and the British
government, and another version that was communicated verbally to
Lobenguh by Rudd's interpreter. In the written version Lobengula
was awarded a monthly subsidy of2100 in addition to 1,000 rifles and
ammunition in return for which the BSAC received "exclusive"
mining rights in both Matabeleland and Mashonaland and a commit-
ment that the Ndebele would expel other prospectors. But the oral
version contained the added---and unrecorded-assurance that the
number of Europeans entering Ndebele territory in conjunction
with the BSAC concession would not exceed ten at a time.
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The debate over the terms and intent of the Rudd Concession
continued into the following year. The agreement contained, for
instance, a vague clause authorizing the BSAC to undertake "all
things necessary" to implement the concession. On the basis of it,
however, Rhodes assumed power not only to construct roads but also
to enact laws and regulations in concessionary areas, to engage a
police force, and to carry out the basic functions of government in an
area that was extended to include a large part of Mashonaland. When
Lobengula became aware of the discrepancies between the two
versions, he repudiated the concession on the grounds that there had
been no independent witness to it. He put to death the induna who
had counseled him to accept the agreement and then dispatched a
deputation to London to bring his case before the British
government. The BSAC, which responded that Lobengula had know-
ingly assented to the conditions of the agreement, soon gained
unofficial support from colonial authorities in South Africa to act for
British inte/ests in the concessionary territory.

In an apparent effort to play European interests against one
another, Lobengula granted a concession for issuing land titles
within BSAC-claimed territory to a German speculator, Edward
Lippert. But Lippert, who may in fact have been acting as Rhodes'
agent in the deal, sold his concession to the BSAC. Moffat wrote a
protest over the handling of the affair but seems to have stayed
faithful to his instructions to remain silent and not adversely affect
the proceedings. Even before the transfer of the Lippert
Concession, Rhodes had sought charter status for the BSAC from the
British crown.

Settlement, Resistance, and Pacification
By the end of 1889 the British government had approved a royal

charter for the BSAC. The charter exceeded the terms of the Rudd
Concession on which it was based, and in principle it authorized
development of land by white settlers even before Rhodes had
extracted grants from Lobengula. The BSAC was instructed to
respect African laws and customs, but the charter also prohibited
slavery, a clause that would apply to Africans among whom
slaveholding was prevalent as well as to the settlers. Provisions for
monitoring the company's activities were lacking, however, and the
British government was clearly not prepared to enforce restrictions if
the BSAC administrators chose to overlook them.

Early in 1890 the BSAC's Pioneer Column, consisting of 200
settlers from Cape Colony and an escort of 400 company police, set
out on a 700-kilometer trek across the Limpopo into Mashonaland
(see fig. 4). Frederick Selous, the white hunter, scouted for the
column, which was commanded by the BSAC administrator for the
concessionary territory, L.S. Jameson. A line of forts was built along
the route of the march that stretched as far north as Fort Salisbury
(named for Britain's prime minister) on the plain called Harare by
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the Shona. Each settler in the column was allowed to stake out 1,210
hectares of land and fifteen mining claims.

The company's forts had hemmed in Matabeleland on two sides,
and Jameson seemed determined to provoke a confirontation that
would justify taking action against the Ndebele. The showdown that
Jameson had looked for came in October 1893 when an Ndebele
:iding pat la ent tpunish Shona in the vicinity of Fort Victoria

who ad dfauted in their payment of tribute. Although the warriors
followed instructions not to attack Europeans, some of the Shona
kiled In the raid were company employees, and mining operations
were disrupted. When members of an Ndebele peace delegation
were shot in a misunderstanding, Lobengula summoned the
amahutho to arms and declared war on the settlers. A punitive
expedition organized by Jameson in response to Lsobengula's call-up
met with only half-hearted resistance from the Ndebele, although for
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the scope of the fighting it inflicted heavy losses on them. Lobengula
set fire to the royal kraal near Bulawayo and fled north, where he
died a short time later of undetermined causes without having
designated his heir.

For the next two years the Ndebele were in a state of confusion.
The amabutho that had been with Lobengula in the north were not
defeated, and no attempt was made to disarm them. But company
forces occupied the Ndebele heartland centered in Bulawayo, and
some of the leaderless Ndebele there welcomed their presence. In
the absence of a king, a ranking induna, Mlugulu, claimed authority
as regent, but other izinduna and the young warriors split into
hostile factions over the choice of Lobengula's successor. The BSAC
became concerned over the possibility of civil war in Matabeleland
and tried unsuccessfully to engineer the selection of a friendly
candidate. Rhodes, who had become prime minister of Cape Colony
in 1890, intervened to direct the formation of a committee of inquiry,
ostensibly to investigate Ndebele grievances against his company.
The solution it proposed was the setting aside of so-called Native
Reserves, land designated for the exclusive use of the Ndebele.

The question of land apportionment would remain a source of
contention between the African and European (white) communities
for the next eighty years. In compliance with the recommendations
of the 1894 commission, Native Reserves were established, but
unassigned property, including most of the prime farmland in
Mashonaland and Matabeleland, remained in company hands and
was freely subject to acquisition by European settlers, land
companies, mining interests, and a small number of African
freeholders.

Existing African settlement patterns were usually determined by
military considerations rather than by the selection of land most
suitable for cultivation and grazing. The Ndebele reserves in the
middleveld north of Bulawayo to a large extent reflected these
patterns and were characterized by poor soil and an inadequate
su ply of water. The commission accepted, moreover, unrealisti-
cy low estimates of the African population in deciding the amount
of land allocated to the Native Reserves. Many were expelled from
traditional lands like the area around the Matopo Hills, sacred to the
cult of Mwari, where Rhodes had staked out his own estate. But in
some instances other Africans who preferred to remain on their
holdings rather than move were allowed to apply for grants to them
as part of the unreserved land.

Initially the company collected hut taxes in the form of cattle from
Africans living on unreserved land, a practice similar to Ndebele
tribute taking among their Shona subjects. The lbinduna were out-
raged by this apparent infringement on their traditional control over
cattle allocation. Individual protests against land encroachment,
seizure of cattle by Europeans after the rising, and provocative
police action&--particularly those taken by African police-fueled
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Ndebele resentment against company rule. The only bond uniting
the kingless and badly fragmented Ndebele factions was the author-
ity of Mlugulu, who laid plans to celebrate an inxala in 1896 at
which a new ikosi--probably Lobengula's sous, Nyamanda--would
be installed. Armed resistance to the European occupation was
anticipated once legitimate leadership had been restored. A reli-
gious revival had also swept the Ndebele and Shona in the midst of
their adversity, and oracles had promised the success of the war
against the Europeans to whose presence the recent outbreak of
rinderpest, a plague of locusts, and drought were attributed.

Mlugulu's carefully plotted schedule was upset by events extrane-
ous to the Ndebele's complaints against the Europeans. With
Rhodes' approval Jameson had launched a surprise raid into the
Transvaal in the last days of 1895, carrying most of the BSAC police
with him to rally British miners and settlers there in an effort to
overthrow the independent Afrikaner government. The expedition,
a complete fiasco that led to Jameson's arrest and temporarily to
Rhodes' disgrace, had not only created disarray in the company's
management but also had deprived the settlers of their police
protection. Premature actions taken by some Ndebele war parties
against settler outposts in the absence of the police set the uprising in
motion before the royal installation date, and the anticipated inxuala
was never held.

Police depots were quickly overrun, farmsteads and mines
attacked, and settlers killed or driven to take refuge in Bulawayo,
which was put under siege by Ndebele amabutho until relieved by a
volunteer field force hurriedly recruited by the company in South
Africa. But even after the uprising had started, the Ndebele contin-
ued to disagree over who should be king--or if there should be a
king--and how the fighting against the settlers should be conducted.
Three rival groups, one following Nyarnanda, carried out separate
and uncoordinated operations. The uprising also took on the aspts
of a civil war as a number of /zinduna actively collaborated with the
settlers, keeping the route open for reinforcements to reach
Matabeleland, while many more remained neutral in the conflict.
Fierce fighting followed, however, requiring the inter entio of
regular British troops in Matabeleland. Rhodes carried vn personal
negotiations that gradually brought some disaffected izinduna to
agree to peace, but hostilities continued throughout the rest of the
year until the last Ndebele resistance was suppressed.

A parallel uprising in Mashonaland in June 1896 actively involved
about a third of the Shona, who were encouraged by the initial
success of the Ndebele resistance. The company, its resources
strained by the war in Matabeleland, was caught off balance in
Mashonaland, whose people were re'arded as being too passive to
pose a threat to the security of the settler community there. The
Shona uprising of 1896 may have had its origins in efforts in the 1880f
to enlist Portuguese support to throw offthe Ndebele hegemony and
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restore the Shona monarchy. The BSAC was merely viewed as
having in the meantime replaced the Ndebele as oppressors, but the
company's monopolistic trade policy, which had cut off Shona trade
with the Portuguese and caused a sharp increase in the price of goods
available to them, was an added irritant. The Shona also shared
Ndebele resentment over taxation and the allocation of choice land
to the settlers.

Europeans, who failed to understand the depth of African
grievances, tended to blame the uprising on the agitation of the
"witch doctors"--as they commonly referred to the Shona spirit
mediums. The cult priests were not, in fact, agitating so much as they
were ritually endorsing a desperate course of action that many Shona
believed was worth risking. There were no police in Mashonaland at
the start of the uprising, and the settlers were left to devise their own
security. A volunteer relief column arrived in August, but British
troops were also required to pacify the region, and company police
had to deal with remaining pockets of resistance through the next
year.

About 10 percent of the settlers lost their lives in the two
uprisings. Farmsteads were destroyed and mining operations
temporarily abandoned. But immigration was not deterred by the
wars, and by 1900 the nunber of Europeans had increased to more
than 10,000. In exhchange for laying down their arms, the Ndebele
were promised that they would be allowed to retain the land they
had held before the uprising-but the BSAC would guarantee them
no further allocations. Some izinduna were given official titles and
stipends, and none were punished for their part in the uprising, but
the company declared the Ndebele monarchy to be defunct. The
suppression of the Shona was bloodier than that of the Ndebele. In
constrast to the conciliatory treatment given to the Ndebele
izinduna, a number of Shona chiefs and other suspected ringleaders
were brought to trial and hanged.

Charter Company Rule
The royal charter authorized BSAC operations in a vast, ill-

defined area on both sides of the Zambezi River. As if to emphasize
that the river, which followed its course to the sea through territory
already claimed by Portugal, was the potential focal point of the
charter company's activities, the name Zambezia was proposed at
the time to designate the entire BSAC concession. But as early as
1890 Jameson appears to have promoted the use of Rhodesia in honor
of the project's guiding spirit, Rhodes. In 1895 Jameson, in a procla-
mation issued as company administrator, conferred the name on all
BSAC-cdmed territory north and south of the Zambezi. The
distinctive designations of Southern Rhodesia and Northern Rhode-
sia were adopted two years later after separate administrations had
been established for the two regions.
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From the time that it granted the charter, the British government
was faced with the problem of reconciling two contradictory commit-
ments in what became Southern Rhodesia. The first was to maintain
a "trusteeship" over the African population to protect it from possi-
ble abuse by the company. The other was to assure eventual self-
government for a British settler community that viewed the territory
as "white man's country." Under the terms of the charter, responsi-
bility for the well-being of British subjects and protected Africans
resided with the British government, but the company was dele-
gated authority to provide security and services for them and to
collect revenues. Although Britain had the capacity to intervene in
Southern Rhodesia to prevent abuses of that authority, it abstained
from taking a greater part in the country's affairs out of deference to
the settlers and because it was accepted that Southern Rhodesia
would eventually be linked to the provinces in South Africa. Conse-
quently the British government never developed an overall coher-
ent Rhodesian policy, although from time to time it was able to deal
effectively with particular issues.

In 1898, for instance, a constitution was imposed on Southern
Rhodesia similar to that of other crown colonies except that the
territory was to be governed through the BSAC instead of the
Colonial Office. This measure, which was the basis for further consti-
tutional evolution, provided for a Legislative Council composed of
five company representatives, four members directly elected by the
settler community, the company administrator (who served as its
chairman), and the nonvoting resident commissioner, who was the
British government's representative to the BSAC.

The supervision of African affairs was in the hands of the company
administrator, who was supposed to be guided by a government-
proposed code intended to safeguard basic rights. In practice,
however, guidelines set down in London could be skirted, and the
code itself became the basis for oppressive legislation enacted later.
An independent judiciary was established that adhered to the
Roman-Dutch legal code practiced in Cape Colony.

The 1898 constitution extended the suffrage to all literate adult
males who were British subjects on the condition that they resided in
housing of a certain value or owned a mining claim. In principle the
voting register was color-blind, but because of the property require-
ments no more than a handful of Africans were ever able to qualify.
These requirements were upgraded periodically to keep potential
African voters off the rolls.

The British order-in-council that embodied the constitution also
red med that "the company shall from time to time assign to the
natives... land sufficient for their occupation." No formula for
determining need was established, however, and the native commis-
sioner in each district was left to decide on the local distribution of
land, influenced primarily by existing white claims and African
settlement patterns. As a result the reserved areas formed a compli-
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cated mosaic of land allocations rather than a compact unit such as
might have been identifiable as a homeland. Furthermore a land
commission impaneled to assay the distribution of land urged a reduc-
tion of the Native Reserves to facilitate development. In 1908 a
development-oriented ordinance was enacted by the Legislative
Council that prevented white landholders from allowing African
tenants to occupy their land for subsistence farming. Land, its
distribution, and the social costs of its development had already
become Southern Rhodesia's most vexing and controversial long-term
political problem.

Only a small proportion of the European settlers were actually
engaged in agriculture. Far more numerous than the farmers and
ranchers among them were the miners and mechanics and the
merchants who kept them all supplied. The settler population was
predominantly an urban one. A limited number of African workers
had also been attracted by the lure of the cash economy to the towns
as well as to the mines. Salisbury (present-day Harare) had been
designated as the seat of government, but Bulawayo developed more
rapidly as an industrial and commercial center. By 1900 the town,
built near the site of Lobengula's kraal, possessed a main street lined
with substantial buildings, boasted the publication of several
newspapers, and profited from the rail line that linked it to South
Africa. Another line extended from the port of Beira in Portuguese
Mozambique to Salisbury. The Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902) in
South Africa, during which more than 1,500 settlers served in the
British forces, spurred the development of the railroads in Southern
Rhodesia. Although the connection between Bulawayo and
Mafeking was cut by the Afrikaners during the early stages of the
war, British troops and military supplies in large quantities disem-
barked at Beira were subsequently transported to the fighting front
by rail through Southern Rhodesia.

The year of Rhodes' death-1902-marked the beginning of
intensified white settler protests over the company's policies and the
high royalties paid for its administrative services and demands for
greater settler participation in government. After 1907 the company
refrained from naming its quota of members to the Legislative
Council, giving the settlers a de facto majority there, although it
withheld financial control from them. At that time the British resi-
dent commissioner predicted that the charter company form of
government would be replaced in seven years.

The realignment of the Legislative Council did not calm settler
dissatisfaction with company land policy, however, or stem the open
criticism of the charter on which it was based. Farmers laid the
BSAC's apparent stinginess in allocating unassigned land to the influ-
ence of land companies and speculators. Opposition to the BSAC
administration was also growing among independent industrial and
business interests, reflected after 1910 in calls for union with South
Africa. Backers of the company's position responded with talk of a
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possible amalgamation with Northern Rhodesia, but settler opinion,
shaped by Charles Coghlan's Responsible Government Party (RGP),
moved toward the concept of self-government as a British colony,
which would mean the transfer of the administration of internal
affairs-including finances-from the company to their elected
representatives.

While acknowledging that the company's days as administrator of
Southern Rhodesia were numbered, the British government cau-
tioned that modifications in the structure of government recom-
mended by the RGP were premature and at the outbreak of World
War I in 1914 postponed the decision on the introduction of self-
government for ten years, although a supplemental charter granted by
the crown in 1915 did provide for advance consideration of the
question of responsible government should the Legislative Council
so request. Action promised by the Colonial Office on the land issue
was postponed, however, for the duration of the war. Many officials
concerned with the region were convinced that its future lay not as a
crown colony but as a province of the Union of South Africa. Others
expressed reservations about transferring complete authority over so
many Africans to so few whites.

White Rhodesians played a role out of proportion to their small
numbers-about 25,000 in 1914-in support of the British war
effort. Volunteer units joined South African forces in occupying
German South-West Africa (present-day Namibia) and took part in
the difficult campaign against German colonial forces in East Africa
that brought the world war close to Southern Rhodesia's borders.
Nearly 3,000 Africans enlisted in the Rhodesian Native Regiments
and served in East Africa under white officers. The war, which
increased markets of the country's minerals, meat, and grain,
spurred development and brought prosperity to the modern sector
of the economy.

Missionary Activities
English Jesuits had established a Roman Catholic mission in

Matabeleland in 1879 but, like the Protestant missionaries at
the Inyati station who preceded them there, they made no
headway among the Ndebele, and Lobengula frustrated plans to
extend their activities into Mashonaland in the 1880s. Both the
Jesuits and Protestant groups that had attempted with little
success to set up missions there saw the Shona as victims of
Ndebele oppression and had requested British intervention on
their behalf.

When the original Pioneer Column crossed the Limpopo in 1890,
it was -accompanied by a party of Jesuits who operated medical
facilities and the first schools in the company settlements. The
growing Roman Catholic mission to the African population was soon
joined by missionaries sent out by Anglican bodies, British and
American Methodists, Congregationalists, and the Dutch Reformed
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Church. In addition to the services that they provided to both the
settler and the African communities, company officials also wel-
comed the missionaries as agents of social control. In Rhodes' words,
"The missionaries are more effective and less costly than the police."

As a result of pressure from the Southern Rhodesian Missionary
Conference, founded in 1906 by fifteen Christian church bodies, the
first provision for African education was set forth in the Native
Education Ordinance of 1907. Under the terms e4 the ordinance,
schools for Africans offering a maximum of four years of primary
education were established under the supervision of responsible
missionary groups. The demand of Africans for education expanded
rapidly, and enrollment in mission schools increased from about
4,000 in 1907 to over 40,000 in 1918. The BSAC operated a school
inspectorate, but the major responsibility for the development of
education fell to missionaries until after World War II Most of the
African nationalist leaders in the 1960s and 1970s (and the leaders of
independent Zimbabwe) were the products of missionary education,
and important figures among them were themselves clergymen.

Black Political Movements
Although the BSAC had forbidden attempts to restore Mzilikazi's

line, monarchist sentiment remained strong among important seg-
ments of the Ndebele. Nyamanda, who claimed to be Lobengula's
heir, had accepted a position under the company as a salaried induna
after the collapse of the Ndebele uprising but was deposed and left
without property when he became the focus of efforts to restore the
monarchy.

The groundwork for the formation of modern political movements
had begun to be laid before World War I in Bulawayo by a small,
educated, urbanized elite composed of clerks, teachers, and
clergymen. Their example was followed in other towns, especially
in those places where the Mfengu were found. The Mfengu were
representatives of a mixed group thrown together by the mfecane
who were regularly recruited in South Africa to fill lower supervisory
and clerical posts. They not only gave leadership on their own
account but also provided links between traditional Ndebele leaders
like Nyamanda and black activist organizations in South Africa. The
Ndebele izinduna, moveover, had been the first to send their sons to
schools in South Africa, where one of Lobengula's sons received a
law degree, in order to assure that their families would retain a
dominant position in African society even under changed political
conditions.

The Mfengu and other African settlers, who had at first set them-
selves above the Ndebele and the Shona, became especially frus-
trated by restrictions placed on their business enterprises and their
ability to obtain farmland. Contacts facilitated by the Mfengu contin-ued to develop during World War I between Ndebele leaders callingfor the creation of a national homeland for their people in Southern
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Rhodesia and the African National Congress (ANC) in South Africa.
The ANC publicized Ndebele grievances outside Southern Rhodesia
and helped in organizing forums for Ndebele exiles there. It also
provided assistance for Nyamanda and the Ndebele monarchists.

The issue of the rights of the Ndebele royal family led to the
formation of the Ndebele Home Society, which pressed for a national
homeland-autonomous reserves under the protection of the British
crown-and the restoration of the Ndebele monarchy under
Nyamanda's leadership. While Nyamanda was making his plea for
an Ndebele homeland, however, the Legislative Council revived
discussion of introducing responsible government and Southern
Rhodesia's application for crown colony status. The creation of a
homeland and the transition to responsible government seemed
incompatible, and pressure brought to bear on the izinduna by white
political leaders substantially weakened his movement.

As the hopelessness of the Ndebele Home Society platform
became increasingly apparent, other leaders, such as Abraham
Twala, a Zulu teacher from South Africa, advocated searching for
friends among the white population as the most effective means of
furthering African interests. In 1923, after responsible government
had become a reality, he formed the Rhodesian Bantu Voters
Association (RBVA) at whose organizational meeting representatives
of the moderate RGP were present. It was one of the first examples of
political cooperation between Europeans and Africans in Southern
Rhodesia. Twala offered the RGP African support in exchange for the
promise of equal legal rights for Africans, improved education, and
the right to purchase land when the RGP came to power. Twala's
proposal did not win the RBVA as much influence among Africans as
many white moderates had hoped, but his organization stood out as
the first African group in Southern Rhodesia to focus on political
action and to seek participation in the parliamentary process rather
than to dream of a national homeland and a return to traditional
institutions.

The 1922 Referendum: Company to Colony
Popular backing for internal self-government and colonial status

for Southern Rhodesia was reflected in the results of the 1920 elec-
tion when Coghlan's RGP won twelve of the thirteen seats in an
enlarged Legislative Council. But many prominent Rhodesians,
equally hostile to the BSAC, argued that termination of the charter
should be followed by Southern Rhodesia's accession as South
Africa's fift province. Because a persuasive argument could be
made for the economic advantages of union, the outcome of a
referendum called to decide between these options was by no means
a foregone conclusion. Permanent officials at the Colonial Office
were critical of the proposal for union with South Africa, which they
considered a surrender of Britain's "trusteeship" over Rhodesian
blacks, but members of the Liberal government seemed to assume
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that because of its geography and economic orientation Southern
Rhodesia would naturally gravitate toward union. They were also
hopeful that union would aid pro-British Afrikaner moderates like
South African Prime Minister Jan Smuts against the Afrikaner
nationalists.

October 1922 was set as the date to determine Southern
Rhodesia's political future in a referendum in which voters would be
asked to choose between responsible government and union. The
referendum campaign demonstrated the existence of a distinctly
Rhodesian brand of nationalism that also had populist overtones.
Supporters of responsible government denounced big business and
organized labor alike, along with the BSAC, the speculators, and the
absentee landholders. Anti-Afrikaner feeling ran high among
English-speaking Rhodesians and was fully exploited by anti-
unionists. Britain's Liberal government was roundly criticized for
being willing to sacrifice settler interests for imperial considerations
when it advised Rhodesians of their "duty" to vote for union.
Seventy-eight percent of eligible voters, who included only about
sixty Africans, responded to the referendum. Transition to responsi-
ble government was approved by 8,774 voters as against 5,989
favoring union with South Africa. Charter company rule was
terminated, and crown colony status was approved for Southern
Rhodesia. After the unionist defeat in the referendum, Smuts
confided-prophetically, as history proved-to Britain's new Con-
servative prime minister Andrew Bonar Law, "Rhodesia as a sepa-
rate state struggling vainly with her task is certain to become an
embarrassment to the British government in the end."

The Colonial Period
The constitution of the Crown Colony of Southern Rhodesia went

into effect on October 1, 1923, allowing for responsible government
"subject to certain limitations" by the British government. These
restrictions included safeguards to protect the integrity of the Native
Reserves and to preserve the right of blacks to own land, as well as
the prerogative to review Rhodesian legislation. In practice the
"imperial veto" was seldom used, and the white minority govern-
ment in Salisbury was left to manage the crown colony's internal
affairs unimpeded. External relations were reserved to the British
government, although the Southern Rhodesian administration was
permitted to conclude trade agreements and to accredit representa-
tives to neighboring countries. The 1923 constitution provided for
the unicameral, thirty-seat Legislative Assembly and a Westminster-
style form of government in which executive functions were carried
out by a cabinet of ministers dependent on the confidence of a
majority of the legislators. As under company rule, the franchise was
color-blind but based on property, income, and education qualifica-
tions that few blacks could meet. The governor general represented
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the British crown and implemented legislation on the advice of the
Rhodesian government of the day.

Early Years of Self-Government
Coghlan became the first prime minister of the new self-governing

crown colony. A South African-born lawyer who had defended mine
workers against the large mining companies, Coghlan built a coali-
tion of farmers, wage earners, and small business and independent
mining interests to oppose the BSAC and to carry the fight for
responsible government. But after the referendum rejected union
with South Africa, the mining companies courted Coghlan in order
to assure themselves political influence in the crown colony similar
to that exercised earlier by the company, while many of his working-
class backers split from the party in power to organize the Rhodesia
Labour Party (RLP).

Released from its commitments made previously to white labor
groups, the RGP was reconstituted as the Rhodesian Party, which
kept its majority despite the defection of independents who formed
the Progressive Party and captured several seats in the 1928
election. The Progressive Party in turn was reorganized as the
Reform Party by Godfrey Huggins to press for legislation institution-
alizing racial segregation. Coghlan's reputation on racial issues had
been that of a moderate committed to "partnership" between the
European and African communities in Southern Rhodesia's eco-
nomic development. His immediate task as prime minister,
however, was to assure industry and mining interests of the crown
colony's economic viability. When Coghlan died in 1927, he was
succeeded as prime minister by Howard Moffat, the son of John
Moffat. Although Moffat resisted Huggins' proposals for total
segregation, his government nevertheless introduced legislation
that enforced segregated patterns of land ownership (see The Land
Question, this ch.).

With racial issues at the forefront of the campaign, the Reform
Party won a one-seat majority in the Legislative Assembly in the
1933 general election, and Huggins, an English physician who had
settled in Southern Rhodesia in 1911, became prime minister of a
new government, pledging to reverse the moderate policies pursued
by the Coghlan and Moffat administrations. Huggins' platform call-
ing for institutionalized segregation had broader acceptance among
the European community than the election results indicated, but
with its fragile hold on the Legislative Assembly his government
encountered difficulty in implementing it. His legislative program
stymied in the assembly, Huggins won support within his party for a
merger with the defeated Rhodesian Party that resulted in the
formation of the United Party (UP). Because of the political realign-
ment, a new general election was called in 1934 that gave the UP
twenty-four seats. The RLP, which won only five seats, formed the
official opposition. Moffat's subsequent attempt to rally moderate
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whites to a revived Rhodesian Party failed.
The UP's program was derived from Huggins' so-called two-

pyramid concept of separate development for the European and
African communities under a white-minority government that
excluded black participation. At the same time, Huggins managed to
refashion electoral politics by attaching various economic interest
groups to his administration in much the same way that they had
once been dependent on the company. Under Huggins' strategy, for
example, the farmers' association was allowed to exert considerable
influence on, if not control over, the formulation of legislation affect-
ing agriculture. In turn, farmers were expected to support the
government and to cast their votes for UP candidates. Groups of this
sort had a vested interest in the survival of the Huggins' government,
and the gvernment also became accustomed to taking an activist
role in the x.onagement of the economy.

The Lan Question
Land distribution continued as an intractable problem after the

transition from company rule to crown colony status. When mineral
resources had proved less rich than forecast, European-operated
agriculture became the mainstay of the economy. Land occupied by
Africans was given over almost entirely to subsistence farming and
herding, the result either of an inclination on the part of black
fitrmers to remain in the traditional sector or of obstacles placed in
the way of their producing cash crops. Europeans tended to see the
presence of black subsistence farming outside the Native Reserves as
a waste of land and a hindrance to the profitable development of their
own holdings. A series of commissions to study the land question had
all been sympathetic to the settler viewpoint and worked against
provision of adequate allotments for Africans.

Both communities expressed demands that additional land from
the unassigned sector be opened for settlement. Europeans argued
that the availability of more land would spur white immigration and
increase the production of cash crops, although about half of the land
already assigned for settlement in the mid-1920s was still
unoccupied. Africans, squeezed out of the land market, complained
of having too little land 1r their increasing numbers and of its poor
quality that condemned them to rely on subsistence farming to feed
themselves.

Accordingly the Coghlan government appointed the Morris Car-
ter Commission (1925-26) to hold hearings on the basis of which
recommendations could be made regarding the disposition of the 45
percent of Southern Rhodesia's total land area that remained
unassigned. Testimony was collected from all segments of African
society as well s from a wide range of witnesses from the European
community. The commission's investigations showed that most of
the latter strongly fivored segregated land development, it was
argued, to consolidate cash crop agriculture. Some moderates sin-
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cerely believed that segregated land apportionment was the only
way to prevent sales of existing African holdings to whites. Africans,
it was found, would accept segregation, to which they were largely
indifferent, as long as it brought them access to more land. The
commission report duly proposed segregation as a solution that
would serve the best interests of both communities.

The government was guided by the recommendations of the Morris
Carter Commission in framing legislation to deal with the land
question, even though they were generally out of keeping with the
concept of "partnership" adopted earlier by the Rhodesian Party. In
the final analysis, however, the actions taken by the Moffat govern-
ment were determined by strictly economic rather than racial
considerations, responding to the failure of the tobacco crop-in
good years a leading earner of foreign exchange-in 1928 and the
subsequent decline in prices for Rhodesian exports attributable to
the worldwide economic depression. The Land Apportionment Act
of 1930 decreed the partitioning of much of the country into areas set
aside for exclusive occupation by either whites or blacks and in so
doing initiated the subsequent trend toward nationwide two-
pyramid segregation along racial lines. Europeans (whites), who
numbered about 50,000 at the time of passage, were allotted 19.9
million hectares (50.8 percent of the total land area), while 3 million
hectares (7.7 percent) were designated as Native (later African)
Purchase Areas and reserved for black freeholders. The Native
Reserves were increased to 8.8 million hectares (22.4 percent) on
which about 650,000 Africans (60 percent of the black population)
lived. The remainder was classified as unassigned land subject to
eventual redistribution.

The issue of land reserves was related to restrictions on African
residence. From the beginning of company rule, Africans had had to
register themselves and obtain passes in order to enter white urban
areas. Those who did not were liable to criminal penalties. No
African, moreover, could be in white townships after dark without a
special pass. Eventually separate African townships evolved for
those serving the white communities. After the passage of the 1930
act, steps also were taken to remove African tenants from white rural
areas.

African Political Groups
The constitution made no provision for African narticipation in the

government of the crown colony. Outside traditional communal
institutions that pertained only in the Native Reserves, whatever
African political activity that existed was focused on the RBVA.
Whereas Nyamanda had courted mass support among the Ndebele,
the RBVA was an elite group with aspiring middle-class values. It
was led by black settlers from South Africa who neither had nor
sought a following among the Shona majority. Other prominent
African political and economic associations of the period were
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equally unrepresentative and consequently ineffectual in presenting
the African case to the government. Even Coghlan, who had encour-
aged the growth of the RBVA before 1923, found that its political
backing was of no value to his party after responsible government
had been achieved. The RBVA's testimony on land allocation before
the Morris Carter Commission in 1925 was completely disregarded.
Africans had gained little from the hearings conducted by the land
commission, and their associations met with no success when they
protested the act's provisions.

In 1927 Robert Sambo, a Nyasalander, was sent by the Industrial
and Commercial Workers Union (ICU) to organize a Rhodesian
branch of the then-powerful South African black labor association at
Bulawayo. Sambo, who carried out a survey of working conditions
and wages on farms and in urban areas, was subsequently deported,
but the ICU took root under local leaders and is considered to have
been one of the principal forc runners of modern black Zimbabwean
nationalism. Sambo's major contribution to the movement had been
the organization of public meetings and discussion groups at which
radical ideas like the formation of a united black front and the
concept of interracial working-class solidarity were introduced. The
ICU made no headway in recruiting agricultural workers or mine
employees and elsewhere found it difficult to lead workers who were
unready to engage in strike actions. Although it was largely ineffec-
tive as a labor organization, the ICU provided a training ground for
later political activists who used it as a forum to attack the
government, to criticize the missionaries, and to condemn the black
elite, traditional political institutions, and ethnically based
associations. The Huggins government moved against the ICU's
leaders after 1933 and imprisoned several of them on charges of
subversive activities. Split internally, its leaders dispersed. Short of
financial support, the ICU declined rapidly and by 1936 had disap-
peared in Southern Rhodesia.

The movement toward greater political participation by Africans
seemed to be in disarray in the late 1930s. Ndebele nationalism,
based on a revival of the traditional monarchy in a separate
homeland, was considered an anachronism, while attempts by the
RBVA to build a modern political organization based on a black
electorate had proved unrealistic because of the limited number of
authorized African voters. In quashing the ICU the Salisbury
government had demonstrated its determination to prevent radical,
politically oriented black groups from gaining a foothold in the crown
colony. A new pattern of political activity was beginning to emerge,
however, under the leadership of educated Shona and Ndebele,
whose perspective was broadly national rather than narrowly ethnic
in its scope. In 1934 Aaron Jacha, a farm organizer, founded the
pan-Africanist Bantu Congress, which later became the African
National Congress and was inspired by the South African organiza-
tion of the same name. Small in its membership and elitist, the
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congress lobbied for extension of voting rights and the exemption of
educated blacks from discriminatory laws.

World War II and Postwar Political Developments
Britain's declaration of war against Germany in 1939 immediately

committed the crown colony to involvement in World War II. Segre-
gated Rhodesian contingents served alongside other British Empire
forces-the Rhodesia Regiment, a white unit, in the Ethiopian
campaign and in North Africa, and the black Rhodesian African Rifles
(RAR), under white officers, in East Africa and Burma. Other white
Rhodesian personnel who joined or were seconded to the British
army and the Royal Air Force saw action in other theaters as well.
RAR battalions where later assigned to garrison duty on the Suez
Canal and took part in antiguerrilla operations against communist
insurgents in Malaya in the 1950s.

On the surface the political situation in Southern Rhodesia
appeared to have changed little during World War II. Although it
did not become clear until later, however, Huggins' control of the
political system had weakened. There was a growing uncertainty
among the mining companies and developing commercial and
industrial sectors about the benefits of being so closely tied to the
government in power, and many had begun to question the benefits
of state supervision of the economy. The Huggins government also
had to face making hard choices on the divisive issue of Southern
Rhodesia's political future-whether the colony would apply for an
independent dominion status that would demand concessions to
black participation in the political process, seek amalgamation with
other British colonies in a proposed Central African Federation, or
respond to a renewed campaign for union with South Africa.

During the war years the Labour Party had lost ground and was
replaced as the principal opposition party by the Liberal Party,
founded in 1943 by Jacob Hendrik Smit, an Afrikaner and onetime
UP cabinet minister. The Liberals, who challenged the govern-
ment's role in regulating the economy and called for more effective
barriers against black political advancement, won strong backing
from the Afrikaner community and some private-sector interests
opposed to the UP government's economic policies. Fearing
reverses far the UP at the polls in 1944, Huggins postponed sched-
uled elections for the duration of the war and used the time to mend
fences among the associations that were being wooed by the new
party. The Liberals nevertheless captured twelve seats in the 1946
general election. Their strong showing was not sufficient to unseat
Hugns as prime minister, but it was enough to deprive the UP,
which dropped to thirteen seats, of its overall majority in the Legisla-
tive Assembly. Shortly after the election, however, the Liberal
Party split when some members protested the heavy-handed
Afrikaner influence on its leadership, and the party was reduced to
five seats in the 1948 election that restored the UP majority. That
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same year a Liberal splinter, strongly supported by Afrikaner
groups, formed the Democratic Party, the forerunner of the Confed-
erate Party that opposed Southern Rhodesia's membership in the
Central African Federation (see Southern Rhodesia in the
Federation, this ch.). Dissidents from the Democratic Party subse-
quently attempted to revive the old Rhodesian Party, but in 1953
they joined with former supporters of the Liberal and Labour par-
ties in a merger with the UP, which was reorganized under Huggins'
direction as the United Rhodesia Party (URP). The opposition was
weakened to the point of being ineffectual.

Changes also occurred in African politics in the immediate post-
war period. The old Ndebele Home Society had long since given up
the idea of restoring the monarchy and establishing a national homeland,
but it remained a defender of traditional values and in Bulawayo,
where the organization was strongest, provided important welfare
services. Some young, radical supporters were attracted to it, although
they later shifted their allegiances to more activist nationalist parties
that were to evolve. So-called apostolic groups continued to be
deeply influential among rural Shona, but there was also a body of
independent religious organizations patterned on the missionary
churches that gave Africans experience in leadership techniques and
demonstrated their ability to organize and operate on such a level
(see Christians, Missions, and Independent Churches, ch. 2). Blacks
in 1945 were still unable to challenge white domination in a meaningful
way, however, and possessed no unity of purpose.

Large-scale arrivals of white immigrants began after the war.
During the last half of the 1940s, a net average of 10,000 whites
arrived annually. The great majority remained in urban areas, but a
significant number became settlers and began developing the land
that under the Land Apportionment Act of 1930 had been classified
as white but on which more than 300,000 Africans had been allowed
to remain. In 1950 all unauthorized blacks were forced to move into
the areas deiignated as Native Reserves, where the available resources
were already overtaxed and could not accommodate a sizable portion
of the livestock that was the chief form of savings available to them.
The expulsion was carried out even though a committee appointed in
1949 had already concluded that existing reserves could not absorb
this transfer of population. Only a marginal addition was made to
extend the Native Reserves to receive them.

Fmm Federation to Rebellion
Huggins' personal commitment to the creation of a Central African

Federation, embracing the two Rhodesias and Nyasaland (present-
day Malawi), dated from before World War II. The Southern Rhode-
sian prime minister avoided relying on his own political party during
his campagn to win approval of the federation to keep from making it
a partisan issue. But he was able to obtain the aid of some of the most
influential associations that had a few years earlier tried to distance
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themselves from him, and he used them to coordinate the support of
their members for his programs. Supporters of federation stressed
that there would be mutual benefit to all parties from the merger of
three complementary economies and pointed out that new land
could thereby be opened for development by European settlers in
Northern Rhodesia.

Negotiations on federation had been under way since 1948, but
the proposal did not gain official support from the Colonial Office
until a Conservative government took office in London in 1951. The
federal constitution that was finally agreed to by responsible British
authorities provided for a parliamentary system of government in the
three federated territories. The British crown would be represented
by a governor general. Although his signature would be needed on
legislation, he would be required to act in accordance with the advice
of the federal cabinet, or Executive Council. Council members
would be appointed by the governor general on the recommendation
of the federal prime minister, who was to head the government. The
Legislative Assembly would consist of three categories of delegates:
twenty-six representatives chosen by the white-dominated elector-
ate in each constituent territory, a white representative from each
territory charged with special responsibility for local African interests,
and two specially elected African members from each territory.

Southern Rhodesia in the Federation
Held with London's approval, a referendum on Southern Rhodesia's

membership in the federation in April 1953 carried by a vote of
25,570 to 14,429. White-controlled legislatures in the other two
British colonies passed resolutions announcing their intention to
accede to the federal constitution. The Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland (referred to popularly as the Central African Federation)
was duly created by an order in council dated August 1, 1953, and
Lord Llewellin was named as its first governor general (see fig. 5).

The Southern Bhodesian government and administration remained
intact after federation, operating under the 1923 crown colony
constitution. Because Salisbury was designated as the federal capital,
some sections of Huggins' bureaucracy were transferred to the new
federal system, giving rise to complaints in the other territories that
it served primarily Southern Rhodesian political and economic inter-
ests within the federation. Bureaucratic dislocation and competition
between the federal and territorial civil services did occur, but
Huggins, who resigned as Southern Rhodesian prime minister to
become federal prime minister, was able to maintain control of them
both. Huggins organized a separate political party to operate on the
federal level. Called appropriately the Federal Party (FP), it was an
extension of the URP that was managed by Huggins' trusted lieutenants,
and it won a parliamentary majority in the first federation-wide
elections.
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Figure 5. Federaton of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, 1953

The right-wing Dominion Party (DP) was established in 1956 to
oppose the URP for its identification with big business and the
multiracial federation. The party, founded by Winston Field, a pros-
perous tobacco farmer, was nationalist and populist in orientation.
Although it enlisted the backng of the white fanming community, the
DP boasted of its independence from all economic associations. It
wanted Southern Rhodesia out of the federation but called for the
annexation of a part of Northern Rhodesia to form an Independent
"white man's country." Field scored an impressive victory over an
FP candidate in a by-election in 1957.

Garfield Todd had been handpicked by Huggins to replace him as
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prime minister of Southern Rhodesia. A moderate by any measure,
Todd had come to the country form his native New Zealand as a
missionary in 1934. When Huggins retired from office in 1956, he
was succeeded as federal prime minister by Roy Welensky, a one-
time railroad worker and boxing champion from Salisbury who in the
1930s had settled in Northern Rhodesia. He made his reputation as a
labor leader before entering politics. The two prime ministers in
Salisbury, who differed greatly in their political inclinations and
radically in their personalities, clashed from the start. Welensky
insisted on the need to tighten his control over the profederation
party to halt the slide in URP popularity that was laid to Todd's
moderate stance on racial issues. Late in 1957 the FP and its South-
ern Rhodesian affiliate were merged as the United Federation Party
(UFP), which would contest elections on both the federal and the
territorial level.

A crisis was precipitated in January 1958 when the Southern
Rhodesian cabinet resigned in protest over Todd's approval of a
franchise commission report that recommended increasing the size
of the black electorate. Rather than resign as prime minister as
expected, Todd formed a new government but was unable to muster a
parliamentary majority in support of it. An extraordinary party con-
gress was then summoned that ousted him in favor of Edgar Whitehead,
who was considered one of the "old guard." Whitehead returned to
Salisbury from his _post as the federation's diplomatic representative
in Washington to face an electorate that was clearly becoming disen-
chanted with the UFP. This disaffection from the party that had been
in power for a quarter-century arose from suspicions of collusion
between economic interest groups and government officials as much
as it did from dissatisfaction with Todd's liberalism or membership in
the federation.

Whitehead, who failed in his attempt to win a seat in a by-election,
dissolved the Southern Rhodesia parliament and called for a general
election in June. The UFP won a narrow victory over the DP, which
observers credited to a last minute change in the voting system that
introduced a second-choice preference on the ballot. The United
Rhodesia Party, formed by Todd and touted as a liberal alternative to
the UFP and DP, ran a poor third. Confident of its political future
the DP merged with two other right-wing parities in 1962 to become
the Rhodesian Front (RF).

The African Dimension
The existence of elected African representation in the federal

parliament for a time encouraged the cooperation of some members
of the black elite. Huggins and Todd appeared ready to end the
two-pyramid system of segregation, and to some of the more hopeful
blacks, the white electorate's acceptance of a multiracial federation
seemed an indication that progressive attitudes might be developing
within the European community. Multiracial organizations evolved
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as pressure groups for African interests. African involvement with
Europeans, however, was taking place only on an elite level. Urban
workers and others who felt that black interests could too easily be
overlooked by the African elite began to organize under the leader-
ship of George Nyandoro and James Chikerema. In 1955 they formed
the Youth League, which attacked the African elite and demanded
direct representation for blacks on municipal councils with full vot-
ing rights.

In 1957 the Youth League combined with the activist Bulawayo
branch of the African National Congress to become the Southern
Rhodesian African National Congress (SHANC). Led by Joshua Nkomo,
the new organization quickly established its influence in urban areas
and then sought ties with rural activist groups. The SRANC was
banned by the Whitehead government in 1959, and several hundred
blacks were arrested and detained without trial for their participa-
tion in its activities. Among them was Nkomo, who had become the
best known black Rhodesian activist. Trained as a social worker in
South Africa, Nkomo had risen to prominence as a labor union leader
in Bulawayo. He had been nominated by the Colonial Office to
represent the African point of view at the conference in London in
1953 leading up to the formation of the federation and had contested
unsuccessfully for an African seat in the federal parliament against a
pro-FP black candidate. In 1960, while still in prison, he was elected
president of the newly formed National Democratic Party (NDP),
which was essentially a regrouping of the SRANC under a new name.

Despite the arrests, Whitehead sought to persuade Africans of the
government's interest in their advancement through a "build-a-
nation" campaign. But UFP moves to reassure its white constituency
that it had no intention of conceding any evolution toward power
sharing had cost the party the support of the African elite. The NDP
united a number ofdisparate black political groups. A mass movement,
it brought together organized labor and unorganized urban workers,
farmers, merchants, professionals, other members of the educated
middle class, and students. In spite of legal constraints against black
political activity, new tactics, including mass rallies and marches,
were introduced. Banned in December 1961, the NDP reconstitu-
ted itself under Nkomo's leadership as the Zimbabwe African People's
Union (ZAPU), which in turn was banned in Septenaber 1962.

The 1961 Constuion
A comprehensive inquiry into Central African affairs was ordered

by the British government in 1960. Conducted by a commission
under the direction of Lord Monckton, it concluded that African
opposition to the federation was too pervasive for the federal system
to survive unless steps were taken in the direction of majority rule.
To this end the commission recommended that new constitutions be
introduced in Southern Rhodesia and the other territories, and it
also supported giving each the right to secede from the federation.
Over Welensky's protests, the British government called a series of
constitutional conferences to implement Monckton's plan.
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The document reported out by the constitutional conference was
put to referendum in July 1961 and won approval by a vote of 42,004
to 21,846 from a white electorate apparently willing to consider the
distant promise of majority rule to blacks in return for ending British
intervention in the colony's internal affairs. Nkomo had initially
endorsed the constitution but, under attack from other NDP leaders,
ordered black voters to boycott the referendum because it did not
include a timetable for majority rule.

The salient feature of the 1961 constitution as approved in the
referendum was that Britain relinquished its residual right to veto
Rhodesian legislation affecting the African population. The last
remaining vestige of British control was that of the ultimate sover-
eignty of the crown. The duties of the governor, representing the
crown in Salisbury, were entirely ceremonial, although he was offi-
cially the commander in chief of the armed forces. Real power lay with
the cabinet, called the Governor's Council, which was responsible to
the sixty-five-member Legislative Assembly.

In waiving its responsibility for the African majority, however,
Britain had demanded the inclusion in the constitution of a declara-
tion of rights, spelling out rights to life, property, and personal
liberty and guaranteeing freedom of association and expression and
protection of law. The Constitutional Council, a multiracial, twelve-
member panel of jurists chosen by a college of judicial electors, was
established to rule on the constitutionality of proposed legislation,
specifically that which dealt with items covered in the declaration.
The courts were barred, however, from overruling legislation
enacted before adoption of the constitution, even when it was in
clear conflict with what the declaration was intended to protect.

knother demand made by Britain was that certain clauses in the
constitution be regarded as entrenched-that is, that serious obsta-
cles be put in the way of their being amended. These entrenched
clauses concerned relations with Britain, franchise qualifications,
the status of Native Reserves (latter called Tribal Trust Lands-
TITL), civil rights, and the function of the Constitutional Council.
They could only be amended by a two-part process in which a
two-thirds majority vote for amendment in the Legislative Assembly
would be followed by a four-part referendum in which each officially
designated racial group-European, African, Coloured, and Asian-
was separately polled. Only if the proposed amendment met with
the support of a majority in each racial group would it be adopted.
Hence, while the legal means were available for altering the
entrenched clauses, it would be virtually impossible to do so in
practice.

Eventual majority rule was implied in the constitution, but the
rate at which it was to be achieved was to be determined by the white
minority. The process envisioned was for the gradual extension of
voting rights and electoral power to blacks through a weighted dual
roll on which variously qualified voters were registered. The qualifi-
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cations required to place a voter on one or the other of the electoral
rolls was therefore a crucial matter. In theory the franchise had never
been determined on racial lines, but in order to register to vote an
applicant had to meet minimum property or income standards.
Under the scheme that remained in force under the 1961
constitution, these standards were reduced for persons who had
completed the secondary level of education. The net effect of this
was to make the upper level, or A roll, largely white (92,405 in 1965,
for instance, compared with 2,330 Africans and 2,549 Coloureds and
Asians). Lower qualifications would admit an applicant to the B roll.
These were still sufficiently high to bar most blacks, but because few
whites registered on that roll even if they were eligible, it was
limited for all practical purposes to a black middle class separated
from the tiny black elite registered on the A roll. In 1965 only 888 of
the 11,517 voters of the B roll were non-African.

According to a complicated system of weighted balloting, voters
on both rolls cast two ballots in general elections, one for a member
to represent their constituency and the other their electoral district.
By weighting the value of ballots, A roll voters-who comprised
about 90 percent of the total electorate-exercised 80 percent influ-
ence in each of fifty constituencies, and B roll voters had an 80
percent influence in each of fifteen electoral districts. This in effect
meant that voters drawn from a white population of 200,000 could
confidently expect to elect the candidates who would fill fifty seats in
the Legislative Assembly while black voters, gleaned from an African
population of approximately 6 million, would elect fifteen. Optimis-
tic observers believed that blacks could be integrated into the politi-
cal process by adding many more applicants to the B roll, while
allowing a small number to move from the B roll to the A roll as their
level of education and economic status improved, and that in this
way majority rule could be achieved. Requirements for the franchise
were entrenched in the constitution to eliminate what had been the
practice of previous white governments in raising property standards
whenever improved incomes or the effects of inflation made it possi-
ble for increased numbers of blacks to qualify.

But the fulfillment of the constitution's promise of eventual ma;,;.-
ity rule seemed too remote to satisfy most Africans. The constitution,
which assured the continued domination of Southern Rhodesia by its
white minority for an indefinite period, came at the very time when
the "winds of change" spoken of by British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan were sweeping across Africa, bringing self-determination
and independence to former colonies. The NDP called an unofficial
referendum of party members in which more than 450,000 blacks
voiced their opposition to the constitution, and Nkomo traveled
widely to bring black Rhodesian grievances to the attention of the
international community. In 1962 the United Nations (UN) General
Assembly called on Britain to suspend the Southern Rhodesian
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constitution and initiate discussions leading to independence with
majority rule.

The Rhodesian Front
White moderate Rhodesians expressed disappointment with the

hostility that characterized the reaction of African leaders to the 1961
corjstitution. Meanwhile the country's economy was slow in recover-
ing from the slump in exports caused by the general recession of the
late 1950s, and the imminent collapse of the federation threatened
guaranteed markets for Southern Rhodesian products in the other
territories. Whitehead's land policy and his open bid for African
backing likewise alienated many white voters from traditional ties to
the UFP. These factors-political, economic and, to a large degree,
psychological--combined to persuade the white electorate to throw
its support to the Rhodesian Front in the December 1962 parliamen-
tary elections. The RF captured thirty-five constituency seats in
races decided by A roll voters, while fourteen of the UFP's twenty-
nine seats were won by candidates representing electoral districts
where black B roll votes were the determining factor. Field formed a
new government with a clear parliamentary majority that was dedi-
cated to obtaining complete independence for Southern Rhodesia
with or without British agreement and certainly without granting
further concessions to the demands of the black majority.

What limited organized opposition to the RF that existed among
the white electorate over the next fifteen years would be divided into
two factions. On one side were moderates in the Rhodesian Party,
the successor to the UFP, and in the multiracial Centre Party, both
of which advocated various degrees of power sharing or the gradual
development of majority rule. Neither presented any real political
challenge to the governing majority, but the RF was constantly on
guard to defend its vulnerable right flank against the extremist
Rhodesian Alliance that called for total separation of the races on the
South African model and an end to any African participation in the
political process. To hold its own right wing within the party, the RF
co-opted some of the extremist objectives into its platform and gave
prominent attention to them in party statements, pledging to keep
Southern Rhodesia a "white man's country" even at the expense of a
break with Britain.

The key to the RF's strength on the hustings, however, was less its
ideological appeal than it was the party's grass-roots organizational
structure. Other parties had always been controlled by a small clique
of professional politicians who at elections rallied local party units
that had been dormant in the interim. Drawing on its populist roots,
the RF developed the idea that the white electorate should exercise a
direct and constant influence on the party and the government.
Obviously the party performed an important educational function
and, given its organization, had easy access to voters to mold public
opinion; but it was also responsive to the popular will. Local units in
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the constituencies, each of them averaging only about 1,500 voters,
were able to make their views known to their parliamentary
representatives. The party's organization gave disproportionate
influence to rural members rather than to those in urban areas that
were considered to be strongholds of moderate opinion. The RF also
made a strong appeal to recent immigrants who were anxious to
preserve the way of life that had attracted them to Southern
Rhodesia.

Negotiating Independence
Despite Britain's desire to end its involvement as a colonial

power in the region, its government was unable to leave the problem
of Southern Rhodesia to the Rhodesians. In the first place Britain
accepted its outstanding obligation to safeguard the well-being of the
African population and its commitment to achieve majority rule, at
least in the long run. But at the same time it felt responsible for the
security of the settler community and the assurance of minority
rights; furthermore it recognized the crown colony as a self-governing
entity. Once'the issue of Southern Rhodesia and the denial of major-
ity rule by the white-controlled government had been raised in interna-
tional bodies-initially by the efforts of representatives of African
nationalist groups-it became a matter of concern to the world
community and a source of embarrassment to Britain.

Southern Africa was the last outpost of white minority governments
or overseas control on the African continent. As such it was the focal
point of interest for newly independent former colonies, whose influ-
ence had become important in world forums, notably in the UN but
also in the Commonwealth of Nations, where they could be expected
to block any application for independence and continued member-
ship by Southern Rhodesia's white government. Nationalist spokes-
men like Nkomo testified before the world body's Special Committee
on Non-Self-Governing Territories, petitioning for UN action, but
Britain consistently held that Rhodesian affairs were beyond the
organization's competence because Southern Rhodesia was a self-
governing territory. Britain also claimed limitations on its own author-
ity to take matters into its own hands and coerce the white-controlled
government into accepting a settlement recognizing the rights of the
black majority. Summing up the position of his government, Com-
monwealth Secretary Duncan Sandys explained in 1963 that "We
have long ago accepted the principle that the Parliament in Westmin-
ster does not legislate for Southern Rhodesia except at its request."

Britain's Conservative government devoted considerable attention
to negotiating a settlement that would smooth the way for the Salis-
bury government to apply for independence. Nevertheless from
1963 onward Britain would remain adamant that the white govern-
ment accept what came to be know as the "five principles" proposed
that year by Prime Minister Alec Douglas-Home as a precondition for
beginning formal independence talks. The "five principles" called for
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a guarantee of unimpeded progress toward majority rule, firm assur-
ance against any future constitutional amendments detrimental to
African interests, an immediate token of "improvement in the politi-
cal status" of blacks, positive moves toward ending racial discrimination,
and agreement on a settlement that was "acceptable to the whole
population." The Douglas-Home government and the Labour gov-
ernment under Harold Wilson that succeeded it in 1964 insisted that
the last point would entail a general referendum or other test deemed
satisfactory by Britain to ascertain the approval of all Rhodesians,
polled as a body and not by racial category, before an agenda for
independence would be adopted.

In the meantime the tenuous structure of the Federation of Rhode-
sia and Nyasaland continued to deteriorate. The 1960 report of the
Monckton Commission, which had stated bluntly that no kind of
association was likely to work as long as Southern Rhodesia persisted
in its discriminatory policies, was rejected by the Welensky government,
but mounting black opposition to the report in the two northern
territories proved the correctness of its estimate of the situation.
Black majority governments came to power in Nyasaland under H.
Kamuzu Banda in 1961 and in Northern Rhodesia under Kenneth
Kaunda in 1962. In December 1962 Britain allowed Nyasaland to
exercise its option to secede, an action repeated by Northern Rhode-
sia the following March. The British government formally dissolved
the federation in June 1963. Nyasaland, renamed Malawi, became
independent within the Commonwealth in July 1964 and Northern
Rhodesia, renamed Zambia, in October. Negotiations on Southern
Rhodesia's independence were stalled, however, on Salisbury's refusal
to accept the "five principles" as the basis for London's approval of an
agreement.

The Rise of Ian Smith
Dissatisfaction that Field had not taken a harder line in his negotia-

tions with the British government was relayed from the party faithful
in the constituencies through their local units to the members of the
parliamentary party who represented them, resulting in his ouster
early in 1964 as RF leader and subsequent resignation as head of
government. He was replaced in both capacities by Ian Smith, the
party's deputy chairman who had become the leading spokesman for
its right wing. A former Royal Air Force pilot and a severely wounded
war hero, Smith was the first native-born prime minister of Southern
Rhodesia. He had helped to organize the DP, forerunner of the RF,
in protest over Todd's conciliatory approach to African demands, and
now he promised white Rhodesians that majority rule would not
come in his lifetime. Although undistinguished as a minister under
Field and unremarkable as a public speaker, Smith soon came to
personify white resistance to the British government and to the black
nationalists, attracting what nearly amounted to a cult following.
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Smith categorically ruled out acceptance of the "five principles"
as the basis for further negotiations on independence, to which he
claimed Southern Rhodesia was legally entitled since its government
had exercised de facto sovereignty since 1923. But the Labour
government that came to power in Britain in October 1964 was even
more outspoken than its Conservative predecessor in its insistence
on majority rule and refused to consider any modification of the "five
principles." A referendum conducted by the Smith regime in Novem-
ber approved Southern Rhodesia's application for independence on
the basis of the 1961 constitution by a margin of 58,176 to
6,101---although only 62 percent of the registered voters partici-
pated in the poll. Blacks were "consulted," according to the Salis-
bury government, "within the tribal structure" when a meeting of
600 government-appointed chiefs and headmen pronounced in favor
of independence in their name. In the general election in May 1965,
Smith's RF won all fifty A roll seats. The election was boycotted by
about 90 percent of those blacks eligible to vote on the B roll.

Unilateral Declaration of Independence
Emboldened by the results of the referendum and the general

election, Smith threatened London that his government would now
seriously consider declaring Southern Rhodesia's independence with-
out formal British consent. The British government countered the
challenge by warning that Britain would find such an action
unacceptable, but its response was weakened by Wilson's assurances
to a British public divided on the issue that Britain would not
resort to the use of armed force against what was popularly referred
to as their "kith and kin" in Africa and would rely instead on eco-
nomic and diplomatic measures. Wilson's rejection of a military
option had the effect of encouraging Smith to proceed with his plans.
Wilson traveled to Salisbury at the end of October for talks with
Smith in a last-ditch effort to head off a break in relations with the
crown colony, but the British prime minister's offer of concessions
to the white Rhodesians was rebuffed by Smith as a result of pressure
from RF hardliners and the apparent will of the party faithful not to
accept a settlement from Britain short of complete independence on
Rhodesian terms.

On November 11, 1965, the Southern Rhodesian government
issued a unilateral declaration of independence (UDI). The British
government regarded UDI as an act of rebellion and ordered the
British governor, Sir Humphrey Gibbs, to dismiss Smith and his
cabinet, whose actions were declared to be illegal. The Southern
Rhodesia Act, passed by the British Parliament one week after UDI,
proclaimed that Southern Rhodesia was still a crown colony under
British jurisdiction and that its legitimate government would hence-
forth be exercised by a secretary of state in London and the governor
in Salisbury. Gibbs, who was himself a member of the settler
community, continued to occupy Government House and to act
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upon instructions received from London. No concrete actions fol-
lowed to compel a return to legality, however, because the governor,
while refusing to recognize the legal existence of the government in
Salisbury, directed the civil service, police, and armed forces to
continue carrying out their duties so as not to disrupt services or
impair the security of the population as a whole. But because these
duties included obedience to the minister in charge, this order had
the effect of reaffirming the rebel government in office. Furthermore
the government ministers, as expected, ignored the notices of dis-
missal issued by Gibbs and approved the appointment of Clifford
Dupont, the RF party chairman, as officer administering the govern-
ment (OAG) acting on the behalf of the queen as head of state on the
advice of her "Rhodesian ministers."

The "independence" constitution ratified by the Legislative Assem-
bly in February 1966 closely resembled the 1961 constitution, but
entrenchment clauses were removed to allow any part of it to be
amended. Other changes permitted the government to abridge civil
rights during a state of emergency declared by the OAG at the
direction of the government. The term Rhodesia-used informally
since Northern Rhodesia had become independent Zambia--was
formally adopted and, although it was never accepted officially by
Britain, the UN, or the United States, came into conventional usage.
By Rhodesian interpretation the new constitution deprived the Brit-
ish government of all residual powers in the country, although the
rebel government steadfastly maintained its allegiance to the crown
and continued to display the Union Jack.

From Rhodesia to Zimbabwe
The Smith regime based the legality of UDI on Rhodesia's de facto

sovereignty as a crown colony. This claim was tested in Rhodesian
courts in a series of "constitutional cases," most of which involved
appeals of government actions abridging the British-ditated Declara-
tion of Rights. A leading court decision held that the Rhodesian
government "could lawfully do anything its predecessors could law-
fully have done."

Under successive governments, Britain had sought to minimize its
legal responsibility for Rhodesia by deferring authority to the colo-
nial government. However, it reen, phasized the constitutional ties
that bound the crown colony to the mother country. The British
government undertook to arrange negotiations with Salisbury that
aimed at finding a formula by which there could be a return to
legality, as London viewed it, aml the state of rebellion in Rhodesia
brought to a conclusion. It continued to insist that any settlement
must lead to eventual majority rule, but a sixth principle was added
in January 1966 to the five previously enunciated: "It would be
necessary to ensure that, regardless of race, there was no oppression
of the majority by the minority or of minority by majority.' Wilson
met with Smith twice, once aboard the Royal Navy vessel H.M.S.
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Tiger off Gibraltar in December 1966 and again in October 1968
aboard H. M.S. Fearless. Both efforts failed to achieve agreement
despite the fact that Wilson had softened his adherence to the "five
principles" approach, particularly at the 1968 meeting.

The Republican Constittion
A commission, impaneled in Salisbury under the chairmanship of

a prominent lawyer, W.R. Waley, to study constitutional options
open to Rhodesia short of a settlement with Britain, reported ambigu-
ously in April 1968 that "Europeams must surrender any belief in
permanent European domination and the Africans must surrender
any belief in ultimate African domination." It recommended even-
tual "racial parity" between the white minority and the black major-
ity in the electoral system but, reflecting the RF position, maintained
that control of the government would remain in "responsible hands"-a
political euphemism for the white minority.

Rhodesian resolve stiffened after the failure of the shipboard talks,
and the Smith government, advised of popular support for its stance
by the party organization, took up the demands voiced until that
time only by its most radical wing for the creation of a republic. In a
two-proposition referendum conducted in June 1969, the proposal
for breaking Rhodesia's connection with the British crown carried by
a vote of 61,130 to 14,327, a greater margin of approval than the
54,724 to 20,716 votes cast in favor of the proposed republican
constitution. The latter, which embodied recommendations of the
Waley Commission for "parity," was regarded as too "liberal" by
some elements who held out for unmitigated white domination.
Gibbs, who had remained in Salisbury as the queen's legal
representative, formally resigned as the British governor and sur-
rendered Government House to Dupont, who would be named later
by the cabinet (officially, the Executive Council) to a five-year term
as president.

The new constitution established a republican form of government,
signifying the rebellious colony's final rejection of all association with
Britain, but its objectives were far more complex. In search of a
model for restructuring the country's internal affairs, the white
Rhodesians had turned to South Africa. In the name of "parity" the
new constitution pointed Rhodesia in the direction of a system of
total segregation in which all national institutions and public and
private relations would be defined in terms of race.

Under the 1969 constitution the existing Legislative Assembly was
redesignated the House of Assembly to act as the lower chamber of a
bicameral legislature. The upper chamber consisted of a twenty-
three-member Senate that was composed of ten white members
elected by the assembly, three persons named by the president, and
ten black members: five to represent the Ndebele, who constituted
one-sixth of the African population, and five to iepresent the Shona
majority. The African senators were chosen by electoral colleges,
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composed of members of the Council of Chiefs, who represented
each of the two major ethnic groups.

Electoral rolls were revised on the basis of race. All whites,
Coloureds, and Asians who met minimum economic and educational
requirements were registered on the upper, or so-called European,
roll. Africans, who met qualifications that were somewhat lower,
could apply to be included on two ethnically differentiated rolls.
Fifty seats of the sixty-six-seat assembly were elected by European
roll voters. The remaining sixteen seats were reserved for black
representatives. Eight seats were occupied by candidates chosen by
voters on the two lower rolls, four each to represent the Shona and
the Ndebele. Jlhe other eight black seats were filled through a
special election process in which chiefs, headmen, and elected black
municipal councillors picked four members from each of the two
ethnic groups.

An elaborate plan was devised by which the number of black
voters would increase by stages until parity had been reached with
the Europeans. Parity in representation would be achieved as a
parallel development. The process of evolution toward parity was
scheduled to begin, however, only when the proportion of income
taxes paid by Africans reached a certain level--24.2 percent of the
total. (In 1969 the relatively few blacks who earned enough income
to be taxed paid in less than 0.5 percent of the total income tax
collected.)

While it prepared the framework for parity between the races in
the political process, the constitution also provided for the ultimate
division of the country into three "homeland" provinces: one com-
prising Shona areas, a second encompassing Ndebele areas, and a
third "homeland" reserved for whites that amounted to approxi-
mately half the total land area. Each of the three provinces would be
internally self-governing and would have its own local legislature.
Although the population of the proposed white province would
include many more black residents than whites, Africans would have
no voice in government as they would be regarded as citizens of one
of their respective ethnic homelands. Nowhere, perhaps, was the
influence of South African thinking more evident in the republican
constitution than in this provision.

The United Nations and Sanctions
Despite British denials that the UN had any competence to dis-

cuss Rhodesia as a dependent territory, the Security Council in early
1965 passed the first of many resolutions on the Rhodesian situation,
calling on Britain to end minority rule. A stronger resolution was
passed in October 1965, just before Wilson's mission to Salisbury,
urging Britain to utilize all means at its disposal--including the use of
military force--to prevent the white-controlled government from
asserting its independence. UDI was immediately condemned by
the UN and later in November a further resolution was passed by the
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Security Council at Britain's request advising member states "to do
their utmost" to break all economic ties with Southern Rhodesia,
including a voluntary embargo on oil and petroleum products as well
as on military equipment.

Britain, joined by most other Commonwealth members, had already
put unilateral sanctions into effect. Over the next few months it
added to an extensive list of embargoed Rhodesian imports and sent a
Royal Navy squadron to the Mozambique Channel to monitor oil
deliveries to the port of Beira from which a pipeline ran to the
refinery at Umtali (present-day Mutare). A subsequent Security
Council resolution authorized British warships to impose a blockade
to deter "by force if necessary, vessels reasonably believed to be
carrying oil destined for Southern Rhodesia."

In December 1966 the Security Council imposed a mandatory
sanction on selected exports and imports. Embargoed exports to
Rhodesia included oil, military hardware, aircaft, and motor vehicles.
An embargo was also placed upon purchases of major Rhodesian
exports: chrome, copper, iron ore, pig iron, asbestos, tobacco, sugar,
meat, and hides. By unanimous vote in May 1968 the Security
Council established comprehensive mandatory sanctions, barring
trade in virtually all items except medical supplies. In addition the
remittance of funds and air travel to Rhodesia were to be halted, and
member states were required not to honor passports issued by the
Rhodesian government.

Some countries, notably Switzerland and-until 1973--the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany (West Germany), which were not UN
members, continued to trade legally with Rhodesia. South Africa
and Portugal refused to go along with mandatory sanctions.
Mozambique, Angola, and South Africa served as conduits through
which illegal trade could be disguised and its certificates of origin and
destination falsified. Some member states proposed to make sanc-
tions more effective by extending them to cover South Africa and the
Portuguese territories, but resolutions to that effect failed to pass the
Security Council.

Because its exports of minerals and agricultural products were
competitive and enjoyed preferential treatment on the British market,
there had been no need for the colony to force the pace of diversifica-
tion or industrial development before UDI. But Rhodesia also had
the potential to develop a fairly high degree of self-sufficiency. Once
incentives were accorded by the government to domestic production,
Rhodesia's increasingly divers/Bed industrial output grew dramatically,
and the country experienced sustained economic growth. As a result
ofa strongly administered and rigidly controlled program of counter-
measures enforced by the Smith government, sanctions had little
impact on the Rhodesian economy during the first nine years after
UDI.

The Smith government had begun its economic preparations well
in advance of UDI-as soon as the possibility of sanctions was
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mooted. Whenever foreign exchange was in short supply, forexample,
some products were removed from the list of essential imports.
Foreign-owned firms and investors resident abroad had their assets
in Rhodesia completely frozen and were obliged to pay their profits--
including dividends and interest for shareholders-into blocked
accounts. The government took over direct management of all for-
eign trading operations and managed the import of petroleum supplies.
Industry, commerce, and banking were brought under government
control through emergency powers decreed by Smith. This mobi-
lized the compulsory cooperation in sanctions evasion programs of
both domestic companies and subsidiaries of foreign-owned corpora-
tions operating in Rhodesia.

The thoroughness of the government's measures on the domestic
front was paralleled by comparable preparations abroad. In 1964 and
1965 Rhodesia obtained agreements with Portugal and South Africa
on preferential trade and on logistical support for a greatly increased
volume of transit trade. The Smith government also acted in advance
of UDI to find new markets and sources of supply to replace those in
Britain. Over the next decade the Rhodesians and various intermedi-
aries perfected numerous techniques of sanction evasion through an
effective clandestine trading network. Even after the imposition of
full mandatory sanctions in 1968, the press and other concerned
sources reported frequent violations to which member states were
allegedly turning a blind eye. In the UN debate on sanctions in 1972
the British representative asserted that at least one-third of all
Rhodesian exports were reaching member countries that claimed to
be observing the sanctions. The Rhodesians confirmed that same
year that more than half the country's marketed output in agriculture
was being exported.

One of the major loopholes in enforcing sanctions had to do with
the activities of multinational corporations with subsidiaries in Rhodesia.
Such companies were responsible for almost all of the mining produc-
tion and an important share of manufacturing. The most serious
enforcement problems, however, involved the role of major oil
companies in circumventing the mandatory embargo on petroleum
products. When the British government for example, took action
against the British Petroleum Company and the Shell Petroleum
Company after imposition of mandatory sanctions in 1968 to prevent
them from supplying Rhodesia directly, the two companies shifted

Rhodesian operations to their South African subsidiaries, which
were wholly outside the reach of regulation unless sanctions were
extended to South Africa. These operations were carried out with the
cooperation of the South African government and were shielded
from international scrutiny by South African security laws.

The only major publicly acknowledged repudiation of sanctions by
a member state was the Byrd Amendment to the Defense Procure-
ment Act adopted by the United States Congress in 1971 over the
strenuous objections of the Department of State. This measure
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permitted imports of chrome ore, ferrochrome, and other strategic
materials from Rhodesia in explicit exception to the general ban if
those same commodities were being imported from communist
countries. Between 1973 and 1977, when the measure was repealed
by Congress, items on the strategic materials list were imported in
large quantities from Rhodesia under the amendment, although
virtually all other products identified as of Rhodesian origin contin-
ued to be barred from the United States. The value of these imports
amounted to over US$200 million, or approximately 20 percent of
the value of Rhodesia's total mineral exports during that period.

land Apportionment, Urban Segregation, and Security Regulations
The UFP government had reportedly been about to embark on a

program of land reform when it fell in 1962. A committee established
to investigate the land problem had submitted a report in 1960 that
recommended repeal of the Land Apportionment Act of 1930 at the
earliest opportunity, but it recognized the political difficulties that
would be provoked by such a move and therefore counseled progress
by stages. Accordingly the size of the Special Native Areas (SNA)
reserved for black settlement was increased, and a new category of
unreserved land open to both races was to be expanded gradually by
the addition of land from the European area. In 1962 about 800,000
hectares of European-area land heavily populated by blacks was trans-
ferred to the SNA, which were shortly incorporated with the Native
Reserves in a new category: the Tribal Trust Lands (TrL). The UFP
government envisioned the country divided into three types of
areas: public land, including forest reserves (11 percent); the TM (37
percent); and the vemaining 52 percent open to all Rhodesians.

Land reform was a major issue in the 1962 elections. The victori-
ous RF in advocating segregated landholding had taken a position
diametrically opped to that of the UFP, but no decisive action was
taken until 1969 to implement a distinctive land policy, although
black resettlement on unreserved land and the conversion of European-
area land was halted. The main thrust of the RF government's land
policy was not intended so much to achieve more effective utilization
of existing European areas as it was to consolidate them. This policy
was embodied in the Land Tenure Act of 1969, enacted in conjunc-
tion with the republican constitution that had institutionalized racial
segregation in a manner not done before in Rhodesia. The act
eliminated the category of unreserved land open to multiracial
occupation. The country was divided into three classes of territory:
public lands, totaling 2.6 million hectares, and separate African and
European areas, each comprising 18 million hectares, The apportion-
ment of the latter categories was in keeping with the government's
concept of creating "parity" between the country's 6 million blacks
and 230,000 whites (see Land Use and Ownership, ch. 3).

Africans living within the boundaries of white areas were forcibly
evicted and relocated elsewhere. The government also had recourse
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to an extensive body of security legislation to curb freedom of speech,
movement, privacy, expression, assembly, and association when-
ever the need arose to suppress political activism-and, later
insurgency-by Africans. The most frequently used pieces of legisla-
tion were the Law and Order (Maintenance) Act and the Emergency
Powers Act, both dating from 1959 but subsequently stiffened by
amendments. Other restrictions on political freedoms for Africans
received wide support among the white population, and government
by decree became the government's ultimate legal weapon (see The
Legal System, ch. 4).

Africans, except for the numerous domestic servants, were forbid-
den to reside within white municipal boundaries, although these
laws were largely disregarded until more restrictive legislation was
enacted under the RF after 1963. The roughly 900,000 blacks who
lived in urban areas resided in designated African townships outside
the municipalities. These townships were administered directly by
white officials, and in some instances they were owned outright by
the neighboring municipalities, although legally none was consid-
ered a part of the administering city or town.

Settlement Proposals, 1971-72
As expected, Smith's RF won all fifty European seats in the House

of Assembly in the first republican parliamentary elections, con-
ducted in April 1970. The extreme right-wing Republican Alliance,
which had attacked the "liberalism" of the 1969 constitution, made a
poor showing everywhere in the country. The moderate, multiracial
Centre Party won seven of the eight elective black seats but could
not make headway against RF majorities in white constituencies.
Dupont was named president of the republic by the Executive
Council and in May opened the first republican parliament. In June
voters in Britain gave a parliamentary majority to the Conservative
Party, but the formation of a new government under Prime Minister
Edward Heath did not produce the breakthrough in Anglo-Rhodesian
relations that Smith had hoped for once the Labour government was
replaced. Although there was an influential Conservative lobby
sympathetic to Rhodesia, Heath continued to adhere publicly to the
original "five principles." But Douglas-Home, the new foreign secre-
tary, quietly renewed contacts with the rebel government in Salisbury
to search for a formula by which Rhodesia could return to legality.

After a year of secret negotiations between British and Rhodesian
officials, Smith met for extended formal talks with Douglas-Home,
who as prime minister in 1964 had drafted the "five principles." In
November 1971 the two governments announced a proposed settle-
ment satisfactory to both sides. The s -called Smith-Home Agree-
ment included a large number of British concessions. The 1969
constitution rather than the 1961 constitution, which Britain had
previously insisted was the legal frame of government, was to be the
basis for the settlement. Douglas-Home contended that provisions
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in the agreement concerning gradually increased African legislative
representation would provide an unhindered advance to majority
rule. A carefu! xamination of those terms by the Rhodesian political
analyst Claire Palley projected that the earliest possible date on
which blacks would obtain even a parity of votes would be the year
2026. Even this distant achievement was dependent on the whites in
power not placing obstacles in the way of African advancement. It
was also dependent on the successful utilization of a large British aid
program to raise African educational and income levels to qualify
blacks for the franchise.

Final agreement still hinged on the requirement for popular accep-
tance expressed in the "five principles," but the Rhodesian govern-
ment had adamantly refused to consider submitting the proposed
settlement to a referendum. The British government therefore
appointed a twenty-four-member commission headed by an eminent
jurist, Lord Pearce, to ascertain public opinion on the subject in
Rhodesia. In January 1972 the Pearce Commission began interview-
ing representatives of various interest groups and sampling opinion
at public meetings held throughout the country.

According to the commission report, the proposals were widely
accepted by the white population and received limited endorsement
from Coloureds and Asians. The African reaction, however, was
resoundingly negative. Even among government-appointed chiefs,
as many of those polled rejected as accepted the proposals, and
fifteen of the sixteen African members of the assembly refused their
approval. The testimony collected by the commission clearly demon-
strated that Africans were unwilling to accept minor improvements
and that many blacks believed that time was on their side-the side
of majority rule and an end to white supremacy. The surprise expressed
by the Rhodesian government at this reaction showed its lack of
meaningful contact with 95 percent of the country's population.
Britain, true to its commitment, abided by the commission's findings
and withdrew its agreement to the settlement.

African Nationalist Opposition
It took more than a decade for the African nationalist movement in

Rhodesia to recover from the suppression of black political organiza-
tions in the late 1950s and early 1960s. The bannings of the NDP and
ZAPU, moreover, had both been preceded by aimless urban violence--
nearly all of it directed against other blacks--that reflected a failure
of leadership in those groups. These incidents were the bloodiest
outbreaks in the country since the wars of the 1890s, and the govern-
ment reacted by introducing a series of emergency laws in an attempt
to cope with the situation. These included a broader definition of
unlawful organizations subject to proscription, provisions for preven-
tive detention, and the granting of extraordinary emergency powers
to be used in cracking down on black nationalist groups.
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Instead of attempting to give direction to the movement inside the
country in the face of government repression, Nkomo had chosen to
remain abroad much of the time, lobbying at the UN and courting
the support of foreign African leaders. He was away in December
1961 when the NDP was banned and most of its other leaders were
arrested. Within days, however, Nkomo had announced the forma-
tion of ZAPU from Dar es Salaam and, when ZAPU was in turn
banned in September 1962, he regrouped its executive committee
there.

Nkomo's diplomatic experience had often been touted as his strong
card as a leader, but increasingly criticism was voiced within nationalist
circles that he had spent too much time abroad seeking foreign
backing and not enough at home confronting the white regime.
Nkomo's colleagues consented to his tactics when he assured them
that his plan for establishing a government in exile had the blessing of
Julius Nyerere, then chief minister of Tangaryika (later president of
Tanzania). It came as a considerable shock to those who had gone into
exile with Nkomo when he was castigated by Nyerere for abandoning
Rhodesia.

Distrustful of his leadership, some members of the executive
committee plotted to dump Nkomo and focus ZAPU's efforts on
internal organization. Nkomo moved quickly to preempt their chal-
lenge to his leadership and returned in mid-1963 to Salisbury where
he read the "dissidei,ts." including Ndabaningi Sithole and Robert
Mugabe, out of the orgadization and portrayed himself as the only
figure willing to take on the hard task of establishing the nationalist
movement once again on Rhodesian soil. The "dissidents" likewise
hurried home and in August founded the internally oriented Zimbabwe
African National Union (ZANU) at a meeting in Gwelo (present-day
Gweru). Soon after, Nkomo formed the People's Caretaker Council
(PCC) from the loyal remnants of the executive committee as an
internal front for the banned ZAPU. Nkomo was arrested in April
1964 and detained, and a few months later the PCC like its
predecessors, was banned. Nkomo's internal following thereafter
reemerged illegally under the ZAPU banner.

The split in ZAPU and the founding of the more militant and
inward-looking ZANU proved to be the turning point in the history
of the nationalist movement. ZANU's agenda, as it developed, was
socialist and pan-Africanist in content. It demanded an independent
state-Zimbabwe-with black najority rule in a one-party republic,
elimination of all racial discrimination, and government control of
land use. ZANU had been banned a few weeks after it had been
formed, but it continued to operate as an external organization in
neighboring black countries and as an underground organization
internally. It organized occupational groups representing farmers,
urban workers, and miners and also attracted professionals, students,
women activists, and even some traditional leaders to its ranks.
Although ethnic rivalries were not crucial in the initial split, it
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became evident that, while ZAPU retained the allegiance of the
Ndebele and allied Shona groups, ZANU's political base was in the
Mashonaland countryside.

ZANU was troubled almost from the start by factionalism. Sithole,
a Congregationalist minister educated at Garfield Todd's mission
school and later in the United States, was named president of the
organization. A founding member of the NDP and ZAPU, he had
been in the forefront of the fight to keep the leadership in Rhodesia.
His book, African Nationalism, in which he had demanded an end to
white rule, had become the primer for the nationalist movement
after its publication in 1959. Sithole, along with Mugabe and many
other party leaders, was arrested in 1964 and for the next ten years
would remain with them in prison, where most of ZANU's internal
political battles were fought. During the early 1970s Sithole was
eased out as the leading figure, his place taken by Mugabe, but he
managed to retain ZANU's presidency and continued to be recog-
nized by its chief African allies abroad.

Although a professed Marxist, Mugabe had a reputation as a
political pragmatist whose particular skill was as an organizer. Until
his release from prison with Sithole and Nkomo in 1974, however, he
was little known outside the inner circles of the nationalist movement.
Mugabe had been a teacher in Roman Catholic schools in Rhodesia
and later in newly independent Ghana. He became the NDP's
public relations officer in 1960 and, as the deputy secretary general
of ZAPU, had gone to Dar es Salaam with Nkomo. Aligning himself
with Sithole, Mugabe had then become ZANU's secretary general
and Sithole's rival for power within the new organization.

Both parties had advocated a policy of guerrilla warfare in the hope
of precipitating British political intervention. The first attack, directed
against white farmsteads, occurred in July 1964, and incidents of this
nature increased after UDI. A military engagement between guerril-
las and security forces took place for the first time in April 1966. The
rival forces conducted raids into Rhodesia mainly from camps in
Zambia, but their actions were not coordinated, as each side was
anxious to prove its superiority to potential sponsors. ZANU units
were armed primarily by China, ZAPU by the Soviet Union. Many
insurgents received military training abroad in Algeria, China, and
Tanzania (see Foreign Military Assistance, ch. 5).

Despite the effort. of Tanzania and Zambia to briihg ZANU and
ZAPU together, both groups remained more absorbe in recrimina-
tions and settling old scores than in waging war in common against
the white regime in Rhodesia. Guerrilla activity had virtually ceased
by 1968. Disappointment with their weakness led the Organization
of African Unity (OAU) to propose a joint military command. When
this was rejected by the rival groups, efforts were made by various
sponsors to create a new organization to replace ZANU and ZAPU.
One such group, sponsored by Zambia's Kaunda to bring them
together under one umbrella, was the Front for the Liberation of
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Zimbabwe (FROLIZI), which appeared in 1971 and gained immedi-
ate support among exiles. But it was soon torn by dissensions similar
to those that plagued the two older organizations.

After UDI, black nationalist political organizations were not allowed
to function legally in Rhodesia. The African National Council was
constituted in December 1971 for the sole purpose of opposing the
terms of the Smith-Home Agreement before the Pearce Commission.
In order to avoid conflict with the government, the new organization
adopted the format of a public interest council rather than a political
party. The sixteen-member central council was composed of former
ZANU and ZAPU detainees, several of whom remained under some
form of restriction. Its chairman, Abel Muzorewa, was given chief
credit for convincing the Pearce Commission of black hostility to the
settlement. Since 1968 the bishop of the United Methodist Church
in Rhodesia, the American-trained Muzorewa had no previous record
of political activism. His performance made him for the time the
leading personality in the nationalist movement and one who enjoyed
the backing of both Kaunda and Nyerere.

When the Pearce Commission's hearings were completed, a national
convention of the African National Council was called to draft bylaws
for a permanent organization. The council merged in May 1972 with
internal elements of ZANU, ZAPU, and FROLIZI and was reconsti-
tuted as a legal political party after coming out strongly against the
guerrilla war. It favored a negotiated settlement with Britain on a
basis "acceptable to all Rhodesians." Late in 1973 it was revealed that
Muzorewa had been meeting secretly with Rhodesian government
officials, including the prime minister, to discuss the terms for a
possible settlement, but no details were released because both sides
recognized the adverse impact that talk of compromise positions
might have on their respective constituencies. In the July 1974
election in which the RF retained all fifty white seats in the assembly,
and although the African National Council chose not to take part in it
officially, procouncil candidates captured seven of the eight directly
elected black seats.

The Civil War
A new phase in the armed struggle against the white regime was

opened in December 1972 when forces of ZANU's military arm, the
Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army (ZANLA), launched a
series of hit-and-run raids in the Centenary area (north of Harare)
near the Mozambique border. Acts of terrorism directed against
isolated farmsteads were calculated to persuade Europeans to aban-
don the countryside and to dispel the myth of white invulnerability
t, t had inhibited many blacks from cooperating with the guerrillas.
As months passed, operations were expanded to other areas within
range of guerrilla camps across the border, and small units estab-
lished bases on Rhodesian soil. Cross-border activity increased stead-
ily after Mozambique obtained its independence in 1975. Applying
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Maoist concepts of popular guerrilla warfare, ZANIA forces based
primarily in Mozambique relied on contacts built up through ZANU's
grass-roots political organization to camouflage their movements in
Mashonaland. ZANU's overall strategy involved using the black
masses to apply constant pressure on the white regime and to defeat
it in a war of attrition.

ZAPU's military stance reflected its different political approach,
emphasizing external operations that would rely on foreign coopera-
tion to achieve objectives. Its military arm, the Zimbabwe People's
Revolutionary Army (ZIPRA), was equipped as a conventional force
and conserved its strength in camps in Zambia and Angola while
waiting to fight a decisive battle at the appropriate time. Operations
were restricted to quick incursions into Matabeleland. Like ZAN LA,
ZIPRA avoided contact with security forces. There was frequently
fighting, however, between and within the two main forces and with
splinter groups that conducted independent operations. Efforts to
establish ajoint military command or to find a "third force" to replace
the rival commands were unsuccessful. In 1976, after the failure of
FROLIZI to unify the military effort, the Zimbabwe People's Army
(ZIPA) was organized by commanders representing both major factions,
although ZANLA participation was more apparent and its officers
held the most important leadership positions. ZIPA effectively ceased
to function when its ZIPRA component was withdrawn in 1977 by
Nkomo in his drive to build up ZAPU's military arm after failure of
the Geneva talks.

Estimates of the size of the insurgent forces vary considerably, but
numbers were believed to have been over 50,000 in 1979. Not all of
these, however, were sufficiently armed or trained to be considered
combat effective. In the late 1970s about 15,000 guerrillas were
active inside Rhodesia at any given time, most of them from ZANLA.

Ranged against the guerrillas in 1972 were security forces and
reserves that numbered under 50,000 men. These were incorpo-
rated in a small, white-officered regular army of 3,400, of whom 80
percent were black, backed up by 8,000 white reservists. Equip-
ment was old but well maintained. The air force inventory consisted
of fifty-five aging aircraft that were nonetheless adequate to keep air
superiority over any potential African enemy. The air arm could also
strike at will against enemy bases in Zambia and Mozambique, and
its helicopters were used effectively in counterinsurgency operations.
The tough paramilitary police force, 6,400 strong and two-thirds
black, was reinforced by a predominantly white reserve of nearly
30,000. Rhodesian security forces expanded dramatically in the late
1970s. By 1979 the regular army consisted of 10,000 men, including
3,200 white conscripts, trained reservists, organized in the Territo-
rial Army, numbered about 15,000. Air strength was enhanced by
the delivery of additional aircraft from South Africa.

Rhodesian regular forces had high morale, and all components
were well trained for their missions. But the demands imposed by
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stepped-up guerrilla activity after 1976 stretched meager white man-
power resources. White reservists up to the age of forty-eight were
liable to call-up for 190 days annually. Long periods of service in the
field had a brutalizing effect on the white population as a whole, put
strains on family life, reportedly contributed to a high incidence of
alcoholism, and late in the war led to an increased emigration of
whites of military age. Reinforcements could have been obtained
from the large pool of black manpower, but fear of infiltration and
mutiny prevented the government from exploiting it fully as a source
of volunteers. Attempts to conscript Africans after 1978 met with
resistance.

The military situation had seriously deteriorated by mid-1977 as
the number of well-armed guerrillas grew measurably. Guerrillas
brought the war to the cities and disrupted transportation and
communications, but most of their attacks continued to be aimed at
psychological targets-remote white farmsteads, undefended black
villages, and isolated government installations. Both ZANLA and
ZIPRA conducted operations in the TI"L, but neither was able to
establish liberated zones there. Large areas of land went untended as
white farmers left holdings that were vulnerable to attack. Rural
unemployment rose, schools and medical facilities were shut down
in many ares, and more than 850,000 homeless blacks fled to refugee
camps. About 150 "protected" villages containing more than 350,000
black inhabitants were set up by the government under special
security precautions intended to isolate guerrillas from their support
in the countryside, and "no-go" free-fire zones were established in
the northeast. Curfews were imposed as urban violence increased,
and systematic identity checks were instituted. Martial law was
proclaimed in the ITL in 1978 and the next year was extended to the
whole country. Prosecutions under the Emergency Powers Act and
the Law and Order (Maintenance) Act multiplied as a result of the
crackdown. Among those charged under the latter measure was
Donal Lamont, the Roman Catholic bishop of Umtali, who was
convicted of not reporting the presence of guerrillas in his diocese.

Estimates of casualties vary considerably as to numbers and cause.
The most conservative figures indicate nearly 20,000 war-related
deaths over the whole period of the conflict, a number that grew by
increments of up to 1,000 a month during the peak of the fighting in
1979. More than half of these were guerrillas killed in combat opera-
tions. Losses in the security forces were put at 1,120 dead. About 500
white civilians were killed by guerrillas, including 107 passengers in
two Air Rhodesia airliners shot down by Soviet-supplied surface-to-air
missiles. The government cited 3,500 black civilians who died as a
result of guerrilla actions, many of them as victims of land mines.
Another 3,500 dead were officially listed as "crossfire" victims.
Figures reported did not include severe civilian casualties inflicted
during air attacks and commando raids on guerrilla camps in Zambia
and Mozambique. Atrocities and acts of intimidation were corn-
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mitted by both sides in the war, notably by security forces during
punitive raids on villages suspected of aiding the guerrillas and by
guerrillas in dealing with blacks accused of collaborating with the
government. Some of the most widely publicized incidents were the
murders of missionaries, which the government laid to the guerrillas.
Nationalist organizations denied complicity in these actions, and
some church officials and missionaries believed t'iat security forces
were responsible for them.

D tente and Negotiations, 1974- 78
Rhodesia found its only allies in the two other countries, South

Africa and Portugal, whose interests-preserving European domina-
tion in the region-were similar to its own. Rhodesia, South Africa,
and the Portuguese colonies of Angola and Mozambique were referred
to collectively as the "white redoubt." All faced threats from African
nationalists and from externally supported guerrilla forces. All three
had been condemned in international forums. Their governments
had arranged for joint security planning, and in 1973 the Smith
government had made public an agreement that allowed Rhodesian
and Portuguese units to operate freely on both sides of their common
border. South Africa sent support to Rhodesia in the form of paramilitary
police units.

In April 1974 a military coup in Lisbon toppled the Portuguese
government, replacing it with a revolutionary regime that began the
process of decolonization in Angola and Mozambique. Both coun-
tries became independent the next year under Marxist-oriented
regimes that profoundly altered the balance of power in southern
Africa. Rhodesia, suddenly vulnerable to attack from Soviet-backed
forces in Mozambique, became a liability to South Africa, which now
sought a settlement that would provide stability on its northern flank
even if it came at the expense of the white minority regime.

During a period of d~tente forced by events on unlikely partners,
South Africa's Prime Minister John Vorster and Zambia's Kaunda
worked together to bring about talks between Smith and the African
nationalists before a deteriorating situation in Rhodesia invited Soviet
and East European intervention. As a first step, Kaunda, Nyerere,
and Seretse Khama (president of Botswana) sponsored a conference
in Lusaka in December 1974 that brought together representatives of
the rival nationalist groups to pressure them into devising a common
approach to a political settlement. Muzorewa led the African National
Council delegation. The Smith government cooperated with Vorster
and, buoyed by another clean sweep of white-held seats by the RF in
the recent election, felt secure enough in its own constituency to
grant an amnesty to a number of political detainees--among them
Mugabe, Nkomo, and Sithole-to allow them to participate in the
Lusaka Conference.

The conferees agreed to use the African National Council as an
umbrella organization and gave it a mandate to seek a political
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settlement. Although a limited cease-fire was put in place, the
conference report also stated that the "leaders recognize the inevita-
bility of the continued armed struggle... until the liberation of
Zimbabwe. "The parties, whose representatives signed the Zimbabwe
Declaration of Unity at the conclusion of the conference, chose to
interpret the document differently in the months that followed. In
mid-1975 the Rhodesian government stopped the release of prison-
ers and ended talks with Muzorewa, citing flagrant cease-fire violations.

Another South African initiative brought Smith together with
Vorster and representatives of the Zambian government in Pretoria
in August 1975 to arrange for a renewal of contacts between the
Rhodesian government and nationalist leaders. Deliberations nearly
foundered, however, on finding a meeting place that was acceptable
to both sides. A railroad dining car positioned over the international
boundary at Victoria Falls allowed the nationalists, who were accom-
panied by Kaunda, to remain in Zambia while across the conference
table from them Smith and Vorster sat in Rhodesia. Despite the
elaborate preparations, the Victoria Falls talks broke down in their
second day when Smith refused to consider granting immunity to"terrorists" still at large to participate openly in political activities
before a cease-fire was instituted.

In the wake of the aborted conference, the African National Coun-
cil split into two factions, both claiming to be the legitimate organization.
Muzorewa and Sithole cooperated closely for a time in what became
known as the African National Council (Muzorewa). Discouraged at
the prospect of reaching a negotiated settlement with Smith, they
left Rhodesia and sought unsuccessfully to build a following among
guerrilla groups based outside the country. Meanwhile in October
1975 Nkomo and ZAPU loyalists, operating at that time under the
label of the African National Council (Nkomo), had opened regular,
informal talks with Smith. In the complex history of negotiations
between the nationalists and the Smith government, any faction
leader who engaged in bilateral talks with the white prime minister
was immediately suspected of trying to make a separate deal that
would exclude the others, and Smith took advantage of the opportu-
nity to exploit differences among them. Nkomo's discussions with
Smith ended after several months of weekly meetings at which the
two remained at loggerheads on the question of a timetable for
majority rule. In the meantime Mugabe had gone to Mozambique in
a successful bid to build support among ZANU guerrilla forces there.

The United States had always viewed the Rhodesian problem as an
element in a larger regional equation involving all of southern Africa.
When Nkomo's contact with Smith had run its course without pro-
ducing results, Washington seized the initiative to head offportended
Soviet and East European intervention by way of Mozambique and
Angola. Between April and September 1976 United States Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger conferred with African leaders and with
Vorster and Smith, whom he met in Pretoria, to formulate an agenda
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for a constitutional conference that would bring a settlement to the
problem of Rhodesia and stability to the region. The Kissinger plan,
which had complete British backing, called for majority rule in two
years with an interim government in which blacks participated.
Agreement on the terms of a settlement would be accompanied by a
cease-fire and an immediate lifting of sanctions. Under prodding
from Vorster, Smith accepted Kissinger's "package"-but he did so,
he said, with grave misgivings. His acquiescence was taken to be a
sign of war weariness and an acknowledgment that the sanctions
were having an effect on the Rhodesian economy. It was announced
that a conference would be convened in Geneva in October under
British chairmanship.

The rival nationalist leaders jockeyed for position in the upcoming
conference by rallying their folowers in Rhodesia. Muzorewa returned
to Salisbury where he was met with a tumultuous welcome that
seemed to some observers to catapult him into the leadership of the 4

nationalist movement. In the meantime Mugabe had made good his
claim to the leadership ofZANU by deposing Sithole, with the strong
backing of ZANLA forces in Mozambique, as nominal head of the
organization. At the urging of neighboring Afican leaders, Mugabe
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and Nkomo agreed to fuse ZANU and ZAPU as the Patriotic Front
(PF) to represent the militant nationalists at Geneva. Armed with the
recognition given by the OAU to the PF as the only legitimate
representative of the Zimbabwean people, they worked out a com-
mon hard-line negotiating stance that added a new dimension to the
proposed conference agenda by including demands for the immedi-ate replacement of the minority government and the elimination of

"capitalist exploitation" in an independent Zimbabwe.
The Geneva Conference was attended by Smith, representing the

Rhodesian government, Mugabe and Nkomo for the PF, Muzorewa,
and Sithole, who still had the support of a ZANU faction that had
stayed outside the PF. The United States and Britain and several
other Commonwealth countries were represented officially, and observ-
ers were invited from interested African states. British Foreign
Secretary Anthony Crosland proposed the structure of an interim
government and extended the promise of a British presence to take
responsibility for security during the transitional period to counter
nationalist demands for disbanding government forces. All of the
groups reliresented at the conference, including Smith's RF, would
be given equal representation in the black majority interim government,
leading to complete independence by March 1978. As a precondition
for his acceptance of the British plan, however, Muzorewa insisted
that whites be barred from retaining control of the defense and
internal security ministries during the transition. The rival PF,
which had laid claim to those same portfolios in the interim government,
likewise resisted the British appeal for flexibility in setting the date
for independence beyond the twelve-month deadline demanded by
the nationalists. Smith also found the British proposals unacceptable,
claiming that the reintroduction of a British presence in Rhodesia
departed from the Kissinger "package" to which he had assented. He
returned to Salisbury during a break in the sessions, hinting that he
would pursue an internal settlement without foreign mediation. For
Llir of further cooperation, the Geneva process was abandoned after
the conference adjourned in December.

Thortly after his return to Mozambique, Mugabe purged from
ZANLA leftist radicals who had accused him of surrendering too
much ground at Geneva and delivered them into the custody of
Mozambican authorities, but the discord within ZANU's military
arm hadas much to do with the reluctance of guerrilla leaders to take
orders from party officials as it did with differences over political
tactics or ideology. Indeed Mugabe had stressed his Marxist orienta-
tion before and during the conference and, although he had admitted
a continuing role for whites in an independent Zimbabwe, he had
also taken the position that a multiparty state was a "luxury" that
would not be conducive to "transforming society." Nkomo, his PF
partner, had already begun to distance himself from Mugabe and
played down the PF's Marxist attachment with assurances that he
wanted a place for free enterprise in the fture of the new state. Like
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Muzorewa, he considered that acceptance of black nationalists as
responsible leaders by the economically dominant white community
would be an important factor in obtaining their agreement to a
settlement.

In April 1977 David Owen, who had replaced Crosland as British
foreign secretary, made public a new Anglo-American initiative that
proposed a conference to draw up a majority-rule constitution and to
organize elections. A joint consultation group that included Owen
and the United States permanent representative to the UN, Andrew
Young, toured the region to carry on discussions with African leaders
on the basis of which a series of proposals for a settlement were
introduced in August. When Smith rejected this as offering inade-
quate guarantees to the whites, Britain and the United States pre-
sented an alternate set of proposals the following month Parts of the
revised Anglo-American program won the PF's approval, but on the
whole the joint proposal fell short of its demands for the resignation
of the white government and the disarming of security forces, as the
first step to a return to legality, and a PF role in the transitional
government. In the proposed solution a British administration would
supervise a cease-fire, disarm combatants, and organize anew national
army with the assistance of a UN peacekeeping force. The constitu-
tion contained a bill of rights that excluded racial discrimination but
also guaranteed minority representation. Britain and the United
States pledged to contribute to an economic and social development
fund for the country if all parties agreed to the proposals. But Smith,
whose RF had once again taken all fifty white seats in the election
held in August, characterized them as an "insane... attempt to
appease the Russian-oriented terrorists," and for the time being he
withdrew from talks on the problem. The Rhodesian prime minister
conceded, however, that a settlement was desired to end the fighting
and lift the sanctions and that it could not be achieved without the
end of racial discrimination.

Internal Settlement
Late in 1977 the Smith government once more sought to reestab-

lish contacts with internal nationalist groups. In December intensive
negotiations began with Muzorewa, whose faction had become the
United African National Council (UANC) after breaking with Sithole
earlier in the year; Sithole's group, which identified itself as the
African National Council (Sithole); and a group of conservative
progovernment chiefs who had allied under Chief Jeremiah Chirau
as the Zimbabwe United People's Organization (ZUPO) but lacked a
popular following. An agreement was reached by participating par-
ties in March 1978 to draft a new constitution, which would establish
the black majority rule that Smith had once assured his constituency
would not occur in his lifetime. A transitional government under an
executive board composed of Smith and the three black leaders, each
presiding in turn for a period of one month, took over in April with a
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cabinet in which black and white co-ministers shared each portfolio.
It moved deliberately to remove legal restrictions based on race. An
undertaking was made to commission black officers in the predomi-
nately black ranks of the police and the regular army. About 800 of an
estimated 1,000 political detainees were released, and an amnesty
was promised to guerrillas who defected to the government side.
The PF was offered a cease-fire, acceptance of which would be the
first step toward negotiations on the future composition of the armed
forces and the release of remaining prisoners.

Smith had concluded that a guaranteed position for whites in a
black majority regime could not be obtained if the PF participated in
the settlement and that the external parties could not be denied
participation if Britain and the United States were involved in reach-
ing an agreement. He had therefore gambled on an internal settle-
ment would at once prove Rhodesia's commitment to black majority
rule and also be the means of allowing a more moderate nationalist
party like the UANC to preempt the PF's position. His calculations
were based, however, on an overly optimistic evaluation of Muzorewa's
constituency inside Rhodesia in relation to that of Mugabe. The PF
had nonetheless been invited at several stages in the negotiations to
take part in an internal settlement, but Mugabe, sensing a military
victory, refused on the grounds that the settlement, like the political
structure that it left intact, was illegal, Speaking at the UN, he
bluntly explained his position: "The situation in Zimbabwe is a war
situation... The reality is that only those locked in combat are
capable of bringing about a settlement."

The new constitution produced as a result of the internal
settlement was approved by the RF-controlled legislature in
February 1979, creating a multiracial republic--Zimbabwe Rho-
desia-in which the black majority shared power with the white
minority. Like the 1969 constitution on which it was modeled,
it provided for a president as ,-eremonial head of state and
vested executive authority in the Executive Council, or cabinet,
which was responsible to a bicameral legislature. The document
also contained a bill of rights. The House of Assembly would be
composed of seventy-two seats filled by representatives elected by
a common roll with a black majority and twenty-eight additional
seats reserved for whites, twenty to be chosen by a white roll, and
eight by the common roll. Elections were set for April, and an
amnesty was offered to guerrillas who came home to take part in
them. The PF and other critics of the internal settlement chal-
lenged the 1979 constitution for protecting white political and
economic control under the guise of a fictitious majority rule.
Entrenched clauses guaranteeing disproportionate minority partici-
pation bestowed a form of "racial privilege" on whites, it was
argued, allowing 5 percent of the population a virtual veto over
any essential changes.
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More than 1.8 million voters, or 64.5 percent of an electorate of
approximately 2.9 million made eligible by universal suffrage, went
to the polls in the April parliamentary elections. Voters cast their
ballots for party lists rather than for individual candidates. Five
parties contested the seventy-two unreserved common roll seats,
which it was understood would go to blacks. The UANC, garnering
big majorities in Mashonaland districts, won 68 percent of the total
vote and fifty-one seats in the new assembly. Sithole's party, renamed
ZANU (Sithole), ran a distant second, attracting only 14.5 percent of
the vote, which entitled it to twelve seats. The United National
Federal Party (UNFP), an Ndebele party that called for a federal
union of two black ethnic states each with an equal voice in government,
took 10.7 percent of the vote (much of it from ZAPU supporters in
Matabeleland) and won nine seats. The RF came away with all
twenty seats from the white roll, winning sixteen of them unopposed.
The UANC and the RF swept all thirty Senate seats, twenty of which
were reserved for blacks and ten for whites. Muzorewa was asked to
form a government by the new president, Josiah Gumede, and
named a coalition cabinet with the RF and UNFP. Smith, recog-
nized as the unofficial number-two man, was appointed minster
without portfolio. Sithole, who had complained ofvotingirregularities,
turned down an offer to participate in an all-party government, and
his party for a time boycotted the assembly.

Delegations from Zimbabwe Rhodesia had visited officials in Wash-
ington and London to convince them that the election would allow
for approval by all Rhodesian people as demanded in the "five
principles," but United States Secretary of State Cyrus Vance replied
that his government could agree to lift sanctions only if they were UN
supervised and involved PF participation. Muzorewa, who came to
office stating that his job was "the creation of peace," had pinned his
hopes on the American and British recognition of the internal settle-
ment and, in consequc ice, the lifting of sanctions and progress
toward a cease-fire. United States President Jimmy Carter rejected
Muzorewa's overtures soon after the voting, however, repeating
Vance's earlier judgment that the election had not met standards of
international supervision or allowed representation of all the people.
In Britain the government of Conservative Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher at first characterized the internal settlement and subse-
quent election as an advance toward the restoration of legality despite
obvious imperfections. But it modified that position when leaders at
the Commonwealth Conference, held in Lusaka in August, insisted
that recognition not be extended to the Muzorewa regime since it
did not represent a real transfer of power to the black majority.
Thatcher submitted to the Commonwealth chiefs a list of conditions,
including new elections and "genuine black majority rule," that
Zimbabwe Rhodesia would be expected to fulfill before legality
could be restored. The British formula, approved by the entire
Commonwealth membership and forwarded to Salisbury, was to
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form the basis of a new constitutional initiative.
The internal settlement had not achieved its desired ends--

recognition of the regime's legality, a cease-fire, and the removal of
sanctions. War and embargo had a telling effect that made even the
hard-line "F willing to go to the conference table again. Muzorewa
accepted a British invitation to send a delegation to a constitutional
conference at Lancaster House in London. Concerned African lead-
ers like Kaunda and Nyerere, who were anxious to end the conflict in
the region, also exerted strong pressure on the PF to go to Lancaster
House prepared to make concessions to achieve a settlement. The
Zimbabwe Rhodesia government was represented by Muzorewa,
Smith, Sithole, and Peter Walls, commander of the Rhodesian armed
forces. At the conference they met with British Foreign Secretary
Lord Carrington and PF leaders Mugabe and Nkomo.

The Lancaster House Conference and Independence
Lord Carrington convened the Lancaster House Conference in

September by tabling for discussion a draft constitution prepared in
advance by British officials. Its principal features were a British-
monitored transition to black majority rule and assurance of white
minority representation for a "specific period after independence."
The British proposal was intended primarily as a basis for bargaining,
however, and not a settlement to be imposed on the parties involved.

The PF delegation offered an alternative document thatdemanded a
presidential form of government and that did not contain any guaran-
tees to protect minority interests. Under this plan the new govern-
ment would not accept obligations-to public employees, for
instance-made since 1965, nor woulc i, accept automatically the
citizenship of immigrants who had cot -iiter that date. The PF also
demanded that the government security forces stand down and
proposed that Britain and the PF share power during the transitional
period.

Muzorewa agreed in principle to British proposals on the condi-
tion that sanctions were dropped and that Britain would make a
commitment to maintain security in the country. The PF in its turn
conceded to a parliamentary form of government with temporary
reserved white representation up to 20 percent but stopped short at
accepting a minority veto on constitutional change. Discussions
stalled, however, when the PF delegation refused to compromise
further on the land question, particularly on its plans for land
redistbution, and left the conference.

On October 3 Carrington submitted what he emphasized was the
final version of a settlement, acceptance of which would mean that
both sides had given in on some disputed points. Al government
obligations, including those made by the illegal regime, would be

d Compe tion uld be p lad .rnd compulorily acquired
by the government for redistribution. The Declaration of Rights,
reinstituted to protect minority rights, would be entrenched for ten



African voters at polling place during the April
1979 parlianentary elections. Elderly man
(foreground) reacts proudly over blacks' first
opportunity to vote for national candidates.
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years and special legislative representation for whites for seven
years. Many other questions-such as citizenship-would be left to
the new legislature to settle internally. Carrington, who determined
not to allow the discussions to be deadlocked, set an October 11
deadline for acceptance by all sides, warning that deliberations on
the transitional government we-uld go on without the PF if its full
cooperation were not forthcomtig.

Carrington's time limit passed without a response from the PF,
and on October 16 the British foreign secretary began bilateral talks
with Muzorewa on the form of a transitional government. t this
crucial juncture in the negotiations the so-called front-line states (see
Glossa-y) served notice on the PF to return to the conference and
accept Carrington's compromise on the land question. Without fur-
ther delay Mugabe and Nkomo rejoined the talks at Lancaster House,
stating that their opposition to the proposed land settlement had
been mollified by the promise of British and American aid for future
agricultural development. An agreement on the coustitution was
concluded on October 22, and British terms for a transitional govern-
ment and for disarming combatants were accepted in November
after continued discussions.

On December 6, 1979, the British Parliament gave its assent to
the Southern Rhodesia Act, which stated that the constitution pro-
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duced during the Lancaster House Conference would come into
effect when "Southern Rhodesia becomes independent as a Republic
under the name of Zimbabwe." This was followed by the Zimbabwe
Act, which recognized the colony's return to legality and marked the
end of the rebellion. During the transition period, the crown colony
would be administered by a governor instructed directly by the
British government. The governor was to be assisted by a staff of
British military, police, legal, and political officers. He was to have
full executive and legislative authority and responsibility for supervis-
ing the operation of government. All ministerial functions were to be
exercised by members of the governor's staff. The House of Assem-
bly voted unanimously on December 12 that Zimbabwe Rhodesia
"shall cease to be an independent State and shall become part of Her
Majesty's dominions." Later that same day the new British governor,
Lord Soames, who had held a series of important posts in past
Conservative governments, arrived in Salisbury to assume his duties.
He decreed from Government House, which he reoccupied, that the
crown colony would be known as Rhodesia.

After the vote of the assembly reverting to colonial rule, Britain
lifted its sanctions, and its action was soon followed by that of the
United States and Commonwealth members. The UN formally ter-
minated its sanctions on December 16. The most serious tasks then
confronting Soames were arranging and monitoring a cease-fire,
disarming combatants, undertaking their integration into a new
armed forces establishment, and facilitating the return of refugees
before the proposed election. Military commanders on both sides
were made responsible to the governor for the actions of their troops.
British police were brought in to enhance security arrangements,
and a 1,350-man Commonwealth peacekeeping force was deploye
to implement the cease-fire. The British command proposed to keep
PF units and government security forces separated. The PF forces
were instructed to proceed to sixteen assembly points established in
various parts of the country. All movement across borders was
prohibited after December 21. Enforcement of the cease-fire was
put in the hands of a commission composed of equal representation
from both sides and headed by the British military adviser.

One of Soames' first acts was to lift the ban on proscribed political
parties. Mugabe announced that ZANU would contest the upcoming
election separately, whereupon Nkomo attempted to register the
ZAPU contingent under the PF party label. Because both nationalist
leaders claimed to be the legitimate representative of the PF, British
authorities insisted that their parties be registered respectively as
ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU. Nine other parties, including the UANC,
proposed candidates for voting that took place on February 27-29,
1980, for eighty common roll seats in the assembly. ZANU-PF won a
commanding majority that assured Mugabe leadership in the new
government of Zimbabwe. On March 11, Lord Soames summoned
him to form a government as prime minister. Canaan Banana, an
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American-educated Methodist clergyman who had been the leader
of Mugabe's internal organization, was elected president on April 11
by a joint session of the legislature. A week later--on April 18,
1980--the British flag was once again hauled down in Salisbury in
ceremonies that marked formally the inauguration of the indepen-
dent Republic of Zimbabwe.

A popular introduction to Zimbabwe's history before indepen-
dence is provided in Robert Blake's A History of Rhodesia. Martin
Meredith's evocative and clearly written The Past Is Another Country:
Rhodesia 1890-1979 is a scholarly review of the country's history that
covers the period from the beginning of European settlement to the
internal settlement. For material on important aspects of the country's
early history, Peter S. Garlake's The Great Zimbabwe provides an
accessible and well-illustrated study by a noted archaeologist and
Africanist. Martin Chanock's Unconsummated Union: Britain, Rhodesia,
and South Africa, 1900-45 is an impressively researched monograph
dealing with the political and diplomatic background to the BASC
and colonial rule in the broader framework of British imperial policy.
Particularly recommended is James Barber's analysis of the politics
of UDI in his Rhodesia: The Road to Rebellion; Larry W.
Bowman's Politics in Rhodesia: White Power in An African State; and
Miles Hudson's Triumph or Tragedy? Rhodesia to Zimbabwe, an
interpretative survey of attempts at a negotiated settlement by a
British participant and observer. The armed struggle between
Zimbabwean nationalists and Rhodesian security forces is viewed
from different perspectives in similarly titled books, The Struggle for
Zimbabwe: Battle in the Bush, prepared by Lewis H. Gann and
Thomas H. Henriksen, and David Martin and Phyllis Johnson's The
Struggle for Zimbabwe: The Chimurenga War. R. Kent Rasmussen's
detailed Historical Dictionary of Rhodesia/Zimbabwe is an indis-
pensable reference tool for any serious study of Zimbabwe's histori-
cal development. (For further information see Bibliography.)
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The unique boobab tres, often more then I ADX £ear old, are a
sambol of tratd nportance to Zimbabwe's African peoples.



INDEPENDENCE BROUGHT a major change in the locus of
power with implications for the reordering of the African social
system. An African political elite has taken the place of the European
ruling class, and its establishment permits the flowering of social
differentiation in African society well beyond that possible before
independence. The meaning of that differentiation for the develop-
ment of social classes among Africans remained unclear in mid-1982,
given the uncertainty of the country's political and economic direction.
Whether Zimbabwe turns to some form of socialism or not, the
dominant class is likely to exercise power through direct control of
government rather than through private control of economic resources.

The political elite, as well as the administrators, technicians, and
professionals who were employed or directed by the elite, were
educated and largely urban; their orientation stressed political,
economic, and social, i.e., naturalistic, explanations oftheir experience.
Although urbanization was likely to proceed at a faster pace than it
had before independence, the bulk of the African population was
rural and poor and characterized by a world view that had its roots in
indigenous religion or in forms of Christianity quite different from
that of the mission Christianity, to which less than one-fifth of the
population adhered, including many in the elite. Ordinary
Zimbabweans were concerned with getting along in this world, but
their notion of how that world worked differed sharply from that of
the elite. A vast effort had been launched to give all Africans at least a
primary education and many of them more than that. Nevertheless
that education, no matter how adequate, would take some time to
show its effects. In the meantime the economic and social gap
between urban and rural Zimbabweans, particularly between the
elite and the masses, would remain wide.

The Europeans have been divested of ultimate political power,
although they had a formal role in the government and sometimes a
good deal to say in its day-to-day operations. Their way of life
remained a model for many Africans, but they were no longer the
arbiters of social status. Never more than 5 percent of the population,
whites had diminished to less than 3 percent, and there could be
further losses. Still they controlled much of the modern economy
and were, for the moment, considered essential to its adequate
functionin.

The on"ct between blacks and whites having been resolved for
all practical purposes, the question of the nature and extent of
relations between Africans became more salient. Despite the elite's
explicit rejection of the relevance of ethnicity to the allocation of
rewards and opportunities in the new order, there has been some
conflict couched in ethnic terms, and there have been aceusations of
ethnically biased behavior. Usually the focus has been on the actual-
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ity or possibility of conflict between the two major ethnolinguistic
categories-Shona speakers and Ndebele speakers. Other groups
were numerically and politically insignificant. The Shona speakers
were overwhelmingly the largest group--three-fourths or more of
the population-and were by no means a cohesive, undifferentiated
people. Given that differentiation and their sheer numbers, the
possibility of conflict between Shona groups was at least as likely in
the long run as Shona-Ndebele conflict and perhaps potentially more
threatening to social peace.

The Physical Environment
Landlocked Zimbabwe, situated in tropical southeastern Africa,

has an area of 390,308 square kilometers, approximately the size of
California. Its principal geologic feature is a broad plateau that forms
an elevated savanna region, or highveld, through the center of the
country. Lower plateau regions on either side of it slope to three
river basins: the Zambezi on the northern border, the Limpopo in
the south, and the Sabi in the southeast (see fig. 6).

On the highveld and in a mountainous area along the eastern
border, average elevations above 1,200 meters moderate the tropical
climate that prevails throughout the country. The most comfortable
area extends from the capital city of Harare (formerly Salisbury)
southwestward beyond Bulawayo, the second largest city. These
uplands also receive more rainfall than the surrounding middleveld
or the lowveld areas near the borders. This somewhat more generous
precipitation is limited to the summer season, however, a fact that
hsa pervasive influence on all life on the highveld as well as on the
lower savannas. Plants, animals, and human beings must be able to
survive an annual dry season of six to eight months. The original
vegetation fostered by this climate was wooded savanna, but in some
areas of the highveld and in parts of the middleveld the savanna
vegetation has been removed and the land converted to farming.

Geographic Regom
Zimbabwe is marked by four regions defined primarily in terms of

relief (or considerations of altitude) but associated in varying degrees
with bioclimatic zones. The first of these is the highveld, land
between 1,200 and 1,500 meters extending through the center of the
country from southwest to northeast. The second region, land
between 900 and 1,200 meters, is the middleveld. As the descending
plateau approaches the northern and southern borders marked by
the Zambezi and Limpopo rivers, it becomes the lowveld--land
under 900 meters. The fourth region consists of the eastern
highlands, which are mountainous in contrast to the plateau that
characterizes the rest of the country.

The highveld, between eighty and 160 kilometers wide and
extending for nearly 650 kilometers through the center of
Zimbabwe, constitutes between one-flfth and one-fourth of the total
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land area. Some of the native vegetation--tall grasses and open
woodlands--has been removed to make way for cultivation, but
substantial areas (devoted to beef and dairy herding) retain their
original vegetation. The redistribution of some of this land, contem-
plated by the government, may change that picture.

The undulating or flat surfaces of much of the highveld are given
character by granite outcropins in the form of rock towers and
hills, locally called kopjes. The central upland is also marked by the
Great Dyke, a massive extrusion of mineralized rock that extends
generally from north to south for more than 500 kilometers. Only a
few kilometers wide in most segments, it rises as much as 450 meters
above the surrounding highveld in a series of eroded ridges.

Flanking the highveld and merging almost imperceptably into it is
the more extensive middleveld, constituting nearly two-fifths of
Zimbabwe's land. On the southeastern flank of the highveld, the
middleveld is never more than 120 kilometers in breadth and often
less; on the opposite flank it may be twice that in many places.
Natural vegetation on the middleveld is a mosaic of wooded
grasslands. In the drier part of the middleveld the grassland persists
because the land has been considered unsuitable for intensive culti-
vation and has been given over to stock raising (see Agriculture, ch. 3).
Elsewhere, however, shrubs and trees have been cleared. The
kopjes found in the highveld also occur in the middleveld.

Somewhat more than one-third of the total land area consists of
lowveld, which is most extensive in the Limpopo and Sabi river
basins in the south and southeast and less so in the north. The
lowland along the Zambezi River below Lake Kariba is sharply
demarcated from the middleveld by the Zambezi Escarpment. The
lake itself is separated from the nearby lowveld, particularly in the
south. Owing to inadequate soils and rainfall and, i" some places, the
tsetse fly, much of the lowveld has been unprod:,. ,..,e.

The eastern highlands consist ofa set of mouwk ' anges marked
by the presence of tropical and subtropical hardv, As. The highest
peak, Inyangani, reaches 2,594 meters, and a number of others
exceed 1,800 meters.

Climate
Zimbabwe's climate includes a warm, rainy season-the Southern

Hemisphere summer-firom November into March; a transitional
period of diminishing rainfall extending into May; a cool and dry
winter season from May to August; and a season that becomes
increasinly warm and dry from August through October until both
the progressive increase in daily temperatures and the annual
drought are interrupted in November by the first rains of the suc-
ceeding wet season.

Mean annual rainfall varies considerably from one part of the
ountry to another, but none receives great quantities drain, and as
much as two-hrds of Zimbabwe receives less than 800 millimeters.
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Only parts of the eastern highlands get more than 1,200 millimeters
of rain annually (in a few places as much as 1,800 millimeters), and
substantial areas in the south and some in the northwest get only half
that amount or a good deal less (see fig. 7).

The level of rainfall is critically important. In half the country the
effective rainfall is inadequate for dependable crop production, and
rainfall may vary greatly from year to year. As a general rule, the
lower the average rainfall, the lower is its dependability. Thus the
lowveld areas--subarid during the best of years--suffer severely
from wide variations in total rainfall, which occurs at frequent but
irregular intervals.

Although not extreme, slopes in most areas are steep enough that
much of the rain flows quickly to stream channels rather than soaking
slowly into the subsoil or into subsurface aquifers. Some rainstorms
are heavy, and much of their potential value is lost as the water
rushes off croplands or grasslands into the rivers, possibly carrying
topsoil away as well.

Moderately high altitude, low average cloud cover, and tropical
sunshine result in a high rate of evaporation of surface water. Most of
the country receives little significant rainfall between May and
November, and many streams dry up entirely during this annual dry
season. Some water is retained in vleis (natural storage pools lying on
impermeable soil and rock strata). Many of these have been tapped
by boreholes and wells and have become indispensable as water
sources for people and animals during the long dry season.

Dramaue
Runoff'from the entire landmass, excluding only a small area in the

southwest, is carried by three rivers that reach the Indian Ocean via
Mozambique. Two of them originate outside Zimbabwe: the
Zambezi along the Zambia-Angola border and the Limpopo in South
Africa. The headwaters of the third major stream, the Sabi, are south
of Harare on the eastern slopes of the highveld.

Tributaries of the Zambezi River, which marks much of the north-
ern border, collect runoff waters from nearly all of the land in the
western, northern, and northeastern areas of the country. The long-
est of all African rivers flowing to the Indian Ocean, the Zambezi is
already carrying a heavy volume of water as it approaches western-
most Zimbabwe. In this area the river drops over Victoria Falls, a
cataract nearly 109 meters high at its maximum and nearly 1.6
kilometers wide.

At Kariba 480 kilometers below Victoria Falls, a major dam on the
Zambezi (completed in 1959) created Lak Kariba. This is one of the
largest man-made lakes in the world, reaching 280 kilometers
upstream and flooding more than 5,000 square kilometers in
Zimbabwe and Zambia.

The Zambezi system draws water from all of Zimbabwe lying
northwest of the central ridgeline of the highveld except for an area
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This baobab tree in Zimbabwe's lowveld is
thought to be abcut 1,500 years old.

Courtesy Sheila L. Ross

of low rainfall near the southwestern border, where the Nata River
and a few other small intermittent streams carry the annual runoff to
an internal drainage basin in Botswara.

Runoff from most of the land on the eastern and southeastern
slopes of the central ridgeline flows generally southeastward through
numerous tributaries of the Limpopo and Sabi rivers. Although it is
shorter and carries a lesser volume of water than the Zambezi, the
Limpopo is also one of Africa's major streams. Its gradient is rela-
tively even except in the Beitbridge area, where it flows through an
extensive gorge marked by rapids and several waterfalls. Numerous
tributaries carry a heavy volume of water from upper levels of the
veld, where annual rainfall is heavier than in the lowveld aras near
the Limpopo itself.

Southeastern Zimbabwe, from the towns of Zvishavane and Trian-
gle northward to the ridgeline between Marondera and Mutare
(marked by the Mutare-Harare rail line), is drained by the Sabi River
and its tributaries. From the upper levels of its watershed west of
Mutare, the Sabi flows southward into the lowveld. There it is joined
by the Lundi River, which collects water from the Zvishavane and
Masvingo areas; it turns eastward at the border, eventually reaching
the Indian Ocean in east-central Mozambique.
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Source: Based on information from George Kay, Rhodesia: A Human
Geography, New York, 1970, p. 17; and I.M. Hume, A Strategy for
Rural Development and Whitaun Data Bank No. 2: The Peasant
Sector, Salisbury, October 1978, p.47

Figure 7. Mean Annual Rainfall
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Zimbabwe was estimated by its Central Statistical Office at 7.6
million in mid-1981, The first postindependence census of
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nary results were not available. Despite some difficulties noted in
the press, this census should provide a useful basis for social and
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Some 75 million gallons of water every minute
tumble over Victoria Falls on Zambezi River.

Courtesy United Nations/AT

economic planning. Nearly 97 percent of the 1981 total were
Africans. Of the remaining 3 percent, the great bulk- perhaps
200,000 persons-were Europeans (whites), a group that had begun
to diminish in size even before independence and in mid-1982 was
estimated at 170,000. The number of Coloured (a racially mixed
group) and Asians (mainly descendants of persons originating in the
Indian subcontinent) was much smaller (see Ethnicity and Race, this
ch.).

The vast African majority has grown at an estimated annual rate of
3.5 percent since the 1969 census. The World Bank's World
Development Report, 1982 projected a very high 4.3 percent annual
growth rate for 1980-2000, which would yield a population of 17
million at the turn of the century. The Coloured population has been
growing at an even higher rate and the Asian population at a lower
one. Thc European segment, net immigration aside, has reproduced
itself at an annual rate (less than 1.5 percent) similar to that of most
populations in industrialized countries. The age structure of the
African population-more than 50 percent was under fifteen-
reflected that group's high annual growth rate.

Zimbabwe's overall population density in 1981 was more than
nineteen persons per square kilometer, but regional densities varied
considerably, affected in part by bioclimatic conditions and in part by
land policy under the preindependence regime. That policy had
restricted much of the most desirable agricultural land to Euro-
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Figure 8. Land Apportionment and Tenure Before 1979

peans, thus limiting densities in a large part of the country. Some
distribution of that land to Africans was under way in the early 1980s,
and population distribution and density at the end of the decade
were likely to be much different from that revealed by 1969 census
data and still prevalent in the late 1970s.
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Land Allocation and the Rural Population
Before Zimbabwe's independence the distribution and density of

population, particularly of the vast African majority, were deter-
mined to a substantial degree by legal restrictions on the occupation
and ownership of land based on race. The Land Tenure Act of 1969
confirmed the racial basis of land apportionment. It divided the
territory into three basic segments: African lands and European
lands, each 46.6 percent of the total, and National Land, 6.8 percent.
Further distinctions were made within the two main divisions (see
fig. 8; fig. 9). By far the most significant portion of the African area
consisted of the Tribal Trust Lands (TL), held in a form of custom-
ary tenure; the African Purchase Areas, open to freehold occupation
by Africans, were much smaller. European General land, available
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for farming and other exploitation, constituted the largest part of the
European area (see Land Use and Ownership, ch. 3). The main cities
and towns were located in areas in the European General category.

The European areas included more than three-fourths of the
highlands and highveld, roughly two-fifths of the middleveld, and
more than one-fourth of the lowveld. Much of the higher land,
including part of the middleveld, is most suitable for agriculture, and
had it been occupied by Africans living in homesteads of the usual
kind, it would have been more densely populated. In 1969,
however, Africans (laborers, tenants, and squatters) in the European
rural areas averaged five per square kilometer, whereas the mean
density in the T"L was eighteen per square kilometer (see fig. 10).
Local densities within each category of land varied with its agricul-
tural quality, roughly related to altitude but determined by rainfall
and soil quality. In any given agro-ecological region, however, densi-
ties in the TIL far exceeded those in the European areas. The
densities in the relatively small African Purchase Areas were much
lower than those in the TTL but somewhat greater than those in the
European rural areas. Europeans did not significantly affect rural
population densities inasmuch as less than 15 percent of the Euro-
pean population lived on farms or in very srhall towns. The small
Asian and Coloured populations were even more urbanized than the
Europeans.

At the time of independence in April 1980 the African population
of the TTL was estimated at about 3.5 million and the average
density at between twenty-one and twenty-two persons per square
kilometer. Africans in the European rural areas were estimated to
number 1.75 million, and their mean density was between eight and
nine persons per square kilometer.

From 1977 to 1979 the earlier law governing land apportionment
and tenure was dismantled and finally repealed, but there was no
significant change in patterns of occupancy until independence. The
government clearly intends to resettle Africans on some of the land
formerly restricted to Europeans. In addition to the political pres-
sures on an African-led government to give Africans access to such
land, there is apparently a practical need to do so. The TI'L are
overcrowded, and the refugees who fled to neighboring states have
returned and need land, as do large numbers of Africans who took
refuge in the cities or were compulsorily regrouped in protected
villages during the war.

A substantial Dortion-estimates vary---of the land in the former
European areas has been unused or underused, and resettlement of
Africans there began soon after independence; squatters had also
occupied some of the land. As of mid-1982, however, resettlement
had gone slowly-an estimated 14,000 families had been resettled.
But at that time it was expected that an additional 164,000 families
would be resettled in the next three years (see Land Use and
Ownership, ch. 3).
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European areas, and until the late 1950s African urban laborers were
considered temporary residents in them. Only in 1963 were Africans
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permitted to acquire freehold property in African townships in or
near the cities. Even so, laws not repealed until 1979 required that
Africans living in urban areas be registered, and they permitted the
authorities to send unemployed and unregistered Africans to the
rural areas. In 1969, therefore, only 13.6 percent of the African
population lived in the main cities and towns, a proportion that rose
slightly to an estimated 16.8 percent in 1978.

The European population by contrast has been largely urban from
the beginning, a consequence of the typically urban sources and
skills of most European immigrants and the scale and mechanization
of European agriculture. The typically large European farm or ranch
has often provided a home for only one or two white families, but the
labor on such a firm has usually been furnished entirely by Africans.
In 1969 the proportion of all Europeans living in the main cities and
towns was 78.6 percent. The ratio of Africans to Europeans in all
urban areas, large and small, listed in the 1969 census was slightly
more than four to one (in the main towns, slightly less), whereas the
ratio for the territory as a whole was more than twenty to one.

The Central Statistical Office estimated the combined population
of the fourteen main urban areas in mid-1981 as roughly 1.5 million
(slightly more than 20 percent of the national total). The absolute
number was more than 70 percent greater than that for the same
towns in 1969, and the proportion of the total population was nearly
25 percent greater than at the time of the census (see table 2,
Appendix). In the intervening years, although the numbers in urban
areas continued to grow, the rate of growth and the proportion of the
total population in those areas fluctuated owing to the civil war and
the movements of the African and European populations.

The estimates of the Central Statistical Office do not distinguish
the numbers or proportions of the races in the urban areas; but the
departure of many whites (most of them urban), coupled with the
growth of absolute numbers in the cities and towns, suggests that the
ratio of Africans to Europeans is probably much greater than it was in
1969. It did not match the proportion of the two races in the country
at large, however, and may not do so for some time.

Structure: Age and Sex
The age and sex structure of the total African population in 1969

may be graphed as a broad-based pyramid with a sharp apex charac-
teristic of a population marked by a high birthrate and a relatively
low average life expectancy. The usual differences in sex ratio by age
obtained: there were more males than females in the lower age
brackets but fewer in the higher ones. The 1980 estimates reflect
essentially the same dynamics (see fig. 11)

The structure of the African population was not uniform, however,
varying in response to legal, economic, and social constraints on the
residence and mobility of Africans. The characteristics of the urban
Africn population differed considerably from those of rural Africans.
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Name of Zimbabwe's modern capital city was
changed from Salisbury to Harare in April

1982, second anniversary of national
independence.

Courtesy United Nations/Jerry Frank

Adult males outnumbered adult females in the urban areas and were
in turn outnumbered in the rural ares, particularly in the TI'L,
where most Africans lived. In the Afirican Purchase Areas the ratio of
females to males was not quite so great as in the TTL. In the
European rural areas adult men outnumbered adult women; the
proportion of children was somewhat lower than in the IL but
higher than in urban areas. More distorted than any of these was the
structure of the population ofuforeign-born Aficans in which males in
the prime of their working life r outnumbered females, and the
proportion of children was very small. Inasmuch as most foreign
Africans worked in either the urban or the European rural areas,
their presence contributed to but did not wholly account for the
distortions of age and sex there (see fig. 12). Later estimates of the
age and sex structure in relation to residence were not available, but
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Figure 11. Age and Sex Structure of African Population, 1980

it is likely that these variations persisted at least until independence
and had only begun to change as of 1982. The allocation of land to
Africans in the European areas and the possibility that a number of
foreign Africans will leave should lead to less distorted patterns.

Internal and External Migration
At the time of the 1969 census roughly one-eighth of the enumer-

ated population consisted of persons who were either immigrants or
the descendants of immigrants who had arrived at some time between
the end of the nineteenth century and the time of the census. Some
came with the expectation of permanent residence but did not stay;
others thought of themselves as temporary sojourners but lived in
the territory for a long time. The two major components of the
nonindigenous group in 1969 were the Europeans (228,296) and
Africans of foreign origin (362,840). Of much less importance were
those of Asian origin (8,9).

Before independence the numbers of whites entering and leaving
the country varied in response to the migrants'perceptions of the
political and economic situations in Rhodesia and in their countries
of origin, principally Britain and South Africa but including other
former British colonies and other European states (see Ethnic and
Racial groupings, this ch.). The European population reached its
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peak in 1975 at roughly 278,000 and began to decline thereafter, the
decline becoming rapid by 1979 after the installation of the Zimbabwe
Rhodesia government of Bishop Abel Muzorewa. In mid-1980, shortly
after independence, the white population was estimated at 223,200.
In mid-1982 the whites in Zimbabwe were estimated at 170,000. Net
emigration in the two years after independence clearly reflected the
impression that many whites could not be comfortable under the
changing social and political order even if their jobs and incomes
remained, for the time being at least, essentially as they had been
before independence (see Race Relations: Blacks, Whites, and Others,
this ch.).

From the point of view of the Zimbabwean economy and to a lesser
extent of gbvernment administration, the numbers leaving were not
as significant as the loss of the skills of those departing. Most of the
emigrants were trained technicians, skilled workers, and supervi-
sory personnel of considerable importance to the modem (and
nonagricultural) sector of the economy. Inasmuch as Africans were
not given access to apprenticeship and other training programs until
the late 1970s, relatively few were in a position to take up the slack in
the early 1980s. Some of the skilled emigrants have been replaced by
immigrants, but there was a net loss as of 1982. In specific cases, e.g.,
for the running of the railroads, expatriates (Pakistanis from the
Asian subcontinent and from Kenya) have been hired, and others
will be, but the government hoped not to have to rely on contracted
workers beyond the short run (see Employment, Income Distribution,
and Prices, ch. 3)

In 1969 foreign-born Africans from neighboring countries consti-
tuted 7.5 percent of the total population, having declined in absolute
numbers and in percentage-11.3-of the total from 1962 (see Eth-
nic and Racial Groupings, this ch.). Indigenous African wage earners
did not outnumber alien wage earners until the early 1960s. For the
most part alien Africans were to be found in the European rural areas
and the urban centers. It is probable that the absolute numbers of
foreign-born Africans have continued to diminish, and it is certain
that their proportion of the population has done so. There is no
indication of explicit government policy with respect to foreign-born
Africans, but they are likely to be in a position of competition with
Zimbabweans.

The patterns of migratory wage labor by indigenous Zimbabweans
in the preindependence era do not provide reliable guides to possi-
ble postindependence developments, given earlier restrictions on
African urban migration, the division of rural land into African and
European areas, and the state of armed conflict. Nevertheless it is
worth noting that 50 to 60 percent of African rural households in the
late 1970s depended to some extent in cash earned by migrant
laborers. Before independence migration led to distortions of a
complementary kind in the age and sex structures of the urban and
European areas on the one hand-the dominance of working-age
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males---and the African areas on the other-dominance of the very
old, the very young, and women. The growth in number of stable
(nonmigratory) families in the urban areas had just begun when the
unilateral declaration of independence (UDI) in 1965 led to new
distortions generated by guerrilla warfare. Conflict also led to the
congregation of refugees, estimated at 400,000, outside the main
towns, particularly Harare, Bulawayo, and Gweru.

The new government would like to discourage the influx of large
numbers of unemployed, and often unemployable, young males into
the towns--so common in developing countries. It has, therefore,
emphasized training relevant to rural life and the provision of an
opportunity for a decent agriculture-based livelihood for Zimbabweans.
Owing to the gradualness of the resettlement process and the difficul-
ties of reorienting the educational system as well as the attraction of
the towns, migration may be difficult to control. Moreover in mid- 1982
the government was in no position politically to use police methods
to exclude African migrants from the cities. An influx may therefore
be expected.

Ethnicity and Race
Independence reordered relations between Africans and Europe-

ans in Zimbabwe and provided a new context for the interaction of
the two major African peoples: the Shona and the Ndebele. It was
also likely to make a difference in the significance of groupings within
the preponderant Shona population.

Until 1980 Europeans were politically and economically dominant.
They controlled the allocation of resources and benefits and had
anchored their status and privileges in the political and legal systems.
Except for a few individuals, Europeans were socially isolated from
Africans, who related to them mainly as representatives of govern-
ment authority or as employers and to a lesser extent as missionaries
or teachers. In other contexts, such as the marketplace or the clinic
or hospital, relations between blacks and whites were ephemeral and
impersonal. In all of these situations Africans' deference to Europe-
ans was required. Independence ended European political dominance.

In 1982 the remaining whites were still at the high end of the
income scale, and many were still in a position to control economic
enterprises of some significance. But they were operating in a society
that regarded the Europeans' place in the economy not as an end in
itself but as a convenient and perhaps temporary means to other
ends. The end of European political dominance, especially after a
bitter war, did not bring with it an easy shift to a more egalitarian
mode of social relations between Europeans and Africans. With
some exceptions Europeans remained isolated, and many sought to
maintain an educational and health care system that reinforced the
isolation. Some whites seemed to assume that they were entitled to
the same kind of deference to which they had become accustomed.
Some Africans by contrast felt free to express feelings ranging from
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indifference to hostility. Adaptation to a new order and forbearance
in the first two years of independene were not easily achieved.

In the long run the most important issue has been-and will
continue to be-the extent to which ethnicity serves as a basis for
division between Zimbabwe's two most important African peoples.
The distinction between Shona and Ndebele has been said to account
for political alignments in modern nationalist movements and to
limit easy social relations between people of each category. In fact
the situation has seldom been so clear-cut. Ndebele defeat and
domination of sections of the Shona not long before colonial rule was
imposed left its residue of bitterness among the Shona and perhaps a
sense of superiority among some Ndebele. But many Shona never
experienced either conflict with the Ndebele or dominance by them,
and the Shona did not at the time see themselves as one people, i.e.,
the experience of some sections was not regarded as the experience
of all Shona. Moreover many of the modern leaders stemming from
both groups have considered the ethnic difference irrelevant, although
their followers often have not. In social matters different regional
distribution and differences of language rather than antipathy have
accounted for most social separateness.

In 1982 the sheer size of the Shona--more than 5 million people-
and the fact that any acquired sense of unity was relatively recent
suggested that sectionalism within the Shona might be more signifi-
cant for social and political cohesion in Zimbabwe than the Ndebele-
Shona division. Differences of dialect, culture, and region that could
be used to signal ethnic boundaries already existed and sometimes
came into play in political and social relations. But in so large and
varied a people, other cleavages, e.g., those of social class and
religion or between urban and rural dwellers, might override ethnicity
(see The Changing Social Order; Religious Life, this ch.).

Ehnk and Racial Groupings
Ofthe two majorAfricanethnolinguisticcategories, Shona speakers,

by far the larger, occupied most of the eastern two-thirds of the
country and substantial sections of the western one-third (see fig.
13). According to the 1969 census, they constituted more than
two-thirds (66.9 percent) of the total population and nearly 71 per-
cent of all Africans. Given the departure of many whites and some
nonindigenous Africans (7.5 percent of the population in 1969), it
was likely that in 1982 Shona speakers made up 70 percent or more
(about 5.3 million people) of the total Zimbabwean population and
perhaps 75 percent of all Africans. Ndebele speakers constituted
14.8 percent of the total in 196 and 15.8 percent of the African
population. Their proportion of the total may have risen to as much
as 16 percent (about 1.2 million people) by 1982. None of the
half-domen or soother indigenous group--all living along Zimbabwe's
borders and more heavily represented in neighboring countries-
came to as much as 2 percent of all Africans in 1969, and they
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constituted an even smaller part of the total population. Together
they accounted for a little less than 5 percent of all Africans then and
probably accounted.for roughly the same proportion in the early
1980s. Speakers of foreign languages not indigenous to Zimbabwe
constituted 7.8 percent of all Africans in 1969 and 7.5 percent of the
total. Nyanja speakers originating in Malawi were the largest single
group (more than 250,000) and were 5.2 Ixrcent of all Africans. Of
the roughly 375,000 foreign Africans enumerated in 1969, an esti-
mated 229,000 were wage workers. Later data on the total number of
nonindigenous Africans were not available, but wage workers were
estimated at 198,000 in 1976 and a little More than 183,000 in 1979,
figures that suggest a commensurate decrease in the total.

Most of the estimated 170,000 Europeans in Zimbabwe in mid-1982
were still concentrated in the urban areas, but the published data on
the occupations of postindependence emigrants suggest that the
great bulk of those who have left were urban dwellers and therefore
that the white population may be somewhat more rural than it had
been for some time. The Coloured population, 15,153 persons in
1969 (0.3 percent of the total), was estimated at 25,900 in 1980 and
may have risen to 26,000 by mid-1981 (about 0.35 percent of the total
at that time). Asians, numbering 8,965 in 1969 (0.17 percent of the
total), were estimated at 10,900 in 1980 and were reproducing at a
lower rate, perhaps 11, 100 (about 0.14 percent of Zimbabweans) in
mid-1981.

All Africans in Zimbabwe speak languages of the widespread
Bantu branch of the Niger-Congo language family. Except for a few
tongues, e.g., Tonga spoken by people whose affinities lie north of
the Zambezi River, all are considered part of the southeastern Bantu
cluster. In that cluster the Shona dialects (collectively, Chishona)
stand alone. The other languages, each with several dialects, together
constitute a subcategory, and all have their affinities with languages
to the south. Among them are Nguni, a form ofwhich-Sindebele---is
spoken by the Ndebele. Others are Tsonga, Venda, and Sotho. Of
the languages associated with the two largest groups, only Shona had
been provided with a satisfactory orthography and had a written
literature in the form of novels, nonfiction, and poetry.

English remains the official language of Zimbabwe, although Afri-
can primary-school classes are taught one of the two major indige-
nous languages (incidentally a burden for children of minor groups,
such as the Venda and Tonga). Shona and Ndebele may also be used
in the Senate of the parliament. Fanakalo, a pidgin compounded of
indigenous languages, English, and Afrikaans, was widely used for
communication between Europeans and Africans. Its alternative
name, Kitchen Kaffir, making use of a pejorative term much disliked
by Africans (for definition of kaffr--see Glossary) suggests its status.

The term Shona has been accepted by many-but by no means
all--of the people to whom it has been applied owing to its use by
Rhodesian authorities for the groups speaking dialects of the same
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language and characterized by broad similarities of culture. The
term was initially used by others-its origin is uncertain-and was
taken up by the Ndebele when they came to the area in the late
1830s. Linguistic studies in the early 1930s, directed toward the
development of a single language for writing, applied the term
Shona to that language and to all the speakers of its several dialects.
To that point, the peoples so classified had identified themselves
either as members of a group speaking one of these dialects or as
characterized by specific cultural features or political allegiance.
Such groups were marked by geographical contiguity and sometimes
referred to themselves by a term derived from their location. In the
preindependence era people might have accepted the Shona classifi-
cation for themselves in the context of relations with Europeans or in
interaction with Ndebele. That identity and a degree of unity were
further developed in the course of the struggle for independence.
Even then, however, more particular loyalties and identities were
sometimes more salient. That possibly was still the case in the early
1980s.

These local identities and loyalties have not remained firmly
fixed in the descendants of the founders of a local group. The history
of the Shona peoples has been one of movement in response to
warfare, political and social conflict, and the exigencies of subsistence.
Any community or chiefdom or cluster of them has been inhabited
by persons of diverse origins, i.e., by persons who have shed local
loyalties and taken on new ones or whose ancestors had done so. That
process has continued. For example, if resettlement on formerly
European lands is carried out on schedule, more than a half-million
people (the bulk of them Shona) will have acquired new local affiliations.
In some respects these relocations, like the war, may be conducive to
a wider Shona, if not to a Zimbabwean, identity.

The areas in which major dialect clusters occur correspond some-
what to regional variations in other aspects of culture but are not
coterminous with them. Unlike the term Shona the terms used for
these dialect clusters and for subethnic identification are indigenous.
On the basis of the work of linguist Clement Doke in his Report on
the Unification of the Shona Dialects, published in 1931, six major
dialect clusters have been distinguished. Of these, Karanga (southern
Shona) is spoken by the largest number of people. The next largest
group speaks Zezuru (central Shona). The Zezuru cluster is geographi-
cally central, has the largest number of features typical of Shona
dialects, and its speakers live closest to the capital area. Zezuru was
therefore chosen as the base for the development of standard Shona
for which an orthography was fixed by the authorities in 1955. The
third largest group speaks dialects of the Korekore (northern Shona)
cluster. The fourth, living in and near the eastern highlands, speaks
dialects of Manyika. Roughly a quarter of the Manyika live in
Mozambique. The fifth largest group speaks Ndau. Two-thirds of the
Ndau live in Mozambique. The Ndau were considerably influenced
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in the nineteenth century by the Nguni, who established the king-
dom of Gaza in Mozambique and adjacent Zimbabawe. The sixth
group consists of Kalanga speakers, who are geographically,
linguistically, and culturally isolated from the mass of Shona peoples.
This separation is of long standing, but it was reinforced by the fact
that the Ndebele situated themselves between the Kalanga and
other Shona in the nineteenth century. Some Kalanga have become
Ndebele speakers. The northwesternmost Kalanga have also been
strongly affected by groups originating in Zambia. Some Kalanga in
the southwest live in Botswana.

Scattered through the Shona area are people who, whatever dialect
they speak, identify themselves as Rozvi, a prestigious name because
of its association with the Changamire state (see Dombo and the Rozvi
Empire, ch. 1). The disintegration of that state in the nineteenth
century under the impact of Ndebele invasion led to the dispersal of
members of its dynasty and others associated with it. The claim to
Rozvi identity by some is disputed by others, however.

Ndebele is an ethnic category that grew out of a military state
encompassing peoples of different origin (see Ndebele Hegemony,
ch. 1). The term itself, in the form Matabele, was given the Nguni-
speaking warriors, who formed the core of the state, by the Sotho
speakers of South Africa, some of whom were incorporated into the
society as it moved north. The term Ndebele (Amandebele in its
Bantu plural form) is the Nguni version adopted by the rulers of the
state. The third (and largest) component of the Ndebele were people
of Shona origin who were incorporated when the group reached what
is now Zimbabwe. In the nineteenth century the Ndebele rulers
dealt with these diverse peoples by organizing them into three
strata. The first of these, the zanzi (people of the south), consisted of
the Nguni conquerors and their descendants who held the kingship
and most of the significant offices in the state. The second, the enhia
(people or the north), comprised the Sotho and their descendants
who had been brought into the state in its early years. The third, holi
(uncertain), was made up of the local peoples taken into Ndebele
society after it had reached its present location. The term, used
initially for all peoples (except the Sotho) whom the Ndebele met on
their way to or in Zimbabwe, has been considered pejorative by
persons in this stratum, but its use by Ndebele of other strata (and by
European authorities) persisted into the twentieth century after the
state had been dissolved. The members of this stratum prefer to be
called lozvi (a variant of Rozvi) or abantu ba ka mambo (people of the
mambo), a reference to the pre-Ndebele state system and its head.
By the end of the nineteenth century this lowest stratum constituted
a majority-estimated at about 60 percent--of all Ndebele.

The remaining Bantu-speaking groups, all very small, play a
geographically, socially, and politically peripheral role in Zimbabwe.
The Chikunda, the largest of them (roughly 100,000 persons), appear
to be part of a congeries of people living north and south of the
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Zambezi River border with Mozambique in an area of limited agricul-
tural potential. (Most of them live in Mozambique.) The next largest
group (about 70,000 in the early 1980s) is the Tonga (Valley Tonga),
who in the late 1950s lived along the Zambezi River in the area that
was flooded by the Kariba Dam to form Lake Kariba. They main-
tained close ties to the related Gwembe Tonga on the Zambian side
of the river until both groups were moved to make way for the lake.
The roughly 20,000 Tonga (perhaps one-third to one-half of all the
Zimbabwean Tonga at the time) who were moved from their riverine
habitat had been heavily dependent on fishing as part of their livelihood,
and the areas in which they were relocated had relatively little to
offer to cultivators. Some public attention has been given to their
plight since the new government came to power.

None of the remaining indigenous groups exceeded 50,000 persons;
one, the Tsonga-speaking Hlengwe of southeasternmost Zimbabwe
did not exceed 5,000. The Hlengwe are related to peoples in
Mozambique. The Venda, who may have had their origins in what is
now Matabeleland, are to be found primarily in South Africa. Venda
royal clans appear to be related to those of the southern Shona, and
Venda have been associated with the cult of the Shona high god
Mwari (see Indigenous Religions, this ch.). Also in the far south live
several groups speaking Sotho languages, the most important of
which are the Birwa. Some groups are Tswana (Western Sotho)
speakers related to peoples in Botswana and South Africa.

Living as nomads in northwesternmost Zimbabwe (and moving to
and from adjacent Botswana) are several small bands of San hunters
(uncounted but not more than a few hundred at best). These people
are related to the other remnants in southern Africa of the people
commonly called Bushmen (a pejorative term) by Europeans.

In the preindependence era the term European was officially and
commonly applied to whites whatever the country from which they
had emigrated or their place of birth. The Zimbabwean government
does not officially distinguish persons in racial or ethnic terms. In
1982 the departure of many whites and the arrival of some made it
difficult to determine whether the characteristics of the white popula-
tion in the early 1980s were similar to those reflected in the 1969
census.

Over the years as immigration and emigration have ebbed and
flowed in response to economic and political conditions (or percep-
tions of them), there have been minor changes in the origins, ethnic
composition, and occupational distribution of Europeans. Three-
fourths or more have been of British origin, although at various times
many had come from South Africa, and some had been born there.
Those from England and Wales predominated. There were fewer
Scots and an even smaller number of Irish. As time went on a
proportion of whites were born in Rhodesia. After World War II
there was a substantial influx of British-born persons, some of whom
had served elsewhere in the empire, e.g., India and Pakistan. Most,
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however, were skilled workers originating in Britain and responding
to the opportunities it offered in contrast to the war-damaged homeland.
For a few years after the Afrikaner-dominated Nationalist Party took
power in South Africa in 1948, fairly large numbers of English-speaking
whites arrived in Rhodesia from that country.Through the 1960s
smaller numbers of persons of British origin came from the African
colonies that had become independent under black rule in that era.

Afrikaners in the European population exceeded 17 percent only
for a time before World War II and declined to less than 14 percent
by 1951 after the postwar arrival of English-speaking whites from
Britain and South Africa. They were much more likely than English
speakers to be farm owners, managers, or assistants. Their religious
affiliation (Dutch Reformed) differed from that of most English speakers,
and they tended to settle in specific areas--chiefly in the southern
portion of the eastern highlands and the plateau to the west-where
they formed socially self-sufficient communities. There was occa-
sional intermarriage between speakers of English and Afrikaans. But
until the formation of the Rhodesian Front in 1962 and UDI in 1965,
political antagonism rather than political cooperation marked the
relations between them.

In the years after World War I and before UDI, a combination of
informal policy and law discouraged the influx of Europeans other
than English speakers. Nevertheless both before and after World
War II, whites of east European Jewish, Italian, Greek, and Portu-
guese origin entered Rhodesia, as did a number from northwestern
Europe. At no point did these "foreigners" (as whites of British
ancestry called them) exceed about 6 percent of the European
population. In the pre-UDI period British Rhodesians made immi-
grants of northwest European origin more welcome socially than
they did those of eastern and southeastern origin, and each of the
latter communities also tended to be separated socially. After UDI
technical obstacles to the immigration of whites of any origin were
removed.

The highly urban Coloured population (an official classification
before independence) has two sources. The first of these, the result
of unions between Afrikaners and indigenous peoples (many of them
Khoisan speakers, i.e., the peoples called Hottentot and Bushmen),
came north at about the same time that the earliest English-speaking
whites entered the area in the nineteenth century, although some
came later. In the late 1800s and early 1900s when there were very
few European women in the territory, unions between white (and
occasionally Asian) males and local African women gave rise to
another group of Coloureds. A very few continued to come from
adjacent areas in the twentieth century, but at the time of the 1969
census more than 90 percent had been born in Rhodesia.

Except for a few who were brought to work on the railroad from
Harare to Beira in Mozambique, most Asians came to Rhodesia from
India either directly or from South Africa. Most are highly urban and
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have been engaged in trade, some as small-scale retailers, others in
more extensive economic operations. Asians have also been involved
in manufacturing. The government discouraged Asian immigration
beginning in the 1920s, and 67 percent of those enumerated in 1969
had been born in the territory, another 9 percent had come from
other African countries, and 22 percent had immigrated from India.
Of the generation native to the area, many are well educated.

Race Relations: Blacks, Whites, and Others
In Rhodesia before independence race was the crucial criterion fbr

defining social and political relations between members of the four
categories established by law and custom and for allocating opportuni-
ties and rewards in the economic order. These four categories, in order
of descending status, were European (white), Asian, Coloured, and
African. The relations of all but a very few members of each group with
those of other groups occurred mainly in terms of their roles in eco-
nomic transactions, e.g., as employer and employee or as seller and
buyer and in administrative situations in which, typiclly, Europeans
wielded formal authority and real power. Small in absolute numbers
and in their percentage of the total population, even in the cities
and towns in which they were clustered, Asians and Coloured people
played an insignificant role.

The end of European political dominance left the remaining whites
in an uncertain position. In mid-1982 most of those in the private
sector (farming, industry, and commerce) were relatively well-off
economically. For the time being they continued to own and operate
their enterprises, which were essential to Zimbabwe's economic
viability under the new regime. In these enterprises they were still
employers and supervisors of Africans. Other whites in the private
sector were employed as artisans and middle-level supervisors, but
for the first time they faced the prospect of competition from or
supervision by Africans, a prospect that had apparently led many
Europeans to emigrate soon after independence. Those remaining in
Zimbabwe may still have a few years before job interaction with
blacks who are their equals or superiors becomes commonplace.,

What has changed is the fact that the deference expected and often
shown by Africans to European employers and supervisors can be
demanded now only at the peril of public denunciation. The fragmen-
tary material in the press suggests that for some whites long-term
habits have persisted, including use of pejorative terms, such as
kaffir and munt (man, from the Shona word muntu), in relation to
their employees and other Africans. In the same context---and in
other relations between blacks and whites-Africans who gave defer-
ence when there was no alternative but to forgo employment or to
elicit some other sanction have acted hostilely to whites.

In thc public sector some Europeans (and at lower levels some
Asians and Coloureds) have already been placed in a position of
equality or subordination to Africans in the work situation. This
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includes persons ranging from ministers in the cabinet to administra-
tive and technical personnel in ministries and departments. The
whites who still function in the government at the highest levels are
working with Africans who have university degrees or who have
shown their capabilities in other ways. In short they are dealing with
men and women at their own educational level, which may make it
easier for those concerned to adapt to the change.

Some technical personnel have, however, shown a reluctance to
be assigned to tasks that entail regular interaction with Africans. It
has been the custom, for example, to assign white nurses to hospitals
that cared for white patients. Many white nurses have left Zimbabwe,
but some who remain have resisted assignments elsewhere. In the
middle and lower ranks of the civil service, the inevitable promotion
of blacks over whites has led to whites dissatisfaction. Some sense
that their opportunities for promotion have been curtailed; others
find it difficult to take orders from blacks.

Many whites who have substantial investments in land and other
economic enterprises and have remained in Zimbabwe have never-
theless expressed the feeling that the country is no longer theirs.
Other reports suggest that some whites were pleasantly surprised by
the fact that Prime Minister Robert Mugabe's government did not
intend to nationalize their holdings and was urging them to stay. In
both cases, the whites, acknowledging their loss of political primacy,
have focused on maintaining their economic status but have made
few attempts to accommodate themselves to a changing social order.
They have, for example, made an effort to retain their own schools
and hospitals. The educational system established by the interim
government under the internal settlement of 1979 in effect allowed
Europeans to maintain segregated schools. The new government
had only begun to change the system in late 1981, and the outcome
was not clear as of mid-1982 (see Education, this ch.). Europeans
were also considering the establishment of new private hospitals in
order to maintain their right to be sick in racially segregated
surroundings. In 1982, however, the government ended the con-
struction of such hospitals.

Residential segregation continued to a substantial extent, but it
has been breached by the movement of members of the new African
elite into some of the white areas, particularly in Harare. That had
been out of the question before 1979 when the law governing urban
residential segregation was repealed, although there were some
Africans who could have afforded it. There have been occasional
reports that middle-class whites and blacks shared a common con-
cern for protecting their property from urban criminals, but in 1982
the nature of neighborly relations between them had not been
established.

Just as many whites have been slow to adapt to the social implica-
tions of their loss of political power, a number of blacks, including
some with a public voice in press and radio, have demonstrated their
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relief at the removal of the white yoke by expressing their hostility to
whites. In the two years since the political revolution removed the
European-controlled sanctions for the old social order, these reac-
tions by blacks and the slowness of some whites to adapt to their
changed situation have not been surprising. In the turbulence of the
change, press reports have seized on the melodramatic. The fact and
the turbulence itself, as well as some uncertainty about the government's
intentions with respect to change, have made it difficult to assess the
direction of black-white relations in the immediate future.

In this rapidly changing society the position of Coloureds and
Asians was anomalous. They were formally categorized with Europe-
ans for some purposes: their children were in the same school system
if not in the same schools as white children; they were permitted
unrestricted access to the cities; and they voted on the same electoral
roll as whites. They were nevertheless clearly defined as inferior.
Thus they were in fact socially segregated and for all practical pur-
poses excluded from European society.

The situation reinforced a tendency among Asians to maintain
sharp ethnic boundaries between themselves and all others, although
the social boundaries tended to be firmer in relation to Africans than
to Europeans. Given their very small numbers and their tenuous
position, Asians seem not to have involved themselves in politics
either on behalf of their own status or in conjunction with others, as
Asians in South Africa have done. Africans have seen Asians as sellers
of goods and services and buyers of labor and have considered them
exploitative and standoffish. How they have adapted to the new
order had not been described in 1982. Many of them had useful
skills, however, and it was likely that they would stay in Zimbabwe
unless their situation became impossible.

Neither as well-off nor as well educated as Asians on the whole,
the Coloured population appeared to have sought to maximize its
links with Europeans. There were a few who considered their situa-
tion untenable in the long run and identified with African nationalist
movements. One of these, David Gilpin, castigated the Coloured
community for its opportunism in seeking after independence to
have itself reclassified in such a way as to be linked more closely to
Africans.

For the purposes of voting and representation, Zimbabwe's Consti-
tution retained the racial distinctions that had been established
earlier, but the formal position of the Mugabe government has been
that race should be irrelevant to the political, economic, and social
order. Except in the context of the narrow range of issues covered by
the Constitution, the legal status of racial distinctions and their
institutional supports has been erased. In the future, social bound-
aries are likely to be maintained between most Africans and most
Europeans ifonly because of the great cultural chasm between them.
That chasm and the difference in race were defined in terms of
superiority and inferiority under the old regime, and privileges were
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allocated accordingly. In 1982 the nature of the adjustment to the
new order still remained to be worked out.

Intra-African Relations
Much has been made of the primacy of ethnicity as a basis for

political alignment and as a barrier to easy social relations between
persons of different cultures who speak different languages. The
relevant categories (or tribes, in common usage) are taken to be
Shona and Ndebele. Underlying the use of ethnicity (or tribalism) as
an explanation of conflict in African social and political relations are
the assumptions that both categories have deep historical roots, that
earlier antagonism significantly influences the current perceptions
and acts of Shona and Ndebele speakers, and that cultural and
language differences necessarily predispose piople in both catego-
ries to be hostile to each other. Some observers have attributed
similar significance to the six regionally localized Shona-speaking
categories defined in the first instance by dialect boundaries. The
assumptions are questionable in both cases.

The rudimentary self-awareness and sense of unity of the Shona
are modern phenomena generated by, among other things, official
recognition of the basic unity of their language and its conversion
into a written form and the emphasis of the preindependence regime
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on their differences from the Ndebele. Further, in the years since
World War II their awareness of the geographic spread and numbers
of persons speaking a Shona dialect and sharing the same (or a very
similar) culture was enhanced by their experience as migrant laborers,
particularly in the cities and towns, and their participation in guer-
rilla groups.

At the same time, however, they were aware of local identities--of
community, chiefdom, or clan-that were in some contexts more
salient than a nascent Shona identity. In the ordinary life of a Shona
migrant worker, help and camaraderie were more likely to be sought
and gained from Shona speakers of one's descent group and local
community than from Shona speakers generally or from the speakers
of related dialects coming from a large region. Even church member-
ship was sometimes conducive to such local loyalties: mission denomi-
nations tended to be localized, and if one went to a church of a given
denomination in a town, he or she would be likely to meet people of
the same home area (see Religious Life, this ch.).

Ndebele society, although not so varied regionally as that of the
Shona, and more centralized, was not homgeneous. It had incorpo-
rated local Shona-speaking peoples (probably similar to the Kalanga-
speaking section of the Shona) into the lower stratum. That lower
stratum (a majority of Ndebele speakers) has in fact furnished most of
the leaders of modern political movements that have made a substan-
tial showing in Matabeleland, and many of the others have been
Kalanga speakers. Those Kalanga speakers who were not directly
absorbed into Ndebele society lived under Ndebele hegemony in
the nineteenth century. The fact that Ndebele of the lowest stratum
and Kalanga have been leaders in political movements usually identi-
fied as Ndebele-oriented suggests that the cohesion they may have
shown is regional rather than ethnic and that it reflects the ambitious
politics of a people who have done double duty as a lower class, first
under their Ndebele rulers and then under European rule. A recent
attempt by an African to establish a political group expressly oriented
to ethnic interests was made by an Ndebele chief in the 1979 elec-
tions held in connection with the internal settlement. His apparent
appeal to ethnic sentiments (including a proposal for a federation that
would give the minority Ndebele half the seats in a federal parliament)
seemed to reflect an effort to establish a structure in which the chiefs
role would be maintained or enhanced.

The incursion of the Ndebele predatory military state into the ter-
ritory in the nineteenth century led to direct Ndebele domination
of some Shona groups, the demand for tribute from others, and inter-
mittent efforts to throw off Ndebele rule. Shona-Ndebele conflict
in that form ended nearly a century ago, and white rule inter-
vened. Not all Shona felt the impact of Ndebele domination or were
engaged in conflict with them, however, and it is questionable
whether historical hostility is a component of the modern attitudes of
Shona whose ancestors had no experience of the Ndebele. Even for
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those Shona whose ancestors did experience Ndebele domination,
there is no direct evidence of residual hostility relevant to late
twentieth-century perceptions.

Like the all-Shona ethnolinguistic category or identity, the dialect-
based divisions within the Shona did not correspond to self-conscious
entities that have long evoked primordial loyalties. The names, e.g.,
Karanga and Manyika, have been around much longer than the name
Shona. At various times, particularly from the fifteenth century to
the eighteenth century, all or large parts of a region fell under the
rule of one dynasty. But dynasties also cut across dialect boundaries,
and it cannot be said that a long-departed (and not very long-lived or
firm) political order established an ethnic identity that outlived it for
150 years or more.

In the case of the Shona, however, the use of the terms by the
preindependence regime, based in part on the scholarly work of
outsiders rather than on significant indigenous usage, led to the
assumption, particularly among some literate Shona speakers, that
they referred to deeply rooted ethnic entities. Of these Shona groups
perhaps the Karanga come closest to having a consciousness of their
identity. In the complex history of factionalism of political groups
and guerrillas made up mainly of Shona speakers, particularly the
Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU), some persons accused
others of favoritism for or even conspiracy with groups such as
Karanga, Manyika, or Zezuru. Whether in fact such favoritism or
conspiracy existed is difficult to determine. The persons alleged to
have been involved allied themselves with others in different ways at
different times, and it has been argued that whether a faction hap-
pened to be composed of Karanga or Manyika was incidental rather
than crucial to the alliance of its members.

It has been argued by political scientist John Day that the history
of the political alignments of African leaders does not reflect the
primacy of ethnicity and that assertions to the contrary have not been
proved. He makes the case that quests for personal power, antago-
nism based on personality differences, disputes over tactics, and
doubts of the competence of some leaders were the major elements
in the development of factions, the splitting of parties, and the
framing of alliances and coalitions. Except for a very few, the leaders
or aspirants to leadership did not make ethnic appeals, and many
condemned them although some were willing to accu3e others of the
practice. There is no good evidence that these leaders made such
appeals overtly, but it is possible that their lieutenants did so covertly.
From the perspective of the ordinary follower it may not have been
necessary to make the appeal. The leader's use of the same language
as that of his audience and his reference to ideas and symbols
understood by one ethnic group and not another may have served
the same purpose more effectively.

The closest allies and most trusted supporters of major figures of
Shona origin were often Ndebele and vice versa, or where the
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leaders were largely Shona speaking, they came from different regions
and chiefdoms. These seem not to have been instances of ethnic
balancing for political purposes but a matter of personal and political
compatibility. It is more likely that such political balancing has
occurred since independence, e.g., it was probably considered
desirable, although not acknowledged, that the president of the
republic be an Ndebele, given the fact that the prime minister had
Shona origins.

Although political leaders did not make blatant appeals to ethnicity,
the ordinary African who became a member of or supported a
political group or a guerrilla army typically joined his or her fellows
who spoke the same language and whose understanding of the
situation was influenced by the same cultural background. Thus
most members and supporters of ZANU were Shona speakers, and
those of the Zimbabwe African People's Union (ZAPU) were either
Ndebele speakers or part of the Kalanga section of the Shona (see
Politics, ch. 4). Those who were more educated or more committed
to some other focus of loyalty and meaning, for example, a particular
religious perspective, or who were more mobile might cut across
ethnic or linguistic boundaries and give allegiance to some other
person or group.

In part ethnic solidarity in a political form reflected the regional
location of ethnic groups rather than a devotion to ethnicity as such.
Two countries gave a haven to the guerrillas: Mozambique and
Zambia. That Mozambique gave support to Mugabe and Zambia to
Joshua Nkomo reflected the views of the leaders of these states. But
it was in fact much easier for Shona to get to and operate across the
Mozambique border and for Ndebele and Kalanga to do so across the
Zambia border. And to the extent that either group was to be
successful, it had to operate in the territory and among the people it
knew.

Even at the level of voting or with respect to other measures of
popular support, the Shona-Ndebele line has been crossed, usually
from Shona (Kalanga aside) to Ndebele. The direction of crossing
reflects the fact that there are marwy more Shona than Ndebele
speakers; no party or leader can satisfy all in so large a group.

Day quotes historian Terence Ranger to the effect that "those who
now feel themselves to be Kore-Kore [sic], or Zezuru, or Karanga are
likely to be... unimpressed by a historian's protestations that they
can't be." In Ranger's view, there are now in the politics of Zimbabwe
"newly invented 'tribes'." Ethnic groups in this sense do emerge in
particular historical situations in a competition for whatever rewards
are available. Those rewards are either directly gained in the politi-
cal domain, or political power can be used to gain access to them.
Common language and culture do not guarantee the formation of a
self-conscious politically active ethnic group, but they provide ready-
made symbols for them.

There have been reports, usually in the form of complaints, that
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various ministries have shown signs of"tribalism" in their appointments.
That nepotism occurs is likely and may be understood by outsiders as
ethnic favoritism. Kin of a minister or department head are more
than likely to be from the same dialect region if not of the same local
community, but obligation to help such kin obtain jobs reflects the
significance of kinship rather than that of ethnicity.

The Shona, excluding the Kalanga speakers, outnumber the Ndebele
and Kalanga nearly four to one. In these circumstances the fact that
Shona outnumber Ndebele in government or other significant posi-
tions by a similar ratio cannot, in the absence of other evidence, be
taken as anything other than a reflection of the demographic situation.

Most references to ethnicity in Zimbabwe before or since indepen-
dence have pointed to its political meaning rather than to its effect on
ordinary social relations, e.g., marriage, the interaction of co-workers
on the job, friendship, and the like. Given the regional character of
African ethnic groups and the significance of kinship in all of them,
most social intercourse among rural people takes place between
persons not only of the same wide ethnolinguistic category but also of
the same subcategory. Until some time in the twentieth century,
marriage among the Ndebele tended to occur within each stratum,
particularly that of the ruling group. Despite the growth of towns and
the increasing importance of migrant labor, which usually is condu-
cive to some degree of mixing, the intensity and range of relations
between persons of substantially different origins have not been
significant in Zimbabwe. Each of the two main towns is embedded in
a particular ethnic region and has drawn most of its African popula-
tion from local ethnic categories-Shona in Harare and Ndebele and
Karanga in Bulawayo. In the Shona case, however, people of differ-
ent regions (or local communities within regions) have occasion to
meet, and among the more educated and the generation coming to
adulthood in the 1960s and 1970s, socializing and marriage have
often "mored ethnic or sectional boundaries.

In the two years since independence there has been fighting in
camps to which former members of the two guerrilla armies (the
Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army (ZANLA) and the
Zimbabwe People's Revolutionary Army (ZIPRA) have been brought
for processing (see Public Order and Internal Security, ch. 5). The
background of these people, their relative ,outh, and the difficult
conditions they have endured contributed to the interethnic bloodshed,
but these specific circumstances are not liijely to persist or recur.

The Changing Social Order
In the roughly ninety years between the establishment of Euro-

pean domination and independence, the several African social sys-
tems changed substantially, even in the rural areas. At the same
time, some of the features of the older (precolonial) systems, although
much modified in some respects, remained. The most basic of these
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persisting features were groups and relations founded on descent
and kinship. The most significant change has been the emergence of
a much greater range of social differentiation linked to changes in the
economic and political orders. Occupation, education, and wealth of
a different kind and with different uses had become important in the
ordering of the social relations and in changing the way of life of many
Africans before independence. Changes in the distribution of power
and influence had also occurred, but in limited ways, constrained by
the fact that ultimate power lay with the Europeans. The coming of
independence expanded the possibilities for social differentiation
and changes some of its most important characteristics. Since April
1980 Africans have been in positions of formal authority and great
power, and at other levels opportunities once closed to Africans have
been opened or eventually would be. The forms to be taken by new
elites and the shape of social stratification were difficult to predict in
mid-1982 given the uncertainty about the direction in which the
economic and political orders would go.

African Rural Society
The political organization of the African rural community has been

substantially altered from its precolonial form during the Rhodesian
era. Among the Ndbele, kingship had been abolished. Nevertheless
in the Tribal Trust Lands (ML) in which a major portion of the
rapidly growing population lived, chiefs and headmen, often drawn
from the clans or lineages that long supplied them, had varying
degrees of formal authority and sometimes a good deal of informal
power (see Local Government, ch. 4). They were, however, subordi-
nate to European authority, which had a veto power over initiatives
taken by chiefs and over candidates for succession to chieftainship.
Over the years various Rhodesian governments were concern-d
above all with the maintenance of order in the face of changes in the
numbers and characteristics of the African population and the dimin-
ishing capacity of the land to feed that growing population even if
only at a subsistence level. In their efforts to deal with problems
arising out of these concerns, they first withdrew and later reinsti-
tuted some of the chiefs' precolonial powers, e.g., to deal with some
kinds of criminal cases. Further they added new powers and sub-
tracted some that they had introduced earlier.

Rhodesian governments also deemed it necessary or useful to
encourage community development and to engage the interest of
some of the more educated members of the community (the chiefs
were not, on the whole, well educated), and they established councils,
the nature and powers of which changed from time to time. For some
chiefs the very existence of the Councils was a threat. Others dealt
with them well enough, especially after their own authority over
them was enhanced. Ultimate authority, however, lay with the
district commissioners representing the central government.

As anthropologist Michael Bourdillon has put it, through most of
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the period up to independence "the main problem (that faced)
modern Shona (and Ndebele) chiefs (arose) from (their) intermediate
position ... between their people and the.., government...
Depending upon their personalities and abilities, their personal
relations with their people, and the characteristics of the district
commissioner, this system worked with greater or lesser conflict and
satisfaction for all concerned, perhaps a little better for Ndebele
chiefs having a stronger tradition of secular rule than the Shona.
Nevertheless the structure of authority and power was such that
stresses and strains were bound to ensue.

Even before World War 11 some educated Africans had begun to
see the chiefs as irrelevant to the modern era, but most people in the
rural areas still thought of them in quasi-traditional ways: they were
patriarchs and directly or indirectly communicators with their ances-
tors who were responsible for the welfare of the chiefdom (see
Indigenous Religions, this ch.). Rural people were not always happy
with their chiefs, but their complaints tended to be directed to the
unsatisfactory performance of individuals rather than to the institu-
tion as such.

With the rise of nationalist movements, particularly after the
dissolution of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (also known
as the Central African Federation) in 1963 and the subsequent
unilateral declaration of independence (UDI) in 1965, the chiefs
were threatened from another quarter. Explicitly or implicitly, the
leaders of these movements considered the chiefs agents of the white
regime and in any case incumbents of institutions inessential to the
Zimbabwe they foresaw. Most chiefs, persuaded of their own legiti-
macy even if they were not necessarily pleased to be under the
authority of district commissioners, cast their lot with the Rhodesian
authorities. These authorities, in turn, seeing the chiefs as barriers to
a rising nationalism, sought to enlist them by raising their status and
enhancing their authority, thus confirming the perceptions of mod-
ern African political leaders and their followers and of many rural
people who were not actively engaged in revolutionary activity.

Despite some doubts of the nature and degree of support it could
expect from the chiefs and the role that ought to be allotted to them
in the new political order, the Mugabe government had retained the
institution of chieftainship in the first two years of independence.
During that period, however, the chiefs were divested of many of
their powers, although they continued to receive their stipends. The
ministcr of local government and town planning referred to them as a
desirable link with tradition and as "the cultural and spiritual leaders"
of the people, but their official role in local government was increas-
ingly limited, and they were expected to remain aloof from politics
(see Local Government, ch. 4).

The major components of rural communities, particularly in the
former TiL, have been extended families, the cores of which are
shallow patrilineages. These lineages are in turn parts of other
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patrilineal descent groups (deeper lineages, subclans, and clans) of
greater scope but lesser social, economic, and religious importance.
Even in the precolonial era members of a clan were widely dispersed,
and clans rarely if ever acted as units. Subclans were more likely to
be localized, and they typically controlled the range of marriage
partners; generally their members were required to marry outside
them. Both groups had names (typically clans chose animal names)
that allowed members to identify each other even if they could not
trace a genealogical connection. Although one section of a subclan
might invite members of another section to a ceremony, subclan
cohesiveness was not great, and it diminished as people were forced
to move to find land or to look for work in the European rural areas or
cities and towns.

The most important patrilineal descent group for most purposes in
the past and an ideal realized more and more rarely in the present
was a patrilineage whose adult males, their wives, and unmarried
children either lived in the same homestead or in a set of closely
clustered homesteads. The male ancestor of such a group might have
lived from three to five generations before the members of its
youngest adult generation, but its living adult members rarely ranged
over more than three generations (grandfather to adult grandchild).
Ideally this group was the unit concerned with marriage and mar-
riage payments, inheritance, disputes in which its members were
involved, and the like. It was the congregation in rituals directed to
the ancestral spirit thought of as the guardian of the group's welfare.
Common residence for three to four generations was achieved only
toward the end of the senior male's life. When he died, having
fathered males who themselves became heads of nuclear families
that had adult offspring and other dependents, the group was likely
to split, each of its components beginning the cycle. The more
successful the members of the lineage were in reproducing themselves,
the sooner the sheer size of the group would force a split. Even after
such a split, however, the group tended to maintain its religious
coherence.

In some areas the lineage has retained a considerable degree of
solidarity, but the exigencies of modern life have tended to diminish
it. Labor migration has separated its members, sometimes temporarily,
sometimes permanently. Further the nature ofwealth and its control
and inheritance have changed. Those who have adequate earnings,
still a minority, can be independent of their families. Despite these
changes the sense of obligation often has persisted, and individuals
will come from afar to attend a ritual considered essential to the
welfare of the group. If they are in the town, they will often lend a
hand and at least temporary shelter to a newcomer who is a close
relative. Personal preferences are strongly linked to social mobility
but are not wholly determined by it. Educated persons in the cities
and even in the African Purchase Areas who have been economically
successful tend to restrict their kinship obligations. They focus on
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This African entrepreneur makes and sells tin
utensils in a Harare market.
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the nuclear family and its cohesion, and their social lives arfr cen-
tered on a circle of families in similar circumstances.

Rearranging Social Relations
In the era before independence very few Africans distinguished

from the vast majority by their educations, occupations, and incomes
remained in the T1'L. Chiefs aside, there were primary-school teach-
ers (and more rarely secondary-school teachers), clergy of several
kinds, a few persons in the health services (nurses and medical
assistants), and perhaps a few others at the lower levels of govern-
ment service. Of varying importance in the traditional social order,
exercising different degrees of influence and sometimes disposing of
comparatively good incomes, were the spirit mediums and healers of
several kinds (see Indigenous Religions, this ch.).

Most Africans distinguished from the mass by their sources of
income and their ways of life were to be found in the citie, and towns
and to a lesser extent in the African Purchase Area.. -lost urban
Africans were poor and unskilled. From the perspective of most of
those who had more education, higher paying jobs, and who had
adopted many elements of a Western mode of life, this mass was at
the lower end of the social scale, although migrants who returned to
the rural areas would not, in that context, carry their low urban status
with them.
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The structure of status, wealth, and power in African society
before 1980 was distorted by the denial to Africans of access to the
heights of wealth and power which lay in the hands of Europeans.
But it was not only wealth and power that were inaccessible to
Africans. Income and education that would-have conferred what is
ordinarily thought of as upper middle-class status in the society as a
whole did not do so for Africans who managed to acquire them: For
all practical purposes European society was closed. The then compara-
tively small numbers of Africans who would have been part of a lower
middle class-small businessmen, teachers, and the like-or a steadily
employed and stable working class-skilled workers-were also
excluded from a comprehensive social order.

The effect of this distortion was that urban African communities
tended to give very high status to the few professionals among
them--physicians, administrative personnel in the African educa-
tion system, and the like--and to a few successful businessmen, all of
whom could afford a style of life that put them far above most urban
Africans and roughly on a level with middle-class Europeans. Many
of the wives of such professionals did not work, although most were
much better educated than wealthy businessmen and their spouses.
Just below this level were secondary-school teachers and others in
government with fairly high, steady incomes, secondary or better
education, and the ability and desire to maintain a way of life approxi-
mating that of Europeans. In this category the women often worked
as teachers or in other capacities. A reflection of the limits set on
African mobility generally and on that of African women in particular
was that state-registered nurses were included in this second highest
category.

A much larger third category than the first two consisted of a
variety of persons in white-collar work in private (usually European-
owned) enterprise and government, primary-school teachers, and
similar positions. Not nearly as well-off as the people in the first two
categories, those in the third category had, however, opted for as
much of a European life-style as they could afford. The fourth
category was composed mostly of small shopkeepers, whose wives
often worked with them. A fifth comprised skilled workers and the
semiskilled and unskilled living in stable families legitimated by
marriage between the man and woman of the household. Respect-
ability rather than income alone affected the way persons in the
upper strata, particularly the women of those strata, evaluated poorer
people in the towns. Outside the pale from the perspective of"respectable" people were households based on irregular unions and
prostitutes. In general, families below the third stratum (white-
collar workers) were characterized by styles of life and interaction,
e.g., relations between men and women, closer to those of the rural
areas than that of persons in the upper strata. Outside this system,
although many had the education and skills to have filled positions in
its upper strata, were men and women who had chosen either to be
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Market in Harare where women often
serve as shopkeepers

revolutionaries or to live elsewhere. Many of them had high status in

the new order.
The shape of the new social order after two years of independence

was not easy to discern. Clearly there was a new elite--Africans at

the highest reaches of government and politics and many others just
below them. Their salaries gave them incomes much beyond that
achieved by all but a very few Africans before independence. Proliferat-

ing at a somewhat slower rate but certain to be increasingly signifi-
cant were others at similar levels of income-managers, administra-
tors, professionals, and technicians. There were also going to be many

more skilled workers. In a country whose people were still largely
engaged in cultivation and herding, a comparatively small numberwas involved in commercial farming, and some of the most successful

commercial farmers were educated men who had first earned incomes
in the towns and had invested some of it to provide themselves with
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security in retirement under the former regime. It is unlikely that
many will become farmers on a very large scale.

Although the new regime is tolerating the continued existence of
industrial and commercial firms that are already in place, there is a
question whether it will encourage or allow the growth of additional
large-scale business in private hands, even if the entrepreneurs are
Africans. Similarly it is not clear that government service and politi-
cal power will become a significant path to simultaneous involve-
ment in business as it has elsewhere in Africa. Some Africans have
already suggested that the new elite is beginning to be as far removed
in income, power, and mode of life as the former European elite, and
Mugabe has criticized ministers who are not satisfied with what he
has termed their "fat salaries" and desire to acquire farms or businesses.
Elsewhere in Black Africa a substantial gap in income, status, and
way of life has developed between permanent urban dwellers-whether
elite, middle-class, or skilled workers-and the mass of peasants.
There were signs of this in Zimbabwe's preindepe-dence era. It
remains to be seen whether the new elite will marce a point of
diminishing that gap.

Religious Life
Christian missions have played a significant role in the education

of Africans and the delivery of health care to them beginning in the
1890s. Most of Zimbabwe's leaders have Christian backgrounds and
several are ordained clergy. Nevertheless the outlook of the great
mass of Africans has been shaped by beliefs rooted in indigenous
religious systems, and much of their ritual activity reflects their
continued adherence to these systems.

The most recent available estimates of religious affiliation, pro-
vided by the officials of the various churches in 1974, put the number
of African Christians at nearly 1.4 million, roughly one-fourth of the
then estimated African population. It was unlikely that there had
been any increase in the percentage of Christians since that time.
Some Christians, particularly in the mission churches, disaffiliated
during the war, and there is no indication of an upsurge in member-
ship since independence.

More than one-third of the total number of African Christians
were estimated to belong to African independent churches character-
ized by varying degrees of deviation from mission church doctrine
and practice or by the incorporation of elements or themes of indige-
nous religions. Moreover affiliation with a mission church has not
precluded participation in indigenous ritual either because a Chris-
tian still accepts the significance of such ritual or because participa-
tion is considered essential by kin or neighbors.

Christians, Missions, and Independent Churches
Missions began sustained activity among Africans at the close of

the nineteenth century, and the obligation to provide a modicum of
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education for Africans was soon devolved on them. They also under-
took to supply health facilities in the rural areas. By the early 1920s
there were fifteen missions working in Southern Rhodesia. To avert
conflict between them, the authorities limited specific churches to
particular rural areas so that persons adhering to mission churches in
any rural locality tended to be of one denomination.

The missions' connection with the provision of education and
medical treatment was, in the words of anthropologist and Roman
Catholic missionary Bourdillon, among "the reasons in favour of
joining a Christian church apart from religious conviction." Despite
these attractions and others, missionary successes came slowly, in
part because the demands made by most missions tended to wrench
individuals from their social and cultural contexts. By the 1930s
several varieties of independent churches, the stimulus for which
had originated in South Africa, were giving Africans the opportunity
to control their own institutions and to formulate their own religious
views, sometimes in opposition to missionary doctrine and practice.
These churches proliferated, and their membership grew fairly rapidly.

By the mid-1970s the 1.4 million African Christians were divided
among a dozen or so mission churches and more than 100 indepen-
dent churches. Among the denominations generated by mission
activity and still dependent on mission personnel and financial support,
the Roman Catholic Church was by far the largest (see table 3,
Appendix). Its growth took place largely after World War II when
missionary orders from Ireland, Switzerland, and Germany entered
the field, which had been left to English Jesuits (and Irish and
English Dominican nuns) in the first four decades of British rule.
Each of the orders was assigned to a different area, and the Roman
Catholic Church was one of the few that achieved a significant
membership of both Shona and Ndebele as well as a smattering from
smaller ethnic groups.

Although the Anglican Church's first mission was in easternmost
Zimbabwe (near Mutare), it expanded its activities in various places
among the Shona and later among the Ndebele. Between them the
Roman Catholic and Anglican churches have counted as members
most of the small Coloured population.

Several independent Methodist groups have operated in Zimbabwe.
The largest of them originated in Britain as the Wesleyan Methodist
Missionary Society and became the Methodist Church in Rhodesia
(Zimbabwe). The American Methodist Episcopal Church (later the
United Methodist Church) began its work in Manicaland and has
worked principally among the Shona in the east and northeast. The
United Methodists have given rise to the largest women's voluntary
organization in Zimbabwe, the Rukwadzano rwe Wadzimayi (Fellow-
ship of Women). Its activities range from the support of evangelism
and the maintenance of family morality to national and community
issues.
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The African Methodist Episcopal Church (AMEC) came to Rhode-
sia from South Africa where its black American founders had an early
impact. The Rhodesian authorities had forbidden American blacks to
enter the territory; thus AMEC's first missionaries and earliest
leaders were black South Africans. The Rhodesian government did
not permit AMEC activity in African rural areas, and the church
therefore concentrated on urban areas and mining towns in contrast
to most other missions.

Several other missions have had a more limited distribution. The
South African-based Dutch Reformed Church (Nederduitse
Gereformeerde Kerk-NGK), in addition to serving Afrikaners in
Zimbabwe, entered the missionary field early, concentrating particu-
larly in the territory's southeast quadrant. The NGK's mission arm,
locally called the African Reformed Church, was highly effective in
establishing schools and outpatient clinics and operated a teacher's
training institution that accepted Africans living outside its area. The
mission's activities attracted many Africans despite its Afrikaner
origins, liturgical austerity, and severe Calvinist doctrine. In time,
however, these features of the mission seem to have led to a decline
in membership. The Evangelical Lutherans (Church of Sweden
mission) have made their mark primarily in southern Zimbabwe,
particularly among the Sotho-speaking peoples of the area.

None of the remaining mission churches had as many as 5,000
African members. Among the larger groups were the Christian
Brethren (London Missionary Society) and the Congregationalists,
sponsored by the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions (known locally as the Rhodesian Mission American Board).
The latter operated mostly in the southeast among the Ndau section
of the Shona. Smaller groups included the Seventh day Adventists,
the Assembly of God, Jehovah's Witnesses, and the Faith Apostolic
Church.

The economic status of the mission churches in the early 1980s has
noi been publicized, but they were still dependent to varying degrees
on subventions from foreign sources, even in those cases where they
were largely staffed by African clergy. Some mission activity in the
fields of education and health care continued, and local congrega-
tions were not likely to be able to support the entire effort.

African clergy have taken over much of the pastoral work in many
churches. Some groups generated their first African clerics in the
1920s. (The AMEC's ministers have always been Africans if not
Zimbabweans.) Abel Muzorewa became national bishop of the United
Methodist Church in 1968. Perhaps the slowest to do so was the
largest group, the Roman Catholic Church. The first of its African
priests was not ordained until 1947, and the first bishops were not
installed until 1977. A seminary for the training of Roman Catholic
priests, which takes longer than that required by most Protestant
missions, had not begun until 1934, and ere seemed to have been
some reluctance on the part of the local hierarchy to undertake the
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task. Further, the length and stringency of the training needed for
ordination restricted the numbers ordained in a given period, and
the requirement of celibacy limited the number of candidates for the
priesthood. Therefore the Roman Catholic clergy remained largely
white in the late 1970s.

African independent churches emerged in the first and second
decades of the twentieth century, not long after the missions had
begun to have an impact. Models for their form and content were
available in South Africa where such churches had come into being
earlier, but the basic stimulus was Zimbabwean Africans' experience
of mission Christianity and the conflict between it and their own
culture and situation. These churches began to flourish in the 1930s,
and by the mid-1970s they comprised more than one-third of the
Africans who professed to be Christians.

Analysts have divided these churches into two broad types, although
there is considerable variation within each and overlap between
them. The first is called Ethiopian because that term has frequently
been a part of their names, in South Africa at least. The second kind
has variously been called Zionist or apostolic. Typically, Ethiopian
churches (also called separatist or secessionist) began when their
clerical and lay leaders broke away from mission churches because
they thought themselves denied opportunities for leadership and
significant participation in them. The founders of separatist churches
tended to adhere to the doctrines and practices of the mission groups
from which they had split. Their attitudes toward indigenous religion,
as Bourdillon points out, ranged from the tolerance exhibited by
some white missionaries to the outright rejection exhibited by others.

A common feature of the Ethiopian churches-and of the Zionist
or apostolic variety-was their tendency to split. Members who
considered their aspirations for leadership unmet or who were impelled
by their experience to offer a version of the religion different from
that of the group to which they were attached formed new ones. In
any case, when a founder of an independent church died, the dispute
over succession often led to the formation of autonomous churches
stemming from the original one.

The Zionist or apostolic churches, more popular and faster grow-
ing than the Ethiopian variety, have in common an emphasis on
divine healing and baptism in the Holy Spirit (hence the adjective
spiritist that is applied to them). The Zionist churches derive their
name from Zion City, Illinois, where the black-led Christian Catho-
lic Apostolic Church in Zion was founded in the nineteenth century.
That church proved a source of inspiration to the first independent
churches in South Africa. Several other apostolic churches founded
in the United States also had an influence on these early African
groups. The stress on the notion of the apostolate seems to reflect the
sense of some of the followers that the establishment of these groups
parallels the founding of Christianity.
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Prophecy inspired by the Holy Spirit is a central feature of most of
these churches, the prophet tending to act in some respects like
some diviners in indigenous religion, i.e., seeking to determine the
causes of illness or other affliction affecting the individual or the
community. Another element common in many apostolic churches is
speaking in tongues. Their ritual is much less staid than that of the
mission and Ethiopian churches and frequently includes dancing.

The significance of these churches has been variously interpreted.
Some have argued that they appeal to followers unable to detach
themselves wholly from the indigenous system but who seek an
expanded world view represented by Christianity. In this perspec-
tive apostolic churches are Christianizing the people. Others insist
that apostolic religion is a dilution of Christianity and is paganizing
people who might otherwise be converted to Christianity. In fact
most of the members of these churches are rural, little educated, and
minimally involved in modern politics or the modern economy. A
Zimbabwean analyst, Madziwanyika Tsomondo, has claimed that
they constitute a movement, however fragmented and inchoate, of
cultural nationalists or, more accurately, of rejectors of westerniza-
tion (represented particularly by the missions). Unlike the national-
ist movements that sought to wrest power from Europeans but
accepted much of what had been introduced by them, the apostolic
movement has not been directly political. Tsomondo points out that
these churches have been uncomfortable not only with the missions
but also with the nationalist movements and vice versa. In modern
Zimbabwe, therefore, they may be an embarrassment to the regime
rather than a bulwark.

Indigenous Reli ios
Zimbabwe's indigenous religions developed in the context of social

systems that were much changed by the last quarter of the twentieth
century. Some of the patterns of belief -and ritual had lost the
structural contexts to which they had leant meaning and from which
they drew it. Thus some of the rituals connected with the old political
order either are not carried out or have a meaning different from that
formerly imputed to them. Much religious activity, however, was
tied to persistent social arrangements and institutions, e.g., lineage,
family, and local community, and ancestral and other spirits are still
relevant. Moreover the vagaries of the climate, believed to be sub-
ject to the actions of spirits, remain a problem for a still largely
agricultural people.

All indigenous religious systems are concerned with this world
and with the effects of the spirits on the welfare of the living. Rituals
are oriented to seeking the help or forbearance of various kinds of I
spirits in the course of the life of an individual, family, or community,

or to placating them if they are deemed responsible for afflictions of
various kinds, such as illness and drought. In these systems rewards
and punishments occur in the here and now and are often the
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consequences of acts or failures to act with respect to specific spirits
or persons. But afflictions visited upon individuals, kin groups, or
communities may also be caused by the actions of inherently malevo-
lent spirits or by persons-witches-thought to have extraordinary
powers. In such a world view there is little room for chance or for the
notion that microorganisms or weather systems indifferent to human
beings inadvertently affect their welfare. A Zimbabwean may, for
example, make use of modern medicine because it relieves symp-
toms but may still be concerned to know why an illness was inflicted
upon him.

An indigenous religious system is peculiar to specific sections of an
ethnic group in the sense that the range and characteristics of spirits
and rituals may vary from one group to another, sometimes to the
point where the configuration of belief and practice differs substantially.
The ingredients are similar, however, and some general patterns
may be discerned.

Each system recognizes several orders or categories of spirits. The
central category, in the sense that it contains the spirits most fre-
quently dealt with by ordinary Shona and Ndebele in family rituals,
is that of the ancestral spirits (or spirit elders-Shona, madzimu;
sing., mudzium; Ndebele, amadhlozi; sing., idhlozi). Such spirit
elders are, for the most part, considered friendly and helpful pro-
vided that rituals honoring them are regularly carried out. In many
Shona groups a member of the family is a medium for the family's
senior or guardian spirit, who is present for some rituals to partake of
the offering and to advise. Only when the spirits are offended by an
act of a member of the group or by failure to honor them may they be
responsible for an affliction, typically a mild one intended a reminder
rather than as punishment.

Among the Shona a spirit of the same order-but thought of as
angry or dangerous and called by a different term (ngozi)-is believed
to afflict individuals or families, whether its own or another, because
it has been griev.ously offended in its time on earth or after death.
Among the spirits falling into this category are those of murdered
persons, abused or neglected spouses, and creditors angry at dilatory
debtors. An angry spirit is placated only when serious difficulties
befall a family and a diviner capable of coping with such spirits
attributes the problem to such a spirit. Sometimes the spirit will
possess an individual to make its anger known. Quieting an ngozi
spirit may be costly in material ways, e.g., payment of substantial
compensation to the family of a murdered person or the performance
of humiliating acts.

Another Shona category comprises stranger spirits (mahave; sing,
shave) believed to represent outsiders who died in the area and were
not buried properly. Mashave may also be spirits of Europeans or
baboons, among other things. The chief interest of these spirits
seems to be to make those they enter dance, but in some areas they
are thought responsible for the special skills or talents of the person
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they possess. By and large they are benevolent, but some may turn
malevolent, in which case they are called ngozi like dangerous
ancestral spirits.

Quite different in their scope from these spirits, all of which are
concerned with individuals and specific kin groups, are the commu-
nity tutelary spirits. Typically such spirits are ancestors of the chiefly
lineage, but occasionally they may represent a former ruling group in
the area. In either case their jurisdiction is territorial rather than kin
based. Some among these communal guardiai spirits become lion
spirits; they are thought first to possess a lion and then a medium.
The term for lion, mhondoro, is widely used for the spirit and the
medium. Often the lion spirit of a chiefdom has been the founder of a
chiefly dynasty; sometimes his sister is another, but some of the
historically important ones have not been clearly identified with a
known ruler or his sister. When a lion spirit medium dies, the spirit
often possesses another in the same chiefdom. Sometimes a lion
spirit possesses only one medium and does not manifest itself again
when the medium dies. Some historically important lion spirits have
entered mediums sequentially in several parts of the country.

The lion spirits are usually concerned with such matters as the
land and its fertility and succession to the chieftainship. Some have
achieved great fame as rainmakers. The commonest relatively regu-
lar ritual honoring the lion spirits of a community occurs at the onset
of the rainy season or sometime during it. Other rituals are held as
the need is felt, e.g., those organized to ask the spirit's help on the
occasion of an epidemic, drought, or plague of locusts. The lion
spirits through their medium have been regularly consulted when
the question of succession to the chieftainship has arisen. In some
areas a lion spirit may be consulted on private matters, such as illness
in the family; unlike the usual diviners and healers (nganga), however,
they do not accept fees or use material means to effect their divina-
tions or cures.

Some lion spirits have played a substantial part in the historical
actions of large sections of the Shona people. The spirit Chaminuka
first entered a medium early in the nineteenth century and moved
from medium to medium in different regions until it possessed
Pasipapire, a son ofa Zezuru chief. In this guise Chaminuka acquired
a great reputation as a rainmaker, developed a large cult, and became a
strong element in the resistance to the Ndebele under Lobengula in
the 1870s. Lobengula, after deferring to Chaminuka in the person of
Pasipaire, began to consider him a threat and had Pasipapire killed in
1883, after which Chaminuka was enveloped in legend and myth. A
woman became Chaminuka's medium in 1903 but died after having
been imprisoned by the British. In subsequent mediums Chaminuka
has maintained a reputation as a rainmaker.

Two other spirits-Nehanda and Kaguvi-played important roles
in the Shona resistance to the colonizers that culminated in the
1896-97 revolt (see Settlement, Resistance, and Pacification, ch. 1).
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Nehanda was a lion spirit that had possessed a series of female
mediums in the Zezuru region for many years and had acquired a
status equivalent to that ofChaminuka. Through its medium, Nehanda
encouraged the first killings of European settlers in its area and
helped to organize the resistance of Zezuru chiefs to white rule.
Further, Nehanda insisted that its followers reject European mate-
rial goods and fight with traditional weapons. Unlike Nehanda,
Kaguvi became known as a spirit only when it possessed one Gumpore-
shumba and in the guise became a leader of the Shona revolt. Gum-
poreshumba seems to have been directly involved in the mechanics
of the revolt in addition to acting as a medium. Both mediums
were caught, tried for murder, and hanged; Gumporeshumba con-
verted to Roman Catholicism before he died. Other mediums have
since been possessed by Nehanda, but Kaguvi has not reappeared.

During the period from UDI to independence, lion spirit medi-
ums seem to have been involved in politics in various ways. Some
remained quiescent, limiting themselves to their usual activities,
but others directly supported the guerrillas whether as individuals or
as voices of the spirits said to possess them.

Despite their considerable influence, lion spirit mediums are
subject to certain checks. One of these is skepticism of the genuine-
ness of particular mediums. In Shona theory once a medium has
been accepted as such by senior mediums, he or she speaks with the
voice of a lion spirit. In fact, if the spirit medium seems to be insisting
on some action that his followers consider harmful or difficult to
accept, questions have arisen whether the medium is truly possessed.
Another individual may claim to be possessed by the same lion spirit,
and members of the community may decide that the spirit has left
the older medium. Cases have been recorded where a lion medium
has advised against the building of a dam or some other improvement
and has been ignored. In short, lion spirit mediums can be leaders or
innovators only up to a point.To carry people with them they must
articulate a consensus, whether or not it is fully conscious. In so
doing they spur people to action.

The religions of all indigenous groups, whatever the hierarchy of
other spirits included in them, recognize a high god. The usual
Shona term is Mwari; the usual Ndebele name is Mlimo, a term
borrowed from the Sotho people absorbed by the Nguni-speaking
Ndebele. Both terms have been used by missionaries for the Chris-
tian God. The attributes of the high god vary not only from one
people to another but from section to section of the Shona. All
peoples recognize the high god as a creator; many consider him the
ultimate source of the power of the other spirits and of life-giving
things, such as rain; some identify him with the sun, thunder, and
the heavens. Unlike the other spirits he has not had a life on earth. In
general the high god is a remote being, concerned with the welfare of
the people as a whole, but seldom is thought of as acting directly and
(except for the Mwari cult of the Matopo Hills) is rarely approached
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directly. His actions are mediated through other spirits, and he is
approached through them. Although an African may occasionally
attribute something to the high god, e.g., death resulting from old
age, he is not often referred to.

The Mwari cult is limited to the southern and southwestern Shona-
the Karanga and Kalanga sections-and to the Venda, who also
participate in it. The cult is located in the Matopo Hills in an area
peopled in large part by the Ndebele, who apparently consulted the
Mwari oracle several times but were not significantly influenced by
the cult. Priests and messengers serve the cult, which is focused on
several shrines, some arranged in a cohesive hierarchy, some appar-
ently in competition. The most important of them is at Matonjeni.
The oracles are consulted on public matters through priests but often
with the authorization or recommendation of senior spirit mediums
in a chiefdom.

As part of an attempt to explain and deal with events, particularly
with the relations between people, indigenous systems also invoke
the notion of witchcraft. Underlying the attribution of suffering or
death to a witch is the assumption that the perpetrator, not the
sufferer, is to blame, whereas ancestral spirits are usually thought to
cause difficulties because their descendants have committed a trans-
gression of some sort.

The Shona and other groups tend to attribute much disease and
misfortune to the action of witches, who are inherently malevolent
but whose particular acts may be generated by envy of the person
afflicted. Mild illnesses may be attributed to an ancestral spirit, but
serious and prolonged sickness rarely is. Death, except that of extremely
old people, is usually considered a consequence ofwitchcraft. Witches
may sometimes achieve their evil ends by instigating the activity of a
dangerous spirit (ngozi), but some Shona think that a witch becomes
one because a spirit has invested him or her. In principle anyone may
be a witch. In practice witchcraft among the Shona (and to a lesser
extent among the Ndebele) is usually attributed to women who may,
among other things, be accused of harming their co-wives, husbands,
and their husbands' kinfolk. The pattern of accusation of women and
the particular kinds of persons thought to be harmed by them gives
some support to the idea that powerless persons are often believed to
exercise power in obscure ways and that witches use their putative
power in situations of actual or potential conflict, e.g., that between
co-wives.

The characteristics and behavior of witches include collaboration
in covens, trafficking with spirits embodied in animals, the capacity
to move about at night over long distances, the readiness to consume
human flesh (particularly that of babies), and similar aptitudes and
appetites. It is assumed that a witch who has been entered by a spirit,
often thought to be the spirit of a female ancestor who was also a
witch, cannot and does not wish to be changed and that she enjoys
the evil she does. It is, however, thought possible that a woman may
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be a witch without knowing it and may perpetrate her evil
unconsciously.

The Shona and Ndebele also believe in a nonhereditary kind of
witch who uses material objects such as medicines (poisons) and
charms or who manipulates objects deriving from the putative victims's
body (nail parings and the like) to harm victims. Typically such
witches are thought to be males who act with particular goals in
mind, e.g., to damage someone disliked or to gain something at
another's expense. Often he is thought to acquire the necessary
materials and the relevant knowledge from an herb doctor who has
become corrupt.

There are ways of finding out who or what is responsible for an
affliction and why. Further, there are ways of dealing with commu-
nity problems such as those posed by succession to political office,
that are thought to be the concern of significant ancestors. Finding
answers is the province of the diviner. In addition to the spirit
mediums who are concerned with wishes of the guardian spirits of
families and lineages and the lion spirits that deal with such matters
as chiefly succession, there is a range of professional diviners and
healers in Shona society (all called nganga) who use their skills and
knowledge for a fee. Diviners and healers also function in Ndebele
society, and there too they are often called nganga. Some nganga use
a variety of techniques for both divining and healing, bringing to bear
those considered appropriate to a particular illness and its likely
cause. Many, however, specialize. A number are herbalists who
provide curative medicines and protective charms. Others are spirit
mediums possessed by potent stranger spirits who deal with cases
where witchcraft or the activity of a dangerous spirit (ngozi) is
suspected. Some deal only with specific illnesses.

An nganga is usually a male, but a number of women have consid-
erable reputations as diviners and healers. He or she may learn the
profession by apprenticeship but frequently is called to it by spirit
possession, often associated with the illness of the prospective nganga.
After the call the techniques must still be learned. The basic skill for
diviner and healer, howe ver, is the capacity to be sensitive to the
stresses and strains under which the client labors. Diagnosis (divination)
and cure are often psychological in character. At the same time,
particular herbal medicines are effective.

In the two years since independence, much has been said about
the possibility of integrating indigenous healers with Western medicine.
This seems to reflect the sense of some Zimbabweans that the
nganga have something to offer in the form of herbal medicines and
in their social and psychological acumen; it may also indicate an
awareness that many Zimbabweans may be more comfortable in
health facilities where these familiar figures operate. Beyond this,
some in government may think that associating the nganga with
medical institutions will control what they consider some less desir-
able activities of nganga. For example, some of them set themselves
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up as witchfinders who enter a community and point out people
whom they dub witches; they may then propose to cure the witches,
i.e., to exorcise the spirits inhabiting them, all for a fee. Whether
modern physicians and many nganga will find themselves able to
cooperate or to define the terms on which they can do so is uncertain.

Education
The postindependence government inherited what had long been

(except for the University of Zimbabwe, formerly the University of
Rhodesia) two sharply segregated systems of education. In the
Zimbabwe Rhodesia era the legislative basis of segregation was
abrogated, but the Education Act of 1979 that replaced it did little to
change de facto segregation and the dual characteristics of the old
system (see fig. 14). The new government had the task ofdesegregat-
ing and expanding the system and of changing the character of
education to suit an African-dominated society.

Before independence some free primary education for Africans
was available, but fees were required in many schools, and primary
schooling was far from universal. Government financial support was
far less than that given education for Europeans. In 1976-77, for
example, per capita support for white pupils was ten times that for
blacks. Much of the responsibility for building and staffing devolved
on missions and other organizations (local councils in the TTL).
The schools run by these groups--83 percent of all African schools-
were deemed private but were required to meet standards estab-
lished by the central government. Most teachers were Africans,
some well trained but many more, less so. Here again government
offered comparatively little support and few facilities. In the 1970s
roughly half the children in the six-to-twelve- or thirteen-year cohort
were enrolled as students. The numbers grew slowly until 1978
when the war led to a decline.

Schooling for European children was free and compulsory to the
age of fifteen, i.e., through the ninth grade or junior-secondary
school. Fees for most secondary schools were low enough to be
affordable by all but a few European families but not by most African
ones. The teachers in European primary schools (all Europeans)
were better trained than the typical teacher in African schools.

A very small proportion of Africans completing primary school
entered secondary school, and most were assigned to a course of
study that terminated at the junior-secondary level. An even smaller
proportion therefore went beyond that level, and a still smaller
group completed the upper year of Form VI and were able to take
the examination for the Cambridge Higher School Certificate, the
passing of which made them eligible for the university. Talent and
application were not enough to complete the full course. Fees were
required, and most secondary schools were boarding schools. Only
students whose parents were well off and willing to support them or
who could obtain other aid were able to undertake six years of
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schooling when others of their age-group were working. Typically,
students and their families saw secondary and higher education as
paths to a good job, but even that reward was limited given the de
facto reservation of many such jobs for whites.

Most white children attended secondary schools through the age
of sixteen or so, i.e., through Form III or IV. Passing the examina-
tion after Form IV made them eligible for a range of technical
training, apprenticeships, and other jobs not open to those with a
lesser education. After 1975, however, the European population
began to diminish and with it white enrollment in the primary and
secondary schools.

In 1979 the two school systems were technically unified, but the
schools were not integrated. Three kinds of schools-government,
community, and private-were established. Government schools
were differentiated with respect to the fees required. Those assess-
ing high fees were also residentially zoned, thus excluding virtually
all Africans. Low-fee schools were to serve substantial numbers of
Africans, particularly in the urban areas. Free schools catered to the
poorest Africans. Community schools were organized in terms of
linguistic, cultural, and religious criteria and were to be adminis-
tered by boards of governors that set admissions and other policies.
Communities could buy existing state schools or establish new ones.
Even if an African community could afford the capital and operating
costs of such a school, which it rarely could, the school was likely to
be exclusively African. Finally, there were mission and other (locally
administered) schools that were granted some aid by the government.
In effect these were the private schools previously attended by most
rural African children.

The exception to the generally segregated character of the
preindependence school system was the University of Rhodesia.
Established as the University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland in
1955, it became the University College of Rhodesia after the termina-
tion of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, and a full univer-
sity in 1970. Admission to the university was based on the successful
completion of examinations in approved subjects, the precise require-
ments varying according to the faculty or institute to which the
student applied. Despite the limited number of places for them in
secondary schools preparing students for university matriculation,
Africans constituted 40 percent or more of the student body in the
1970s, in part because those who did complete their secondary
education in the face of obstacles were clearly eligible. Moreover
financial aid was available to them at that level.

Despite the nonsegregated character of the university, whites
seeking higher education were favored in other ways: they received
government support to attend South African universities and were
prepared for matriculation in a special section of Form VI. The
polytechnics were open largely to whites, in part because a technical
education was linked to the possibility of apprenticeship for which
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Africans were not eligible until the late 1970s and then only in very
small numbers.

Initially the new government did little to change the system
established by the Education Act of 1979, although its leaders consid-
ered much of it unsatisfactory. They wanted first to evaluate Zimbabwe's
needs and to assess the costs of change. Some changes in the examina-
tion system were made to permit larger numbers of Africans to move
into the higher grades. Age limits for entering either primary or
secondary school were lifted, and the practice of assigning most
African students to a secondary-school course ending at grade nine
was terminated. Above all, fees for primary education were elimi-
nated in most schools (all truly private-including religious-schools
that charged high fees could continue to do so in conformity with
Zimbabwe's Constitution). The community school system, which
catered to most whites at primary and secondary levels, remained in
place until 1982.

The end of the civil war, the coming to power of the new government,
the elimination of fees in primary schools, and the lifting of certain
restrictions pertaining to secondary schools led to substantial increases
in the numbers of African children in these institutions beginning in
the second term of 1980. By the 1982 school year, enrollment in the
primary schools was more than double that for 1979. Secondary
schools, although still requiring fees, nevertheless drew more than
three times the number of students enrolled in 1979 (see table 4;
table 5, Appendix). Most secondary-school students who have enrolled
since independence were in Forms I and II. After the increase in
primary-school enrollments in the second semester of 1980, roughly
78 percent of the six-to-twelve-year cohort was in primary school. It
was likely that by 1982 the proportion was more than 90 percent. The
proportion of secondary-school students in the thirteen-to-eighteen-
year cohort was only 8 percent in 1980. Although substantially
higher by 1982, it was probably still under 50 percent.

The surge of enrollment inevitably led to an overlaod of physical
facilities and a shortage of teachers. At the secondary level the need
for space was initially handled by instituting double sessions. The
traditional emphasis on boarding schools at the secondary level was
apparently to give way to day schools, which were cheaper to build
and less costly to the student; it might be necessary to provide
transportation in the more sparsely settled areas. At the primary
level the immediate need for space was met in part by the use of
some of the schools hitherto reserved for whites and by ad hoc
arrangements. It seems that local communities would be expected to
furnish some of the labor and perhaps a portion of other costs of
primary-school construction.

The massive growth in enrollments to 1982 and the expectation of
continuing growth, even if at a slackening rate, through the 1980s
required the training of substantial numbers of teachers. Until inde-
pendence all but a few secondary-school teachers of whatever race
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were qualified, and the new government apparently intended to
maintain a similar level. In the short run the need has been met by
hiring expatriates (mostly Australians). The training level of African
teachers in primary schools was more varied. In 1980, after the surge
of enrollment, about one-fourth to one-third of primary-school teach-
ers were thought to be untrained and about two-fifths to be not
completely qualified, leaving about one-fourth to one-third fully
prepared. To raise the qualifications of those already employed and
to provide the larger numbers needed in the primary and secondary
schools, additional teacher-training colleges and other training sys-
tems were instituted. More immediate needs at the primary level
were to be met largely by Zintec (Zimbabwe Integrated Teachers's
Education Course) colleges. Formal academic training for a period of
sixtwn weeks was to be followed by four years of in-service training.
Field tutors would supervise study and work, and vacation and
weekend courses were to be integral to the program.

The growth of the student body at the University of Zimbabwe-
from under 2,000 in 1979 to 2,800 in 1982-was less massive than
that at lower levels, given the relatively small numbers of well-
prepared secondary-school graduates. Even so, the increase in abso-
lute numbers coupled with a change in the composition of the
student body implied a substantial number of African students at the
university. Less than half African before independence, the student
body was 63 percent African in 1980, the last year for which a
breakdown by race was available, and the proportion was probably
higher by 1982.

Although a survey of manpower needs was still to be completed in
1982, government officials and foreign analysts were agreed that
there was a need for technically trained workers at all levels includ-
ing the highest. To that end the polytechnics in Harare and Bulawayo
(particularly the School of Mines in the latter) were being expanded,
a new college was opened at Kwekwe, and still another was being
contemplated at Mutare.

Before independence a number of Zimbabwean students were
studying in Britain, chiefly in its secondary schools. Most came as
refugees or exiles from the preindependence regime and were sup-
ported by the British Council (a government-supported but indepen-
dent agency), agencies of the United Nations, and other sources. In
mid-1981 there were roughly 3,000 Zimbabwean students in Britain,
but support had been drastically curtailed. The newly independent
government was granted limited funds by the British government for
educational purposes, but Zimbabwean authorities decided to use
the funds for the training of persons in skills not available in Zimbabwe,
and they urged students in Britain to return to their native land.

Public statements by members of the Ministry of Education and
Culture and others have stressed impending changes in the curricula
and modes of education of primary and secondary schools. In April
1982 it was announced that a core curriculum was being developed
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for all primary schools. Among the changes already under way but
not yet universally established was the joining in primary schools of
practical and academic training. Students were expected to engage
in such activities as agriculture, carpentry, and sewing, not only as a
way of acquiring skills but also as a means of contributing to the
school budget. This mode of education had been developed in
refugee camps in Botswana, Zambia, and Mozambique during the
war and, with some modifications, was being carried out in a number
of pilot programs in Zimbabwe.

There has been an increased emphasis in the secondary schools on
the teaching of science, especially that aspect of it pertaining to
biology and its applications in the Zimbabwean environment. The
lack of laboratory facilities has been alleviated in part by the introduc-
tion of special science kits adequate for laboratory work at the
junior-secondary level. A major change in substance is taking place
in the social sciences. In the words of the Ministry of Education and
Culture, "the current approach is concentric, startingwith Zimbabwe,
then Africa, the Third World, and the international community as a
whole." Also given an important role is work in the Shona and
Ndebele languages and cultures. English, however, remains the
medium of instruction at all levels, and a special program is to be
instituted with the help of British experts to improve the teaching of
that language.

Health
Before independence, health services were oriented largely to

Europeans and were concentrated in urban centers; curative rather
than preventive medicine was stressed. Further, many of the limited
facilities available to the largely rural African population were dam-
aged during the war. The diseases affecting the bulk of that African
population stemmed in good part from inadequate environmental
sanitation. The effet.s of these diseases and others were exacerbated
by widespread protein-deficiency malnutrition, particularly among
children.

This diagnosis of the situation, shared by government health
officials and foreign analysts, led immediately to the first steps
toward a national health service. Government planning stressed free
health care to the poor, the construction and staffing of village health
centers and rural clinics, and preventive medicine. Several foreign
and international sources were providing money and skills in the
early 1980s, but the staffing at the base of the health services pyramid
and at some of the higher levels was to be furnished by Zimbabweans.

Because reports on mortality in the preindependence period included
data only from urban and European rural areas and reports on
morbidity data only from admissions to Ministry of Health facilities
(limited in number and distribution), there was no accurate picture
of disease among Africans, and there is not likely to be one until the
quality and quantity of statistical reporting improves. Nevertheless,
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available information does show a marked difference in the major
causes of adult death among Africans and Europeans and reveals
some of the dimensions of disease among the African population.

Broadly speaking, Africans suffer mainly from infectious and com-
municable diseases, Europeans from degenerative ones. Thus in
1979 measles, pneumonia, enteritis and other diarrheal diseases,
cardiac and circulatory illnesses (other than common heart attacks),
and cancers accounted for nearly 43 percent of all registered adult
deaths among Africans, whereaz heart attacks, other cardiac and
circulatory disorders, and cancers accounted for more than 50 per-
cent of European deaths. The principal causes of illness among
Africans admitted to Ministry of Health facilities in 1975 and 1978
included malaria--a disabler rather than a killer--enteritis and other
diarrheal diseases, pneumonia, and measles. Also important were
lacerations and other wounds (causes not specified) and complica-
tions of pregnancy and delivery. Estimates based on other sources
suggest that trachoma, and pulmonary tuberculosis have a high
incidence among Africans. Less frequent as causes of death or for
admission to Ministry of Health facilities, but still of some importance,
were typhoid, tetanus, infectious hepatitis, and leprosy. Cholera has
occurred infrequently in epidemic form.

Except for pneumonia, measles, and tuberculosis, most of the
diseases from which Africans suffer are water related. Enteritis and
similar illnesses are waterborne, as is infectious hepatitis. Schistoso-
miasis (snail fever) is water based. The malaria-bearing mosquito lays
its eggs in water. And the incidence of trachoma and leprosy could be
lowered if clean water for hygienic purposes were available. In all of
these water-related cases the establishment of a regimen of environ-
mental sanitation would do much to suppress the diseases. In the
case of measles, inoculation would serve the same purpose.

Many of these diseases (particularly enteritis and other diarrheal
diseases and measles) that afflict children are more damaging when
the infected children are suffering from protein-deficiency malnutrition.
In the case of measles, for example, the onset of and recovery from
the disease produce demands for protein and energy that are not met
by the usual diet, which may be marginally adequate under normal
circumstances. Studies seem to show a fairly high incidence of
moderate or severe malnourishment, particularly among poorer
African children. Starvation has been rare, but kwashiorkor and
marasmus have occurred and have resulted in infant and child deaths.

In a 1981 World Bank staff paper, Social Infrastructure and
Services in Zimbabue, it was stated that"in many developing countries,
the health infrastructure has an urban bias; the Zimbabwean system
is extreme." Of the five providers of health services through 1980,
three were oriented largely to the urban population: the central
government's Ministry of Health, the private sector, and industrial
medical services; one, comprising voluntary agencies--mainly
churches-- furnished hospitals and clinics to the largely African rural
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areas; local councils, again mainly African, provided some services in
both urban and rural areas. Many of the rural facilities operated by
missions and local authorities were closed from 1977 to 1980 as the
war intensified.

The Ministry of Health's four large modern hospitals were in
Harare and Bulawayo. Formerly two were allocated to Africans and
two to Europeans and other groups. There were eleven Ministry of
Health general hospitals in smaller towns, and the ministry operated
still smaller hospitals at the district levels and in some rural areas.
The seven special hospitals included facilities for mental illness,
leprosy, and tuberculosis. In principle, patients entering a lower
level facility could be referred to a better equipped hospital if that
were necessary to deal with a specific illness. In practice, however,
African patients entering rural health clinics (called primary health
care centers) were rarely referred beyond local rural hospitals.

The ratio of population to medical personnel in 1977 was roughly
8,000 persons for each physician and 1,000 persons for each nurse or
midwife. The ratio was better than that of neighboring states in East
and Central Africa, but there was a radical difference between urban
areas (2,000 persons for each physician and 320 for each nurse or
midwife) and rural areas (33,000 persons for each physician and more
than 2,000 for each nurse or midwife). The urban-rural distinction
overlapped substantially with a European-African one.

Formerly all Ministry of Health facilities and personnel operated
on a fee-for-service basis. Other facilities did the same, in principle,
but fees were sometimes waived. Most whites were members of
medical aid societies (insurance groups) in which most white practi-
tioners participated.

Soon after independence the government announced that free
health care was to be available to all those earning less than Z$150 a
month (for value of the Zimbabwe dollar-see Glossary), a ceiling
that in the early 1980s would have made most rural Africans and
many urban ones eligible. Those earning more were to pay into an
insurance fund on a sliding scale, in any case less than that paid for
membership in a private medical aid society. The latter were to be
permitted to continue, as were private medical practice and existing
private hospitals and nursing homes. In 1982, however, it was
announced that no new facilities were to be built.

The expansion of health services, including preventive medicine,
was expected to be costly. Even if large central hospitals were not
built, numbers of smaller rural hospitals, rural clinics, and village
health centers and equipment to furnish them were required. The
constructio of facilities in rural communities made use of the labor
of local people, but some of the people involved in construction and
much of the capital were provided by foreign sources.

The new faeiities at the eof thealth care pyramid were to be
apstaffebypwa medlcts with a cnoe-

able degree of training in the rural health centers and local persons
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chosen by village people in village facilities. The latter are to be
given enough training to instruct villagers in environmental sanitation,
to dispense some drugs, and to refer patients to the next higher
treatment level. The use of former guerrilla medical orderlies as
medical assistants was contemplated soon after independence, but
the extent to which they have entered the national health system had
not been made public as of mid-1982.

Physicians and nurses will be required to staff facilities at higher
levels of the health care pyramid, e.g., rural hospitals and clinics,
and to supervise paramedics at the lower levels. Although there was
not a net emigration ofphysiciam in the first two years of independence,
many physicians were in the private sector and in urban areas; some
inducement may be required to shift some of them to smaller towns
and rural areas. Some doctors who have come to Zimbabwe as part of
the aid furnished by foreign countries were working in rural areas in
the early 1980s, but that was a temporary expedient. The intake of
the University of Zimbabwe's medical school had been expanded
considerably, and it was expected that newly graduated Zimbabwean
physicians would be required to serve in the national health program
for some time, at least part of it in rural areas.

As of 1982 no considered analysis of postindependence tendencies
in the social system had appeared. Earlier descriptions and analyses
provide useful background, but they are predicated on social, political,
and economic orders dominated by Europeans. A good survey of the
Shona up to the early 1970s is Michael Bourdillon's The Shona
Peoples, which provides some indication of the range of variation
among these peoples and an extensive bibliography. No similar work
exists for the Ndebele.

There is a substantial literature on the significance of religion and
religious organizations. One is Peter Fry's Spirits of Protest: Spirit
Mediums and the Articulation of Consensus among the Zezuru of
Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe). The complex regional relations
among spirit cults are dealt with in Kingsley Garbett's "Disparate
Regional Cults and a Unitary Ritual Field in Zimbabwe." Bennetta
Jules-Rosette's Ritual and Converslon in the Church ofJohn Maranke
and Clive and Margaret Kilefts "The Masowe Vapostori of Seki:
Utopianism and Tradition in an African Church" are but two of many
works tratiS aotoli (or spIrtist) churches in Zimbabwe.
Works dZwith socia change and straction in Affican

society beore independence are Anna K.H. Weinrich's African
Farmer# in Rhodesia: Old and New Peasant Commnitlies in
Karangaland, Mucheke: Race, Steau, and Politics in a Rhoduuian
Couw'aft, Bkock and WhIW ElUs in Rural Rhod a, and "Social
StiN. sad Change among Africsan Women in a Rhodeslan
Provincial Town." Also relevant is Ansela P. Cheater's "Aspects of
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Status and Mobility among Farmers and Their Families in Msengezi
African Purchase Land."

Two articles approaching African ethnicity and ethnic relations
from different perspectives are John Day's '"he Insignificance of
Tribe in the African Politics of Zimbabwe Rhodesia" and Msipula
Sithole's "Ethnicity and Factionalism in Zimbabwe: Nationalist Poli-
tics 1957-79." A very useful source for the meaning of names and
indigenous terms and as a general research aid (an extensive bibliog-
raphy is included) is R. Kent Rasmussen's Historical Dictionary of
Rhodesia/Zimbabwe. (For further information see Bibliography.)
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Chapter 3. The Economy
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African workers dumping a carload of coke into a blast furnace at an
iron and steel plant



ZIMBABWE BEGAN ITS independent existence in 1980 with a
dual economic structure comprising a well-developed, broadly based
modem sector dominated by the small white segment of the popula-
tion and a largely agricultural subsistence sector-since indepen-
de %N generally referred to as the communal sector--consisting of
the greater proportion of the majority African peoples. There was
considerable interaction between the two elements involving the
exchange of goods, the provision of labor by the subsistence sector,
and the payment of wages by the modern sector that in part were
transferred to the subsistence component.

The modern sector, which accounted for the greater part of the
gross domestic product, included most of the country's better agricul-
tural land, mineral resources, and developed transport and electric
power infrastructure. Pre-1980 economic development had been
centered almost entirely in this sector, which until 1974 had experi-
ence relatively constant economic growth at a rate that had substan-
tially exceeded that of population increase. During the latter half of
the 1970s, however, this upward trend was reversed, and significant
real annual declines in economic activity occurred, largely the result
of the accumulating effect of international sanctions, rising petro-
leum prices, war damage, the need for manpower for military service,
and severe droughts (in 1978 and 1979). By 1979 per capita income in
constant terms had fallen to the level of about Z$165 (US$239) at
which it had stood when the unilateral declaration of independence
was announced in 1965. Nonetheless, when peace came at the end of
1979, the economy had the potential for rapid recovery and further
development based on abundant natural resources, extensive exist-
ing physical plant in the modern sector, and the professional,
managerial, and skilled personnel (despite losses by emigration) to
operate it. The economy's resilience was demonstrated by the high
rate of growth in 1980; despite a slowdown in 1981 and early 1982,
the basic economic features-and the promise of a better life for most
Zimbabweans-persisted.

The pre-1965 modem economy operated as a largely uninhibited
free enterprise system, in which the government confined its role
mainly to assisting private enterprise operations. Only after the
unilateral declaration of independence did government, of necessity,
introduce any significant degree of control over the private sector.
Government ownership of the railroads, the national airline, the
Zimbabwean equity in the Kariba Dam and power plant, the electric
power distribution system, and participation in agricultural market-
ing were exceptions and the result chiefly of historical factors. At
independence, control of the government came into the hands of
Prime Minister Robert Mugabe, an avowed socialist. In conjunction
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with the immediate issues of reconstruction, war-related refugee
resettlement, and the return of combatants to civilian life, Mugabe
was intent on carrying out structural changes that would provide the
African population with substantially greater benefits from the economy.
Government expenditures for social services, especially education
and health, were greatly increased since independence in line with
this goal. At the same time, Mugabe was faced with the need to
promote increased production by commercial farmers and manufac-
turing and mining entrepreneurs in the modern sector through
policies that would provide incentives for these groups to improve
their economic position and conincidentally to benefit the economy
as a whole.

The new government's first comprehensive economic policy
statement, Growth with Equity, issued in February 1981, called for
development of the economy based on socialist principles and policies.
This included the achievements of a more equitable ownership of
land and natural resources and the promotion of ownership by
Zimbabwean nationals-regardless of race, color, or creed--of a
significant portion of the modern productive sector, much of which
at independence (and in mid-1982) was in the hands of foreign
corporations. In carrying out these policies the government had not
as of mid-1982 resorted to direct nationalization. Resolution of the
major issue of landownership had been based on purchases in the
former white agricultural area from owners willing to sell. In the
overwhelmingly foreign-owned mining sector the government had
declared its intention to participate both directly and through joint
ventures. It had also requested foreign investors in general to include
Zimbabweans as equity holders. Acquisition of important holdings in
the private sector by the government had not appeared to presage
nationalization-the purchase of a majority interest in the country's
largest bank from South African tenderers, for example, was stated to
be mainly a measure to ensure that the interest did not fall into
non-Zimbabwean hands.

From time to time since independence, however, the prospect of
eventual full socialization of the economy has been enunciated by
Mugabe. But no timetable had been given, and his statements had
genrally indicated that attainment of that goal would be sometime
well in the future. In mid-1982 Zimbabwe still possessed a mixed
economic system in which the modern private sector played the
major role. Barring political change or compelling political pressures,
it appeared that although government participation and communal
economic activity would increase, private enterprise would be retained
as the mainstay of the modern productive economy. Any change
probably would be carried out gradually and cautiously.

Land Use and Ownership
A general survey of the country's agricultural land-use potentials
from the viewpoint of commercial exploitation, was madc by the
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Region II comprises a large area (15 percent) mainly in the eastern
highveld where land can be used intensively for crop cultivation or
livestock raising or both. Region III (18.7 percent), suitable for
mixed farming, is also in the highveld. It is best used for livestock
raising accompanied by cultivation of crops that require little rainfall.
Region IV (37.8 percent) encompasses much of the middleveld and is
considered quite suitable for livestock but also permits the limited
cultivation of crops of a drought-resistant nature. Region V (26.7
percent) is largely in the lowveld and unsuited for crop cultivation
because of low rainfall; nevertheless it still is considered a favorable
environment for extensive livestock raising.

At independence, land actually used for crops amounted to about
6.6 percent (roughly 2.5 million hectares) of Zimbabwe's total land
area of about 38.7 million hectares. Another 12.6 percent (about 4.9
million hectares) was permanent pastureland. According to the Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAQ), 61.6 percent of the country
(23.8 million hectares) was occupied by forest, mainly savanna wood-
land and scattered tree savanna. Included in the forestland classification,
however, were considerable areas of grassland from which the tree
vegetation had been removed but which were considered likely to be
reforested in the foreseeable future. The remaining 19.3 percent (7.5
million hectares) included land occupied by cities, towns, villages,
and other man-made features; land unsuitable for farning; and unspeci-
fied land (some of which had agricultural potential).

About 65 percent of Zimbabwe's soils have been formed on granite
and are light, sandy, and mostly of only moderate to low fertility.
Other sandy soils of extremely low fertility, believed to have origi-
nated on wind-laid deposits derived from the Kalahari Desert, cover
an extensive area of the northwest. Water percolates rapidly through
these soils, and they have become highly leached and have minimal
agricultural value. Sandy soils of still different origin, also of little
value, are found in the southern lowveld. Together these two low-
grade sandy soils account for about another 25 percent of the country's
land. The best soils and the most important for present-day commer-
cial agriculture are the relatively rich loamy clays (usually reddish in
color) found in scattered areas of the highveld and middleveld.
Constituting about 7 percent of the country's total land, they devel-
oped on the formations that are associated with the so-called gold
belts (see Mining, this ch.).

Historically the preponderant Shona peoples appear to have pre-
ferred the granite-based light soils that were more easily cultivated
with hoes. (Such soils are also preferred in other African countries
where people use primitive cultivation techniques.) These soils
usually were used for three or four years and then returned to fallow
for about fifteen years. Until the twentieth century, Shona agricul-
tural practices using such soils were reported by early travelers,
missionaries, and others to have resulted in a moderate degree of
prosperity. Present-day commercial farmers also use these soils, but
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successful continuous cultivation requires modern management
practices. Where such management has not been followed, soil
deterioration and serious erosion have occurred, a situation that had
arisen in the African Tribal Trust Lands (TTL) before independence,
in large part resulting from enforced overuse of the land because of
population pressures. In contrast to the Shona, the Ndebele at the
time of colonization favored the red loams for cultivation. They were
eventually evicted from most such areas, however, and relegated to
the Native Reserves as the result of white land acquisitions. Much of
the present-day Ndebele rural population works the same soils and
faces the same problems as the Shona.

Early white prospectors and pioneers, attracted to the gold belts
in hope of major gold strikes, were granted large tracts of land along
with mining rights by the British South Africa Company (BSAC),
then Britain's administrator of the territory constituting most of
present-day Zimbabwe (see Settlement, Resistance, and Pacification,
ch. 1). By the end of the 1890s more than 6.4 million hectares had
been acquired by white colonists, and this total included a large
proportion of the more fertile loams. The European area, as it was
expanded through further appropriations in the 1900s, also came to
encompass a substantial proportion of the granite-based light sandy
soils, and much of the African population was left generally with the
country's poorer land, although the African Purchase Areas included
some moderately good soils. In the late 1970s, of the two natural
farming regions having the best quality soils (I and II), whites held
62.6 percent of the land suitable for specialized farming and 73.8
percent of that best suited for intensive crop and livestock produc-
tion (see table 6, Appendix). Africans held, respectively, 19.3 and
25.7 percent; the remainder was national land (mostly parks, game
reserves, and the like). Region III, suited more to livestock produc-
tion but also able to support crop cultivation, was about equally
divided (white, 44.5 pewv nt; African, 46.0 percent). Regions IV and
V, whose climatic conditions largely restricted agricultural activities
to livestock raising, were held mainly by Africans (53.0 and 46.7
percent, respectively, compared with 27.2 and 34.9 percent by
whites).

The African population traditionally had conceived of land as
communal property, and every member of a tribal group had use
rights to a portion of it. Such rights included continuous possession,
full retention by the cultivator of the crops raised, and the right to
bequeath the land to heirs. These rights remained contingent, however,
on the cultivator's continuing use of the land and acceptance of the
individual by the group. There was no conception of land as a
marketable commodity; it was used, passed on for use by heirs in
conformity with local customary law, or reverted to the community.
Freehold land tenure was introduced with the land grants and sales
of land made by the BSAC starting in 1891. Subsequent friction,
warfire in 1893 with African groups over land, and a developing
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concern in Britain over African land rights led to the appointment of
the Lands Commission in 1894 and the establishment of a number of
Native Reserves in which the African population was to have exclu-
sive rights of occupation and use. The assumption then was that all
other land was at the disposal of the BSAC. An influx of settlers from
the mid-1890s, accompanied by large-scale BSAC alienation of land
still occupied by Africans, led to major rebellions. In 1898 the British
government directed the company to provide adequate land for
Africans for traditional communal occupation. This was carried out
by local BSAC administrative officers and resulted eventually in a
mosaic consisting of a large number of intermixed African and white
areas. The company was also to sell land to Africans who desired it in
freehold on the same basis as to Europeans. The BSAC was opposed
to this latter policy, and by the end of its control of the colony in 1923
only a handful of Africans had secured freehold land.

By the mid-1920s strong sentiment had developed among white
farmers against the purchase of land by Africans in white areas. This
appears to have resulted partly from social factors, but the main
reason was the fear of economic competition. Consequently the right
of Africans to own land in freehold outside the reserves was abolished
by the Southern Rhodesian government in the Land Apportionment
Act of 1930. Instead Africans were given the right to acquire land in
freehold tenure in newly established Native Purchase Areas (later
known as African Purchase Areas). In 1933 a system of leaseholds was
also introduced in these areas. In the reserves, gradual population
growth and pressures on the land resulted in many areas in soil
deterioration and loss of vegetation cover. Official efforts to improve
husbandry led finally to passage of the African Land Husbandry Act
of 1951, a major measure designed to change the communal land
tenure system into one of individual ownership on the assumption
that usufructuary systems of land tenure created serious disincen-
tives to improvement. The act projected the establishment of peas-
ant farming units of standard size to which the farmer would have a
registered title. The government was aware that the total amount of
land then assigned to Africans throughout the country was not suffi-
cient to provide a farm to everyone who had a claim, but it antici-
pated migration of the surplus population to urban areas where
developing industrialization and other economic activities would
provide for them.

There was deep opposition in the reserves to the new concept, and
tribal groups, long steeped in customary practices, managed in
various ways to circumvent the new system. Urban employment also
failed to keep pace with the increase in population, and farming units
became overcrowded. By the early 1960s an acute land shortage had
developed. Implementation of the act was suspended and a rever-
sion to traditional land allocation methods and shifting agriculture
occurred. The Tribal Trust Land Act of 1965 formally reestablished
the power of the traditional tribal authorities and left to them control
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over the system of land use.
In 1969 the 1930 Iand Apportionment Act, as amended, was

repealed and replaced by the Land Tenure Act of 1969. The new
measure set side areas of roughly equal size (approximately 18.2
million hectares each) for Europeans and Africans. Some 2.7 million
hectares were designated national land; this included national parks,
game reserves, and the like (see fig. 8). The act stated that land
assigned to the white population was for whites only and that con-
versely the African area was limited to Africans. In promoting the
Land Tenure Act, the government pointed out that it divided land
equally between the two groups. But attention was not called to the
fact that the apportionment continued tenure of the more fertile land
by whites, nor that the latter then accounted for only 5 percent of the
total population. Previously a 1963 amendment of the Land Appor-
tionment Act had given Africans the right to acquire freehold tenure
of certain urban land in the white areas; other laws had given them
the right to own buildings there, but the land on which they were
situated was held under lease only. The new Land Tenure Act
included a provision for African townships in the white areas in
which Aficars could own the land. The act further authorized the
designation in white areas of special commercial, industrial, and
residential zones that were to be open to any race.

In the mid-1970s a government-appointed commission looking
into racial discrimination recommended sweeping changes in exist-
ing land tenure laws. The recommendations were embodied in the
Land Tenure Amendment Act of 1977, which drastically altered the
1969 measure, reducing the areas exclusively for white ownership to
somewhat more than 200,000 hectares located principally in white
urban areas. More than 15 million hectares of white farming areas
were thus opened to buyers of any race. Land in the African Pur-
chase Areas similarly was made available to anyone. In the view of
the commission, however, changes relating to land and land use in
the YI'L would occur only gradually and along evolutionary lines. It
therefore recommended that these lands, where over half of the
African population was living, be retained exclusively for Africans.
This recommendation was incorporated into the new act.

In early 1979 the transitional government passed the Land Tenure
(Repeal) Act. This opened to everyone-for occupation, lease, or
ownership-the nonrural areas that had been exclusively designated
for whites in the 1977 act. Passed at the same time, the Tribal Trust
Land Act of 1979 reaffirmed that Africans would have exclusive use of
those lands, which covered about 40 percent of the country, but use
was to be on a voluntary basis. Under the independence Constitu-
tion of 1980, ownership of land was assured, and land could be taken
from the owner only with adequate compensation and under certain
circumstances and for specified purposes. But in its general eco-
nomic policy statement, Growth with Equity, of February 1981, the
government stated that no one should have absolute ownership of
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land. It was the government's intention, however, to entrust certain
rights in the use of lavd to private individuals and groups of individu-
als for as long as such trusteeship best served the national interest. In
late 1980 the M ugabe government had strongly denied any intention
to expropriate unused land from absentee white farmers. Since 1980
land has been purchased from commercial farmers and made avail-
able to Africans for settlement. Black Zimbabweans have been issued
permits to occupy, cultivate, and graze livestock on these new
holdings; however, the permits do not grant freehold tenure or
leasehold. But to mid-1982 there had been no clear statement of
policy with respect to the form of future rights of occupancy by either
individuals or the cooperative and communal farming groups the
government was promoting.

Agriculture
Until 1969 the agriculture sector (consisting of crop cultivation,

livestock, forestry, and fishing subsectors) provided the largest con-
tribution to the gross domestic product (GDP--see Glossary). Second
to manufacturing since then, the sector nevertheless continued in
1982 to be the economy's largest industry (see table 7, Appendix). It
remained the principal means of livelihood for over 70 percent of the
population, employed a third or more of the wage-earning work
force, and accounted for a major share of export receipts (between
about 38 and 45 percent of the total annually in the period 1975-80).
After the unilateral declaration of independence (UDI) in 1965 and
through 1974, agricultural output, stimulated in part by a drive to
attain domestic self-sufficiency in foodstuffs, grew in real terms at an
average annual rate of 7.3 percent. From 1975 through 1979 overall
performance declined, but much of this was attributable to the
intensified guerrilla warfare during the time and to two years of
severe drought. A return to peace in late 1979 and highly favorable
weather conditions in the 1980-81 season led to what was reported as
the best crop production on record.

Farming is a major activity of the African population. Only a very
small segment ofthe white population is directly engaged in agriculture,
but during the 1970's white commercial farmers, then numbering
about 6,400 (the total reportedly had declined to below 4,000 by 1982),
regularly accounted for close to 80 percent of total agricultural
output, in the production of which they employed about 350,000
African workers. Some 8,600 African small-scale commercial farmers
accounted for another 2.0 to 2.5 percent. The removal in 1977 of
racial restrictions on the purchase of agricultural land anywhere
within the country had had little effect on this situation because few
Africans had the means to enter large-scale production.

Until the start of the African resettlement program in 1980, the
white commercial sector had owned overall 14.8 million hectares of
farm and grazing land (equivalent to about 2,300 hectares each for
some 6,400 farm units). But from the standpoint of size of landholding,
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productivity, and income, the major share of commercial farming
was accounted for by a relatively small number of white individual
farmers and large farm and ranch corporations. A mid-1970's survey
found that two-thirds of all white farmland (almost 9.9 million hectares)
was owned by 736 formers and corporations. The top 10 percent of
white farmers had holdings that averaged about 12,000 hectares and
a third of this group owned farms averaging 26,000 hectares each;
this third accounted for an area totaling 5.6 million hectares. In
contrast the lowest 25 percent of white farmers had individual hold-
ings that averaged under 100 hectares, roughly the same in size as
the African small-scale commercial freehold farmers.

In the communal lands some 750,000 families produced about 20
percent of total Zimbabwean agricultural output. Although produc-
tion was mostly for subsistence, an unknown number of farmers grew
surpluses for marketing. Land distribution in the communal areas
also exhibited inequalities but on a much smaller scale. In the
mid-1970s about 30 percent of communal farmers held more than 60
percent of total communal land. Individual families in this group
averaged about eighty hectares each, including grazing land, but
generally the areas occupied had poorer soils. Among all communal
families, some 54 percent had holdings of fewer than sixteen hectares,
and 17 percent had under half that amount. In 1979 the average size
of the communal farm throughout the country (including grazing
land) was estimated at about twenty-three hectares. Estimates of the
size of actually cultivated family plots ranged between about two
hectares and somewhat more than four hectares. The government's
land resettlement program that began in late 1980 envisioned an
allotment of about fifty hectares per family, of which about five
hectares would be cultivated and the remainder would be included
in common-use grazing areas. Some 162,000 families were to be
resettled by about the end of 1983, but in January 1982 only 13,250
families were reported to have been brought into the program.

Until about World War II commercial farming was oriented toward
the domestic market. Farming methods were not advanced-the ox
plow still predominated--and the standard of living of many white
farmers was at most only slightly better than that of farmers in the
African areas. Lack of capital and know-how held back the develop-
ment of production for export; an effort to compete in the external
tobacco market in the 1920s failed after some initial success. The
depression of the 1930s seriously affected white farming. Among
measures taken to alleviate the white farmer's difficulties, recourse
was had to legislation-notably the Maize Control Act of 1931, and
an amended act in 1934, which eliminated the strong African market
competition in maize. A system of controls aimed at restricting
movements in the prices of grains was also initiated in 1931 with the
establishment of the Grain Marketing Board (GMB). The board, a
statutory organization, was required by law to buy at officially set
prices all designated controlled grains offered by producers (in 1982
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the board also handled coffee). The GMB in addition to marketing
was the authorized agency for all exportation and importation of
grains.

In 1937 control over agricultural commodities was extended with
the establishment of the Cold Storage Commission (CSC), which
purchased all slaughter cattle offered for sale; however, in this case
cattle producers were free to sell their cattle to independent butch-
ers if they so desired. In 1981 CSC abattoirs handled about 80
percent of cattle slaughtered. In 1952 a third agency, the Dairy
Marketing Board (DMB), was established to purchase and provide
orderly marketing of milk. The DMB also processed milk into other
products and was active in the retail market. The final operating unit
in the system (to mid-1982), the Cotton Marketing Board was estab-
lished in 1969. It purchased and ginned all cotton produced for sale
and marketed lint and cottonseed. Since 1967 the boards have
functioned under the Agricultural Marketing Authority-like the
boards, a nonprofit statutory body-which reports to the Ministry of
Agriculture.

There appeared to have been little, if any, change in the function-
ing and aims of the boards since independence. Producer prices, to
which commercial crop output has been highly sensitive, were estab-
lished by the relevant producer groups in the process. Until 1982 it
had been usual for boards to set prices for individual commodities.
For the 1982-83 season, however, a comprehensive price package
covering the range of commodities controlled by the boards was
issued which, according to the minister of agriculture, would permit
better planning of production.

The first significant expansion of the modern commercial farming
sector stemmed from British needs during World War II. It was
further encouraged by worldwide shortage of raw materials after the
war. Of particular importance at the time was the marked improve-
ment in the quality of Rhodesian tobacco, the development of a
preference for it in Britain, and the expansion of markets into West-
ern Europe and Japan. In the second postwar decade new high-
yielding varieties of hybrid maize, gradual mechanization, and pesticides
for cotton greatly increased production. In 1960 sugar had become a
major foreign exchange earner after tobacco and meat (which had
developed into the second largest agricultural commodity export).
Domestically, growth was stimulated by increased internal demand
as activity in other sectors of the economy expanded. The imposition
of United Nations (UN) sanctions after UDI in 1965 led to efforts to
develop self-sufficiency. A shift from export-oriented goals toward
meeting domestic needs required agriculture to replace certain
imported commodities, and wheat and cotton became major crops in
the process. There was diversification out of tobacco (overproduction
in 1964 had already resulted in cutbacks in planting), but tobacco
continued to remain the principal crop. Other export crops expanded,
however, as ways were found to circumvent sanctions, and South
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Africa, which did not participate in the economic pressures, became
a major buyer ( see The United Nations and Sanctions, ch. 1).

The white commercial sector emerged from the guerrilla war in a
strong position despite some damage caused by the disruptive action.
In 1982 it had the capability to provide not only the food required by
the modern economy (including the African wage-earning labor
force) and the African subsistence population but also to produce
surpluses for export to neighboring countries having shortages of
food. At the same time, its ability to produce export crops oriented to
world demands appeared undiminished. The loss of many white
farmers through emigration reportedly had not appreciably affected
the situation. There appeared to be some concern over the land
resettlement program on commercial production, however. In early
1982 the Commercial Farmers Union, encompassing most white and
some African commercial farmers, stated that adequate land existed
for the early phase of the program (about 4 million hectares), but if
developed commercial land was then acquired for resettlement, it
would have a detrimental effect on overall output.

Crop Cultivation
The country's tropical climate, moderated by elevation in the

highveld and enhanced by irrigation in the warm, arid lowveld
regions, permits the cultivation of a variety of crops that ranges from
tropical to temperate. Among the more important are maize, millet,
sorghum, wheat, cotton, tobacco, groundnuts (peanuts), soybeans,
deciduous fruits (apples, peaches, pears, plums, and others), citrus
fruits (mainly oranges), bananas, coffee, sugarcane, and tea. In all
some fifteen crops are grown in significant quantities. Maize, millet,
sorghum, groundnuts, and cotton are main crops in the African
communal areas. But beans, cowpeas sweet potatoes, vegetables,
and tobacco are also widely grown. Cotton, groundnuts, and tobacco
have been the chief African area cash crops; but surpluses of other
crops are also sold. In the commercial farming area, the main crops
are much the same, although millet is not usually cultivated. Addi-
tionally the commercial sector produces in quantity other crops,
such as fruits, sugar (sugarcane), coffee, and tea (see table 8; table 9,
Appendix).

For many years the seasonal nature of rainfall and the usually rapid
runoff have led commercial farmers to consruct small dams and
weirs to supply water for crops and livestock. By 1978 there were
over 9,800 private dams and weirs in the white farming areas, and
the government had constructed more than 1,300 in the African
communal areas. The governmental Tribal Trust Land Develop-
ment Corporation (TILCOR), established in 1968, has also built a
number of dams for small irrigation projects in the communal areas.
The government has additionally constructed several large dams for
irrigation, including Kyle and BanI dams on the Mtilikwe River in
the southern lowveld. Water from this latter system provides irriga-
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tion notably for two large private estates at Triangle and Hippo
Valley. These estates initially concentrated on sugarcane, but after
the beginning of UN sanctions they greatly diversified their crops-
Hippo Valley has become fiamous for its citrus fruits. In 1982, however,
sugarcane remained the major crop, and the output of sugar not only
met Zimbabwe's total requirement but also provided a substantial
quantity for export.

In 1965 the government established the Sabi-Limpopo Authority
to promote irrigation in the southeastern lowveld region. Another
principal aim was to encourage white settlement in the area. There
was relatively little response, apparently in considerable part because
of sanctions, which dampened private investment. Available data on
the Sabi River valley, where there is a large amount of land suitable
for cultivation, indicated that about 15,000 hectares were under
irrigation in mid-1982. A contract for a feasibility study on irrigation
development on 40,000 hectares in the Chisumbanje region in the
valley was reported to have been awarded. The study was being
financed by the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development.

Livestock
Livestock products--mostly beef and milk produced by the com-

mercial sector--accounted for roughly 25 to 30 percent of agricul-
tural output in most years. Sales of livestock and milk by the African
subsistance sector through government marketing agencies have
amounted to only about 4 to 5 percent of total sales; of the beef
consumed domestically, the sector has provided an estimated 25 to
40 percent. This relatively small share (in view of the size of the
African herd, which exceeded that of the commercial sector) was
related to the widely held belief that a man's status and wealth are
associated with the number of cattle he owns.

When the European occupation of the territory began in the late
nineteenth century, the cattle herd of the Ndebele was estimated at
about 150,000. Thefts by white raiders and confiscations by agents of
BSAC after the 1893-94 Ndebele uprising (most of these cattle
appear to have been subsequently sold in South Africa) were fol-
lowed in 1896 by the outbreak of a major rinderpest epidemic and
the remaining herd was further drastically reduced. Although effec-
tive measures against the disease were started the following year, by
the end of the century the total number of African cattle was only
about 55,000; European-owned animals numbered roughly 10,000
to 12,000. From the early 1900s, however, the African herd grew at a
steady rate that was soon matched by growth in numbers of European-
owned cattle. By 1925 Africans had over I million animals, the Euro-
pean herd was -almost as large, and competition for grazing was
intense. One result of the great increase in cattle in the African area
was overgraing and erosion. During the 1920s and 1930s the govern-
ment attempted voluntary cestoc1ng programs th had little success.
They were made compulsory through the Natural Resources Act of
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1941, under which the livestock-carrying capacity of each African
area was determined, and cattle owners were forced to sell or slaugh-
ter all animals declared surplus. The low price received from buyers,
who were mostly white farmers, created wide resentment. The
number of African cattle, which was estimated at close to 1.8 million
in 1941, appears to have remained relatively constant thereafter
until the mid-1960s. In 1967 the total rose to almost 2.2 million and
gradually increased to 3.4 million in 1977.

The European cattle herd had declined after 1925, the result
apparently of a shift to tobacco growing by white farmers, stimulated
by the tobacco export boom of the late 1920s, and a shift to cotton and
dairy farming. In 1930 ficilities became available for exporting chilled
and frozen beefto Britain, but any incentive to increase herd size was
almost immediately destroyed by the outbreak of foot-and-mouth
disease and an embargo on exports that lasted two years. By 1936
European cattle numbered only about 750,000. Exports, which
again became a significant factor in the 1950s, and growing domestic
demand led to a gradual increase to some 1.6 million head in 1965.
Notably, whereas destocking was enforced in the African areas dur-
ing this time, utilization of white reserved grazing land had reached
no more than 60 percent of the stocking capacity by 1965. Stocking
had been quite low on grazing land in the better cropping regions to
that time, mainly because ofthe emphasis on cultivation, from which
better returns were usually received. An upsurge in cattle nurpbers
occurred from the mid-1960s, however, as many farmers affected by
tobacco overproduction and low prices changed to beef production.
Moreover beef was found a relatively easily exportable item under
sanction conditlows.

From about 1976 both the Af-ican and the commercial cattle herds
were affected by terrorist actions attributed to guerrilla forces that
were particularly serious in the African communal areas. Over time,
government veterinary and animal health services built up in the
communal areas had brought tsetse fly infestations under control and
had smot completely eradicated tick-borne diseases. in what appeared
to be an intentional effort to disrupt the cattle industry, guerrillas
had by 1978 damaged or made inoperable about half the antitick
dipping tanks in the communal areas; water sources and fences had
also been destroyed. Guerrilla activities, moreover, prevented con-
tinuation of efforts against the tsetse fly. The result was net losses of
cattle from disease and other causes by African owners estimated at
over 1 million head. The whit- commercial sector suffered much
smaller losses estimated at over 170,000. In part these were caused
by disease, a spfllover effect from the communl areas, but most of
the loss was ath uted to thefis and killings.

In 1977 and 1978 te number ofcattle in the commercial farning
areas also declined as the result of prices paid by the CSC for beef
that were considered by producers to be too low. Uncertainty over
future prospects also played a part, and herds were reduced through
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slaughtering for beef; some of the breeding herd was also marketed.
The total number of cattle, communal and commercial, was reduced
between 1977 and 1980 from 6.6 million to 5.4 million. The advent of
peace and the economic improvement in 1980 and 1981 resulted in a
growing demand for beef, the preferred meat throughout all popula-
tion sectors. Some rationing occurred in local markets; and exports,
normally a major source of foreign exchange, were greatly reduced.
By 1982 there were indications of renewed confidence by commer-
cial producers and a start at rebuilding the beef herd. In April 1982
the government also announced significant increases in the purchase
prices of beef and milk. But much of the industry was hit by a severe
drought that began early in 1982, which was expected to slow sub-
stantially the recovery of the national herd.

Sheep, goats, and pigs have been of relatively minor significance.
Sheep have been raised primarily for meat rather than wool. Their
number declined in the commercial farming areas from about 425,000
at the beginning of the 1970s to 172,000 in 1981. In the communal
areas sheep had increased in number from 182,000 in 1965 to 494,000
in 1975. Disruption by the guerrilla war and related activities appear
to have resulted in net losses thereafter. Major declines were reported
in 1979 and 1980, although the reasons were not given, and in the
latter year the total was only 214,000. There were few goats in the
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commercial sector. In African areas the number grew steadily in the
period 1965-75 from 599,000 to 1.9 million. The number of animals
remained relatively stable thereafter until major drops weie reported
in 1979 and 1980, again for unstated causes. Pork has not been widely
popular, and the number of animals has been small in both commer-
cial and communal areas, under normal conditions averaging about
100,000 animals in the former and fewer in the subsistence sector.
Poultry has been kept by both subsistence and commercial farmers
for home use. A large commercial industry has developed, aided by
shortages of beef in the postwar period; in 1981 some 10 million eggs
and over 6 million fowl were sold in urban areas.

Forestry and. Fishing
Zimbabwe's natural forests consist almost entirely of savanna hard-

wood trees of moderate to low height, some in closed woodlands,
others in open stands, and in more arid areas widely dispersed.
These forests are of major importance to the African rural population
for whom they constitute the chief source of fuel as well as timbers for
posts, rough construction, and miscellaneous local needs. The mod-
em economy also exploits savanna sources for mine props; railroad
ties; wood for furniture, flooring, and veneers; and luimber for crates,
boxes, and other packaging. Overall, however, the domestic savanna
forests do not meet modern sector hardwood needs, and regular
imports are required. In 1982 the largest area of commercially
significant natural hardwood forests was in the northwestern part of
the coutry where they included important stands of Rhodesian teak
th .t grow on the Kalahari-sand soils found in the region. Relatively
small stands of iiatural montane forests are found in the eastern
highlands. They are not open to commercial exploitation but instead
are in protected reserves set aside as scenic and tourist attractions.

Most of the timber secured by the modern sector from domestic
sources actually comes from government and private plantations.
The first government plantation (of eucalyptus) was started in the
mid-1920s near present-day Mutare. By 1980 government planta-
tions (mostly softwoods, although some wattle--an Australian acacia-
was also grown) covered a total of 22,000 hectares; the governmental
Forest Commission, which controls national forests and plantations,
has announced intentions to add over 19,000 hectares during the
decade. In the private sector small plantations of eucalyptus have
long been maintained on many white farms to provide timber and
poles both for the owner's use and for sale. The main sources of
plantation timber, however, have been the private commercial stands,
which totaled about 72,000 hectares in 1980. About two-thirds of
these private plantations grew pines; the remainder, eucalyptus and
wattle. The Forest Commission, on its own and through private
operators, processed timber from the government plantations. Har-
vesting of natural forests under the commission's control was mainly
accomplished through concessionaires. Commercial operations in-
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in the Sabi River valley.
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volving African communally owned hardwood forests were carried
out by private sawmillers.

Concern for future forest resources led to the setting aside in the
Land Apportionment Act of 1930 of 239,000 hectares of then-European
areas as demarcated state forests. Additions were made in subse-
quent amendments, and the Land Tenure Act of 1969, which in
effect replaced the 1930 measure, established the total forest reserve
in the European areas at 754,317 hectares. The 1969 act also demar-
cated 171,930 hectares in the TTL as state forests. Serious deforesta-
tion i-as occurred in the present-day communal lands outside these
forests, and one source has estimated that the tree cover had declined
by 50 percent between 1963 and 1978. This has stemmed mainly
from the growing demand for fuel, building poles, and cultivable
land (for which forested areas were cleared) as the population has
increased. The Forest Commission has proposed a major five-year
reforestation program to provide stands of fast-growing trees for fuel
and building materials in communal areas, especially at points of
heavier population concentration. Self-help is involved, and techni-
cal assistance is furnished by the commission; but full implementa-
tion appeared in mid-1982 to be dependent in large part on the
securing of foreign financing.

The fishing industry has remained small, and fishing activities
have played only a minor role in the economy. Before construction of
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the Kariba Dam, the Tonga people living along the Zambezi River
derived a substantial part of their diet from fish (see Ethnic and
Racial Groupings, ch. 2). Other indigenous groups also supple-
mented their diets through fishing'in other rivers. Small clams have
been built on many commercial farms, and the ponds have been
stocked with fish used to feed African workers. Several lakes formed
by the country's large dams, in addition to that at Kariba, also have
been stocked, largely, however, for sport fishing.

In 1982 the only commercial fishing of any significance was restricted
to Lake Kariba, where in the mid- to late-1970s annual sardine
catches of about 1,000 tons were reported. A privately owned fish-
canning plant, designed to process sardines and other fish from the
lake, opened in 1979. The company operated its own fishing vessels
equipped with purse seines and also employed Tonga fishermen,
whom it supplied with boats and nets. A commercial operation to
produce freshwater prawns in ponds at Lake Kariba was started in
1980, and a freezing and packing plant was under construction in late
1981.

Manufacturing
Zimbabwe has a highly diversified manufacturing sector that pro-

vides close to 90 percent of the manufactured goods used in the
country. In 1982 an array of some 6,200 products was fabricated,
including not only a broad range of durable and nondurable con-
sumer goods but also many intermediate products and capital
equipment. The sector has been the largest contributor to GDP
since 1969, when it accounted for close to 19 percent of the total.
During the 1970s its share rose to over 23 percent (24 percent in
1980), a proportion much greater than that in any other Black African
state. The importance of manufacturing to the economy was empha-
sized by its substantial foreign exchange earnings and its position as
the second largest employer of wage labor (after agriculture). It
accounted for almost 15 percent of wage labor in the late 1970s and
approached 17 percent of the total in the first nine months of 1980,
when it employed an average of 173,000 workers. Wages paid amounted
to about half the total wages of the productive sectors (agriculture,
mining, manufacturing, electricity, and construction).

Manufacturing output is highly concentrated in and aror Harare
and Bulawayo, which together accounted for more tha- j percent
by value of total production in 1979 (Harare, 46.9 percent: Bulawayo,
22.5 percent). Five other towns had a combined output of over 22
percent of the total, but almost half of this was produced in the
Kwekwe-Redcliff area. The less than 10 percent remaining came
from scattered localities. Before and during the UDI period the
government had from time to time attempted to get new industries
to locate in places other than Harare and Bulawayo. The success of
those efforts was unknown in 1982, but gross production in all other
manufacturing areas had increased to nearly 31 percent of total
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output in 1979 compared with some 22 percent in 1964.
The development of manufacturing has been in the hands of the

private sector since the early days of European settlement. Until the
mid-1900s there was little if any intervention by the government in
the expansion of manufacturing, and even before UDI the idea of
exercising control over development was not part of the government's
economic philosophy. During the first four decades of the century
the official belief was that growth of the economy was dependent
fundamentally on the growth of primary production. There appears
to have been in fact, a fear that government encouragement of
manufacturing would work against normal development of the col-
ony by resulting in increased production costs for primary commodities.
Nonetheless by 1938 about 300 manufacturing operations were in
existence, employing some 17,500 workers. World War II stimu-
lated the growth of import-substitution industries. The war situation
also led to the government's establishment of the Rhodesian Iron and
Steel Commission, which initially produced iron from scrap. A lack
of transport for exporting cotton and local shortages of textiles prompted
the development of a small government-owned spinning and weav-
ing plant.

Contrary to expectations, the end of the war did notresult in the
demise of many of the new industries from competition with cheap
imports. Continued sale abroad of raw materials helped to bolster
the economy and the domestic market for locally made goods. Sub-
stantial investment from Britain and South Africa (after the change in
government in that country in 1948) provided capital for new
enterprises. In 1952, the year before formation of the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland (also known as the Central African Federation),
there were roughly 725 manufacturing establishments having some
68,000 employees. The federation opened large new duty-free mar-
kets for manufactured goods. At the same time, the government
offered extremely favorable incentives to entrepreneurs to start or
expand operations. One result was an influx of foreign private capital,
of which the greater amount came from Britain, followed by South
Africa, and to a lesser extent the United States and several other
countries. Some of the larger industries established during the federa-
tion period (1953-63) included a large-scale weaving mill, a ferrochrome
processing plant, and a copper smelter. Iron and steel production
expanded tremendously; in 1957 the government plant was taken
over by a British consortium. A fertilizer plant was opened in the late
1950s, and thc assembly of automobiles began in Mutare in 1960 and
somewhat later in Salisbury (present-day Harare). When the federa-
tion was dissolved in 1963, work was also well along on an oil refinery
and a pipeline to supply it. A far from exhaustive list of consumer
goods manufactured in 1964 shows the great variety of locally pro-
duced items. batteries, bedding, carpets, cigarettes, clothing, coffee,
confectionarips, cosmetics, detergents and other household cleaning
materials, foods in great number, furniture, ink, paint, paper, pesticides,
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pet foods, pharmaceuticals, radios, record players, shoes, soap,
television receivers, tires, and tubes.

The sanctions that followed UDI caused a temporary setback in
manufacturing. In 1966 most of the trade with Zambia, which had
accounted for roughly half of Rhodesia's exports of manufactured
goods, had ended, as had that with Britain. Many factories reduced
work hours, others laid off employees, and some closed. Measured
by the production volume index, manufacturing output dropped
more than 9 percent during the year. Exchange restrictions were
placed on repatriation by foreign firms of dividends and capital, thus
forcing reinvestment in the country. Controls had been instituted on
imports shortly before UDI to improve the balance of payments
position, and soon after UDI tariff protection was increased; both
measures were of substantial benefit to import substitution industries.
The enlarging of existing operations and the establishment of new
industries were encouraged. But for the first time an element of
government control was introduced, and each proposal was carefully
scrutinized for feasibility, especially with regard to foreign exchange
requirements. By 1968 roughly 400 new manufacturing project applica-
tions had been approved, and the number had doubled two years
later.

In 1967 manufacturing production rose by more than 9 percent,
and the sector's contribution to GDP had regained (and somewhat
exceeded) the 1966 level. There was steady growth in output through
1974, although this was not uniform among the different manufactur-
ing subsectors. Important structural changes occurred, marked by
the rapid development and expansion of intermediate and capital
goods industries, including cotton spinning and weaving, iron and
steel, machinery fabrication, nonferrous metals, and plastics (see
table 10, Appendix). Adversely affected by sanctions were tobacco in
particular and motor transport. In 1967 the country's two automobile
assembly plants shut down, primarily because of the inability to
obtain parts from Britain. In 1969, however, they were reopened
and began assembling French, West German, Italian, and Japanese
cars from kits. One of the methods used to bypass sanctions-a
notable case being the pharmaceutical industry-was to acquire
franchises from foreign companies for domestic production of items
no longer exported to Rhodesia.

From 1975 through 1978 a gradual drop in production occurred in
all major branches of manufacturing except foodstuffs. Strengthened
external sanction efforts, the domestic drain on trained manpower as
military action increased, transport problems, and especially the
much smaller amount of foreign exchange provided for imports (only
a little more than half the amount allocated before 1975) were
principal causes for a decline in output estimated at about 4 percent
annually during the period. There was little physical damage to
manufacturing facilities, however, the greater proportion of which
were protected by their location in Salisbury and Bulawayo. After
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Steel mill at Redcliff near Kwekwe supplies
many needs of local industry.
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the end of fighting in 1979, the return of skilled manpower, larger
foreign exchange allocations, and available excess plant capacity
provided the bases for an increase in output. In that year the volume
of manufacturing production increased by 10.7 percent and in 1980
by 14.9percent. Output continued to increase in 1981 but slackened
after midyear as foreign exchange allocations were reduced because
of balance of payments problems, shortages of raw materials, and
emigration of trained staff. The estimated growth rate for the year,
however, was close to 10 percent. In 1981 the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the International Devel-
opment Association (IDA) furnished loans to the government total-
ing the equivalent of US$65 million to assist in procuring machine
spare parts, components, and raw materials. An important factor in
continued manufacturing growth in the 1980s, however, will be the
replacement ofmachinery that is obsolete or approaching obsolescence.

Mining
Relative to its size and population, Zimbabwe is one of the world's

richer countries in minerals. Its mining industry is diversified and
generally efficient. More than forty different minerals are produced,
of which the most important in the early 1980s were gold, asbestos,
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nickel, copper, coal, and chromite (see table 11, Appendix). These
six minerals accounted for over 85 percent of the value of total
mincral production. Overall, mining has regularly contributed about
6.5 percent or more of GDP, and the industry employs an average of
about 60,000 persons. Almost all mineral production is exported and
accounts for about 40 percent of total earnings from merchandise
exports (the share varies somewhat depending on the production and
world prices for minerals). Most exports have been to the Western
industrialized countries, for which chromium in particular is of
strategic importance.

The greater part of the country's known mineral deposits, except
coal, are found in the metamorphosed greenstone areas that stretch
across Zimbabwe from southwest to northeast, mainlyon thehighveld.
These areas contain large deposits of the major minerals except
chromite, which is found in the Great Dyke, a highly mineralized
zone of magmatic origin that extends in a line through the greenstone
area for a distance of over 500 kilometers (see Geographic Regions,
ch. 2). Other areas of metamorphosed rock found in the middleveld
and lowveld of the north and northwest also contain a variety of
minerals, but little detailed exploration had been carried out by
1982. In various parts of the country, dikes and veins of pegmatite
also occur that contain other minerals, among which the most impor-
tant economically is lithium. Coal is found in extensive deposits in
both the northern and the southern lowvelds. There were no known
resources of petroleum as of mid-1982.

Gold appears to have been mined as early as the seventh century.
By the first part of the second millennium, mines were worked in
many places by ancestors of the Shona. Most of the numerous early
workings by the indigenous populations had been exhausted (within
the limits of then-existing technology) by the 1700s, and mines that
continued were abandoned during the Ngoni invasions of the 1830s.
In the late 1860s reports in Europe of these mines culminated
eventually in the gold rush of the 1890s and the territorial takeover
by the British South Africa Company (see Rhodes and the British
South Africa Company, cli. 1). From the 1890s on, gold mining
became the territory's most important economic activity; output
increased annually until a high of over 23,500 kilograms was reached
in 1940, and gold accounted for almost three-fifths of export earnings.
In the 1940s, however, production declined, and in 1952 asbestos
became the most valuable mineral. During the UDI period gold
output again dropped significantly as many mines closed because of
security problems. The increase in the price of gold in the late 1970s
again stimulated output, and propelled gold to the forefront as the
most valuable mineral, a position it retained at the beginning of
1982.

Total gold reserves have been estimated at about 778,000 kilograms.
Since the end of the fighting the government has made information
available on inactive mines and claims and has provided technical
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Automobile assembly line in Harare
industrial plant

Courtesy Embassy of Zimbabwe, Washington

assistance as a means of stimulating new development; during 1979
some 200 new claims were reported staked out. Most mines have
been small-scale operations, and over time around 4,000 deposits
have been worked. After World War II larger firms able to furnish
the necessary capital for deep mining gradually took over many
smaller operations, and by 1958 only 256 mines were reported
active. At the end of the 1970s some 260 mines were in operation, of
which less than 10 percent accounted for over three-quarters of
output. The larger mines were mostly foreign owned, the largest
holdings being those of the Lonrho Investment Group, based in
Britain, and Falcon Mines of South Africa.

Asbestos deposits are found in a number of places, but the main
reserves are located in an area extending from Masvingo (formerly
Fort Victoria) to Zvishavane (formerly Shabani). The largest asbestos
mining operation (British owned) is located near Zvishavane and
reportedly produces an estimated 90 percent of total Zimbabwean
output. In 1965 about 160,000 tons of asbestos were produced.
Sanctions had little impact on the industry, which was expanded to
over 260,000 tons in the mid-1970s, reaching a peak of more than
281,000 tons in 1976. The expansion was carried out mainly with
funds secured within the country. After 1976 production declined
somewhat to an average of about 250,000 tons a year. The asbestos
produced is of the chrysolite variety, having characteristics consid-
ered valuable for certain defense uses. Some of the output is used
domestially and in adjacent countries in the fabrication of asbestos
cement pipes and for construction, but most is exported, principally
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to the United States and Britain and other West European countries.

The size of the country's reserves in 1982 had not been disclosed, but
it was believed to be very large.

Copper is found in several parts of the country, but the main
exploited deposits are near Chinhoyi (formerly Sinoia) northwest of
Harare. Copper was mined by indigenous peoples from at least the
early part of the first millennium. The main present-day mines are
located at the ancient workings. Modem production of copper began
in 1906, but output did not exceed a few hundred tons until the 1950s
when South African interests acquired major holdings in the industry.
Production rose steadily thereafter and reached e high of 47, 600 tons
(copper-content) in 1975. Fluctuating world copper prices since
1973, declining ore grade, and increasing operating costs have been
accompanied by a drop in output, which totaled only 24,600 tons in
1981. A number of the principal mines have ceased operations and in
mid-1982 were only being maintained. A new copper refinery began
operations in 1981, turning out high-quality cathodes that were
expected to secure better export prices.

In 1979 nickel production accounted for about 14 percent by value
of total mineral output. Nickel had emerged as a major contributor to
mineral production only in 1969. Small deposits were worked from
1928, but the nickel content of the ore was never more than a few
hundred tons a year. During the 1950s several major new deposits
were discovered that wcre developed after UDI by transnational
companies based in Britain; South African investment was also involved.
In 1969 production was 5,747 tons (nickel content), compared with
441 tons the year before. In the late 1970s and through 1981 produc-
tion averaged about 15,000 tons annually. Nickel deposits are located
mainly in greenstone areas along the Great Dyke. Those being
mined in the early 1980s contained about 60 million tons of ore. In
addition about 2 billion tons of lower grade ore have also been found.
The nickel ores usually contain varying quantities of copper, cobalt,
silver, platinum, and palladium. These are produced as by-products
by the country's two smelters located at Bindura (annual capacity
about 16,000 tons of nickel metal) and near Kadoma (formerly
Gatooma; 9,000 tons); about 3,000 tons of copper have also been
recovered annually. Cobalt production was ordinarily small (under
thirty tons); but a dramatic rise in world prices for the mineral in 1979
was accompanied by an increase in output to over 200 tons, and 115
tons were produced in 198U. Foreign exchange earnings were signifi-
cant in both years. Of importance to Zimbabwe's future competitive
position in the world nickel market, the kind of ores fiund in the
country can be processed more cheaply than those mined elsewhere,
and the nickel metal produced is of high quality.

Zimbabwe's output of chrome ores ranked it fifth among the
world's producers in 1980. The country's chrmite deposits have
been estimated variously at 3 billion to more than 10 billion tons, of
which 500 to 564 million tons are exploitable reserves. The oros are
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Chrome mining operations at Shurugwi
Courtesy Union Carbide Corporation

found associated with and throughout the entire length of the Great
Dyke. Mining began in 1906 in the area of Shurugwi (formerly
Selukwe) but did not become important until after World War I; in
1982 this area remained the principal source of the ore. Transna-
tional companies, including the Anglo-American Corporation of South
Africa and Union Carbide Corporation of the United States, owned
most of the mines and processing facilities. Processing of the ore into
ferrochrome began in 1953 by a subsidiary of Anglo-American. This
plant, located at Gweru (formerly Gwelo), had an initial capacity of
9,000 tons that had been increased to 113,000 tons by 1979. Further
expansion, expected to be completed in 1982, was to raise total
capacity to 163,000 tons. The country's other plant, at Kwekwe
(formerly Que Que), taken over by Union Carbide in 1965 when it
had a capacity of 15,000 tons, had been expanded to 90,000 tons by
1979. Additions begun in 1981 and to be completed in 1982 will
increase the plant's capacity to 180,000 tons.

Chrome ore production continued at a relatively steady level after
UDI, averaging over 500,000 tons a year for the period 195-70, and
there was evidence that the UN sanctions were being successfully
evaded. Subsequent to passage in the United States in 1971 of the
Byrd Amendment (Public Law 92-156), which relaxed restrictions on
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chrome imports, output increased sharply, reaching well over
850,000 tons a year. After the reimposition by the United States in
1977 of an embargo on this trade, production again declined to about
the pre-1971 level (see The United Nations and Sanctions, ch. 1).
Chrome exports (almost entirely in the form of ferrochrome) in 1979
ranked third after gold and asbestos. Chrome is of strategic impor-
tance to the United States and the countries of the European Eco-
nomic Community (EEC). Exports of Zimbabwean ferrochrome
inereased in 1979 as sanctions were lifted and again rose sharply in
1980. Some decline was registered in 1981, but export earnings in
1980 and 1981 exceeded those of asbestos and were second only to
gold.

The country has very large coal resources that have been esti-
mated at roughly 30 billion tons. The deposits are located in both the

northern and the southern lowveld areas. Those in the north are
found in fields of vast overall proportions that begin in the western
part of the Zambezi River valley and stretch eastward for more than
300 kilometers. In the south substantial coalfields exist in the
Limpopo River basin. Minable coal employing present-day tech-
niques amounts to about 750 million tons from fully evaluated
reserves totaling some 2.2 billion tons. In addition another 5 billion
tons of potential reserves have been projected. About two-thirds of
the coal believed extractable is thought to be coking coal. The
remaining third has a high ash content but is suitable for use in
producing steam for electric power generation.

Commercially significant mining of coal has been centered in
Hwange in western Zimbabwe since the discovery of the coalfield in
that locality in 1864. The first of three underground mines of the
present Wankie Colliery Company Limited (WCCL) opened in
1903. The second began nperations in 1927, and in that year produc-
tion exceeded 1 million tons. In 1953 management was taken over by
a subsidiary of Anglo-American Corporation, which in 1980 owned a
34 percent interest in WCCL (the second largest interest was the 5
percent share owned by Union Minibre of Belgium). A third mine
was opened in 1953, and production reached 4 million tons in 1957.
A major underground explosion in 1972 led to the closing of this mine
and the subsequent opening of a new one. Since 1970 four open-pit
mines have also been developed. From 1965 to 1980 total annukl
production averaged about 3.3 million tons, most of which was used
domestically by thermal power stations, Rhodesia Railways, various
industrial rations, and tobacco curers. In 1981 WCCL facilities i
included co ovens having a capacity of some 216,000 tons a year. In
the early 1980s well over 100,000 tons of coke were exported
annually, almost entirely to Zaire and Zambia, earning substantial
foreign exchange. Another some 100,000 tons were used by domes-
tic industries, the Ia 'tst user being the ferroalloy industry. In early
1982 WCCL was negotating a loan from the International Finance
Corporation (IFC)--ddional funds were also being sought through
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Tapping a ferrochrom smelterfJIrnm at Kwekwe

Courtesy Union Carbide Corporation
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the United States Export-Import Bank--for a new open-pit mine

that would eventually produce 3.9 million tons a year. This would
replace production from existing open-pit mines, which were
approaching depletion; about two-fifths of the total would be used by
the new Wankie Power Station (see Electric Power, this ch.).

Among other minerals of more than ordinary importance in
Zimbabwe are iron, lithium, silver, tantalum, tin, and tungsten. Iron
ore is widely distributed and had been mined in the area as early as
the first millennium A.D. (see The Origins of Zimbabwe, ch. 1).
Present-day production is centered mainly at Redcliff, south of
Kwekwe. Ores are mainly used domestically to produce iron and
steel, which have been exported in substantial quantities and have
been major foreign exchange earners. The principal lithium deposit
is near Bikita (east of Masvingo), where recoverable ore reserves are
estimated at about 8.1 million tons. The ore produced is mostly
exported. Silver is produced as a by-product in gold extraction,
nickel smelting, and other refining operations. The rise in silver
prices in the late 1970s led to increased output and substantial
foreign exchange earnings. Tin metal also has been a major foreign
exchange earner; tantalum and tungsten ores and concentrates are oflesser significance.

Foreign-owned companies (mainly American, British, and South

African ) have long controlled mineral production. Private sector
involvement In mining has been strongly encouraged since the start
of settler self-government in 1923 (see The 1922 Referendum; Com-
pany to Colony, ch. 1). The Mugabe government in essence contin-
ued support for this, !:y in its position paper Grouh with Equity
of February 1981. However, it has also called for foreign investors to
take on local equity partners and to increase the participation of
Zimbabweans in managerial and technical activities associated with
mining. New energy and strategic minerals undertakings have
required government participation. The government has also
reserved the right to participate in any other mining venture begun
by a company that had not previously carrie on mining in
Zimbabwe. Ofgreater sigificance to the mining industry and poten-
tial foreign investment was psage ofthe Minerals Marketing Act in
early 1982. The government marketing corporation authorized by
the act will have wide powen, hding control ofsales cfall mineral
production except gold, which Is old directly to the Reserve Bank of
Zimbabwe, and the size of stockpies.

At tbeismen of the iO9s about three-arters cthe country's

ern was provided by domestic coal, wood, and hydroelectric
power. The remaining quarter was imported in the form of petro-
leum products and additional electricity, the latter secured almost
entirely from Zambia. Coal was the largest primary energy source,
accounting for roughly one-third of total consumption. But about 10
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percent of the coal was transformed into electricity, and that amount
would increase after new thermal generating facilities under con-
struction went into operation at the end of 1982 and during 1983.
Coal, electricity, and petroleum products were used almost entirely
by the modem sector. Wood was used as a source of energy by an
estimated 6 million people, and at least 5 million (including virtually
the entire 3.5 million population of the communal lands) were
entirely dependent on wood for cooking and heating. Commercial
agriculture also consumed considerable quantities of wood for curing
and, to a lesser extent, for drying tobacco. On the average about 28
percent of all energy used in the late 1970s was derived from wood.
Potentially there appeared to be adequate supplies, considering
existing total tree stock. But in the many areas of high rural popula-
tion concentration, the demand exceeded supply because of
deforestation, and cost and distance were deterrents to moving in
wood for fuel from other areas. In 1981 in communal lands northeast
of Masvingo the African population had reportedly had to use cattle
dung as fuel. The overall situation was compounded by the general
failure to use charcoal, a more readily and cheaply transportable fuel.
The government had plans to establish renewable woodlots in com-
munal areas, but the problem was of major dimension, and the
program w is only in an initial stage in 1982.

Electric Power
Zimbabwe's principal domestic source of electricity in mid-1982

was the Kariba I hydroelectric plant located on the Zimbabwean side
of the Zambezi River at the Kariba Dam. Having an installed capac-
ity of 705,000 kilowatts, the plant had furnished about 55 percent of
the country's electric power in 1980 and 1981. Kariba I was con-
structed (after establishment of the Central African Federation in
1953) as the first part of a planned complex at the dam designed to
furnish the powcr needed for the economic expansion of the two
Rhodesias. On dissolution of the federation in 1963, operation of the
plant--and distribution of power to the two territories---was vested
in the newly formed Central African Power Corporation (CAPC),
which was jointly owned by the two goveinments. Under this
arrangement, which remained in effect in mid-1982, the plant
continued to supply power to Zambia after UDI and the imposition
of UN sanctions despite the fact that Zambia was one of the leading
advocates of sanctions. About 70 percent of Zambian power needs
were met until construction of new facilities inside that country in
the early 1970s reduced its dependence. After the operational start
of the new Kariba II plant on the north bank of the Zambezi River in
1976, Zambian production of electricity exceeded its own
requirements, and power began to be imported by Rhodesia to meet
the growing demand. Such imports have increased, and in 1980 and
1981 they accounted for about 38 to 40 percent of the power distri-
buted in Zimbabwe. In 1982 installation of 300,000 additional kilo-
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watts of capacity at the Kariba I plant was contemplated by
Zimbabwe, but the project awaited the necessary agreement from
Zambia. If carried out, completion would occur in the late 1980s.

In 1982 thermal electricity accounted for only a small part of
domestic power supplies. The first thermal plant began operations in
Bulawayo in 1897 as a private venture. It was acquired as a municipal
facility in 1899, and during the following decades municipal plants
were established in many towns (Salisbury in 1913). In 1936 the
government-owned Electrical Supply Corporation (ESC) was set up
to construct transmission lines, build plants where needed, and
develop interconnected systems. New ESC plants included thermal
facilities at Zvishavane, Umniati (between Kwekwe and Kadoma),
and Mutare. After completion of Kariba I, ESC also purchased
power from the CAPC. In the aftermath of UDI the production of
thermal power increased, and in 1973 a high of 1.4 billion kilowatt-
hours (over a quarter of the domestic electricity distribution) was
generated by ESC and other interconnected thermal units. Thermal
power input into the system declined thereafter and in 1981 was
under 219 million kilowatt-hours. The three ESC plants werc old,
and only the Umniati plant (installed capacity 120,000 kilowatts) was
in regular operation in 1982. Bulawayo and Harare have continued to
maintain their own municipal distribution systems and power plants
(120,000 kilowatts and 135,000 kilowatts, respectively), and various
private firms have operated their own facilities. ESC also directly
purchased limited amounts of electricity from sources outside
Zimbabwe to supply several remote areas. Included were the
Electricity Supply Commission of South Africa, which supplied
power for the Beitbridge area, and the Zambia Electricity Supply
Corporation, which provided power for Victoria Falls under a
mutual standby arrangement.

In the early 1970s the anticipated future needs for power led the
government to start work on a large thermal plant in the Hwange
area that was designed to use the great quantities of low-grade coal
usually discarded in open-pit mining but usable as a cheap source to
produce steam. Reportedly the international contractor withdrew
after a time because of external sanction-related pressures. The
government continued construction to 1975; but when stopped for
economic reasons, work was well along. Activity resumed in 1980,
and in mid-1982 it was estimated that the first of four 120,000-
kilowatt generating units being installed would be producing elec-
tricity for commercial sale by December. The three additional units
were scheduled to be ready for service by about the end of 1983. The
cost of this Stage I phase at completion was estimated at Z36
million (for value of the Zimbabwe dollars-see Glossary). Financing
has been covered through export credits and loans secured through
European banks. Local costs were being financed by loans from a
consortium of Zimbabwean banks to the ESC. In early 1982 thegovernment announced that two additional units of 200,000 kilo-
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Kariba Dam on Zambezi River, source of over
half of Zimbabwe's electric power. The dam
and large Lake Kariba are major tourist

attractions.
Courtesy United Nations

watts each would be installed at the power station under Stage II of
the project; this was to be completed about the middle of 1985.
Design work and specifications for certain items had already been
prepared.

The consumption of electricity increased from 2 billion kilowatt-
hours in 1965 to over 7.1 billion in 1981. Farming accounted for
about 7 percent of the total. One of electricity's important uses in
agriculture has been to power irrigation pumps. In mid-1981 the
ESC reported, however, that total farm connections numbered only
about 6,600, largely in the commercial farming areas. Mining used
about 20 percent, and manufacturing, construction, and transport
used about 50 percent of the total; domestic use amounted to about
14 percent. The electricity distribution system was confined almost
entirely to interconnecting the towns and cities of the highveld and
supplying the mining and industrial operations that were also largely
located there. The African rural population had little access to
electricity. The ESC stated that it was planning the development of
distribution to the rural growth centers in the communal lands when
these are established as part of the government's rural development
program. These centers are to be the nuclei of future towns, which
will be provided with full services.
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Petrkum Paucb
At the time of UDI, Rhodesia's estimated requirement for petro-

leum products was roughly 450,000 tons a year. This was met almost
entirely by the Feruka refinery, located near Mutare, which had
started operations in 1964. The refinery was run by Central African
Petroleum Refineries (CAPREF), a Rhodesian company owned by
an international consortium whose major shareholders included
Shell Petroleum Company, British Petroleum Company (BP), Cali-
fornia Texas Oil Company (CALTEX), Mobil Oil Corporation, and
American Independent Oil. The refinery was supplied by a
288-kilometer pipeline from the port of Beira in Mozambique owned
by a Mozambican company in which Lonrho, a British-based
multinational conglomerate, had a controlling interest. The pipeline
was closed in 1966 as the result of UN sanctions, forcing the refinery
also to cease operating; subsequently the major owners of the refin-
ery removed a large part of the equipment to South Africa for use
there. During UDI, oil imports came largely through South Africa.
They appear to have been generally adequate and to have met all
essential requirements, assisted by rationing and other measures,
such as the rehabilitation of steam locomotives by Rhodesia Railways
to replace diesel locomotion. Consumption rose to over 760,000 tons
in 1975 but declined thereafter, averaging about 650,000 tons annu-
ally through 1980.

In 1980 steps were taken to get the pipeline and refinery back into
operation. About forty kilometers of the pipeline had to be relaid and
maintenance carried out on the line's two pumping stations. This
work and testing of the line were completed in 1981, and by the end
of the year the system was reportedly ready for commercial
operations. Restoration of the refinery has proceeded much more
slowly. In March 1981 a report by CAPREF indicated that the plant
could not be ready before late 1982. The government repeatedly
expressed strong dissatisfaction at the rate of progress, and in early
1982 it was reported that the new Zimbabwe Oil Procurement
Consortium (ZOPCO) had taken over the oil depot and facilities at
the refinery and would handle gasoline and diesel fuel imported
through the pipeline. An agreement on royalties to be paid to
Mozambique on quantities transported was made between
Zimbabwe and Mozambique in March 1982, after several months of
negotiations, and agreement on Lonrho's charges was reached in
midyear. Meanwhile gasoline was sent by rail from Beira to Mutare,
and diesel fuel came by rail from South Africa. The petroleum
products received through the pipeline, which went into operation
in July, were being marketed by the several oil companies, including
Shell, BP, CALTEX, and the French-owned Total, which have
regularly distributed them. The pipeline's throughput capacity of
about 1 million tons per year well exceeded anticipated total annual
consumption of approximately 650,000 tons. Minor sabotage of the
pipeline by an insurgent force in Mozambique, known as the
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This thermal power station at Hwange uses
coal to provide electricity for Zimbabwe's

growing economic needs.
Courtesy Embassy of Zimbabwe, Washington

Mozambique National Resistance (Resist~ncia National Mogambi-
cana-RNM), had been reported after its reopening, but the damage
had been quickly repaired. There was concern, however, that major
! ly problems would occur if pumping stations or the storage

ties in Beira were damaged.

Transportation
Zimbabwe's transprt facilities-rail, road, and air--are well

developed. In 1982 tey were generally adequate but in some need
of rehabilitation and strengthening. Bail, air, and the better roads
served primarily the modem commercial sector, the outcome funda-
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mentally of development that was based almost entirely on economic
factors (see fig. 16). A new attitude toward road construction, the
transport mode in which significant change is possible, has devel-
oped since independence, in which the social requirements of the
largely subsistence communal areas have been given consideration
along with the economic aspects. The country's railroads have been a
vital transit link in the movement of trade in southern Africa espe-
cially for Zambia and the southern mining region ofZalre. Zimbabwean
lines to Mozambique also have offered the independent black states
of southern Africa the means for reduced dependence on the trans-
port facilities of white-ruled South Africa.

Railroads
Rail lines cover most parts of the country, the major exception

being a large region made up almost entirely of African communal
lands south of Lake Kariba. The main internal line runs through the
highveld from Bulawayo to Harare. Branches and spurs extend from
the main line to important economic centers and areas. This core
network also connects with the rail system of South Africa directly
through Beitbridge and indirectly via Botswana, with the rail system
of Zambia (at Victoria Falls), and with lines in Mozambique that run

to the ports of Maputo and Beira. Operated by an autonomous state
corporation, National Railways of Zimbabwe-NRZ (formerly the
state-owned Rhodesia Railways), the system in 1982 consisted of
2,734 route kilometers of 1.067-meter-gauge track, a width origi-
nally established for the South African railroads and common to the
railroads of all southern Africa. With the exception of short trackage
in the vicinities of Bulawayo and Harare, all lines were single track.
NRZ also owned and operated the line from the Zimbabwean border
through Botswana to a connection with South Afican Railways near
Mafeking. Botswana since the mid-1970s has planned to take over
this line, 640 kilometers in length, but it appeared that final acquisi-
tion might not occur until after the mid-1980s.

Zimbabwe's railroads originated essentially as part of Cecil Rhodes'
grand plan for opening up the interior of Africa for development in
which railroads, culminating eventually in a Cape-to-Cairo line,
were a major element. In the early 1890s, however, the immediate
need was to provide the settlers in the territory of the BSAC with
more reliable means of transporting goods and supplies than was
provded by oaarts (see Rhodes and the British South Africa Company,
ch. 1). Construction of two lines to the territory, both backed by
Rhodes, was started in the early part ofthe decade: one in 1892 from
the Mozambique coast near present-day Beira, the other in 1894
from Mafeking in South Africa. In 1898 the former reached Umtali;
from there it was extended to Salisbury in 1899, the latter advanced
to Bulawayo in 187. In 190 Bulawayo and Salisbury were connected,
and in 1903-lO04 a line was pushed to the Zambian border, passing
through the Wankue coalfields where coal mining had started in
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1903. Many of the system's spurs and small branches were com-
pleted during the next two decades. The two most signifimt addi-
tions thereafter were the completion in 1955 of the connection with
the Mozambican railroad to Maputo and in 1974 the direct connec-
tion with the South African system at Beitbridge. Beginning in the
late 1960. domestic sentiment had grown for construction of the
latter line because of uncertainties concerning the route through
Botswana. It was not until 1974, however, when the revolution in
Portugal opened the possibility of a takeover in Mozambique by a
government hostile to Rhodesia--thereby threatening the outlets
through Beira and Maputo--that the link was built as a security
measure.

NRZ suffered little direct physical damage from the guerrilla war.
Tracks continued to be well maintained, but shortages of spare parts
and particularly of trained personnel had resulted in a considerable
number of locomotives being out of service. This situation continued
after independence, and in mid-1981 less than half of the 255 effec-
tive diesel locomotives and under fifty of eighty steam engines were
reported operational. In early 1981 there was a reported shortage of
about 20 percent of the required highly skilled staff, and the total had
risen to some 30 percent late in the year. Facilities existed for
training Zimbabweans at lower level skills for railroad vacancies and
such training was under way, but domestic facilities were inadequate
to turn out the needed technical staff. Additional expatriate person-
nel had to be used and were recruited mainly from India and Pakistan.
In early 1981 IBRD approved a loan equivalent to US$42 million to
aid the transport sector. This included spare parts for locomotives
and freight cars, machine tools, track equipment, and apparatus to
maintain and improve the signaling system. The government also
ordered sixty-one new diesel-electric locomotives during the year
from the United States and Canada; thirty-five had been delivered
by mid-1982, and the others were to arrive in August.

In the 1970s about three-fifths ofthe 12 to 13 million tons offreight
hauled annually by the railroad was for domestic use. A substantial
portion of this local movement consisted of bulk goods, includingagricultural products, coa, fertilizer, and iron ore. The export-
import trade accounted for another third, largely comprising exports
of cotton, maize segar, minerals, and steel and imports of general
goods, fuels, ad chemicals. Transit shipments of copper from Zam-
bia and Zaire made up most of the remaining tonnage carried. After
early 1976 when ines to Beira and Maputo were closed by the
indepen t In Mozambique, all export, import, and
transit tra& had to pm through South Africa. This changed in late
19W when the .ute to Mqputo was reopened after repairs; the line
to Sli ws reopened a year later. In late 1981 the minister of
transpt stated that the ralnmd had hauled some 13 million tons in
the ye ra June 30 but tha the demand for il tranpot wa
estimaed at about 16 milIom ton. The new locomotives, the new
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expatriate staff, the addition of over twenty locomotives overhauled
domestically for operational use, and the freeing of transport by the
opening of the pipeline helped greatly to alleviate the situation. The
new equipment was also expected to permit the return to South
Africa of a number of locomotives on loan from that country.

In late 1981 NRZ began the long-contemplated (since the late
1950s) electrification of the railroad system. The first phase, involv-
ing the line from Harare to Gweru, included electrification of about
325 kilometers of mainline track and some 120 kilometers of yard,
siding, and station trackage. Assistance in the initial project has been
received from Britain in the form of a loan and the guarantee of
commercial credits. Thirty electric locomotives had been ordered
for the Harare-Gweru section for delivery in 1983.

Roads
In 1982 Zimbabwe's road network totaled roughly 85,000 kilometers.

About 12,000 kilometers (or approximately 14 percent) were asphalt
paved. Of these roads about 8,000 kilometers were two-lane highways,
and the remainder were one-lane roads. Another 46,000 kilometers
(54 percent) had gravel surfaces, and the remaining 27,000 kilome-
ters (32 percent) were earthen roads and tracks. The overall network
consisted of four separate systems based on primary responsibilities
for maintenance and development. A high-standard national road
system of some 16,500 kilometers maintained by the Ministry of
Roads and Road Traffic, which included a large part of the paved
roads, interconnected the country's principal towns and the commer-
cial farming areas. This national road system also served major
development areas, such as the Hippo Valley and Triangle agricul-
tural estates in the southern lowveld; provided access to the national
parks, game reserves, and other recreational and tourist areas; and at
main international border points joined up with the road systems of
neighboring countries.

Serving mainly the commercial farming areas was a system of
secondary roads totaling some 23,400 kilometers. Consisting mostly
of gravel roads, they were maintained-also to high standards-by
the local rural councils. Additionally about 5,300 kilometers of roads
were the responsibility of the country's seventeen self-governing
municipalities within whose individual jurisdictions they lay. The
fourth category of roads comprised roughly 17,000 kilometers of
low-grade gravel roads and 23,000 kilometers of minor earthen roads
and tracks found in the communal lands. These roads and tracks were
administered by the district councils, but during the guerrilla war,
maintenance was almost negligible, and at independence many were
in extremely poor condition. In June 1980 the government had
assumed direct responsibility for 4,000 kilometers of roads in the
communal areas and for another 2,000 kilometers of roads that tied
networks within communal areas to the national network.
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Civil Aviation
Scheduled domestic air service has been furnished by the national

carrier, Air Zimbabwe (formerly Air Rhodesia), which has a monop-
oly on the main internal routes. In 1982 regular flights were made
between Harare, Bulawayo, Victoria Falls (all three of which were
international airports), Gweru, Masvingo, Hwange, Kariba, and
Buffalo Range, the latter located in the southern lowveld and serving
the irrigated agricultural area around the Triangle and Hippo Valley
estates and the town of Chiredzi. There were also numerous small
airfields and air strips at other towns, mining centers, and the like
that were used by private charter operators providing local services,
company planes, and individual pilots.

In 1982 Air Zimbabwe also had international flights to London,
Frankfurt, and Athens and regionally to Zambia, Malawi, Mozambique,
South Africa, and Botswana. Flights to South Africa were to Durban
and Johannesburg; those to Johannesburg, according to Air Zimbabwe's
general manager in early 1982, were the airline's basic revenue
earner. After the end of sanctions, several international and regional
airlines renewed or started flights to Zimbabwe; in mid-1982 they
included Air Botswana, Air Tanzania, Ethiopian Airlines, Kenya
Airways, Swazi Royal Airlines, Zambia Airways, and the Mozambi-
can national carrier, Linhas A6reas de Moganbique. Carriers based
outside Africa included British Airways, Air India, Swissair, and
UTA French Lines. South African Airways, which had continued
flights throughout the sanction period, also furnished regular service.

Foreign Trade and Balance of Payments
UN sanctions appear to have had little overall effect on Rhodesia's

export trade during the period 1965-79, and in real terms exports
actually increased slightly. An immediate decline in the volume and
value of exports occurred after sanctions began, but by the early
1970s (as measured by the export unit value index) the 1965 level had
been regained, and the index rose rapidly thereafter, in 1979 being
double the 1965 figure (see table 12, Appendix). In 1965 tobacco
accounted for 35 percent of total exports, and food, mainly meat and
sugar, for close to 11 percent. Mining products, including crude
materials (asbestos, chrome ore, and others), and processed items
(principally copper metal) accounted for roughly 20 percent. Certain
major adjustments were forced by sanctions, for instance a decrease
in emphasis on the export of tobacco, a commodity relatively easily
identifiable as to source. A new stress was placed on other agricul-
tural exports (including cotton, maize, meat, and sugar) that were
like those produced in adjacent states and on miningproducts (including
steel, ferrochrome, and nickel) that had widely used standard specifica-
tions and were also major exports of neighboring South Africa, Zaire,
and Zambia.

In 1965 six countries had accounted for well over three-quarters of
Rhodesian exports. Zambia was then the largest purchaser of the
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country's goods, taking more than one-quarter of the total in 1965,
and Britain took almost as much. South Africa and the Federal
Republic of Germany (West Germany) were the destination of under
10 percent each, and Japan and Malawi each accounted for somewhat
over 5 percent. That year more than half of Rhodesia's imports came
from two countries: Britain (30 percent) and South Africa (23 percent).
The United States, Japan, West Germany, and Zambia, in that
order, accounted for another 20 percent. The trade pattern under
sanctions still remained largely speculative in mid-1982. During that
period Rhodesia turned to South Africa for greater amounts of both
exports and imports, according to a study by the UN Security Council's
committee on sanctions, which estimated that by the 1970s South
Africa was apparently receiving about one-third of Rhodesian exports
and supplying almost half of the imports. Direct trade, largely with
the industrialized countries, dropped sharply in 1966 but was replaced
by extensive indirect transactions that were estimated to have accounted
in 1976 for 42 percent of exports that year and 59 percent of imports.
Rhodesia's terms of trade-the relationship between the unit values
of exports and imports--deteriorated during this time. This was
explained in part by the need to offer discounts in order to sell
exports and the requirement to pay premiums in order to secure
imports. From the mid-1970s the terms of trade were also adversely
affected by increasing world prices for petroleum.

In 1981 the export pattern was substantially different from that of
1965. South Africa was the leading buyer of Zimbabwean goods, the
position it apparently had held during many of the sanction years. In
1981 almost 22 percent of Zimbabwean exports went to South Africa;
other recipients were West Germany and the United States (about 8
percent each), Britain (7 percent), and Italy (5 percent). The remain-
ing exports, amounting to about half the total, were spread among
other countries, each of which took no more than about 3 percent.
Exports continued to be mainly agricultural products, which accounted
for roughly 48 percent of total exports in 1981, and crude and
processed mining products (about 35 percent). Among the latter
products were steel, ferrochrome, and nickel metal, the domestic
production of which had risen dramatically during UDI.

In 1981 South Africa retained its position as Zimbabwe's principal
source of imports, accounting for 25 percent of the total. But the rise
in petroleum costs affected by the major price increases of oil in the
late 1970s had made the oil-producing countries the second largest
supplier--almost 14 percent of the total in 1981. Most noticeable was
the drop in imports from Britain, which provided only 10 percent of
iumprts that year. West Germany had increased its role as a supplier,
a United States and Japan had maintained their importance as
sources of materials. Neighboring African states (Botswana, Zambia,
Malawi, and Mozambique) collectively supplied somewhat over 7
percent, little changed from the 6 percent in 1965. A change had
occurred, however, in the composition of imports. The proportion of
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consumer goods was only about half the 1965 total in real terms, a
result largely of the development of import substitution during UDI.
Petroleum products accounted for close to 20 percent of import
costs; the need to allocate foreign exchange to petroleum had resulted
in reduced imports of intermediate products.

Exports grew during the 1970s at an average annual rate exceeding
that of imports. Government restrictions on imports generally helped
to produce visible trade surpluses, which met most of the deficit that
regularly characterized invisible transactions (services, investment
income, and financial transfers). As a consequence, the current
account of the balance of payments (the summary in money terms of
the country's transactions with the rest of the world) was usually
relatively close to a balance. In the cases where the current account
was negative (most years from 1965 but in a very moderate amount
until 1974), net capital transactions ordinarily covered the deficit,
and the overall balance of payments fluctuated moderately between
surplus and deficit. Negative factors from the early 1970s included
the rise in remittances abroad of investment income and from the
mid-1970s an increase in travel as emigration accelerated. Private
transfers of funds abroad also rose sharply after 1974 and, although
subsequently restricted by controls, remained at a level higher than
before 1974.

The current account was sharply in deficit in 1974 and 1975 as
services and transfer deficits jumped, but large private 'orrowings of
capital in both years held the overall balance to reasonable deficits.
The situation was improved from 1976 to 1979 by greatly increased
trade surpluses, and in 1978 and 1979 there were substantial balance
of payments surpluses (aided by government torrowing in both
years). In 1980 financial transfers abroad rose sharply, as did travel
costs. Merchandise goods exports declined, and for the first time
since 1968 there was a trade loss. Although more than offset by gold
transactions, the total was insufficient to meet greatly increased
financial transfers and travel costs, and the current account had the
largest deficit on record (Z$156.7 million). Capital flow, although
considerable, did not meet the shortfall, and the overall balance of
payments was strongly negative (see table 13, Appendix). A large
balance of payments deficit for 1981 was reported without detail in
mid-1982. The trade balance that year was unfavorably influenced by
a decline in world commodity prices, by the inability to export
available goods because of domestic transportation bottlenecks and
shipping inadequacies at the ports of Maputo and Beira, and by
transportation problems reported in South Africa.

At the begining of 1980, foreign reserves held by the Reserve Bank
of Zimbabwe were about Z$200 million. They began declining late in
the year and by September 1981 totaled only Z$145 million-equivalent
to the cost of about two months' imports. Zimbabwe has sought
external aid, and in March 1981 at the Zimbabwe Conference on
Reconstruction and Development (usually referred to as ZIMCORD)
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some Z$903 million was pledged by a large number of Western,
Middle Eastern, and Asian countries. Among Communist states,
only China and Yugoslavia contributed. Before the conference Z$260
million already had been donated, making the overall total nearly
Z$1.2 billion. The largest donors were units of the World Bank (see
Glossary), Britain, and the United States. About half the amount was
in the form of grants, the remainder in loans. A large part of the funds
was to be used for development projects during a three-year period,
but the three-year plan to which most funds were committed had not
yet been published in mid-1982.

Employment, Income Distribution, and Prices
In the late 1970s the country's work force, according to a World

Bank estimate, totaled roughly 2.7 million. A projection by the
International Labour Office estimated a work force in 1980 of some-
what under 2.5 million. About half the actual work force was believed
to be engaged in subsistence agriculture. Regular wage-earning
workers-for whom figures considered reasonably accurate were
available-were just over I million in 1980. In addition perhaps
another 100,000 individuals worked for wages as casual, seasonal, or
contract laborers. Of total regular employees about 88 percent were
Africans, and the remainder were whites and a small number of
Asians and Coloureds (see Demography, ch. 2). In the late 1970s
(since 1979, official figures on employment have not given racial
breakdowns) about 38 percent of African wage earners were employed
in agriculture, 14 percent in manufacturing, and 6 percent in mining.
Close to 14 percent were in domestic service, but this proportion
may have declined since 1979 as the result of white emigration.
Another 6 to 7 percent were in distribution activities and in the hotel
and restaurant trades. Relatively small numbers were employed by
the other sectors. Almost half of the non-African wage earners were
accounted for by three sectors: manufacturing, the distribution and
hotel and restaurant trades, and public administration; each sector
employed roughly 16 percent of the wage earners. In addition approxi-
mately 12 percent of non-African wage earners were in transporta-
tion and communications. The remainder were engaged in smaller
proportions in the other areas of industrial activity, including under
5 percent in agriculture and under 4 percent in mining.

About half of all regular wage earners have been employed by
agriculture and manufacturing. There has been a major shift in
relative shares between those two sectors since UDI, but their
combined share of total employment has remained constant. In 1965
agriculture provided 39.5 percent of wage employment, and manu-
facturing represented 10.8 percent (see table 14, Appendix). In
absolute numbers agricultural workers reached a peak in 1974, but
because of higher rates of growth in other sectors, agriculture s share
of overall employment had fallen to 35.2 percent. Manufacturing,
which had grown at a faster rate, accounted for 14.5 percent that
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year. After 1975 a decline in agriclutural employment began and by
1980 agricultural workers made up only 32.4 percent of overall
employment. The number of manufacturing workers had also declined
from 1976, but recovery had occurred in 1979, the result (at least in
part) of the prospects for peace. In 1980 this upward movement
continued, and manufacturing's share of employment reached 15.8
percent. A new peak was registered in 1981, and preliminary indica-
tions were that workers in manufacturing accounted for close to 17
percent of total wage earners.

Included in the wage-earning force were a substantial number of
non-Zimbabweans, most of whom were from neighboring Malawi,
Mozambique, and Zambia. They were estimated to number 198,000
in 1976 and over 183,000 in 1979. A large proportion consisted of
agricultural workers, as indicated by figures available for the period
1970-75 that showed an annual average of 118,000 farm wage work-
ers to have been foreigners, During this time they constituted a third
of the farm work force. At the same time, a considerable but unknown
number of Africans from Rhodesia were employed in other countries.
Until 1982 they included individuals officially recruited by South
Africa's Employment Bureau of Africa (TEBA) mainly for work in
that country's gold mines. The number secured by TEBA varied, as
indicated by the total of 8,622 in 1975 and 32,453 in 1976. In early
1981 the Zimbabwean government banned further recruitment by
TEBA. South Africa reacted by refusing to renew work contracts and
permits of Zimbabweans, and repatriation began in 1981 of the
officially registered approximately 20,000 in South Africa.

Marked differences characterized the cash wages received by
Africans and non-Africans at independence. These related in part to
the nature and level of work but were mainly caused by restrictions
both on job opportunities for Africans and on the amount of wages
paid them. The vast majority of African wage earners were unskilled.
In 1976 about 50,000 in urban areas were estimated to have been in
the semiskilled category (clerks and othep at that level), and about
10,000 were skilled (artisans, professionals, and administrators-none
of whom were permitted to advance to the top levels). The degree of
difference between African and white wages varied by sector. In
health services, for instance, the white average wage was three times
greater than that paid Africans and three to four times higher in
finance, insurance, and real estate. (It should be noted that the
number of African employees in these sectors was very small by
comparison with the overall total ofAfrican wage earners.) In agriculture,
the largest employer, the wage difference was more than twenty-six
times greater, and in manufacturing seven times (compensation in
the form ofsubsistence would reduce the ratio somewhat in agriculture).
The overall annual average wage was over ten times greater for
non-Africans (see table 15, Appendix).

Within the African wage-earning population there were also signifi-
cant income differences between sectors; for instance, employees in
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finance and related areas received average annual wages almost
twice those of manufacturing employees and four times those of
agricultural workers. The latter, who constituted 38 percent of all
African wage employees, received only about 40 percent of the
overall average wage; domestic servants also received less than the
average. The African wage sector itself was set apart as a whole from
the subsistence sector, individuals working for wages having average
incomes seven to eight times greater than the average subsistence
income. A study carried out during 1973-74 to determine the mini-
mum consumption needs of urban African families, that is, to deter-
mine the poverty datum line, concluded that in 1974 the line was
between Z7660 and Z$670 a year. In that year the average annual
wage of African workers (excluding farm workers) was Z$556, and
almost 80 percent of urban wage earners had incomes below the
poverty line.

Independence brought expectations among the African work force
that wages would be increased, and in May 1980 the government
published an official series of minimum wages for different employ-
ment groups. Before, individual minimums had been established
within all sectors on an annual basis through agreement between
representatives of the employees, employers, and the government.
The new minimums grouped workers into three categories: urban,
ag iltural and domestic, and mining. Effective July 1980 the mini-
m,,n wage for urban workers was Z$70 a month;.it was increased to
Z$85 at the beginning of 1981. The minimum wage for agricultural
and domestic employees was fixed at Z$30 a month, but no increase
was set for 1981. The minimum rate for mininghvorkers took into
consideration noncash wages estimated at Z$27 a month and estab-
lished an inclusive figure of Z$43 from July 1980 and Z$58 beginning
January 1981. Some wages already exceeded the new minimums,
but in agriculture the new minimum represented a substantial increase
from the rate of slightly more than Z$20 that existed at the time. The
government contended that the new urban minimum exceeded
wages paid by 80 percent of the country's industries and stated that
the minimums were only an interim measure.

In December 1981 the government announced a further step to
reduce the income gap between "rich and poor" that included raising
the urban worker minimum wage for industrial (mine workers were
included) and commercial workers to Z$105 a month and that for
farm and domestic workers to Z$50 a month, both effective at the
beginning of January 1982. Ceilings were also set on wage increases-
these largely affected non-African workers--based on annual income
groupings and permissible percentage increases within each group.
In the group having an annual income up to Z$1,200, an increase of
up to 23.5 percent was permitted. The percentages decreased as
annual incomes increased, and from Z$20,000 upward no raise was
allowed. The government also declared that dismissals of workers
because of the new minimums were not permitted without the
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approval of the minister of labor and social welfare services.
Inflation was not a major problem during the UDI period. In the

first five years the urban consumer price index for the lower income
group rose at an annual average rate of 1.9 percent and for the higher
income group at a rate of 2.6 percent. For the next five years the
average inflation growth rate for both was somewhat over 5 percent.
Principal reasons for the low increases were believed to be govern-
ment price controls during the time and the relatively small size of
the buying population. Under the conditions imposed by sanctions,
attitudes appear to have been very cooperative, and shortages were
not reflected in demand pressures. From 1975 to 1979 inflation
gradually increased, however, and in 1979 the lower income price
index rose by 13.7 percent and the higher by 11.3 percent. But in
1980 both indexes showed declines, in particular that of the lower
income group, for which the inflation rate for the year was only 5.4
percent. Indications were that inflationary pressures had actually
continued and that government actions after independence, includ-
ing major reductions in school fees and hospital charges plus reduc-
tions in some sales and excise taxes, had been mainly responsible for
the drop. Such items as school fees had less impact on the higher
income group. This group was also adversely affected by the increase
in wages of domestic servants during the year, and although the
inflation rate delined, it averaged 9.2 percent for the year. In 1981
the rate jumped for 6oth groups, rising to 13.2 percent for the lower
one and 14.6 percent for the higher one. In September the govern-
ment took steps to curb increases in the money supply, a major factor
in the inflationary rise. This was followed in mid-December by a
three-month price freeze on all goods and commodities, during
which a new overall price control system was to be developed. In
March 1982 the freeze was extended to the end of April when the
new system was introduced.

Government Finance
The budgets of the preindependence period were formulated

primarily on the basis of modern sector operations, from which most
recurrent revenue was derived. Recurrent expenditure was strongly
skewed toward that sector and disproportionately favored the non-
African population. Tl1e largest sources of revenue were personal
and company income taxes and sales taxes. Income taxes were derived
almost entirely from the non-African population (in fiscal) ;ar 1976-77
[FY-see Glossary] for instance, some 94,500 non-Africans paid 98.6
percent of total personal income taxes and Africans 1.4 percent).
Sales taxes, however, had a substantial impact on the much poorer
African population despite the fact that certain basic foods-bread,
maize meal, meat, and milk-were exempted. In the early 1970s 4

income taxes accounted for about 55 to 56 percent of recurrent
revenue and sales taxes for 16 to 17 percent. (Excise taxes, mainly on
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beer, liquor, wine, and cigarettes, provided another some 9 percent.)
As the war expanded in the 1970s, additional revenues were

needed, and in FY 1974-75 a 10-percent surcharge was placed on
income taxes; during that year war costs required about 18 percent of
total budget expenditure (see The Civil War, ch. 1). The following
year, FY 1975-76, no tax increases were projected, but by early 1976
spending requirements led to a doubling of the sales tax to 10 percent
and increases in excise and certain luxury goods taxes. The sales tax
was again raised--to 15 percent-in early 1977, and projected costs
of the war for FY 1977-78 were 26 percent of total expenditure. As of
1978, however, no direct increases in income taxes had been made.
But in FY 1978-79 a 12.5-percent levy (a three-year "national defense
loan') was made against incomes on which Z$100 or more in taxes
had been paid the previous year. Meanwhile the impact (especially
on the African population) of increased sales taxes was evident in the
31 percent share of sales taxes in total tax revenue that year (excise
taxes constituted another 7 percent) and the relative decline of
income taxes to about 52 percent (see table 16, Appendix).

The budget had been roughly in balance at the beginning of the
1970s, and only moderate deficits were recorded until the middle of
the decade when rapidly growing defense expenditures and increases
in grants and subsidies outstripped revenue receipts. Among the
subsidies were large amounts paid to white commercial firmers in
support of production for the export market. little if any benefit
from the subsidies accrued to the domestic, overwhelmingly African,
consumer public. Meanwhile the percentage share of social services
in recurrent expenditure decline from over 27 percent of total expen-
diture in 1975 to about 21 percent in 1978; the education-health
component dropped from roughly 25 to 18 percent. Services for the
African population mainly bore the brunt of these reductions.

It was only under the Zimbabwe Rhodesia government of Prime
Minister Abel Muzorewa that war costs began to consume an inordi-
nate share of the budget. In FY 1979-80 outlays for defense were
projected at 37 percent of budgeted expenditure (estimates were
increased in late 1979 to 41 percent in a supplementary tax measure),
and there was little in the budget to provide the cheaper education
and health services anticipated by the African electorate nor much in
the way of funds for better housing and rural development, although
some increases were included for educatiov and housing. A large
budget deficit was projected, but the internal settlement had led to
hopes that defense and security costs could be reduced if peace came
and that if sanctions were lifted, an economic upturn would produce
larger revenues. The government decided to finance the deficit by
domestic and foreign loans rather than new taxes. The national
defense loan levy was dropped as a measure of relief for the non-
African taxpayer, but at the same time, substantial reductions were
made in the subsidies to white farmers and to government corporations.
The minister of finance called for general restraint on living
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expenditures, and African teachers, who had been given a pay raise,
were asked not to press their demand for wage parity, for which
funds were not available. The African reaction to the budget was
perhaps best expressed by one of the African government ministers
when he described it as "a white man's budget."

In April 1980 the new government of Robert Mugabe announced
almost immediately on assuming office the implementation of part of
the fiscal measures it had promised the African electorate during the
1980 election campaign (see Parliamentary Elections of 1980, ch. 4).
The retail sales tax was reduced from 15 to 10 percent on almost all
items, and additional basic foods (including cooking oil, margarine,
sugar, and tea) were completely exempted from the tax. In part to
offset the resulting loss of revenue, excise taxes were increased on
cigarettes, beer, and liquor, and the income surtax, which had
earlier been reduced to 5 percent, was again raised to 10 percent. In
July it was announced that primary education would be free begin-
ning with the August 1980 term and, that in the case of private
primary schools, government grants would be made to permit the
remission of fees. From September free health services were insti-
tuted for workers who made less than Z$150 a month (this included the
vast majority of African wage earners). These two measures required
substantial increases in budgetary allocations for FY 1980-81.

Actual expenditures showed increases over the previous year of 45
percent for health and 75 percent for education (see table 17, Appendix).
A large increase was budgeted for the acquisition of land, resettlement,
and rural development (almost 54 percent above the 1979-80
expenditure); but delays in the resettlement program slowed
implementation, and actual expenditure was under two-thirds of the
budgeted amount. The end of the war brought reduced spending for
defense and, although this item remained the largest in the budget,
actual expenditure declined by almost 13 percent from the year
before.

The FY 1981-82 budget emphasis was similar to that of the first
Mugabe budget, i.e., on education, health, resettlement, and rural
development. The appropriation for education was 31 percent larger
than actual expenditures in 1980-81, and projections for health were
41 percent above those of the year before. The appropriation for land
acquisition, resettlement, and rural development was 1.5 times
greater than that of the previous year and well over 2.5 times the
actual expenditure in that year. An expansion of the armed forces
resulted in increased spending, which at a projected total of over
Z$280 million was the largest budget item; education was a close
second at Z$272 million. To help finance the anticipated large bud-
get deficit, a main recourse was increases in indirect taxes. These
included a rise in sales taxes from 10 to 15 percent on selected items
and a general increase on others from 10 to 12 percent; the introduc-
tion of a 30-percent capital gains tax; a 5-percent surcharge on
customs duties; and increases in taxes on dividends. These new
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levies affected mainly the non .African population, although the gen-
eral sales tax increase was also significant for Africans. No increases
in either personal or company income taxes were made.

In spite of the government's socialist goals, its tax programs were
not intended to be confiscatory, nor were they intended to harm the
private sector. Although a greater share was to be assessed against
wealth and nonessential spending, the tax burden was still to be
spread widely so that everyone would be aware that nothing "was for
free," according to the finance minister. The objective was not to
bring everyone down to a lower standard of living but to reduce
inequality by raising incomes of the poorer sector.

Studies available up to 1982 on the country's economy consist
mainly of sectoral or specific area works. Two wider ranging sources
include Rhodesia: Economic Structure and Change, edited by G.M. E.
Leistner, which offers some background on the economy before UDI
and a more detailed presentation of the period from 1965 to 1974,
and John Handford's Portraitofan Economy: Rhodesia under Sanctions,
which incorporates statistical information on the UDI period and
varying amounts of history on earlier sectoral developments. Among
broader sectoral works is I. M. Hume's A Strategy for Rural Develop-
ment and Whitsun Data Bank No. 2, essentially collation-with
minimal analysis--of statistical materials on the peasant sector, for
which much of the data is widely scattered. The mining sector is
covered in a comprehensive report, Zimbabwe, prepared by the
United States Bureau of Mines. Anthony H. Croxton's Railways of
Rhodesia recounts in journalistic fashion the development of the
railroads. The all-important matter of land is succinctly discussed in
The Land Question by Roger Riddell. Available information on the
economy since independence has been confined mainly to materials
in the Monthly Digest of Statistics of the Zimbabwe Central Statisti-
cal Office. The new government's economic objectives and the poli-
cies to be pursued to obtain them appear in Growth with Equity; the
problems faced and the program for development are contained in
the ZIMCORD Conference Documentation. (For further informa-
tion see Bibliography.)
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Harare's Milton Buildings, which house the Pr*ne Minister's Office
and the seat of Zimbabwe's central government



AT INDEPENDENCE on April 18, 1980, Zimbabwe undertook to
govern itself according to a system of parliamentary democracy
bequeathed by Britain, its former colonial steward. Zimbabwean
sovereignty was embodied in the British-sponsored Constitution,
which had been accepted by all factions that had contended for
authority during the preceding fourteen years. The Constitution
ensured a government by the country's African majority. In national
elections held as a prologue to independence, the Zimbabwe African
National Union-Patriotic Front, the most radical ofthe African nationalist
groups during the long fight against white minority rule, came to
power under new leadership of Prime Minister Robert Mugabe.

The new prime minister's conciliatory statements and actions
made plain that his government did not intend to act hastily in
reordering the economy and the society. The reforms he introduced
were aimed first at expunging the racially segregated administration
of the country formerly known as Rhodesia. White domination of the
higher civil service was ended, municipal government was merged
into a single structure, and Africans were trained to take up judicial
office in a more integrated legal system. In spite of his generous use
of socialist rhetoric, Mugabe's economic strategy intruded little on
the private sector, which he recognized must be allowed to prosper if
jobs were to be created and overseas investors encouraged. Broader
opportunities for Africans, narrowing of income disparities, and land
resettlement were high on the new government's agenda, but its
initial approach was cautious, emphasizing shifts in the tax burden,
boosts in education, and higher minimum wages.

Mugabe's government has had to contend with underlying regional
and ethnic divisions in the African population and dissatisfaction
among radicals of Mugabe's own party over the pace of change. The
political influence of the elite white minority has waned, but its
power has persisted in other forms. The opposition forces-Joshua
Nkomo's Patriotic Front-Zimbabwe African People's Union and the
white Republican Front Party--have experienced internal stress,
reinforcing the prime minister's commanding position. He was nev-
ertheless provoked by actions of his adversaries that he regarded as
negative and disruptive when the republic's tasks demanded unity of
purpose. Mugabe has sought to maintain a broadly based govern-
ment by continuing to include representatives of Nkomo's party and
white independents, but he has strongly endorsed a one-party sys-
tem as a solution to mutual distrust and ethnic and ideological
conflict.

The issues at stake within Zimbabwe have received wide interna-
tional recognition, attested to br, the West's commitment from the
outset to the republic's development along democratic, multiracial
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lines. Despite the communist support that was an instrumental
factor in the Patriotic Front's guerrilla war against Ian Smith's Rhodesia,
relations with the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, and China have
been distinctly of secondary importance.

Zimbabwe's outlook has been consonant with its nonaligned status
and its membership in African groupings. Its central location and
relative economic weight have endowed the country with a promi-
nent role in the efforts of the states of the southern tier to reduce
their dependence on South Africa. At the same time, however, the
republic's most challenging foreign relations problem was how to
employ its influence against the area's remaining stronghold of white
minority rule while dealing with the reality of an economy closely
intertwined with that of its powerful southern neighbor.

Constitutional Framework
Between 1923, when Southern Rhodesia attained status as a self-

governing crown colony, and 1980, when Zimbabwe became a sover-
eign republic, political activity has been regulated by six successive
constitutions. The one promulgated in 1923 retained residual pow-
ers for Britain over relations between the white Rhodesian govern-
ment and the colony's African majority (see The Colonial Period, ch.
1). Under the 1961 constitution Britain relinquished its earlier rights
of intervention, which were intended to safeguard the interests of
the African population, and extended greater autonomy to the Rho-
desian authorities (see The 1961 Constitution, ch. 1). The constitu-
tions of 1965 and 1969, which stemmed from Rhodesia's unilateral
declaration of independence (UDI), reinforced the ruling white
minority's primary aim: permanent and total control over the machinery
of government in order to avoid or defeat any serious challenge from
the nonwhite majority (see Unilateral Declaration of Independence;
The Republican Constitution, ch. 1).

The 1979 constitution, under which Bishop Abel Muzorewa became
the breakaway colony's first African prime minister and a majority of
African members took their places in the cabinet and parliament,
was in force only a few months. Coupled with laws abolishing most
forms of racial discrimination, it represented an effort by the white
political leadership to come to terms with the moderate African
forces. It failed, however, to end the civil war with the guerrilla
insurgents of the Patriotic Front because the document was widely
perceived as having been designed to perpetuate de facto white
control for a lengthy period, if not indefinitely (see Internal Settlement,
cl. 1).

The Constitution of 1980, which established the framework for
Zimbabwean independence, sounded the death knell for white politi-
cal power and ushered in a new era of self-determination for the
African majority. Launched at a British-sponsored conference of all
contending parties, which convened at Lancaster House in London
in September 1979, the Constitution was similar in nony respects to
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the preceding internal settlement constitution, retaining virtually
the same structure of government and provisions designed to protect
the basic rights of all citizens. Both constitutions prescribed doal
voter rolls for the electoral process: a common roll for Africa and a
separate roll for white, Coloured, and Asian voters. Th us of
political power was, however, shifted to the African m4 ty by
revoking the veto power of the white minority and the indeAldence
of the white-dominated civil service (see Parliament, this 34.

In addition to prohibiting discrimination on the groundsl*~race,
tribe, place of origin, color, or creed," the Declaration of Rights in
the Constitution embodies detailed safeguards against the compul-
sory sale of property except underutilized agricultural land. Pension
benefits and the right to remit compensation abroad are similarly
protected. These provisions have been viewed as essential features
of the 1979 Lancaster House agreement, affording whites an option
of emigration without undue hardship should they find life under
African rule intolerable. Because of the potential drain on the
Zimbabwean economy, Britain gave assurances of aid in fulfilling
these promises to the white community.

Amendments to the Constitution generally require the support of
seventy members of the parliament's House of Assembly and two-
thirds of its Senate. Several sections of the document are neverthe-
less entrenched (exempt from amendment except by unanimous
approval in the assembly). The Declaration of Rights is entrenched
for a ten-year period, and the separate non-African voter roll and the
functions of the assembly and Senate are entrenched for a seven-year
period.

The independence Constitution states that any person who was a
citizen by birth, descent, or registration before independence is a
citizen of Zimbabwe. Persons who before independence were born
ofa parent who is a Zimbabwean citizen can apply for citizenship and
be registered upon subscribing to an oath of loyalty to the state.
Persons born after independence to fathers who are Zimbabwean
citizens acquire citizenship by descent. Persons who became
Zimbabwean citizens at independence cannot be deprived of their
national status by reason of citizenship in another country, nor can
they be prohibited from using passports issued by foreign
governments. This clause was retained in the Constitution to alleviate
concerns of white residents, nearly half of whom, according to one
estimate, hold British passports, while a smaller number have South
AfricM passports. In 1982 the government introduced a bill to repeal
the dual nationality clause, which was not entrenched in the
Constitution.

hudblonfls of Goverment
The Zimbbwn girnment, like its predecessors, is organized

along the lines of the British parliamentary system in which all
poiti authority emanates from the national legislature. Its struc-
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ture is highly centralized, lacking such federal institutions as sepa-
rate provincial governments invested with independent powers (see
fig. 17). Local governing units are assigned responsibility for a lim-
ited range of matters, but the parliament retains the right to extend
or restrict the areas in which such bodies may function. Unlike
Britain, which does not have a formai constitution defining the form
of government or placing restraints on the power of parliament,
Zimbabwe's Constitution establishes a fully elaborated governmen-
tal structure.

The detailed terms of the Declaration of Rights, the entrenched
clauses, and the allocation of a specific number of seats in the
parliament to members chosen by the white electorate were
included by the document's framers to gain white acceptance of a
government in which African majority rule would become a reality.
Since independence, however, whites have been able in only a few
instances to deter the African majority from prevailing on legislative
initiatives. Nonetheless whites as individuals have continued to
exercise widespread influence in the administration of government
owing to their strong representation in senior positions of the civil
service, traditionally an important and effective institution of the
public sector.

Prime Minister Mugabe has made it clear on a number of occa-
sions that he does not regard the form of government bequeathed
Zimbabwe by the Constitution as fully adapted to the prevailing
political and social conditions. The minister of legal and parliamen-
tary affairs, Eddison Zvobgo, has been entrusted with studying
major structural changes, some of which might be introduced with-
out delay if the support of seventy assembly members needed for
ordinary amendments seems attainable, while others would have to
await the expiration of the constitutional entrenchment periods.
Changes reportedly under consideration in 1982 included establish-
ing an executive presidency and abolishing the Senate, the seats
reserved for whites in the assembly, and the multiparty system.

Executive Branch and Civi Service
According to the Constitution the executive branch is headed by

the president who, as head of state and commander in chief of the
armed forces, serves in a largely ceremonial role corresponding to
that of a constitutional monarch. His official actions are. based on the
advice of the government in power except under limited circum-
stances, such as the appointment of a prime minister and the dissolu-
tion of parliame',it in the case of a vote of no confidence. The presi-
dent serves a six-year term, after which he is eligible to be reelected
for one additional term. Canaan Banana, a member of Mugabe's
political party, the Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic
Front (ZANU-PF), became the country's first president after elec-
tion by a combined vote of the Senate and House of Assembly on
April 11, 1980.
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The president acts on the advice of a cabinet consisting of the
prime minister, who serves as head of government, and other minis-
ters who are generally delegated responsibility for the various
departments of government. Ministers and deputy ministers are
members of the legislature. As of mid-1982 the government included
thirty ministers and ministers of state and twenty-four deputy
ministers, thus comprising a significant proportion of the entire
parliament. All cabinet ministers were members of ZANU-PF
except for four supporters of the Patriotic Front-Zimbabwe African
People's Union (PF-ZAPU) and two white independents (see table
18, Appendix).

Secretaries of departments, who are permanent civil servants,
supervise day-to-day government operations subject to the general
direction and control of the responsible minister. The preponder-
ance of whites in the higher ranks of the civil service was a conten-
tious issue in the preindependence period. During the transition
government in 1978, the African co-minister ofjustice, Byron Hove,
was dismissed after advocating the active recruitment of Africans to
the civil service and the police. At the 1979 Lancaster House Confer-
ence the British introduced an important modification to previous
staffing practices whereby the prime minister could appoint a major-
ity of three suitably qualified Africans to the powerful Public Service
Commission, notwithstanding their lack of prior employment in the
senior ranks of the civil service. Moreover the commission was
enjoined to take account of government policy to achieve suitable
representation of all population groups in all civil service
appointments. Similar rules were applied to ensure that the Police
Service Commission and the Defence Forces Service Commission
would not act as barriers to the advancement of Africans to senior
positions.

In 1980 the first amendment to the Constitution reduced the
length of time the chairman of the Public Service Commission and
one additional member must spend in senior civil service positions.
Similar changes accommodated African appointments to the Judicial
Service Commission and the Senate Legal Committee. With a black
majority on the Public Service Commission, the process of
realigning the civil service to reflect the racial pattern of the popula-
tion has been a prime objective of the Mugabe government. Whites
have been protected in their terms of service normally through a
retirement age of sixty-five. But some white officials have been
obliged to accept early retirement at age sixty, which is permitted
under civil service regulations when qualified Africans are available
to replace them.

By January 1982 thirteen of the thirty permanent departmental
secretaries in government and forty-five of the eighty deputy secre-
taries were Africans. At independence more than 68 percent of the
10,000 officers in public service were white. One year later the
number of whites had declined by 2,000, owing mainly to special
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retirement incentives, and the number of Africans had increased by
2,200. In the top grades there were 134 African officers and 142
whites.

Parliament
The bicameral legislative system of House of Assembly and Senate

introduced by Rhodesia's republican constitution of 1969 was
retained under the brief internal settlement government of
Zimbabwe Rhodesia and in the governmental structure of indepen-
dent Zimbabwe. Government ministers are expected to attend
debates and to defend government policies and actions that are
within the jurisdiction of their departments. Ministers may sit and
speak in either legislative body but may vote only in the one in which
they are members.

The Senate plays a secondary role in the legislative process. If its
members do not approve within ninety days an ordinary bill passed
by the House of Assembly, the bill may then be presented to the
president for assent. The Senate has the power to delay a money bill
for only eight sitting days. An amendment to the Constitution can be
delayed for no more than 180 days.

Of the Senate's forty members, the ten white senators are elected
by white members of the assembly. Ten senators are elected by the
Council of Chiefs, based on a separate poll of Ndebele and Shona
chiefs, each ethnic group being assigned five seats in spite of the
preponderance of Shona in the population. Fourteen senators are
elected by the eighty African members of the assembly. (All those
elected in 1980 were sponsored by the prime minister; twelle were
members of his ZANU-PF, one was a member of PF-ZAPU, and
one, Denis Norman, was a white appointee serving as minister of
agriculture.) The remaining six senators are nominated by the presi-
dent on the advice of the prime minister. In 1982 one of these was
Garfield Todd, a former prime minister who had increasingly associ-
ated himselfwith African political aspirations; another was a leader of
the Coloured community; two were women; and two were
appointees to important cabinet posts. One reason for the
government's underlying dissatisfaction with the Senate has been
the fact that half of its membership consists of whites and the chiefs
who represent more traditional and conservative elements of African
society.

The Cotstitution stipulates that proposed legislation be referred
to the Senate Legal Committee for an opinion of whether the bill in
question is in contravention of the Declaration of Rights. Although
the committee is potentially an important instrument for the defense
of the rights guaranteed in the Constitution, its authority is limited
by the fact that its membership is determined by the party in power
and that its conclusions appear to be only advisory.

The 100-member House ofAssembly is the preeminent legislative
body in which the government introduces its legislative program and
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most debate occurs. Eighty of the members are elected by African
citizens registered on the common voter roll, and the remaining
twenty are elected by white, Asian, and Coloured voters. This
composition is prescribed in the Constitution and is a decisive
change from the 1979 document, which allotted twenty-eight assem-
bly seats to white candidates to constitute a blocking minority against
legislative reforms in such areas as housing, education, medical
services, local government, and voter qualifications.

The term of each parliament is five years unless dissolved sooner
by the president. The annual parliamentary session is generally
opened in June by the president with an address outlining govern-
ment policy for the forthcoming year and forecasting the nature of
the legislative program. A general debate on the government's pro-
gram follows and is limited to twenty-two and one-half hours, with
each member limited to a speech offorty minutes. The government's
budget is introduced about a month after the opening of parliament,
followed by a second general debate preceding votes of funds for
individual ministries. Although ordinary members are entitled to
introduce private bills, in practice virtually all legislation considered
by parliament has had official backing.

Action on bills follows the customary parliamentary procedure of
three readings, the first constituting the announcement of the
government's intentions; the second serves as the occasion for
debate on the principles of the bill and is followed by clause-by-
clause consideration by the entire house sitting as a committee of the
whole. A system of specialized committees has not been introduced,
although the government has indicated that it was studying the
procedure in other Commonwealth countries where each ministry
has its corresponding parliamentary committee.

Local Government
A primary task for the Mugabe government has been the amalga-

mation of racially differentiated structures of local authority into a
single system. As of mid-1982 this had been successfully accom-
plished in urban communities. In rural areas the distinction in
administration between the communal areas (formerly Tribal Trust
Lands-TrL) and territory occupied by white farmers had not been
wholly eliminated. Before independence African areas, consisting
mainly of the TrL, were under control of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs, which closely supervised their rudimentary local govern-
ment bodies. Local government for urban areas and for white-
inhabited rural areas was supervised by the Ministry of Local
Government and Housing. African communities adjacent to white
cities were under direct control of whites, usually the neighboring
municipality.

The most conspicuous change since 1980 has been the integration
of white and African residential areas into unified urban councils,
which in most cases have African majorities. In the communal areas
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the post of district commissioner, through whom white authority
formerly was channeled, has been abolished and fifty-five district
councils created.

The eight provinces into which Zimbabwe is divided have limited
administrative significance. Magistrates' courts have been organized
on provincial lines, and certain statistics are collected on a provincial
basis. For the first national election in 1980, common roll seats in the
House of Assembly were allocated by province under a proportional
representation system. In future general elections, however, voting
will be for individual candidates in eighty electoral districts. During
1981 government leaders indicated that there were no current plans
to dissolve provincial authorities. It was envisaged that the provinces
would act as conduits through which government funds and effort
would be funneled to district councils. Individuals who chair district
councils were expected to sit on the boards of the provincial
authorities.

Urban Councils
The pre-1980 municipalities were governed by a mayor and a

council elected by the white property owners and tenants. The
municipalities had wide taxing power and managed nearly all pub-
lic services within their boundaries and in much of the unincorpo-
rated adjacent areas that included the African townships. All
African city dwellers, except for the numerous domestic servants,
were required to live in these outlying communities. The townships
were regarded as separate areas owned by the local white govern-
ment unit; most housing was owned by the white municipality or by
local employers.

In the larger African townships, advisory boards were appointed
to make recommendations to the white municipal governments on
matters affecting the African residents. In some cases the white city
councils handed over to the boards control over markets, libraries,
day-care centers, and recreation facilities. In recent years a few
elected African urban councils having broader authority were
formed. Soon after coming to power, the Mugabe government
announced that all municipal government structures would be uni-
fied into single urban councils for both African and white living
areas. At the central level, responsibility for all local government
affairs was to be concentrated in a single agency, the Ministry of

Local Government and Housing (later renamed Ministry of Local
Government and Town Planning). New elections wete held for
seventeen urban councils, first in smaller municipalities in October
and November 1980, but elections in Salisbury (present-day
Harare) and Bulawayo were delayed until 1981 as a result of unrest
and clashes between former guerrilla factions. In most cases the I
African councillors were in a majority and elected African mayors
because the populations of the African townships, which were
divided into wards, outstripped those of the white suburbs. (Whites
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were, however, proportionately more heavily represented.) A candi-
date could run for election in any ward without being a resident and
irrespective of race. In only rare instances, however, did Africans
and whites contest the same wards.

In Harare thirteen of the thirty-six seats were filled by whites and
twenty-three by blacks. Tizirai Gwata was sworn in as the capital's
first African mayor on April 7, 1981. In Bulawayo the new council
consisted of fifteen blacks and eight whites. White candidates ran as
independents, but most Africans ran on party tickets with the result
that the outcomes followed definite ethnic lines. In Harare and other
towns in Shona areas, ZANU-PF was overwhelmingly successful. In
Bulawayo and Victoria Falls, where the Ndebele were a majority,
PF-ZAPU prevailed in the African wards.

Rura Are"e
Changes in rural administration proceeded in a more deliberate

fashion after independence. The elected rural councils in predomi-
nantly white areas were permitted to continue in existence. Most of
the forty-five such bodies extended over large areas and were
reuired to deal with local road construction and maintenance;
b e independence they also managed some small African
townships. The minister of local government and housing indicated
that qualified Africans such as individual farmers and those in the
African Purchase Areas, might be represented on the rural councils.
Small African townships could also be represented or form their own
councils. The minister warned that the franchise would not be
extended to African farm laborers who did not own property in the
area.

Before independence African councils were created in the TIL
under district commissioners; they were to include both elected
members and a smaller number of chiefs and headmen appointed by
the government. In many cases the elective seats had to be filled by
appointment because resentment against the government resulted
in boycotts of elections. Of 242 such councils formed during the
1970s, only three remained by 1980, the remainder having crumbled
under the impact of the civil war. In practice the district councils,
supposedly concerned with primary education, preventive health
care, and feeder roads, were regularly bypassed by district commis-
sioners in dealings with the central authorities. They were not
consulted on major rural development projects, such as local
industry, irrigation, and main and secondary roads.

After coming to power, the Mugabe government decided to
reconstitute local government in the communal areas by forming
fifty-five district councils. In August 1981 new legislation was intro-
duced to give the minister of local government and housing the
authority to appoint a chief executive officer (known as a district
administrator) to each district. (The former white district commis-
sioners either resigned because of their enforced idleness or were
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transferred to other duties.) The new administrators, who were civil
servants accountable to the ministry, were to ensure that the coun-
cils operated efficiently and that all funds were properly accounted
for. In Shona areas the district administrators were also closely
linked with the ZANU-PF party apparatus. They were assisted by
local government promotion officers (L-.ually former guerrillas) on
rural development projects.

Council seats were filled by direct election, although various
voting methods were permitted, including expressions of preference
for tribal leaders, acclamation, head count, assembling behind
candidates, or secret ballot. In many cases there was only one
candidate, which obviated the need for an election. Where elections
were contested, they were conducted on party lines with the result
that in thirty-seven councils in Shona areas, all seats were won by
ZANU-PF candidates. In Ndebele areas all seats were swept by
PF-ZAPU. Where more mixed populations are found, as in parts of
the Midlands and around Kariba, two or more African parties won
council seats.

Chiefs and Headmen
Although often selected from the ranks of those who would tradi-

tionally have been chiefs, under preindependence governments the
chiefs were appointed officials forming, with their headmen, the
lowest level of administration in the TTL. The chiefs, who numbered
over 300, were responsible for tax collection, crime prevention, and
the maintenance of order, enjoying police power as constables.
Some also acted as judges. Headmen, appointed by district commis-
sioners at the chiefs' suggestions, were responsible for supervising a
tribal ward. Below them were heads of kraals (villages or hamlets
composed of a few households). The kraal head was not an official
but, as the recognized senior member or spokesman for his hamlet,
was charged with maintenance of peace and enforcement of govern-
ment orders. Most chiefs and headmen remained on the side of the
government during the civil war, being among the more conserva-
tive elements in tribal society.

Conscious that the chiefs had served the interests of previous
regimes, Mugabe's minister of local government and housing
declared that the chiefs would no longer be instruments of the
government nor swear allegiance to it. They would, however, con-
tinue to receive a government stipend. They were to be confined to
traditional and cultural matters and to voicing local concerns, insofar
as their people accepted them in these roles. In effecting these
changes, the government has proposed new communal land legisla-
tion that would transfer authority to issue permits for livestock and
allocate land for plowing from the chiefs to the district councils.

T. Legal System
Changes in the judicial structure introduced by the government

since independence have sought to minimize racial distinctions in
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the operation of the courts and to end domination of the higher
bench by white jurists. The earlier chiefs' courts that administered
customary law were being replaced by village and community courts
under newly trained presiding officers in 1982. The same year Afri-
cans were expected to constitute a majority on the magistrates'
bench; Africans had also been appointed to the Supreme Court and
the High Court.

In spite of strong associations with Britain and adoption of many of
its judicial forms and practices, the Zimbabwean legal system is
based on the Roman-Dutch tradition inherited from South Africa.
The Constitution is the supreme law of the republic, and its provis-
ions prevail over all other statutes to the extent that such laws are
inconsistent with it. Thus laws enacted during UDI are recognized as
valid if they do not conflict with the new constitutional provisions.

Customary law, the body of conventions and practices regulating
relationships in the African community, continues to be recognized
in civil cases where the parties have agreed that it should be applied.
Zimbabwean legal authorities look forward to the eventual unifica-
tion of elements of customary and Roman-Dutch law into a single
body.

Court Structure
When adopted in 1980, the Constitution affirmed the existing

court hierarchy headed by a High Court consisting of two divisions;
the more senior Appellate Division and the General Division. A
constitutional amendment in 1981 renamed these the Supreme
Court and the High Court, respectively. In this judicial system the
chief justice serves as a member of both courts and has authority to
interchange judges between them. The Supreme Court has original
jurisdiction over individuals seeking redress from alleged contraven-
tions of the Declaration of Rights, hears appeals from the High
Court, and assumes other jurisdiction as may be conferred upon it by
the Constitution or other legislation. It does not have the power to
adjudicate the constitutionality of legislative actions.

The High Court is staffed by a number ofpuisne (associate) judges.
It has both original and appellate jurisdiction. Civil cases are heard
by a single judge, but criminal matters are tried before a judge and
jury or a judge sitting with two assessors. Cases heard before lower
courts may be reviewed by the High Court on such grounds as
absence ofjurisdiction, corruption, gross irregularity, and inadmissi-
bility of evidence.

The use of assessors stems from legal practice in former British
India and is an outgrowth of the duality of the law in countries having
a British colonial heritage. The assessor is expected to bring to the
court hearing a special knowledge of local habits and modes of
thought and expression. In a major trial during the early months of
the Mugabe government, Edgar Tekere, a cabinet member and
leading officer of ZANU-PF, was acquitted of murder on a technical-
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ity when a white High Court judge was outvoted by his Coloured and
African assessors (see Postwar Violence and Government Security
Policy, ch. 5).

Before 1980 the judicial structure below the level of the High
Court was separated into two systems: magistrates' courts under the
Ministry of Justice, and district commissioners' and chiefs' courts
under the Ministry of Internal Affairs. In 1981 a new system of
primary courts headed by laymen versed in customary law was
introduced to hear lesser cases. These became part of a single
hierarchy of courts under the responsibility of the Ministry of Justice
and Constitutional Affairs that was designed to reduce racial distinc-
tions in the application of law.

The largest number of criminal cases as well as most of the civil
cases involving white persons continued to be heard by senior and
district magistrates' courts. Under the divided system in effect
before independence, white district commissioners heard civil
cases involving Africans residing in their administrative areas. A
commissioner could summon African chiefs to advise him on
African law and custom. The chiefs' courts heard lesser civil cases
in which all parties were Africans, although their authority was
gradually extended to certain criminal matters during the 1970s;
by 1980 all 132 chiefs' courts had been assigned limited criminal
jurisdiction.

During 1981 a broad transformation of the system was under-
taken. With United States assistance a training program had been
launched at the University of Zimbabwe to qualify Africans as magis-
trates and primary court officers. It was expected that during 1982 a
majority of the sixty-nine magistrates in Zimbabwe, heretofore an
entirely white judicial body, would be Africans. The chiefs' courts
were being replaced by 1,500 village courts, and the commissioners'
courts were in the process of being replaced by 300 community
courts. The village courts, presided over by village elders chosen by
the ministry, were empowered to deal with cases of minor assault,
theft of property valued at up to Z$50 (for value of the Zimbabwe
dollar-see Glossary), and contraventions of district council bylaws.
In civil matters village courts could rule on claims of up to Z$200 if
the claim was determinable under customary law. They were also
empowered to grant divorces. The community courts were vested
with limited criminal jurisdiction and acted as courts of appeal for
village courts. Their findings could in turn be appealed to the local
magistrates' court. Village courts have been established only in
communal lands and in the former African townships. Jurisdiction of
the community courts also extended to commercial farming areas,
but as of 1981 it was still highly unusual for a white person to be
brought before them.

The introduction of the primary court system followed an unset-
tled period beginning in 1978 when some 90 percent of the country
had been declared a martial law area and special courts martial
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staffed by white military officers conducted political trials. Many
Africans, who were not permitted to be represented by defense
counsel, were sentenced to death; appeal was limited to referral to a
secret review authority. In areas outside government control, illegal
kangaroo courts presided over by guerrillas or officials of the African
nationalist parties flourished during and immediately after the civil
war. Instead of reverting to the former chiefs' courts, these irregular
bodies gradually gave way to the new primary courts.

Racial Justice and Human Rights
The pervasive practice of racial discrimination in the country's

preindependence era was buttressed by laws and regulations gov-
erning nearly every aspect of relations between the multiracial popu-
lation groups. Much of the legislation regulating or primarily
affecting Africans was repealed between 1977 and 1979. The Mugabe
government has thus been able to focus its efforts on reducing the
continuing wide inequalities in social and economic conditions
between Africans and whites, notably in education, health care, and
wage levels.

Measures controlling access of Africans to public facilities and
accommodations were found in a number of preindependence laws,
including the Town Management Act and the Municipal Act. These
granted local authorities the right to segregate eating places, parks,
sports facilities, theaters, and toilets. Their provisions were invoked
with some flexibility in the large cities, but in smaller communities
segregation was closely akin to that found under South Africa's
apartheid system. In addition to allocating rural land on a racial basis,
the Land Tenure Act of 1969 classified all urban land as white, while
permitting the designation of sections for African townships. Black
males over sixteen years of age were required to carry registration
certificates (passbooks) and were subject to a fine of up to Z$1,000,
six months' imprisonment, or both for failure to produce a pass if the
police asked to see one. Africans were restricted from entering urban
areas by the stringent Vagrancy Law and other measures that con-
fined Africans to the TIL unless they were employed in urban areas.

The five constitutions enacted between 1961 and 1980 all included
sections extending guarantees of civil rights. In each case, however,
these guarantees were strictly qualified, being subject to abrogation
when the needs of defense, public safety, public order, public
morality, or public health prevailed. Freedom of speech and assem-
bly were among the rights set out in these constitutions, but author-
ity was expressly retained for a government monopoly over radio and
television broadcasting. Under the Law and Order (Maintenance)
Act, gatherings and processions required official permission,
individuals could be rohibited from attending public gatherings,
and publications coulcrbe banned. The Unlawful Organization Act of
1959 permitted the president to declare unlawful any group "likely
to endanger, disturb, or interfere with defense, public safety, or
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public order." Although nondiscriminatory in form, these laws were
used mainly to ban African organizations, meetings, and journals.

The removal of overtly discriminatory measures was begun in
1977 after Ian Smith had rejected Anglo-American proposals and
called for a settlement with the African nationalist leaders. The Land
Tenure Amendment Act of 1977 ended racial division of rural land,
although it was not until early 1979 that racial restrictions on urban
land were repealed. Actual integration of white residential areas was
limited by economic factors and by regulations over use, such as the
requirement that only one family could occupy each plot. Schools
and hospitals remained effectively segregated (see Education;
Health, ch. 2). In August 1978 the transitional government of the
internal parties announced the opening of hotels, restaurants, swim-
ming pools, beer halls, theaters, and other public places to all races.
Owners might still control the right of admission but not on the basis
of race or color.

Under emergency power regulations that were brought into effect
in Rhodesia in 1965, police were able to detain indefinitely any
person or class of persons if this appeared "expedient in the interest
of public safety or public order." Martial law regulations, which
affected most of the country as the civil war intensified, also permit-
ted indefinite detention. The United States Department of State's
Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 1979 noted a variety
of estimates of political prisoners toward the end of the civil war:
convicted political prisoners, whose numbers ranged from 250 to
2,000 depending on definitions employed; about 1,000 prisoners
under preventive detention, nearly all of whom were released by the
Muzorewa administration; and 12,000 or more held by Rhodesian
security forces under martial law. By April 1980 the British authori-
ties had granted amnesty to 11,000 convicted political prisoners and
detainees.

The Mugabe government has for the most part observed the
individualpolitical rights guaranteed by the Constitution. Free exer-
cise of political association and expression has been permitted, and
rights of accused persons have been respected. By mid-1982,
however, there were signs of strain as the higher judiciary's determi-
nation to uphold constitutional safeguards came into conflict with
Mugabe's efforts to suppress dissidence. Detentions of several
months without trial, questions of access to counsel, and claims of
physical mistreatment have arisen. Detentions without trial are
permitted by the Emergency Powers Act, which enables the
government, after proclaiming a public emergency, to suspend con-
stitutional protections against detention, search, expression, and
assembly (see Government Security Policy. ch. 5). The same law has
also enabled the government to require that all political meetings
and proposed speakers be approved a week in advance. In general,
opposition gatherings have not been impeded, but PF-ZAPU rallies
have been prohibited during periods of heightened tension.
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The Constitution provides for an independent office of ombuds-
man to investigate allegations of injustice by any ministry or govern-
ment official for which a court remedy is not available. Implementing
legislation was not introduced by the government until April 1982,
and the offices of the president and prime minister, the armed
forces, the police, and the prison services were exempted from its
application.

Politics
The shape of the Zimbabwean government was largely deter-

mined in February 1980, two months before independence, when
nine African political parties contested elections for the eighty con-
trolling seats in the House of Assembly. In elections held two weeks
earlier, Ian Smith's Rhodesian Front (RF) continued its longtime
preeminence, capturing all twenty seats reserved for whites.

The election triumph of ZANU-PF was on such a scale that no
other party or combination of parties was capable of obstructing the
subsequent enactment of its program. Mugabe could have formed
his government strictly along party lines, but as a conciliatory move,
several members of the PF-ZAPU opposition as well as two white
moderates were brought into his new cabinet. The remaining Afri-
can parties began to crumble after their severe defeat, and many
members announced decisions to join ZANU-PF, presumably to
improve their political fortunes and to share in the patronage of the
victors. The RF split in 1982 over the issue of cooperating or
contending with the ruling party leadership, further enfeebling the
whites as a separate political factor.

The coalition between ZANU-PF and Nkomo's PF-ZAPU proved
to be a source of dissension from the first. Reluctant to accept a
subservient role in spite of the disappointing election results,
Nkomo rejected the largely ceremonial post of president and sought
to be named minister of foreign affairs. He finally accepted the home
affairs portfolio but found that its importance had been downgraded
by removal of state security and paramilitary elements from its
jurisdiction. The influence of Nkomo and PF-ZAPU in the coalition
was further diminished after Nkomo's demotion to minister without
portfolio in January 1981 and his ejection from the cabinet a year
later.

Since 1980 the dominant political question has been to find a
means to prevent differences between ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU
from hardening into a struggle along Shona-Ndebele ethnic lines.
The existing parliamentary format, which contains few constitutional
checks against consolidation of power by the numerically dominant
ZANU-PF, is seen by many as an inadequate mechanism for
reconciling the competing interests of various elements of
Zimbabwean society. As of mid-1982 dissatisfactions of the minority
Ndebele group were increasingly being reflected in dissident
activity. Although Nkomo repudiated lawlessness by Ndebele
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elements, he was exposed to harsh attacks from Mugabe, leading to
speculation that the prime minister was intent on bringing about his
political downfall.

Parliamentary Elections of 1980
In the parliamentary elections of February 27-29, 1980, the major-

ity of the population in the crown colony of Rhodesia exercised for
the first time in history the opportunity to elect its own government.
A total of nine African parties registered for the election by paying
the Z$200 fee for each of the eight provinces in which they planned to
enter candidates and by adopting symbols to assist illiterate voters in
identifying the competing parties (see table 19, Appendix).

Four of the African political organizations were regarded as seri-
ous contenders-the two parties of the wartime Patriotic Front
alliance, whose unremitting struggle had forced Smith to the confer-
ence table, and two of the parties that had aligned themselves with
Smith in the internal settlement of 1978. The parties of the wartime
alliance were the Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) headed
by Robert Mugabe and Joshua Nkomo's Zimbabwe African People's
Union (ZAPU). Nkomo sought to enhance his chances by registering
his party for the election under the label Patriotic Front. The British
electoral authorities ruled that the party would be listed as
PF-ZAPU, and Mugabe's party would appear as ZANU-PF. (These
designations have subsequently been accepted in common usage,
but the term Patriotic Front is frequently used in Zimbabwe to refer
to PF-ZAPU.) The two leading parties of the internal settlement
were Abel Muzorewa's United African National Council (UANC)
and Ndabaningi Sithole's Zimbabwe African National Union
(ZANU). (Mugabe had wrested the leadership of the main ZANU
group from Sithole in 1974, but Sithole succeeded in registering his

ing as ZANU for the election.)
Ideologically the African parties ranged from the Marxist,

ZANU-PF on the left to small, tradition-oriented groups on the
right. Personal followings of the parties' leaders and ethnic color-
ations were, however, more pertinent than the vaguely defined
programs of the organizations.

ZANU-PF campaigned on a mod, t~Iy socialist platform calling
for peasant agriculture rn a collective basis by voluntary agreement;
central control of the banking system; 'o-blic investment in impor-
tant economic sectors; Africanization of the civil service, army, and
police; and removal of racist judges. Mugabe sressed, however, that
no vengeance would be sought against whites, and no private prop-
erty would be seized without compensation. He promised that pri-
vate enterprise would continue to exist until the circumstances were
readied for socialist change. Under the slogan "ZANU-PF started
the war of liberation and only ZANU-PF can end the war," the party
effectively reminded voters that it would be decisive in bringing an
end to conflict.
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PF-ZAPU presented itself as the party of peace, national
reconciliation, and the burying of sectional animosities. Although his
platform had socialist features, Nkomo was regarded as more flexible
and less dogmatic than Mugabe. Ian Smith was quoted as having
declared that the best choice would be Nkomo, but this endorse-
ment was probably not helpful, as Nkomo was already distrusted for
his earlier private contacts with the Smith regime.

The UANC was considered centrist and probusiness, although its
platform included land reform, better housing, free education, and
free health services. Muzorewa warned that victory by Mugab, or
Nkomo would mean widespread nationalization. He predicted that a
Mugabe-Nkomo coalition would quickly disintegrate and that civil
war would ensue between the rival guerrilla armies.

Charges of intimidation of voters and unfair campaign tactics were
leveled by all sides. The former externally based parties of the
ZANU-ZAPU coalition complained, for example, of delays by the
Rhodesian authorities in providing telephone connections and by
customs in holding up imported automobiles and campaign material.
Concurrently it was widely reported that the internal parties had
difficulty campaigning in TI'L that were controlled by the guerrillas.
British election supervisors accused ZANU-PF of being the main
source of intimidation, particularly in Mashonaland East and in the
rural area of Victoria and Manicaland. International observer groups
representing the Commonwealth, the Organization of African Unity
(OAU), Ireland, Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany (West
Germany), and Australia reported flaws and intimidation but reached
conclusions similar to those of a mission from Freedom House, a
nonofficial American group concerned with political and civil rights,
which found that "the electoral result will approximately represent
the distribution of current political forces within Zimbabwe's black
population."

The level of participation in the common roll elections was, as
expected, very high-2,649,529 valid votes were cast, indicatinig
participation by roughly 87 percent of the eligible African voters.
ZANU-PF secured 63 percent of the popular vote, while PF-ZAPU
and the UANC won 24 percent and 8 percent respectively. None of
the other parties was able to attract more than 2 percent of the total.
In addition to ZANU-PF's fifty-seven seats, which were allotted on
the basis of proportional representation in each of the eight provinces,
PF-ZAFU gained twenty seats, and the UANC (which had enjoyed a
majority of fifty-one seats in the Zimbabwe Rhodesia assembly) was
reduced to only three seats. None of the other six African parties
succeeded in gaining representation in the assembly (see fig. 18).

Mugabe's stunning victory was regarded less as an endorsement of
his leftist political philosophy than an acknowledgment by the elec-
torate of the crucial part played by ZANU-PF in the civil war that had
brought domination by the white minority to an end. The more
radical image projected by ZANU-PF, which excited apprehension
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not only among the European population of Zimbabwe but also in
Britain and South Africa, was a further source of appeal. Nkomo was
a more colorful political campaigner and had for long loomed over
the African nationalist movement as its senior figure. Yet the less
aggressive part played by PF-ZANU in the war and the ambiguous
behind-the-scenes negotiations by Nkomo at critical stages of the
conflict, as well as his domineering style, were held against him.
Muzorewa had pursued an extravagant campaign, purportedly funded
by the white business communities of Zimbabwe and South Africa,
but his reputation had been irreparably tarnished by his close associa-
tion with the white minority in the internal settlement government,
his prosecution of the war against the external parties,and his failure
to persuade the guerrillas to abandon their struggle when he briefly
became prime minister.

Because Shona voters accounted for roughly 80 percent of the
African electorate, ethnic allegiance was an undeniable factor in
Mugabe's victory. Neither party based its campaign on ethnic appeals.
ZANU-PF made serious efforts to gain representation from Ndebele
areas, and PF-ZAPU nominated Shona candidates to run in Shona-
dominated areas. Nevertheless the voting results followed a distinct
ethnic pattern. In the five provinces of the north and east where the
Shona were heavily predominant, ZANU-PF won forty-eight of
fifty-two seats. In four of these provinces where much of the country-
side had been contested by guerrillas of ZANU-PF and reports of
intimidation were widespread, ZANU-PF was the choice of over 80
percent of the e!ectorate. In the two provinces of the south and west
where the Ndebele and the Kalanga predominate, PF-ZAPU won
fifteen of sixteen seats. Only in Midlands with its greater in'termix-
ture of Shona and Ndebele was there a more balanced result, ZANU-PF
winning eight seats and 59.7 percent of the vote; PF-ZAPU won four
seats and 27.1 percent of the vote.

In spite of ZANU-PF's clear majority of the seats in the assembly,
Mugabe kept his pre-election pledge and formed a coalition govern-
ment consisting of eighteen members of ZANU-PF, four members
of PF-ZAPU, and two whites. PF-ZAPU's representation fell short of
being fully proportional to the popular vote it had amassed, and its
cabinet representatives held relatively unimportant portfolios. Two
senior members of ZANU-PF who happened to be from the Ndebele
group were included in the government. One was Mugabe's nomi-
nee fur president, Canaan Banana, an Ndebele who had swung over
from Muzorewa's UANC to ZANU-PF during the Geneva Confer-
ence of 1976. The other was Enos Nkala, who had failed to win an
assembly seat as a ZANU-PF candidate in an Ndebele area but was
appointed to the senate by Mugabe and named minister of finance.

Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front
At independence ZANU-PF was by no means a cohesive party. Its

leaders had been hastily reassembled, some of them guerrillas who
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Within the predominant Shona group ofthe ZANU-PF leadership,
the leading political figures were loosely identified with either of two
factions: the Karanga and the Zezuru-Manyika. A leading figure in
the Karanga faction was said to be the deputy prime minister, Simon
Muzenda; the leader of the other faction was Edgar Tekere, the
party's secretary general and minister of manpower, planning, and
development. The Muzenda group was said to be more conservative
and cautious and more inclined to cooperation or merger with
PF-ZAPU. The Zezuru-Manyika group was identified with the belli-
cose radicalism of Tekere and his personal animosity toward Nkomo
and PF-ZAPU. Tekere's forced retirement from the government and
later from his high party post after his acquittal on charges of murder-
ing a white farmer left others of like temperament in the cabinet.
They were reputed to include Ernest Kadungura (minister of youth,
sport, and recreation) and Herbert Ushewokunze (minister of home
affairs). Ushewokunze, an impetuous individual, had been given his
important portfolio with responsibility for the police in spite of
earlier dismissal as minister of health after accusing white hospital
personnel of discriminating against African patients and the Public
Service Commission of favoring whites.

Other prominent cabinet figures selected by Mugabe were not
closely identified with either of these fhctions. They included Eddison
Zvobgo, minister of legal and parliamentary affairs, who had been
charged with recommending revisions in the governmental struc-
ture and had been a leading campaigner for a one-party state. Nkala,
outspoken on many issues, had a political style close to the Zezuru
group in spite of his Ndebele background. Reassigned from finance
to the lesser portfolio of national supplies, he was still regarded as
politically influential. Several cabinet ministers were clearly selected
for their professional and technical qualifications rather than their
party standing. Bernard Chidzero, an official of a United Nations
(UN) agency, returned to Zimbabwe to accept the portfolio of eco-
nomic planning and development; this was lat ., ombined with
finance to give him preeminence in economic matters.

Mugabe, a Zezuru, was regarded as being among those of leftist
convictions in the ZANU-PF spectrum. However, he remained
above the factionalism, balancing the two tendencies while solidify-
ing his own authority. His tolerance, which was greater than that of
some of the more impulsive and radical cabinet members, was
evident in his willingness to appoint new PF-ZAPU members to the
cabinet even after accusing the party leadership of plotting insurrection.

The party's central committee was subject to election by a national
congress of ZANU-PF. The committee had been constituted in 1977,
although the only party congress that had been held was in 1964. The
committee originally consisted of thirty-three members, but seven
denounced as a left-wing clique had been removed and detained in
Mozambique. The composition of the remaining twenty-six posts
had changed little. Some of the important positions like those of
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secretary general and secretary for defense had not been filled after
they became vacant pending elections at a party congress planned for
1983. In 1982 most of the central committee members concurrently
held ministerial or military positions.

Most members of the central committee had party titles of secre-
tary or deputy secretary and responsibilities roughly corresponding
to the various government departments. The president, secretary
general, and secretaries comprised a senior group of about ten
members known as the national executive. There was little evidence,
however, that the national executive acted as an inner core of leaders,
such as those in the political bureaus of Marxist-oriented parties
elsewhere. Mugabe has indicated that the central committee leader-
ship might be simplified in conjunction with the planned national
congress, leaving as its officers only the president, secretary general,
national political commissar, organizing secretary, treasurer, public-
ity chief, and the secretaries for youth and for women.

During the civil war ZANU-PF was effectively organized at the
grass roots in the eastern provinces where its guerrilla operations
were centered. A network of councils and committees provided
supplies to the guerrillas and looked after the needs of the local
population in areas where the Salisbury government no longer had
administrative control. When Mugabe came to power, many local
party functionaries assumed posts in government at the district
level. The party apparatus thus has been closely linked with adminis-
tration in Shona rural areas, and party cadres have been effective in
organizing community activity or mobilizing support at election
time.

In an effort to reinvigorate the party machinery, the central com-
mittee was reported in March 1982 to have called for a new structure
whose basic unit, the cell, would consist of 100 people headed by an
executive committee comprising a chairman, secretary-treasurer,
commissar, and security officer, and two additional members. There
would be men's, women's, and youth wings. At the next level a
branch would be made up of 500 people and a leadership committee
of fourteen individuals. District membership would total 5,000, and
province organizations would be formed from the district groups.

Whether or not such an orderly plan could be successfully introduced,
Mugabe has advocated a policy of mass membership rather than an
elite party where membership must be earned over a lengthy period.
Thus former members of other parties, including whites, have been
welcomed. The prime minister has declared that white candidates
would be put forward in the elections scheduled for 1985. It was con-
ceded that many voters werejoining ZANU-PFoutofself-interest, but
in Mugabe's judgment it was better to have them under the party's
control where some kind of transformation might take place. Mem-
bership dues were minimal. The party was seeking to pay for its
postindependence debts and the reconstruction of party headquar-
ters after it had been bombed by embarking on various business
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ventures, including farms, real estate holdings, and manufacturing.
In 1982 debate over policy direction of ZANU-PF was confined

within the central committee; its conclusions were then expected to
be reflected in day-to-day operating decisions of the cabinet. This
could lead to difficulties when the government was confronted with
realities that resisted solution by doctrinaire approaches and when
some degree of acceptance of its policies had to be obtained from
other members of the coalition cabinet, from the caucus of ZANU-PF
and PF-ZAPU in the assembly, and from senior administrators of the
ministries. There were signs of restlessness by central committee
members over whether Mugabe's pragmatic course was consistent
with decisions of the committee and the party's socialist principles.
After a lengthy central committee meeting at the close of 1981, the
prime minister reiterated that the cabinet would only adopt and
reflect those policies that the committee had approved. His vitriolic
attacks on the RF, on Muzorewa, and on Nkomo in the same period
and the announcement of a three-year program for socialization of
the economy were similarly regarded as efforts to refurbish his
radical image while carrying on with moderate policies as head of the
government.

Nkomo and the Patriotic Front Coalition
A charismatic personality to his followers among the Ndebele and

Kalanga groups in the western and southwestern sections of Zimbabwe,
Nkomo had been an eminent figure in the nationalist movement
from the time he assumed the presidency of the African National
Congress in 1957. To others Nkomo was sometimes seen as an
untrustworthy opportunist. Dissatisfaction over Nkomo's leadership
mounted with his decision to move the headquarters of the movement,
which had become known as ZAPU, to Tanzania after its banning in
Rhodesia in 1963. This step precipitated the formation of a rival
nationalist group, ZANU, under Sithole and Mugabe, among others
(see African Nationalist Opposition, ch. 1).

Detained by the Salisbury authorities for a decade between 1964
and 1974, Nkomo later superintended ZAPU's participation in the
civil war from headquarters in Lusaka, Zambia. The group's Zimbabwe
People's Revolutionary Army (ZIPRA) was better equipped than
ZANU's force, the Zimabwe African National Liberation Army
(ZANLA), being supplied with modern weaponry and training from
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Risking only minimal contact
with Rhodesian forces from its Zambian stronghold, Nkomo was
suspected of being reluctant to commit fully his military power for
future political advantage. This belief, as well as Nkomo's private
contacts with Ian Smith, were continuing sources of discord. Never-
theless the alliance between the two externally based parties just
before the Geneva Conference in late 1976 proved to be a cohesive
negotiating partnership through the Lancaster House Conference of
late 1979. The coalition government formed after the 1980 elections
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left Nkomo discontented when his party was offered only four lesser
cabinet portfolios out of twenty-three and when it secured few civil
service and diplomatic appointments. Relations within the ZANU-
PF-dominated cabinet were troubled by lingering suspicions over
the disarming of ZIPRA units, which were believed to be hiding
weapons. Nkomo cooperated, however, in the sensitive process of
combining ZIPRA guerrillas into an integrated army with the numeri-
cally larger forces of ZANU-PF.

In November 1980 severe fighting broke out between ZIPRA and
ZANLA units in and around Nkomo's stronghold of Bulawayo. Mixed
army patrols composed of former ZIPRA and ZANLA forces suc-
ceeded in imposing a truce. Violence involving several battalions of
recently integrated units erupted again in February 1981 on a wide
scale (see Public Order and Internal Security, ch. 5). There was no
imputation of connivance by PF-ZAPU; in fact Nkomo and the
leading ZIPRA general, Lookout Masuku, helped to defuse the
conflict. Nevertheless the result was to deepen the rift. In spite of his
responsibility for the police as minister of home affairs, Nkomo said
he felt like an "ornament" in the coalition after nine senior PF-ZAPU
officials were detained without his knowledge.

An attempt was made in early 1981 to reduce the strains in the
alliance. A cabinet reshuffling resulted in withdrawal of the home
affairs portfolio from Nkomo. Josiah Chinamano (vice president of
PF-ZAPU) was added to the cabinet as minister of transport, and
three other party members were made deputy ministers, giving
PF-ZAPU a total of eight at cabinet and subcabinet level. After
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rejecting the proferred post of minister of public service, Nkomo
agreed to stay on as minister without portfolio with an understanding
that he would have special responsibilities in the security area.
Several meetings were held on the eventual unification of ZANU-PF
with PF-ZAPU, and it was agreed that the two parties would desist
from attacking each other publicly.

A major rupture occurred a year later when, after the discovery of
several large caches of modem arms on farms owned by PF-ZAPU,
the government seized twelve companies controlled by the party on
whose properties the arms were found and expelled Nkomo and two
other PF-ZAPU ministers from the cabinet. Mugabe said that Nkomo
and his party had been like a "cobra in the house." The expulsions
seemed at first to portend an end to the tempestuous two-year
coalition phase of the independence government. But Mugabe,
explaining that he would distinguish between those intriguing against
the government and others believed innocent, offered portfolios to
two other PF-ZAPU members, leaving the party with four seats in
the cabinet. Reflecting a division (or at least uncertainty) over contin-
ued participation in the coalition, the 150-member PF-ZAPU central
committee at first rejected Nkomo's wishes by allowing its remaining
members to remain in the government. Later, however, it con-
demned the two new ministers for accepting portfolios.

Both ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU had sought to maintain a party
structure in which each of the two main tribal groups were repre-
sented and had not confined their campaigning to the area where
their main support was found. In spite of this, tribal affiliations
seemed to have become accentuated in voting patterns of the national
election of 1980 and in subsequent local elections. The preponder-
ance of Shona over Ndebele in the population condemned PF-ZAPU
to the status of a permanent minority party. In not formally repudiat-
ing the coalition after the buffeting it received from Mugabe, many
on the PF-ZAPU central committee no doubt concluded that this
tenuous link was needed if the party was to have any impact on
government policies. PF-ZAPU has generally been regarde-i as
subject to stricter central control than ZANU-PF. Nkomo's followers
were said to remain loyal in spite of the party's misfortunes. At one
time there were reported to be two identifiable fctimons in the
PF-ZAPU leadership: old-guard nationalists and younger doctri-
naire socialists. More recently certain leaders appeared more inclined
than others to reach accommodation with Mugabe. PF-ZAPU had
deliberately appointed a high proportion of Shona to its national
executive, but it was problematic whether ethnic origin could be A
correlated with attitudes toward cooperation with ZANU-PF.

Other Afrkan Pars
Aside from ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU, the African political groups

that participated in the 1980 national elections have gone into eclipse
or been disbanded. Even the UANC, which under Muzorewa won a
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majority of seats in the House of Assembly to lead the internal
settlement government of May 1979, barely secured representation
in the 1980 parliament. While regularly attending sessions of the
assembly, M uzorewa's attitude has been described as one of defiance
and bitterness over the loss of power that he attributed to illegal
campaign tactics by ZANU-PF. Muzorewa has continued to hold
party rallies but has complained that he felt free to campaign only in
Ndebele areas; fear of ZANU-PF intimidation has limited his contact
with the Manyika people where his strength was believed to be
centered. Muzorewa has rejected the one-party concept saying that
it would lead to a nation of sheep. He has vehemently denied
repeated assertions by Mugabe that the UANC was plotting insurrec-
tion with South African backing and that UANC paramilitary forces
were being trained inside South Africa's borders.

Able to attract only 2 percent of the vote in the 1980 election,
Sithole's ZANU failed to qualify for any seats under the proportional
representation system in effect. During 1980 and 1981 a number of
leading ZANU officials shifted to ZANU-PF, including Sithole's own
brother, arguing that they no longer saw a need for the party and
recommending its merger with Mugabe's group.

A third African party that joined with Muzorewa's UANC and
Sithole's ZANU on the interim executive council of April 1978 was
the Zimbabwe United People's Organization (ZUPO), formed among
the traditional chiefs after the failure of the Geneva Conference in
December 1976. It did not win any seats in the internal settlement
election of April 1979 and did not contest the 1980 elections, support-
ing instead Nkomo's PF-ZAPU. In March 1982 ZUPO leader Jeremiah
Chirau, then president of the Council of Chiefs, announced the
dissolution of the party, declaring his support Jbr a one-party state
and recommending that ZUPO members join ZANU-PF.

Another veteran African nationalist, James Chikerema, who had
been vice president of the UANC, led a breakaway movement of
seven UANC parliamentarians in June 1979, accusing Muzorewa of
favoring the Manyika over the Zezuru within the party. Chikerema's
faction contested the 1980 election as the Zimbabwe Democratic
Party but failed to win any seats.

White Political Forces
Since its formation in 1962 the Rhodesian Front (RF)--renamed

the Republican Front in 1981--has been the dominant source of
political expression among the white electorate. Although small
groups have arisen from time to time to the right or left of the RF on
the p ount issue of black political rights, the RF has consistently
held the allegiance of three-quarters or more of the white voters. In
every general election between 1965 and 1979 the party secured all
white seats in parliament. In the separate balloting by white voters
that preceded Mugabe's victory in February 1960, the RF showed its
continued mastery by winning fourteen seats unopposed and ov.,-
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whelming independent candidates in the remaining six seats.
Although Ian Smith conceded that he had been surprised by the

moderation and competence shown by Mugabe as prime minister,
the white members of the assembly antagonized the government
side by adopting the traditional stance of an opposition party under a
parliamentary system. The ZANU-PF legislators were exasperated
by what they interpreted as white obstructionism aimed at thwarting
the fundamental changes in the Zimbabwean economy and society
demanded by the electorate. Mugabe refused to acknowledge the
RF as the official opposition party, noting that it had no prospect
under the Constitution of replacing the existing government. Mugabe
urged the whites to abandon "erosion, sneers, insults, and political
confrontation" and to emerge from their "fog of racist prejudice" by
identifying themselves with his aim of bringing dignity, health,
prosperity, and education to all groups.

After two years of groping for its proper role as a minority party,
the unity of the RF was finally breached over its leaders' policy of
unreconstructed antagonism to the Mugabe government. A series of
defections among RF legislators began in June 1981 when Andre
Holland resigned his seat to form the Democratic Party, committed
to cooperation with the government. In March 1982 nine other RF
members defected to sit as independents, including several who had
held important portfolios in previous HF cabinets. Their actions
were dictated by the belief that they could serve their white constitu-
ents better if they enjoyed greater access to the government. They
also wished to dissociate themselves from the slurs addressed to
African legislators by some of their former colleagues, behavior that
they said verged on racism.

With one member in detention and one having fled the country in
fear of arrest on a charge of subversion, the RF had only nine active
members in parliament as of July 1982. One of the defectors from the
party, Chris Andersen, was subsequently taken into Mugabe's cabi-
net as minister of state in the prime minister's office with special
responsibility for the public service. He joined Denis Norman, who
had been serving as minister of agriculture since the Mugabe cabinet
was formed in 1980. Another former RF member, John Landau, was
named deputy minister for trade and commerce.

Disputes among white parliamentarians over their function as a
permanent minority body did not appear to extend to the white
electorate, which returned RF candidates in the four by-elections
held since independence. Apathy induced by the irrelevance of
white politics seemed to afilict the electorate, turnouts falling below
30 percent of registered voters. After a succession of by-election
failures, Holland disbanded the Democratic Party, citing the unwill-
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ingness of white voters to support an enlightened progovernment
party.

The Government's Ideology and Program
Preindependence declarations by ZANU-PF nourished fears that

the party's objective was a thoroughgoing system of state socialism
acting in close association with world communist forces. An official
party statement said: "In ideology ZANU is guided by the Marxist-
Leninist Principle. ZANU aims to achieve a socialist revolution .... All
the means of production and exchange will be publicly owned by the
peopleof Zimbabwe .... Economic cooperation will be established
and strengthened with the socialist world so as to bring capitalist
USA, Britain, West Germany, etc., to ultimate doom."

Mugabe himself was regarded as a dedicated Marxist before the
Lancaster House settlement, but his statements took on a moderate
tone during the election campaign and as he gathered up the reins of
office in 1980. Elaborating on his beliefs for Western audiences,
Mugabe said that although certain fundamental principles had been
derived from Marxism and Leninism, these had been blended with
Christian values and those from Zimbabwe's own traditions to pro-
duce a distinctive socialist outlook and philosophy.

Mugabe identified his most urgent postindependence priorities as
pacifying the former fighting forces, affording relief to the refugees
from the civil war, and introducing tangible change in Zimbabwean
society that would give substance to the advent of African rule. His
forceful suppression of factional fighting between ZIPRA and ZANLA
veterans eased the threat to internal stability arising from the coexist-
ence of idled former guerrillas. The integration of three armies
recently at war and having unassimilated racial, ethnic, and ideologi-
cal differences was a noteworthy achievement of the new government.
Nevertheless the large army and the assemblages of demobilized
guerrillas still receiving generous allowances were economically
burdensome and a potential source of disorder.

Checking his socialist inclinations, Mugabe sought to address the
pressing issue of disparities between high and low wage earners and
between incomes in the modern sector and the communal-based
rual economy without causing disruption ofexisting economic patterns.
Reassurances were tendered to the private sector, foreign investors
were courted, and it was acknowledged that the Western countries
be had previously castigated were indispensable sources of aid for
development and resettlement. The needs of landes and impover-
ished refugees were to be met without dispossessing effeient white
farmers, and the acquisition of land was to proceed on a basis of fair
compensation. The compelling pressures fthe land issue produced
many instances of Africans squatting on white-owned farms, which
the government firmly resisted. In spite of the government's prefer-
ence for cooperative farming, it accepted the fact that the majority of
the displaced African peasantry desired individual plots. Its main
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concern was to ensure that the newly allocated land would not be
used for subsistence cultivation but would produce reasonable incomes
and thereby deflect rural-urban migratory pressures (see Land Use
and Ownership, ch. 3).

The government's revenue programs of 1980 and 1981 were designed
to bring gradual improvement in economic conditions for the African
population. Sales taxes were removed for a number of basic consump-
tion goods but raised on cars and home furnishings, and a capital
gains tax was introduced. Steep increases in expenditures for health
and African education were needed to finance free medical care for
those below minimum income levels and free primary schools for all
(see Education, ch. 2; Health, ch. 2; Government Finance, ch. 3).

Measures to increase minimum wages and place limits on wage
increases at the upper levels were introduced, factory committees
were established to represent worker interests, and dismissals were
subjected to government review. Many white employers complained
that the government's policies discouraged them from expanding
production or providing jobs for Africans who had limited skills.
Reports of violations of the new wage minimums, particularly among
domestic and farm laborers, were widespread (see Employment,
Income Distribution, and Prices, ch. 3).

Concerned over wildcat strikes, which broke out even before
Mugabe took office and which reflected pent-up grievances and
demands for redress of wage inequities, the government undertook
to impose greater control over the labor movement. It encouraged
the formation of an umbrella federation, the Zimbabwe Trade Union
Congress (ZTUC), by replacing the five existing federations. Four of
them had links to African political parties, while the fifth was multira-
cial but white dominated. ZANU-PF also backed several new unions
as rivals to long-standing unions and, on the grounds of bringing
greater order to the labor scene, proposed to reduce the total num-
ber of unions from fifty-two to about twenty, organized on an
industrywide basis. The fnding congress of the ZTUC (later renamed
the Zimbabwe Federation of Trade Unions) was held in February
1981; Africans held the top positions, but four whites were named to
the twenty-five-member general council. Although most of the
leadership, including the president, Alfred Makwarimba, was from
ZANU-PF, a PF-ZAPU faction was also present, headed by the
acting general secretary, Ismael Nedziwe. The government's ulti-
mate objective appearc .. to be a politically reliable labor movement
that would not compound the country's economic problems with
unrealistic demands or major work stoppages.

The government continuously sought to reasure foreign investors
and the white settler group controlling the country's modern agricul-
tural and industrial enterprises that its goah were pragmatic and that
no policy of nationalization ad been instituted. Special circum-
stanceshad dictated its takeover of a South Arcan-owned bank and a
South A ican-controlled pulishing empire, acquisitions that had
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come about through equity purchases. The new government corpora-
tion for marketing the country's mineral products was said to be
needed to reduce abuses in pricing practices, tax evasion, and exchange
control violations (see Mining, ch. 3). Unwilling to concede that the
government had been diverted from its long-term socialist goals,
Mugabe declared in early 1982 that, at the proper time, the country's
resources and means of production must move out of the grip of the
"capitalist bourgeoise" into the hands of the peasantry, the proletariat,
and the state.

The government's policies had affected only marginally the privi-
leged social and economic position of white society. Nevertheless,
reduced subsidies to private schools, desegregation of hospitals,
strict limits on the goods and funds that emigrants could export, and
plans to revoke the dual citizenship clause of the Constitution cn-
tributed to the demoralization of many whites. A number of symbolic
acts caused momentary indignation--the removal of Cecil Bhodes'
statue from a central square in Harare, the Africanization oi names of
cities and towns, and the renaming of streets after African nationalist
leaders. The partisan nature of the daily press and the broadcast
media was a constui I reminder of the reversal of white political
fortunes.

In spite cf the de facto concentration of power in the hands of
Mugabe and ZANU-PF, party leaders have given unremitting stress
to their ambition of realizing a one-party state. They have noted that
the multiparty system was imposed on Zimbabwe by the Lancaster
House settlement and that such a system has generally proved
unworkable in African countries because political parties have almost
invariably been ethnically oriented. It has been asserted that in
Africa the one-party system can be a device for moderating intertribal
conflict in the political process. Terming them a "political luxury,"
Mugabe has been critical of other parties that have adopted a role of
opposing the government's programs during times that call for a
strong spirit of national unity. He did not see a one-party system as
monolithic, noting that several candidates from a single integrated
political party could compete for elective posts, preserving for the
voters a choice from left to right in the political spectrum.

The right to form politician associations is guaranteed under the
Constitution and cannot be revoked during the first ten years except
by unnimous voteofthe HouseofAssembly. Although other ZANU-PF
leaders like Minister of Legal and Parliamentary Affairs Zvobgo have
shown little patience with the existing system, Mugabe has declared
that he would proceed constitutionally in introducing any changes.
Talks were held with PF-ZAPU in 1981 on the integration of the two
Patriotic Front parties, but the heightened distrust after the discov-
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ery of hidden arms and Nkomo's dismissal from the cabinet made an
uncoerced merger of the two parties seem unlikely as of mid-1982.

Government and the News Media
Several newspapers, numerous periodicals, and modern radio and

television services have long been available to Zimbabweans as
primary sources of news and other information. Before national
independence most of the print media were aimed at an urban white
readership, and radio and television were operated by a government-
owned corporation. An obediently progovernment outlook and the
tendentious reporting of the civil war greatly diminished the modern
media's credibility.

Since 1981 the political tone and content of the press have been
reoriented to cater to a growing African readership sympathetic to
the government in power. Radio and television have been slanted in
fivor of ZANU-PF ideology and policies, and their news broadcasts
generally have been based on official press releases.

The Press
Until 1981 the country's five main newspapers were owned by

South African commercial interests. In fact, almost from the outset of
white occupation of the area, the English-language press has been
an extension of South African journalistic interests. In 1891 the South
African Argus newspaper chain bought the publication rights to a
weekly that was appearing in duplicated form among the settlers at
Fort Salisbury. A subsidiaryfirm, the Rhodesian Printingand Publish-
ing Company, operated the newspaper, which in 1892 was renamed
the Rhodesia Herald. The company moved rapidly to establish a near
monopoly over major press operations in Rhodesia, founding the
Umtali Post in 1893 and the Chronicle in Bulawayo the following
year. With the appearance of the Sunday Mail (Salisbury) and the
Sunday News (Bulawayo) in the early 1930s, the dominance of the
Rhodesian Printing and Publishing Company was complete except
for a few weeklies in smaller communities. The company had gener-
ally backed the government until 1964 when it refused to back the
Smith regime in its pursuit of UDI. Journalists serving the various
newspapers began to be attacked by the security police, and the
government sought to discredit the publishing chain. Additional

ressures to back the Smith government came from advertisers and
usiness organizations. Under the regime's emergency regulations,

censorship was imposed, although it was relaxed somewhat in 1968
on the understanding that editors would exercise tighter self-imposed
censorship in consultation with the authorities.

Controls were further stiffened during the 1970s after the press
became bolder, claiming that the security restrictions were being
used to mask government incompetence and foreign policy blunders.
It became an offense to print comments "likely to cause alarm, fear,
or despondency" among readers. News items relating to public
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incidents, disorders, and economic conditions could be suppressed,
and military censorship prevented any reporting on the civil war
except official communiques and pronouncements. Dispatches of
foreign correspondents were censored, enabling the Salisbury authori-
ties to interdict reports of brutality by Rhodesian security forces.
Even in the late 1970s the Muzorewa government suppressed any
except official dispatches on the unsuccessful campaign to win over
Patriotic Front supporters.

The AfncanDaihy News, the first daily aimed at an African readership,
was founded in 1956 and purchased by the Thomson newspaper
chain of Britain in 1962. With higher professional standards and
objective treatment of African attitudes and events, circulation rose
rapidly. The newspaper's strong criticism of the RF as well as its
support for African nationalism resulted in its being banned in 1964
after the RF came to power, along with other African-oriented
journals of the same chain. In 1974 the Roman Catholic weekly Moto
was banned for calling the guerrillas 'liberators" and "freedom fighters."
Another African-oriented daily, Zimbabwe Times, appeared for sev-
enteen months until it was banned in 1978, reportedly on the initia-
tive of Muzorewa, after opposing the internal settlement and advocating
an all-party conference with the Patriotic Front.

After Mugabe's election victory, the daily newspapers made an
effort to adjust to the new situation. The Sunday Mail editorialized:
"We will continue our policy of supporting the lawfully elected
government of the day as far as possible-not totally, not without
question, but in the interests of the country and all its people." The
press continued, however, to orient its coverage toward the small
white community. The new government was critical of the attention
assigned to matters of importance only to whites and for what it
regarded as negative treatment of factionalism and unrest. Owner-
ship of Zimbabwe's newspapers by a South African chain, even one
whose publications in South Africa were critical of its government's
apartheid policies, was an embarrassment. In January 1981 it was
announced that, with assistance from Nigeria, the 42 percent of the
Rhodesian Printing and Publishing Company owned by Argus would
be acquired by Zimbabwe, giving the government financial control.
Promising that freedom of the press would not be impaired, the
government brought policy control and senior editorial appoint-
ments under the new Mass Media Trust. An African chairman was
named to head this body, which included four other African mem-
bers and two whites, one of whom was the wife of former Prime
Minister Garfield Todd; none had strong party ties. A few months
earlier the South African Press Association relinquished its interest
in the Harare-based Inter African News Agency to the Zimbabwe
government. The new national news agency was renamed the
Zimbabwe Inter African News Agency (ZIANA).

Soon after the government takeover of the press, the white editors
of the two Harare newspapers (the Herald and the Sunday Mail) and
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Bulawayo's Chronicle were replaced by Africans. Feature stories
and news reports dealing with African interests were expanded. The
editor of the Chronicle asserted that the paper's circulation had risen
in a little more than a year from 38,000 to 59,000 as a result of the
growing African readership. The Herald reported that its circulation
reached 107,000 during the first half of 1982, nearly 17 percent
higher than a year earlier. The United States Department of State's
human rights report for 1981 stated that the editorial policy of the
daily press was uniformly progovernment. Although some parliamen-
tary and other criticisms of the government had been reported, there
were numerous allegations that many events reflecting poorly on the
current leadership had been suppressed.

In 1981 the minister of information and tourism explained that the
government welcomed discussion and dialogue in the press but that
the debate must have certain parameters. Such topics as housing,
welfare, the economic system, ideological direction, or the one-
party state controversy were acceptable. He defended the removal
of the white editor of the weekly Umtali Post after publication of an
editorial critical of the presence of military advisers from the Demo-
cratic People's Republic of Korea (North Korea). According to the
minister, the editor's expressed attitude, i.e., that anyone from a
socialist country represents a red menace in the region, reflected
racist, neocolonial, and South African thinking.

In April 1982 the ZANU-PF journal, Zimbabwe News, began to
appear on a monthly basis, and there were plans to publish it weekly
and eventually daily. It was to be produced by the private Jongwe
Printing and Publishing Company under a ZANU-PF directorship.
Jongwe had also won government printing contracts, including the
official record of debates in parliament. A PF-ZAPU newspaper had
previously discontinued publication, although it was not forced to do
SO.

Radio and Television
Radio transmissions could be heard in every part of the country,

and this probably has been the most influential modern medium of
mass communication in Zimbabwe. In 1981 over 250,000 receivers
were in use, and broadcasting was conducted in English as well as
the main indigenous languages. The television service, originating
from studios in Harare and Bulawayo, provided programming for the
country's 70,000 or more television receivers. Before national
independence, television catered almost exclusively to the white
community.

All forms of broadcasting in Zimbabwe have been a monopoly of
the government since 1964 when a private television company was
taken over and its board members and news staff were replaced by
RF supporters. The Smith government also brought the program
content of local radiobroadcasts unde its control and reconstituted
the board of governors of the Rhodesian Broadcasting Corporation
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(RBC), which had previously maintained its independence. The
electronic media became the primary domestic propaganda tool of
the RF; in news reports and analysis the Salisbury regime was
depicted as the target of a conspiracy headed by world communism,
aided by its agents and dupes in other anti-Rhodesian groups. Ian
Smith declared openly that radio and television were to be employed
to counter what he regarded as a hostile attitude of the domestic
press.

After the Mugabe government came to power, the board of gover-
nors of the renamed Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation was pre-
sided over by Donal Muvuti, deputy secretary general ofZANU-PF.
The corporation's membership included four other Africans and two
whites, one of whom was the former chairman of the RBC. The
former general, African, and commercial services were renamed
Radio I (general programming and news in English); Radio 2 (for
Shona and Ndebele listeners); Radio 3 (a commercial service carry-
ing youth programs, music, and current affairs); and Radio 4 (an
educational and instructional service in the planning stage).

Both radio and television relied heavily on official versions of
events in their news and commentaries, adopting a pronounced
pro-ZANU-PF tone. The Department of State's human rights report
noted that the imbalance in radio and television coverage had, if
anything, grown during 1981.

Foreign Relations
After independence on April 18, 1980, the government launched a

process of establishing contact with the international community,
which for sixteen years had subjected its Rhodesian predecessor to
economic sanctions and diplomatic ostracism. Zimbabwe's applica-
tion to become the forty-third member of the Commonwealth had
already been approved. Mugabe personally took up Zimbabwe's seat
in the UN in August 1980, stressing in an address to the General
Assembly his country's commitment to nonalignment with either the
West or the communist world. Zimbabwe was admitted to the OAU
as its fiftieth member and to the Lom Convention of Third World
states associated with the Euro Economic Community (EEC).

No country had extended diplomatic recognition to Rhodesia
during the UDI period or to Muzorewa's Zimbabwe Rhodesia inter-
nal settlement regime. This isolation ended in 1980 with the atten-
dance of many foreign delegations at the independence ceremonies
and the subsequent establishment of diplomatic missions in Harare
by nearly fifty countries. It was foreseen by the government that
during the course of 1982 Zimbabwean missions abroad would be
expanded from nine to nineteen.

Having been a focal point in the racial and ideological struggle in
southern Africa, Zimbabwe was forced to adapt quieldy to a new role
as a featured player in the strained politics of the area. It became a
member of the informal grouping of so-called front-line states
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(see Glossary) of southern Africa, which had shifted its attention from
Zimbabwean independence to the future of Namibia (South West
Africa). The Zimbabwean capital also became the headquarters of
the Southern African Development Coordination Conference
(SADCC), an assemblage of nine nations seeking reduced depen-
dency on South Africa by intensified regional cooperation in
industrialization, energy, food distribution, and animal disease con-
trol. SADCC's priority goal was the improvement in transport and
shipping networks to bypass South African ports and railroads. In
June 1982 Zimbabwe became the twelfth member of the Preferential
Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States based in Lusaka,
Zambia.

In an early statement on Zimbabwe's policies, the foreign minister
told the House of Assembly that, as a newly independent African
nation and a member of the Third World, Zimbabwe's primary
concern was "to prevent herself from falling into any form of domination,
whether by the Western or Eastern blocs." Alluding to the source of
support to the Patriotic Front during the guerrilla war, he added that
as its first legacy Zimbabwe was heir to ties with the socialist coun-
tries and "progressive organizations." He singled out the contribu-
tions of China, North Korea, Yugoslavia, Romania, Scandinavia, and
the front-line states of Africa. Zimbabwe, said the minister, was alive
to the risks of neocolonialism and of accepting Western capitalist aid
but added that "the West is by far the best source of material
assistance Zimbabwe so badly needs."

A major diplomatic achievement of the new republic was the
Zimbabwe Conference on Reconstruction and Development
(ZIMCORD) held in Harare March 23-27, 1981. The purpose of the
meeting (attended by the representatives of forty-five countries,
fifteen UN agencies, and ten other international bodies) was to
secure pledges totaling $1.2 billion to help finance a three-year
program of rural development and postwar reconstruction. It was
noteworthy that generous commitments were secured in spite of
Zimbabwe's abundant endowment of resources by African standards.
This reflected a widely held view that the realization ofthe government's
ambitious economic goals could be a pivotal factor in the stability of
the entire southern African region and important to the preservation
of its democratic, nonracial society. By far the largest donors at
ZIMCORD were the World Bank (see Glossary), Britain, the United
States, the EEC, and other Western sources. The Soviet Union was
not represented.

The erstwhile white minority regime in Salisbury had been a
primary target of the OAU for seventeen years, and Zimbabwe's
ultimate independence was treated as a triumph for the organization.
Recalling the steadfastness of the OAU's backing of the African
nationalists, the government accepted membership on the OAU
Liberation Committee tu become more closely associated with the
struggles against "colonialism and imperialism" in Namibia and South
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International delegates at Zimbabwe
Conference on Reconstruction and

Development(ZIMCORD)in Harare,
March 1981

Courtesy Embassy of Zimbabwe, Washington

Africa Zimbabwe supported the South West Africa People's Organi-
zation (SWAPO) and its leader, Sam Nujoma, in the discussions on
Namibian independence. Along with most other OAU members,
Zimbabwe committed itselfto Afro-Arab solidarity and to Palestinian
self-determination underthe Palestine liberation Organization (PLO); it
refrained from establishing diplomatic relations with Israel.

Neighboring Black African States
Although Zimbabwe was entrusted with a conspicuous role in the

OAU from the outset, that organization's continental-scale politics
were less material to the government's concerns than were issues
centering on close neighbors. With most of these nearby countries,
Zimbabwe had inherited special affiliations from the colonial and
civil war periods. For a space of ten years before UDI-from 1953
until 1963-Zambia and Malawi (then known as Northern Rhodesia
and Nyasaland, respectively) had been politically bound to Southern
Rhodesia in the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, generally
known as the Central African Federation (see From Federation to
Rebellion, ch. 1). Although the federation foundered from fears of
domination by white Southern Rhodesians over the other two partners,
considerable economic interdependence remained. Because of Rho-
desian control of rail and road rutes, all Zambian exports passed
through Rhodesia, and practically all of its imports originated in or
transited the southern neighbor's territory. Rhodesia also supplied
the bulk of Malawi's imports. The Kariba Dam impounded the
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Zambezi River, forming the border between Zambia and Rhodesia,
and provided most of the electric power of both territories. Zambia
under President Kenneth Kaunda shared the strong hostility of other
African states toward the illegal UDI regime and, although unable to
sever all trade, greatly reduced imports from Rhodesia. Malawi's
President H. Kamuzu Banda, in compliance with UN sanctions, also
took a number of measures against Rhodesia, including barring the
import of all Rhodesian products except meat and sugar.

During the early phase of the civil war, Zambia's capital of Lusaka
was headquarters of both ZAPU and ZANU, although ZANU's base
of operations later shifted to Mozambique. Stepped-up guerrilla
infiltration led to closure of the Rhodesiam-Zambian border in 1973 at
severe economic cost to both countries. For Zambia the loss was
mitigated to some degree by the fact that it had been gradually
reorienting its trade away from transit of Rhodesia, an effort aided by
the construction by China of the Tanzania-Zambia railroad, giving
Zambia access to the port of Dar es Salaam. Nevertheless Zambia's
economy was greatly strained during the civil war in Rhodesia, and
the repeated Rhodesian violations of the border in raids against
ZAPU concentrations in Zambia contributed to enmity between the
two states.

In spite of the important support given by Zambia to the struggle
for majority rule in Zimbabwe, relations between the two countries
at independence were clouded by Kaunda's close association with
Nkomo and ZAPU. Kaunda's breach with ZANU dated from March
1975 when, after the murder of a leading ZANU figure, Herbert
Chitepo, in an internal dispute, Zambia detained many ZANU offi-
cials and took over their camps. Kaunda made plain, however, that
he intended to cooperate fully with the Mugabe government. Dur-
ing a state visit in July 1981, the Zambian president was received
with noticeable warmth, and ZANU-PF officials made an effort to
dispel the impression that the party harbored resentment stemming
from the preindependence period. While speaking in Nkomo's strong-
hold of Bulawayo, Kaunda, in turn, urged Zimbabweans to unite
across ethnic and party lines.

Relations between Zimbabwe and Mozambique have undergone
considerable change since the advent of African rule in both countries.
As long as Portugal exercised colonial control over Mozambique and
Angola, the Smith regime in Rhodesia visualized itself defending a
white redoubt in southern Africa against Marxism and radical black
nationalism. The Portuguese withdrawal from Mozambique in 1975
in favor of a Marxist government under nationalist Samora Machel
had major consequences for Rhodesia. The lengthy and thinly popu-
lated border with Mozambique enabled ZANLA forces to expand
their guerrilla operations. While providing refuge for the insurgents
and refugees from the fighting, Mozambique was ill prepared to
absorb this further economic burden, not to mention weunterinc s
by Rhodesian forces. As a result it was prominent among the front-
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line states advocating a negotiated solution, bringing pressure on
ZANU and ZAPU to submerge their differences in the Patriotic
Front and to negotiate with the Salisbury regime. In March 1976
Mozambique closed its border with Rhodesia, seizing valuable Rho-
desian rolling stock and cutting off access to the ports of Maputo and
Beira on the Indian Ocean. Rhodesia was left with only the rail and
road routes to South Africa for its external links.

Mozambique gave critically needed backing to ZANLA forces
during the Rhodesian civil war, although it was not above interven-
ing in ZANU factionalism, resulting in the detention of Mugabe at
one stage. Ideological affinity and common purposes ensured a
cordial relationship between Machel and Mugabe after Zimbabwean
independence. Frequent meetings of the two leaders have taken
place, inspired in part by the need for cooperation in curbing attacks
of the Mozambique National Resistance (Resistbncia Nacional
Monambicana--RNM) against the rail and pipeline that provide
Zimbabwe access to Mo7unbique's ports. In January 1981 Mugabe
signed a defense and security agreement with Machel as well as a
five-year pact to further political, economic, and social cooperation.

Tanzania's constancy on behalf of the Patriotic Front and the
socialist outlook of its president, Julius Nyerere, produced a wel-
come comparable to that extended to Machel when Nyerere fol-
lowed him as the second African leader to visit Zimbabwe in August
1980. Relations were also cemented with Botswana, Zimbabwe's
front-line neighbor to the southwest, which had earlier been the
victim of many cross-border violations by Rhodesian security forces
claiming that its camps for Rhodesian refugees were "terrorist bases."
Botswana's policy was to grant political sanctuary but not to allow its
territory to be used by active Patriotic Front guerrillas.

South Africa
One of Zimbabwe's most difficult foreign policy problems has

been that of its relations with South Africa, which had played a major
role in Rhodesia's economic development and had decisively backed
the Smith government. As a member of the OAU and an uncompro-
mising adversary of white minority rule in Africa, it was out of the
question for Zimbabwe to accept normal political relations with the
Pretoria regime. Yet the government in Harare could not ignore the
reliance of its economy and transportation system on South Africa.
The unexpected postindependence election triumph of the Marxist-
influenced ZANU-PF notwithstanding. South Africa seemed inclined
to deal pragmatically with Zimbabwe, as it has with other politically
unfriendly countries of southern Africa. Its actions have, however,
veered between harshness and moderation.

In spite of the prominent South African place in the colonizing and
early history of Rhodesia, most white Rhodesians had regarded
themselves as Englishmen, looking down on the Afrikaners whose
apartheid system produced a somewhat more rigid ordering of race
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relations than evolved in Rhodesia. Rhodesia's UDI, however, com-
pelled the two countries to cooperate more closely as Rhodesia
became increasingly bound economically to South Africa and public
sympathy for the fate of Rhodesian whites spread, especially among
English-speaking South Africans.

As Rhodesia's civil war intensified, South African assistance became
a crucial factor. A South African police detachment of 2,000 men
assisted Rhodesian security forces in combating the guerrillas, and
forty helicopters and their crews were on loan. Half of Rhodesia's
military effort after 1976 was said to be financed by South Africa.
Apparently motivated by fear of a widening of the guerrilla war and a
resultant need to intervene on a large scale, South Africa brought
pressure on Ian Smith to negotiate with the nationalist leaders (see
Dgtente and Negotiations, 1974-78, ch. 1). As a pariah state kept
viable in the face of UN sanctions only through the South African
lifeline of oil and arms, Rhodesia was a political liability. The situa-
tion was an impediment to South Africa's efforts to normalize rela-
tions with Black Africa and brought the risk of a wider Soviet and
Cuban presence in the area.

South Africa lent its firm support to the 1978 internal settlement
process but, recognizing its inadequacies, did not oppose the Lancas-
ter House Conference in 1979. The victory of Mugabe and ZANU-PF,
which had been portrayed as an extremist, communist-aligned faction,
caused consternation in South Africa. Denying reports that he might
intervene, South Africa's prime minister warned, however, that he
would not hesitate to use force if Zimbabwe allowed its territory to be
used by black nationalists to undermine South African security.

As expected, South Afica was not invited to send representatives
to the Zimbabwe Uxlependence ceremonies in April 1980. Appar-
ently still hopeful of entering into official discussions of future relations,
the government in Pretoria reacted indignantly when in July of the
same year Mugabe called for the removal of the South African
diplomatic establishment in Harare. (South Afrim had never extended
full recognition to the UDI or Muxorewa governments by consenting
to an exchange of ambassadors.) Each country was subsequently to
be represented only by a twelve-member trade office. Mugabe
accused South Africa of using its mission to recruit opponents of the
regime for itr traing. Later, elaborating these chages, Mugabe
claimed that 5,000 of Muzorewa's auxiliaries were receiving training
in infiltration and sabotage. South Africa has consistently denied
offering sanctuary or training to opponents of Mugabe, and the
Zimbabwean prime minister has honored his commitment at the
Lancaster House Conference not to allow Zimbabwe to become a
base for South African liberation movements, such as the African
National Congress (ANC) or the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC).

During 1981 South Africa invoked a number of measures that
seemed intended as retribution for Mugabe's ant-apartheid rhetoric
and to pressure him into accepting government-level ties. In March
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Prime Minister Mugabe (left) and Tanzania's
President Julius Nyerere

Courtesy Embassy of Zimbabnoe, Washington

South Africa gave the obligatory one-year notice of termination of the
preferential trade agreement between the two countries. In April
twenty-four diesel locomotives were withdrawn from loan, threaten-
ing serious impairment of Zimbabwe's transport system at a time of
urgent need to move the agricutural harvest. It was also announced
that work contracts ofZimbabweans employed in South Africa would
be allowed to expire and no new recruitment permitted. South
Africa was widely believed to be aiding the RNM in its sabotage
operations against Zimbabwe's links with Mozambican ports.

The loss of preferential tariffs and reduced quotas for exports to
South Africa would have had a damaging effect on Zimbabwe's
industrial sector. In 1980 about 40 percent of Zimbabwean manufac-
tured exports were marketed in South Africa, including 90 percent
of all clothing and shoes and 70 percent of all beverages and tobacco.
South Africa hinted that the sorting out of economic differences
would be facilitated if Zimbabwe would agree to meetings of the
responsible cabinet ministers, a step that was consistently rejected
by the Mugabe government. Possibly to counteract the impression
that it was deiberly seeking to destabilize Zimbabwe, South
Africa relented by leasing locomotives to several countries to move
their traffic through Zimbabwe and at the last moment (in March
1982) announced that it would extend the preferential trade agree-
ment while new terms were being negotiated.

South Afrim capital remaned firmly embedded in the Zimbabwean
economy at independence; its investment, estimated at the equiva-
lent of US$583 million, was on a scale rivaling that of Britain. The
dominant South African entity was the giant Anglo-American
Corporation, which directly or through such affiliates as Johannes-
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burg Consolidated Investments controlled nickel, copper, and coal
mines and was engaged in iron, steel, and ferrochrome production.
Anglo-American also owned Hippo Valley, one of the two large sugar
producers, and Mazoe Estates, the predominant citrus grower. It
was the largest miller and food processor in the country through
National Foods. The Delta Corporation, which controlled the brew-
ing industry, retail stores, and hotels, was an affiliate of the South
African Breweries conglomerate. Except for the acquisition of the
South African-owned Rhobank and Argus newspaper interests, the
South African-owned firms had not been threatened as of 1982.
Nevertheless it had been reported that the companies had sought to
reduce the visibility of their South African interests through increased
local shareholding and other measures.

United States
Zimbabwe's relations with the United States were launched on a

cordial note at the independence ceremonies, which were attended
by a high-level United States delegation led by elder statesman
Averell Harriman and former Permanent Representative to the UN
Andrew Young. The United States was the first country to establish a
diplomatic presence in Harare, announcing the upgrading of its
liaison office to embassy status on independence day. At the same
time, a grant of US$2 million to rehabilitate war-damaged medical
clinics was extended as a token of Washington's desire to assist the
new country in its recovery from the war and to aid its economic
development. Testifying before a subcommittee of the United States
Congress on March 27, 1980, after Mugabe's election victory, Assis-
tant Secretary of State for African Affairs Richard M. Moose said: "In
the past Prime Minister Mugabe was labeled a dedicated Marxist in
many circles .... However, I believe we should judge him in an
African context and deal with him both on his presently stated
intentions and his future actions... he has adopted a moderate and
conciliatory approach in recent months, and his initial steps in the
post-election period have been encouraging."

While visiting the United States in August 1980, on the occasion of
Zimbabwe's seating as the one-hundred-fifty-third member of the
UN, Mugabe was received by President Jimmy Carter. The
Zimbabwean prime minister expressed gratitude to Carter for his
"solo effort" of 1978-79 in blocking Washington's recognition of the
Muzorewa government. He added that "we need the friendship and
solidarity of the United States just as we needed it during the
struggle."

Until the mid-1970s United States actions on the Rhodesian issue
had been cautious, following the lead taken by Britain against UDI
and in the UN urgng umgeconomic sanctions but opposing demands
on Britain to use force against Rhodesia. United States embargo
measures were gradually tightened until by 1968 all remaining trade
and financial links had been severed. The American Consulate Gen-
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Prime Minister Mugabe met uith President
limmy Carter during state visit to Washington,

August 1980.
Courtesy Carter Archives

eral in Salisbury, which provided services to about 1,100 Americans
remaining in the country (mostly missionaries), continued to operate
under a British exequatur until it was closed in 1970. The Rhodesian
Information Office in Washington, staffed by Rhodesian officials
formerly attached to the British Embassy, was the focal point of an
effective lobbying effort on behalf of the Rhodesian cause.

In 1971 the United States Congress accepted the Byrd Amend-
ment to the Defense Procurement Act, which by removing the
embargo on Rhodesian minerals caused the United States to be in
violation of UN sanctions against Rhodesia. It was argued that the
amendment was necessary to prevent the United States from becom-
ing dependent on the Soviet Union for its strategic stockpile of
chrome. This breach in the UN sanctions program had the effect of
encouraging the Smith regime and causing nationalist groups in
Rhodesia and other African countries to question the United States
commitment to majority rule. In spite of enorts by successive admin-
istrations in Washington, the Byrd Amendment was not repealed
until 1977.

Its concern heightened by massive Soviet arms shipments and the
introduction of Cuban troops into Angola, the United States felt
compelled by the mid-1970s to adopt a more active role in southern
Africa. In an address in Luanda in April 1976, Secretary of State
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Henry A. Kissinger offered a new program designed to foster Rhode-
sian independence through a negotiated settlement and majority
rule within two years. Kissinger's efforts led to the abortive all-
parties conference at Geneva later in 1976 and were followed by the
joint Anglo-American peace initiatives during 1977 (see D6tente and
Negotiations, 1974-78, ch. 1).

In spite ofa determined campaign by conservative forces in Congress,
the United States refrained from recognizing the internal settlement
and narrowly averted congressional action to remove sanctions against
the Muzorewa government. In explaining the United States position
before the UN Security Council in May 1978, Young stated that the
internal settlement process marked some progress, but certain inade-
quacies persisted. The agreement did not include all the nationalist
leaders; it allowed Smith to hold effective power and to wield a veto;
and it threatened to prolong rather than end the violence.

Its outlook molded by ideological leanings and its Third World and
African associations, Zimbabwe's views on many international issues
have differed from those of the United States. Nevertheless, respond-
ing affirmatively to Mugabe's promise of a nonracial, nonaligned
democratic society, the United States has made a strong commit-
ment to the future of independent Zimbabwe. In the early 1980s the
new republic's stability was regarded as a critical element in the
peaceful settlement of remaining tensions in the southern African
region. Zimbabwe was widely seen as a test of multiracial collabora-
tion and the preservation of a healthy private sector under a system
that had dedicated itself to a socialist course. Mugabe was recognized
as a moderate voice in approaching political problems of the region,
carrying influence with the front-line group in seeking a peaceful
outcome in Namibia.

After President Ronald Reagan assumed office in January 1981,
Mugabe expressed concern over indications that the new administra-
tion in Washington would move toward friendlier relations with
South Africa. Reports that Reagan would propose repeal of the Clark
Amendment, which prohibited military aid to the political factions in
Angola, were given a negative interpretation in Zimbabwe as a
foretoken of aid to the guerrilla forces of Jonas Savimbi operating
against the Marxist government in the Angolan capital of Luanda. A
continuing United States commitment to Zimbabwe's economic prog-
ress and stability was, however, reflected in the rising level of
assistance. As of late 1981 the United States had pledged US$283
million in support of Zimbabwe's ambitious development goals,
virtually at the same level as aid from Britain, the leading contributor.
Aid was projected to be US$75 million in each of the fiscal years
1982, 1983, and 1984, of which the largest portion (US$50 million)
was allocated for a commodity import program. Domestic sale of
these imports would generawe local currency to be used for projects
in agriculture, education, training, and small-scale enterprises.

In 1982 the United States was the third largest supplier of goods to
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Zimbabwe after South Africa and Britain. Its investment in Zimbabwe
(also ranked third after these countries) was estimated at 20 percent
of total foreign capital in the country. The leading American investor
was Union Carbide Corporation, which had a large stake in chrome
mining and smelting. In an address in March 1982 Assistant Secre-
tary of State for African Affairs Chester A. Crocker noted several
ways in which foreigh capital was being discouraged. American
private investment, he said, was a potentially major factor in helping
Zimbabwe achieve sustained growth to benefit its society as a whole.

Britain and Western Europe
Britain acted quickly to reinstate itself as a leading foreign partner

after the fifteen-year breach caused by Rhodesia's UDI. Prospects of
playing a vital role in Zimbabwe's future were fortified by Britain's
historical and cultural influence and by intimate economic associa-
tions based on British interests in the mining, industrial, and finan-
cial sectors of its former colony. In spite of bitter exchanges over
British supervision of the 1980 election campaign, harmony had
been restored before independence day. Mugabe included in his
independence message a tribute to the British governor, Lord Soames,
calling him "a good friend and counselor" for his part in guiding the
colony to freedom.

Until the latter stages of UDI, relations with Britain were the
major foreign preoccupation of the white regime in Salisbury. Close
personal bonds between white Rhodesians and the British people
had been a paramount cause of the settlers' decision in 1923 to vote
for a continuation of colonial status rather than accept union with
South Africa. These personal links and political affinities with Britain
gradually eroded after World War II. The indifference of the British
people to retention of the colonial empire and their growing accep-
tance of racial equality and the ability of nonwhite people to rule
themselves put the British at odds with most of their Rhodesian kin.

Before UDI, London was unwilling to acknowledge that Rhode-
sian affairs were within the competence of the UN, but immediately
after UDI was proclaimed, it turned to the UN to institute world-
wide sanctions against the rebellious colony (see The United Nations
and Sanctions, ch. 1). Various British proposals for replacing the
illegal regime with unimpeded progression toward majority rule
were repeatedly frustrated, owing either to the adamancy of the
Rhodesian Front leadership or, later, to African rejection of any plan
that did not ensure rapid ascendancy to power (see Negotiating
Independence, cl. 1). Considerable sentiment arose in Britain to
accept the internal settlement of 1978 and lift sanctions. The Conser-
vative election manifesto of 1979 seemed to forehadow recognition
ofthe Muzorowa government. Thus, when the Conservative govern-
ment of Margaret Thatcher took offie in May 1979, the internal
parties were confident that a new approach was at hand. Faced by a
msjor conftaton with other members of the Commonwealth
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hostile to the internal settlement, Thatcher secured the approval of
other Commonwealth prime ministers at a meeting in Lusaka in
early August for new settlement proposals that would ensure genu-
ine African majority rule involving all parties to the conflict, with
minority safeguards. From this followed the successful Lancaster
House Conference.

In spite of serious strains that emerged during the election campaign,
the temporary British governor maintained effective control over the
process, earning the respect of the African nationalists and ensuring
an auspicious beginning to relations between the two countries. The
successful transition from bitter conflict to independence was acclaimed
as a diplomatic triumph for Britain. It also brought to an end a
dispute that had soured British relations with the Third World and
had been an unending source ofcontention within the Commonwealth.

To assist in the transition, Britain supplied teams of experts from
the British Broadcasting Corporation, the British army, and the civil
service. Financial aid had been pledged to support the land reform
program, but Britain's initial contribution of a grant o&~48 million
(equivalent to US $93 million) and a loan of £27 million (US$53
million) disappointed the Zimbabwean leaders. At the ZIMCORD
pledging session in March 1981, however, total British commit-
ments were £123 million (US $284 million), exclusive ofdebt reschedul-
ing and military training.

Britain's economic stake in Zimbabwe even after the long UDI
interlude was greater than that of any other country. The value of its
investments was estimated by one source as the equivalent of US$815
million at independence, exclusive of British-owned firms controlled
through South African subsidiaries. Its companies had commanding
positions in gold and asbestos mining, the most conspicuous being
the Lonrho Investment Group, which had ventures in gold mining,
manufacturing, ranching, and forestry plus ownership of the Umtali-
Beira pipeline. The three largest private banks-Standard, Barclays,
and Grindlays--were British owned. This established British presence,
and its strong integration with local capital, although of unques-
tioned value to the Zimbabwean economy, also presented a potential
source of discord if contradictions emerged between foreign owner-
ship in the private sector and the introduction of further socialist
programs.

Other Western nations shared with Britain and the United States a
sense of commitment to the stability and success of the new regime
in Zimbabwe. The desire to assist the country in recovery from i
wartime devastation and in future economic security was revealed by
the high level ofpledges at ZIMCORD by countries that did not have
previous political attachments. The EEC promised aid worth US$175
million, while France and West Germany offered the equivalents of
US$104 million and US$91 million, respectively.

Mugabe's initial coolness toward France was inspired by the belief
that its influence had inhibited French-speaking African states from
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siding firmly with the Patriotic Front. He was also offended by
French objections to the size of the Zimbabwean quota for sugar
exports to the EEC, which delayed Zimbabwe's membership in the
Lomd Convention. The socialist government of Franois Mitterand,
installed in France in 1981, had greater common interests with the
new socialist-inclined government of Zimbabwe, both in economic
orientation and in political outlook on southern African issues.

Communist Countries
In establishing contact with the communist world after independence,

Zimbabwe exhibited a distinct partiality for China over the Soviet
Union, This arose from the fact that during the civil war ZANU-PF
was ideologically and militarily closer to China and maintained good
relations with Romania and Yugoslavia. PF-ZAPU's forces had been
armed by the Soviet Union and helped by countries of Eastern
Europe. Nkomo had been a frequent visitor to Moscow and East
European capitals. The Soviet ambassador to Zambia, who had been
Nkomo's chief contact with his Moscow patrons, attended the Zimbabwe
independence ceremonies, but the establishment of a permanent
Soviet mission in Harare was deferred until February 1981. The
stumbling block had been Mugabe's insistence that the Soviets
abandon direct contacts with their former allies in PF-ZAPU. Accord-
ingly the agreement on diplomatic representation included a mutual
stipulation against "agreements, arrangements, or negotiations with
any organization without prior consultation and explicit approval ... "
Permission was then granted the Polish and Czechoslovak govern-
ments to open missions in Harare subject to the same provision. The
German Democratic Republic (East Germany) had been allowed to
open its embassy a few months earlier. A determination to cooperate
with Zimbabwe in various fields was emphasized by the secretary
general of the Soviet Union's Ministry of Foreign Affairs during a
visit to Harare in August 1982. It was announced that over 100
Zimbabwean students had been accepted for training in Soviet
institutions.

A number of trade and economic cooperation agreements have
been negotiated with the countries of Eastern Europe; some of these
were concluded in conjunction with a visit by Mugabe in late 1981 to
Yugoslavia, Romania, and Bulgaria. Yugoslavia agreed to provide
training in elements of mass communications and extended credit
lines for Yugoslav goods. Romania has sponsored training projects in
agriculture, while Bulgaria was to provide assistance in cooperative
farming and has committed itself to an increase of imports from
Zimbabwe, notably tobacco. Economic exchanges with communist
states were, however, overshadowed by trade, aid, and financial
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links with the West. Among the communist group, only Romania,
Yugoslavia and China were represented at the ZIMCORD aid-
pledging conference in 1981.

ZANU's wartime collaboration with China was succeeded by a
series of postindependence contacts, highlighted by Mugabe's visit
to Beijing in May 1981 during which cultural and trade agreements
were signed. A Zimbabwean commercial delegation reported that
substantial Chinese orders for tobacco had been concluded. The
Chinese announced their intention of making a loan equivalent to
US$30 million for Zimbabwean development but, apparently owing
to strains on China's own economy, the only project under discussion
in early 1982 was a sports stadium to be constructed in Harare.

No comprehensive works on postindependence politics in Zimbabwe
had appeared by mid-1982, but several brief surveys by knowledge-
able specialists are available. Perhaps the most comprehensive is J.
Gus Liebenow's Zimbabwe: A Political Balance Sheet in the Ameri-
can Universities Field Staff Reports series, which deals with both
domestic questions and foreign problems during the early period of
the Mugabe government. The events dating from the Lancaster
House Conference through the first months of independence are
also treated in Xan Smiley's "Zimbabwe, Southern Africa, and the
Rise of Robert Mugabe" in Foreign Affairs and in Claire Pal'-v's
"What Future for Zimbabwe?" in Political Quarterly. A sympathetic
picture of Mugabe's confronting the acute problems faced by the
new state emerges from Johit F. Burns' "A Delicate Balance in
Zimbabwe" in the New York Times Magazine.

To supplement these works, domestic political developments and
foreign policy issues may be traced through such reference sources
as the annual Africa Contemporary Record and the monthly Africa
Research Bulletin. The Rhodesian issue in United States domestic
politics and the history of the Byrd Amendment are elaborated in
The "Tar Baby" Option: American Policy Toward Southern Rhode-
sia by Anthony Lake. Harare's daily newspaper, the Herald, is a vital
source of information on day-to-day administration of the country
and the views of leading political figures. (For further information
see Bibliography.)
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Chapter 5. National Security



The shadowy worl of guerriUa operation



IN THE EARLY 1980s the new Zimbabwean government of Prime
Minister Robert Mugabe contended with a variety of security prob-
lems that, directly or indirectly, had resulted from the seven-year
civil war that preceded independence. The war, which had claimed
30,000 lives, also left 150,000 combatants who had served in one of
the armed political factions or armies and a like number of unac-
counted firearms. With the coming of independence, political and
ethnic differences and the struggle for primacy between Mugabe's
Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front and his rival Joshua
Nkomo's Patriotic Front-Zimbabwe African People's Union were
reemerging after having been overshadowed by the exigencies of
war. Tensions between black and white Zimbabweans persisted to
some degree at independence: many Europeans resented the loss of
their political power, and many Africans resented the fact that the
economy, the civil service, and the military remained largely under
the control of the white minority. Neighboring South Africa, the
ideologically hostile last stronghold of white minority rvle on the
continent, possessed considerable economic and military power that
posed a potential threat to the Mugabe government.

In the two and one-half years after independence Mugabe moved
to control his country's national security affairs. To reduce internal
dissent, he initially pursued a policy of reconciliation with his rivals
and former enemies along with strong legislative and police action to
maintain law and order. Combined with a program to integrate
former guerrillas into the security forces, the prime minister's poli-
cies helped quell a spate of violent crime and interparty clashes that
gripped the country in its first year of independence. Serious con-
flicts remained, however, with some elements of the white commu-
nity and, perhaps more seriously, with Nkomo's suppot ters in western
Zimbabwe. In mid-1982 the arrest of several of Nkomo's top depu-
ties on suspicion of treason (after the discovery of arms on land
owned by his party) led to a wave of violence in Matabeleland, where
Nkomo's party was politically dominant.

Mugabe pursued a realistic policy of economic cooperation and
verbal confrontation with South Africa while refusing to allow anti-
Pretoria guerrillas to operate from his own country. Despite the
discovery of several agents working for South Africa and suspicion
that Pretoria was behind several acts of sabotage, relations between
the two countries remained generally correct.

Mugabe used the security forces both as a means to entorce his
security policy and as an object of social reform. The regular national
army expanded fivefold to 60,000 in less than two years to absorb
guerrillas from Mugabe's and Nkomo's liberation armies. The air
force, the Zimbabwe Republic Police, and the Central Intelligence
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Organization were also changing to reflect the African nationalists'
political victory. The large military establishment proved costly,
however, and in 1982 army personnel strength was in the process of
being slowly reduced by one-third. Individual units within the secu-
rity forces were thought to be extremely effective, but most inte-
grated units continued to be troubled by political and ethnic
factionalism. In the event of major political or civil strife such divi-
sions would likely strain the effectiveness of the army and could
conceivably cause its collapse.

Public Order and Internal Security
In the wake of the 1972-79 civil war, criminal and dissident activity

continued at high levels although not on a scale comrable to the
wartime violence. Crime and threats to public order during the first
year of independence resulted mainly from the large numbers of
undisciplined young former guerrillas who lacked jobs or land but
possessed weapons. The government was able to exert control by
integrating them into the security forces and by acting strongly
against criminals and deserters. Later threats to internal security,
which appeared more politically oriented, were attributed to a few
whites who resented their reduced position in the country and to the
political and ethnic conflict between elements of the Patriotic Front:
Mugabe's Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU, known offic-
ially as ZANU-PF since the 1980 election campaign) and Nkomo's
Zimbabwe African People's Union (ZAPU, known as PF-ZAPU since
the election campaign).

Postwar Violence and Government Security Policy
In the year following independence, some 500 deaths were attrib-

uted to former guerrillas who had fought in ZANU's military wing-
the Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army (ZANLA--or in
ZAPU's Zimbabwe People's Revolutionary Army (ZIPRA). The post-
war violence began during the 1980 election campaign when numer-
ous confirmed instances of intimidation were ascribed to former
guerrillas "campaigning" for their parties. The guerrillas were sup-
posed to report to assembly camps as part of the cease-fire arrange-
ment that ended the war, but both ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU held
back their best troops and cadres. As the guerrillas determined that
it was safe to report to the assembly camps, their numbers in the
country increased from 22,000 at the time of the elections to 28,700
at independence, to over 35,000 three months later, and to over
50,000 yid-1981.

Acts of violence continued and even esalated after independence
as young former guerrillas, armed and living in overcrowded isolated
camrs with nothing to do, turned to armed robbery and acts of
retribution. There were numerous reports of kangaroo courts that
dispensed "revolutionary justice" on political rivals or those accused
ofcoflaboration during the war. Political violence included in assassina-
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tion attempt, attributed to ZANLA guerrillas, in June against the
Reverend Ndabaningi Sithole, ZANU's leader before Mugabe took
over in the mid-1970s. Even Mugabe's minister of manpower and
secretary general of ZANU-PF, EdgarTekere, was arrested in August
1980 for the murder of a white farmer. Mugabe, from the time of his
election, called upon the former guerrillas and the rest of Zimbabwean
society to unite in "reconciliation, reconstruction, and nation building,"
but words alone did not solve the problem of violent crime.

To restore public order and assert its authority over the country,
the new government initially relied on the laws, institutions, and
many of the personnel of the Rhodesian era. Mugabe followed this
course partly because as head of government he had more control
and power over government forces than over guerrillas in the assem-
bly camps.

Control over the guerrillas was limited in part because about
one-third of them were ex-ZIPRA fighters loyal primarily to Nkomo.
Moreover the prime minister's restricted power over his own ZANLA
soldiers was attributable to the earlier civil war experience in which
militarily successful guerrilla tactics placed little emphasis on troop
discipline and gave considerable autonomy and freedom of action to
soldiers and commanders in the field (see Civil War and the Three
Armies, this ch.). The result was that during the war the ZANLA
soldiers-who often combined revolutionary fervor with their guer-
rilla tactics-and not the ZANU politicians came to constitute the
real power within the ZANU organization. Mugabe had become
ZANU's chairman, and the more moderate Sithole was ousted largely
because Mugabe was more successful at building ties with the guerril-
las and emphasizing his commitment to Marxist ideology and the
armed struggle. According to Claire Palley, a noted observer of
Zimbabwean affairs, Mugabe's position during the civil war was less
that of ZANLA's leader than of spokesman for the guerrillas. Even
after he became prime minister in the 1980 victory, Mugabe was still
viewed by many in ZANU's collegial central committee as no more
than the first among equals. ZANLA commander Rex Nhongo remained
loyal to Mugabe, but Nhongo did not have as much prestige among
the guerrillas as his predecessor, Josiah Tongogara, who had died in
an automobile accident in Mozambique shortly before independence.
Mugabe's authority was apparently even more remote to idle young
guerrillas in overcrowded assembly camps eager to taste the spoils of
their victory and knowing that their weapons were their most impor-
tant source of political power.

The prime minister, admitting that "no one is blameless, least of
all elements within my own party," came to rely on the police and
military forces he had inherited from the previous government only
when other attempts to control the guerrillas had failed. After six
months ofa mounting crime wave it was clear that his calls for law and
order were to little avail and that the white-led police force was
unable by itselfto deal with those popularly identified as the "heroes
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of the liberation struggle" without stronger political support. It was
obvious that attempts to demobilize the guerrillas or engage them in
economic development schemes were not solving the crime problem
(see Military Manpower: Demobilization and Integration, this ch.).
A policy to improve guerrillas' morale by moving them (and their
weapons) from their isolated assembly areas to new quarters in
townships on the outskirts of major cities only had the effect of
heightening crime in the cities, particularly Salisbury (present-day
Harare), Bulawayo, and Sinoia (present-day Chinhoyi).

In October 1980 Mugabe finally cracked down on what he called
"dissident elements and misguided party militants" by sending troops
from the national army into rural trouble spots and by reinforcing
police patrols in the cities. The measures were effective where they
were used; but there were not enough troops to police the entire
country, and "drunken rampages" continued to be reported as well
as major ZANLA-ZIPRA clashes in the Salisbury township of
Chitungwiza and in Bulawayo. In February 1981 the prime minister
reemphasized his reliance on the national army by calling in the air
force, white reservists, and two white-led battalions of what had
been the black, elite Rhodesian African Rifles (RAR) to quell a major
clash between former ZANLA and ZIPRA members of the national
army.

Beginning at about the same time Mugabe moved to bring the
guerrillas under direct government control by integrating virtually
all of them into the national army. Earlier integration plans empha-
sized the effectiveness of the army rather than the social problem
posed by the guerrillas and envisioned the amalgamation with the
former Rhodesian forces of no more than 10,000 ZIPRA and ZANLA
soldiers. Although the 1981 integration into the national army of
most of the remaining 50,000 guerrillas diluted the quality of the
army as a whole, it was viewed as a success because most of the civil
violence ended and the guerrillas were brought under Mugabe's
control. In August 1981 ZANU-PF dissolved its ZANLA military
organization, as all the former ZANLA guerrillas had either been
incorporated into the national army or demobilized (see Military
Manpower: Demobilization and Integration, this ch.).

The prime minister, who at the time of his election vowed to
uphold law and order and prosecute criminals to the fullest extent of
the law, relied heavily on the inherited Rhodesian criminal justice
system (see The Legal System, ch. 4). Despite an initial preponder-
ance of whites in judicial offices, the court system was allowed to
function independently in the first two years of majority rule, most
notably in the November 1980 murder trial of Tekere. After the
minister of manpower's arrest, Mugabe stayed aloof from the court
proceedings. (Tekere was found innocent on grounds that the 1975
Indemnity and Compensation Act, passed by Prime Minister Ian
Smith's Rhodesian regime, granted government leaders immunity
from prosecution in their actions to suppress terrorism. The act was
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soon repealed, and Tekere was removed from his ministerial post
and later from his position as ZANU-PF secretary general.) Respect
for the criminal justice system was not shared by other partisans and
former guerrillas. On at least two occasions in the first months after
independence, armed former guerrillas freed accused party mem-
bers from police or court custody by intimidating guards with their
numbers and superior firepower. Such blatant contempt was rare,
but in 1982 conflicts between Minister of Home Affairs Herbert
Ushewokunze and magistrates over the illegal detentions of black
and white Zlmbabweans threatened the courts' autonomy.

The Mugabe government took advantage of the strict security laws
it had inherited from the Rhodesian government. In July 1980
parliament extended for six months the Emergency Powers Act that
gave law enforcement authorities power to detain suspects without
trial and to arrest or conduct searches without obtaining a warrant.
P irst imposed at the time of Rhodesia's unilateral declaration of
independence (UDI) from Britain in 1965, the act had been renewed
every six months since that time. Before renewing the act in 1980,
the Mugabe government stripped the law of provisions allowing
police confiscation and destruction of property, censorship, police
oer to impose curfews, and police authority to force civilians to

l their homes. In its first two and one-half years in power, the
government continued to extend the act for six-month periods,
gradually modifying it to restore government authority to impose
curfews and confiscate property from those deemed to have preju-
diced state security. The latter provision went beyond the powers
held by the Rhodesian government, which could only confiscate
property if the owner was convicted in court of a crime against the
state. In July 1982 the act was further amended and extended to
include new laws, similar in effect to the repealed Indemnity and
Compensation Act, that protected government leaders, members of
the security forces, and civil servants from criminal or civil prosecutions.
There was no indication in mid-1982 that the act would be weakened
or rescinded, and there was some support in the government for
extending it indefinitely. The number of persons detained under the
act varied according to the internal security situation. It was esti-
mated in late 1980 that some 200 people were being held, most of
them guerrillas absent from their assembly camps; by early 1982
there were thought to be only about sixty persons being detained
without charges, but their numbers increased again during the year
as conflict between ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU heightened.

Other measures also enhanced the government's security powers.
In March 1981 the minister of home affairs stated that all residents of
the country would in the future be uired to carry identity cards.
The government also launched severa campaigns to persuade resi-
dents to turn in their unregistered firearms. In July 1981 the govern-
ment announced that owners could turn in their guns without penalty
until the end of August, but anyone caught illegally possessing a
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firearm after that time was to be sentenced to a minimum of five
years in jail. Relatively few weapons were turned in, however, and it
proved difficult to enforce the law. Gun laws were amended the
following year to allow farmers to keep semiautomatic rifles but to
require police reserves to turn in their weapons.

Disaffected Whites
Zimbabwe's white minority, who had controlled the country over

most of the preceding century, did not pose a challenge to power in
1982. But serious acts of subversion and sabotage were attributed to
disaffected whites and were a matter of ongoing concern to govern-
ment security officials. Such actions were not limited to any known
domestic organizations, although South African complicity was
suspected.

Upon assuming power, Mugabe had moved to neutralize the
latent threat of white reaction by inviting the Europeans to stay on
and help build the country as Zimbabweans (see Politics, ch. 4).
Many whites were encouraged by the prime minister's moderation,
but others were discouraged or angered by the economic adjust-
ments the government made, by the infla.aatory statements of
some government leaders, and by the general influx of Africans into
positions of power. In the two years after independence nearly
one-quarter of the white population left the country-mostly to
neighboring South Africa--but some dissatisfied whites, hindered
by restrictions on transferring their capital or other factors, delayed
their departure.

The whites were not trusted by many of the former guerrillas in
Mugabe's government; suspicions were reinforced when, several
months after independence, Lieutenant General Peter Walls, the
Rhodesian who had served as commander of the armed forces for
three months under Mugabe, revealed that he had asked the British
government to annul the results of the 1980 elections. There had not
been a coup attempt, and there was no evidence that the general was
involved in any coup plots, but he was expelled from the country.

Several acts of sabotage that had significant national secur-
ity implications were attributed to white Zimbabweans in the
thirty months after independence. White soldiers were sus-
pected of being involved in the August 1981 explosion of a
large ammunition dump at Inkomo Barracks, which destroyed most
of the army's ammunition stock. A year later, in July 1982,
observers suspected white involvement in the sabotage of thirteen
air force planes. As many as fourteen white servicemen, including
the air force chief of staff, Air Vice Marshal Hugh Slatter, and
other high-ranking officers, were held for questioning in the
incident along with five Africans who had served with Nkomo's
ZIPRA. In 1981 and 1982 several whites in the Special Branch of
the Central Intelligence Organization (CIO) security service
were implicated as agents of South Africa, including the director
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of security in the Prime Minister's Office, who was directly responsi-
ble for Mugabe's personal security. Involvement of disaffected whites
was also suspected in the December 1981 explosion of fifteen kilo-
grams of dynamite that destroyed ZANU-PF headquarters in Harare.

The inability to distinguish a priori between loyal white Zimbabweans
and those seeking to undermine the state has complicated relations
between the government and the white community. In calling for
more circumspection in the appointment of whites, in early 1982
Mugabe stated, "We do not want to prejudice the chances of those
who are loyal, but one must now be satisfied that one is not promot-
ing a [traitor].'"

In November 1981 the government for the first time used the
Emergency Powers Act to detain whites suspected of undermining
state security. By the end of the year eight whites were in detention,
and twelve had been jailed by February 1982. One was a member of
parliament, Wally Stuttaford, who was detained in December on
suspicion of "conspiring to overthrow" the government. After eight
months in detention Stuttaford was charged with holding two meet-
ings with four others to topple the Mugabe government by force.
Dennis Walker, another white member of parliament suspected in
the case, returned from abroad after Stuttaford's arrest but later fled
to avoid incarceration. The first treason trial held since indepen-
dence involved a white dentist from Bulawayo (the leader of a fringe
rightist political party), his twenty-four-year-old son, and two
accomplices. The four were sentenced to prison after being con-
victed in May 1982 of plotting to foment a secessionist rebellion
among the Ndebele, which they hoped would eventually result in a
separate, white-ruled Matabeleland. Some observers believed that
the threat to Zimbabwean security posed by white dissidents was
diminishing, but others thought that disaffected white Rhodesians in
southern Africa continued to be a potential source of sabotage,
terrorism, or economic disruption to Zimbabwe.

I

Ethnkiity, PF-ZAPU, and the Government
Zimbabwe's most serious security problem in 1982, one that had

long-term implications, sprang from the political competition between
ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU. Conflict began in 1963 after Sithole and
Mugabe broke away from Nkomo's ZAPU to form ZANU. Partisan
violence between the two groups broke out at the time in townships
throughout Rhodesia. Owing to circumstances ofhistory and geography,
the rivalry between ZAPU and ZANU took on a regional and ethnic
character during the civil war despite the nationalist orientation of
the leaders of both parties. ZANU, which operated from Mozam-
bique into Shona-populated areas of east and northeast Zimbabwe,
appealed to Shona ethnicity as a tactical necessity in building ties
with the local population (see Civil War and the three Armies, this
ch.). Partly because ZANU was able to capture Shona loyalties and
partly because Nkomo was an Ndebele, ZAPU garnered the loyalities
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of the Ndebele and the Kalanga (a group ethnically classed as Shona
but politically aligned with the Ndebele for a century). The regional
and ethnic orientations of the two parties as well as Shona numerical
dominance in the country were graphically demonstrated by the
April 1980 elections (see fig. 18).

The postwar conflict was the result of mutual suspicion on the part
of the parties. ZANU-PF members, many of whom wanted Zimbabwe
to become a one-party state, suspected PF-ZAPU's desire to retain a
separate identity within the country's ruling coalition. According to
observers, the ethnic component of the dispute was reinforced because
many Ndebele feared Shona dominance represented by ZANU-PF's
political power.

The clashes between the two parties were contained by Mugabe's
policy of using force against both ZANU and ZAPU dissidents and by
government policy to bring all the guerrillas into the national army.
That the integration program risked the destruction of the army was
demonstrated in February 1981 when the largest ZAPU-ZANU clash
since independence involved soldiers from three supposedly inte-
grated battalions. The trouble started on February 7 with a fight
between former ZIPRA and ZANLA soldiers in a bar at a battalion
army camp in the Bulawayo township of Ntabazinduna. When shoot-
ing broke out between the factions, most soldiers fled--many ZIPRA
soldiers to their homes in the Bulawayo area. Despite the efforts of
ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU officers to contain the disturbances, within
five days the fighting had spread. Two other integrated battalions
had broken up; two assembly camps in Entumbane in the Bulawayo
area--one ZANLA and one ZIPRA-were attacking each other;
armored columns were reported to be traveling toward Bulawayo
from ZIPRA camps at Essexvale in the south and at Gwai River Mine
in the north. The fighting was stopped by a firm government response.
Government officials and PF-ZAPU leaders, including Nkomo and
ZIPRA commander Lookout Masuku, called for a halt in the fighting,
and two battalions of white-led government troops that had belonged
to the BAR along with reserves who had servedwith the Rhodesian
Army imposed order on the situation within a few days. Mugabe also
threatened the guerrilas with the use of helicopter gunships and jet
fighter bombers circling above the troubled area. As many as 300
were killed, after which some 6,500 guerrillas and soldiers were
disarmed, three battalions were dissolved, and most of the comba-
tants were eventually integrated into other units.

After the February 1981 disturbances, open fighting between the
two groups practically ceased, and the integration process proceeded
without further hitches. Nkomo used his influence to get wary
ZIPRA soldiers to surrender their arms and leave their assembly
paints in order to join the ntional army, effectively dismantling the
army he Wad built up over aperiod ofyears. ZAPU's politcal position
was gradually undermined, however. Nim.. , was demoted from
minister of home affairs to minisfr without portfolio even before the
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Bulawayo fighting. His lack of influence was further demonstrated in
August 1981 when the government announced the creation of an
all-ZANU-PF brigade to be trained by North Korean advisers (see
Army Organization, Equipment, and Training, this ch.). Nkomo
protested that he had not been consulted about the formation of a
brigade that he feared would be exclusively loyal to ZANU-PF.
Despite mounting political difficulties, the security situation was
disturbed by little more than isolated incidents of banditry for a year
after the Bulawayo disturbances. Government security concerns
voiced in July 1981 focused on smuggling, the number of uncon-
trolled arms in the country, and violence in neighboring Mozam-
bique that threatened to spill across Zimbabwe's borders.

The relatively peaceful interlude in the conflict between PF-ZAPU
and ZANU-PF ended abruptly in February 1982 when large quanti-
ties of arms and equipment were found by the CIO cached on farms
owned by companies controlled by PF-ZAPU. The mat6riel included
scores of military vehicles, communications equipment, SA-7 surface-
to-air missiles, hundreds of machine guns, rocket launchers, mortars,
antiaircraft guns, several thousand automatic rifles, and ammunition.
One source stated that the weapons amounted to about one-third of
ZIPRA's wartime arsenal. Nkomo denied knowledge of the arms and
claimed that weapons had been hidden throughout the country by all
parties as insurance against a further outbreak of violence.

Mugabe charged that Nkomo and elements within PF-ZAPU had
been planning a coup against his government. He also stated that
former Rhodesian military commander Walls had confessed to arrang-
ing meetings between Nkomo and South African officials after the
1980 elections in order to support the overthrow of Mugabe. (Nkomo
and Walls both denied the charge.) Within days Nkomo and three
other PF-ZAPU ministers and deputy ministers were removed from
the cabinet, and about a dozen companies owned by PF-ZAPU were
outlawed and their assets confiscated. Within a month four promi-
nent PF-ZAPU leaders were detained, including Lieutenant Gen-
eral Masuku, who was then deputy commander of the national army,
and Dumiso Dabengwa, a retired officer who had been the ZAPU
military intelligence chief during the civil war.

In the wake ofPF-ZAPU's humiliation, Ndebele dissidence increased
measurably beginning in March 1982. Large numbers of former
ZIPRA enlisted men--estimates ranged from 2,000 to 4,000--desertd
from the armed forces over the four-month period from March
through June. Most of those leaving apparently returned, unemployed,
to their home areas, but it was estimated that by June 1982 up to
1,000 deserters were operating as guerrillas or bandits in the bush in
the west and southwest of the country.

Most of the deserters' actions were not overtly political in motive
or military in execution. Operating in bands of ten to forty, the
dissidents resorted to kidnapping and banditry and caused some
thirty deaths in the March-July period. The rebels emphasized the
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political nature of their actions when a group of them kidnapped six
foreign tourists in July 1982, prompting a national manhunt. The
dissidents, who identified themselves in a communique as "Zipra
Forces," said they would release their victims only in return for the
release of the jailed ZIPRA leaders and the end of government
harassment of Nkomo.

Mugabe's government acted sternly against the rebels, making
sweeps through guerrilla areas, uncovering several caches of arms,
and arresting dissidents. The largest operation mounted in the first
months after the renewed violence involved joint sweeps by the
police and the army through Bulawayo, spearheaded by the national
army's elite, white-led Qne Commando Battalion. Security forces
established roadblocks throughout the city and required citizens to
show identification or be detained; house-to-house searches were
conducted for arms caches and deserters. Nkomo publicly supported
the government's tough policies for dealing with the situation but
called for a bipartisan commission to be established to determine the
causes of the disturbances.

The government's repression of PF-ZAPU leaders, even if in
reaction to a threat posed by the rival party, risked alienating com-
pletely the Ndebele and threatened to undermine ZANU-PF as a
national party. In 1982 the strife between the two parties did not
appear to threaten the government in Harare directly, but an endemic
insurgency in the western provinces seemed a possibility.

Regional Security Concerns
In 1982 the government's security concerns were primarily local

in scope, whereas during the civil war period external factors signifi-
cantly shaped the security perceptions of the African nationalist
leaders and the Rhodesian government. The Soviet Union, its East
European allies, and China had supplied and supported the national-
ist guerrillas; the United Nations (UN) had imposed trade sanctions
against Rhodesia; South Africa had supported the Smith government;
and the precedent of Cuban military intervention in nearby Angola
had threatened wider internationalization of the conflict. As the risk
of increased international involvement in southern Africa receded
after the 1960 election, independent Zimbabwe's external security
concerns focused mainly on South Africa, its powerful, white-ruled
neighbor.

Zimbabwe's three black-ruled neighbors-Zambia, Mozambique,
and Botswana-possessed only modest economic and military struc-
tures am. osed no measurable threat. Having supported the guerrillas
to varying degrees in the civil war, they maintained basically friendly
relations with Harare. South Africa, however, was a potentially
hostile state, having an economy over fifteen times the size of
Zimbabwe's and larger, better trained, more modem armed forces
(see fig. 19).
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South Africa used economic pressure and demonstrated that it
could threaten Zimbabwe's national security despite the two countries'
economic relations. In 1981 South Africans used their economic
leverage against Zimbabwe by announcing that the preferential
trade agreement between the two countries would be allowed to
lapse, that locomotives loaned to Zimbabwe's burdened national
railroads would be recalled, and that Zimbabweans working in South
African mines (and earning valuable foreign exchange) would be
repatriated. The South African government later consented to renewal
of the trade agreement and the lease on the locomotives. Relations
improved, but Zimbabwean suspicions were not relieved.

Apart from South Africa's ability to threaten Zimbabwe's govern-
ment by disrupting its economy, Harare was concerned about Pretoria's
ability to use the more direct methods it has employed against other
African countries. South African armed forces had openly raided
Angola on several occasions in the late 1970s and early 1980s ta attack
insurgents affiliated with the South West Africa People's Organiza-
tion (SWAPO), who were seeking independence for South African-
controlled Namibia, and South Africa also had supported the
antigovernmental National Union for the Total Liberation of Angola
(Uni~o Nacional para a Ind~pendencia Total de Angola- -UNITA).
Although it had accommodated itself to the introduction of a Marxist
regime in Mozambique, South Africa was also widely believed by
international observers to support the Mozambique National Resis-
tance (Resist ncia Nacional Mogambicana-RNM). An insurgent
group originally established by the Rhodesians, the RNM through its
operations in Mozambique had damaged Zimbabwe's rail and pipe-
line li-iks with Indian Ocean ports.

South African Prime Minister Pieter Botha asserted that his coun-
try had never interfered in the affairs of its neighbors but warned that
it would not hesitate to use its strength if Zimbabwe allowed its
territory to be used by black nationalists to undermine South African
security. There was no evidence that Zimbabwe had provided a base
for anti-Pretoria guerrillas, but because of known South African
involvement in other African states and the discovery of undercover
agents in the Zimbabwe government who were accused of gathering
intelligence for Pretoria, suspicions arose among Harare officials that
the southern neighbor was conducting a program of ongoing covert
operations in Zimbabwe. On several occasions in 1981 and 1982 the
government charged--and the South Africans denied-that Pretoria
was training 5,000 black Zimbabweans to ca out acts of sabotage
and that South Africa was fomenting the Nldeele disturbances. In
August 1982 Zimbabwean troops clashed north of the Limpopo with
a patrol of former Rhodesians serving with the South Afrion Defence
Force and killed three of them. The South Mrican government,
although admitting that the incursion did take place, insisted that the
territorial violation was not sanctioned by responsible authorities.
South Africa was also linked by Zimbabweans to a .rariety of acts of
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terrorism and sabotage, including the July 1981 assassination in
Harare of Joe Gqabi, a senior official in the anti-apartheid African
National Congress.

The extent of South African activities having direct security impli-
cations apart from inteligence gathering could not be determined in
1982. Although the level of that country's involvement was not
comparable in scale to its actions -n Mozambique and Angola (which
were both supporting anti-Pretoria insurgent movements), most
observers believed that South African agencies were at least in
contact with opponents of the Harare regime. According to Mugabe
in mid-1982, "South Africa continues to carry out its acts of aggres-
sion against us and against its other neighbors--and that is happen-
ing without any provocation from us. This is a deliberate exercise to
disorganize our economies and to upset our newly established politi-
cal order."
The Armed Forces: Adjusting to New Realities

In 1982 the Zimbabwe Defence Force was in the midst of a
transition as the former Rhodesian Security Forces and the former
guerrilla armies were adjusting to their reconstitution into a single
military organization under a unified command. The primary mis-
sion of the defense force was to defend Zimbabwe against outside
enemies and, like its Rhodesian antecedent, to back up the national
police in the maintenance of internal security. But in actuality the
main task of the Zimbabwe Defence Force was the effort to integrate
its component parts. Success in this endeavor would support national
unity; failure could break it. In mid-1982 most observers were
cautiously optimistic, but the long-term result of the amalgamation
effort could not be determined with certainty.

Thirty months after independence the national army had a person-
nel strength of about 49,000-down from 60,000 six months earlier-
with the headquarters of major units located in five of the country's
major cities. The air force was authorized a strength of 2,900, over
twice the size of the service during the civil war, but it was largely
composed of trainees and nontechnical ground personnel. Former
guerrillas made up the bulk of the armed forces' manpower. Almost
all of the more than 7,000 Africans who had served with the Rhode-
sian army and air force remained; but of the whites who formerly
dominated the armed forces, less than 1,000 of 6,000 remained in the
regular military establishment, and about half of them were in the air
force. During the 1960s it was expected that the character of the
Zimbabwe Defence Force would continue to change as white person-
nel dpaed, as other soldiers were gradually demobilized and,
Zimba officials hoped, as it assumed the identity and mlitay
effectiveness of a unified establishment.
Dow s ekw 19s65

Some observers trace the development of the modern armed
fes to the ISM when o ices trained in British ad South A'rican
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military doctrine led the Pioneer Column of white settlers from the
Cape Colony northward to what later became Salisbury. Armed with
rifles, machine guns, cannons, and other weapons, the few hundred
settlers and soldier-police of the British South Africa Company were
able to defeat much larger numbers of African warriors when they
moved into Matabeleland in 1893.

Other observers, including many who served in the guerrilla
armies in the civil war of the 1970s, prefer to link modern Zimbabwe's
military development to the bloody African military resistance to
settler rule that reached its height in 1896 and 1897. The uprising,
which spread from the Ndebele to the previously peaceful Shona and
resulted in considerable loss of life on all sides, proved to be the last
major African armed challenge to white rule until the 1960s.

In 1896 the soldier-police were removed from the direct control
and employ of the company, and their name was changed from the
British South Africa Company's Police to British South Africa Police
(BSAP). After their change of status in 1896, they continued to
function as a military as well as a police organization, participating as
military units in the Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902). In 1900 the still
relatively small settlements had 1,700 men under arms in support of
the British cause in southern Africa.

BSAP units also served Britain in German South-West Africa and
German East Africa during World War I, assisting in the defeat of
German forces on the African continent. During the 1920s and 1930s
the military role was shifted from the BSAP to the British defense
staff and to territorial troops called to duty when needed. The
colonial government during this period also appropriated money to
form an air training unit that became the nucleus of the air force.

In World War II military service was compulsory for white men
between eighteen and forty-five years of age, and some 6,000 of
them-two-thirds of the white male population between fifteen and
forth-five--served overseas on active duty. The Southern Rhodesian
Air Force was absorbed into the Royal Air Force, where it performed
with distinction and suffered a 20 percent loss rate. White troops in a
unit known as the Rhodesia Regiment spearheaded several difficult
campaigns, especially in Ethiopia and North Africa. Two thousand
Southern Rhodesian Africans were also enlisted into a separate
regiment, the BAR, which was commanded by white officers and
achieved notably good combat records in the campaign to recapture
Burma.

When the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland was formed in
1953, the military units of Southern Rhodesia, Northern Rhodesia
(present-day Zambia), and Nyasaland (present-day Malawi) were
combined. As Southern Rhodesia was the dominant member of the
federation, its officers were the senior commanders in charge of all
federation units. During this period Southern lmdesians served
overseas on behalf of the British Empire, most notably in Malaya
where counterinsurpncy tactics later used against Zimbabwean
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guerrillas were developed.
When the federation was dissolved in 1963, Southern Rhodesia

retained all of the forces that had been raised in its territory-3,400
of the 7,000 men who had been in the army of the disintegrating
federation. Over the objections of the black leadership of soon-to-be
independent Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, as well as other
African heads of state, it also kept the majority of the men and almost
all the aircraft in the Royal Rhodesian Air Force, the air arm of the
short-lived federation; most of the 1,100 personnel in the air force
had originally been from Southern Rhodesia.
Civil War and the Three Armim

The civil war, which lasted for roughly seven years until the end of
1979, resulted in the formation of two major guerrilla armies, the
growth of the Rhodesian Security Forces, and the militarization of
the society. As a result of government policy to integrate the three
forces, the Zimbabwean military establishment in 1982 was com-
posed almost exclusively of veterans from the conflict. The structure
and performance of the postwar forces in large measure had resulted
from the different wartime experiences of their component parts. It
was expected that the political and ethnic diversity of the veteran
soldiers would continue to shape the character of Zimbabwe's mnili-
tary for at least several years.
Guerrilla Forces

The guerrilla armies that fought to topple the white Rhodesian
government were an outgrowth of groups that conducted limited
random political agitation and violence for African political rights in
the late 1950s and early 1960s. Guerrilla operations began after
Zambia's independence in 1964 and, at first, typically consisted of
infiltrating a column of soldiers from bases there. Black nationalist
fighters were forced to cross the confining Zambezi River valley or
Lake Kariba where Rhodesian Security Forces concentrated their
efforts and where many of the few local Africans were unsympathetic
to them. Often lacking clear objectives, they were invariably routed
by mobile Rhodesian troops and their air support or were demoral-
ized and deserted.

With the failure of the African nationalists' policy of inducing "fear
and despondency," military operations virtually ceased by late 1968.
The externally based nationalist leaders concentrated on rebuilding
their forces and reevaluating their tactics. To replace losses and to
ensure the continued funding of the Organization of African Unity
(OAU) Liberation Committee, ZAPU and ZANU recruited, often
forcibly, black Zimbabweans living in neighboring countries. The
guerrilla groups during this period also increased their military
training and supply links with other countries. Besides the OAU
and the group of countries in southern Africa committed to achieving
msjiy rule in Rhodesia, ZANU developed close links with China
while ZAPU strengthened its relationship with the Soviet Union and
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the East European countries.
ZANLA, ZANU's military wing, began in this period to develop

tactics that enabled ZANU to take the initiative in the military
struggle against Rhodesia and in its more subtle battle with ZAPU for
prestige among Africans. With the cooperation of the Front for the
Liberation of Mozambique (Frente de Libertagio de Mogambique-
FRELIMO), which was fighting its own guerrilla war against Portu-
guese colonialist rulers, ZANLA forces were able to establish camps
in Tete Province of eastern Mozambique from which they could
conduct operations into the lightly defended areas of northeastern
Rhodesia. ZANLA did not immediately mount combat operations
but, accepting the advice of FRELIMO veterans and Chinese advisers,
pursued a Maoist policy designed to gain the moral and material
support of the local population, which was predominantly Shona.
Before engaging in combat, they sought to build ties with local spirit
mediums and respected elders, which enabled the guerrillas to gain
the trust and succor of the local Africans and gave ZANU an over-
whelmingly Shona power base.

It was not until December 1972, after more than a year of building
personal contacts and logistical systems in northeastern Rhodesia,
that ZANLA guerrillas launched their first series of attacks on white
farmers who were unpopular witb local Africans. The guerrillas'
subsequent ability to evade detection by Rhodesian Security Force
led Ian Smith to state at the time that the security situation in the
northeast was "far more serious than it appears on the surface."
ZANLA continued to operate successfully, despite its soldiers' gener-
ally poor training and discipline and despite political problems within
the party organization. The guerrilla army was not easily able to
increase its manned strength in the early 1970s, however, as joining
vakomana (a Shona word meaning "the boys") did not become
popular among Africans until the Portuguese announced in 1974 that
they were withdrawing from Mozambique. Recruitment increased
as a result of that psychological boost, and ZANLA strength inside
the country grew (according to Rhodesian estimates) from under 100
in the early 1970s to about 700 in early 1976. By mid-1977 there were
as many as 3,000 ZANLA guerrillas operating in the east, north, and
south of Rhodesia, by which time it was no longer necessary for
ZANLA to recruit soldiers. ZANLA's strength eventually grew to
include some 30,000 guerrillas, and more than 10,000 of them oper-
ated in the country by late 1979.

The Zimbabwe People's Revolutionary Army (ZIPRA)-the mili-
tary wing ofJoshua Nkomo's ZAPU--did not prosecute the guerrilla
war as actively as did ZANLA. ZIPRA, well organized and trained
along conventional lines with substantial assistance from Soviet, East
European, and North Korean advisers, operated under the close
conr; .1 Nkmo. The army's tight organization and limited opera-
does rected its secondary place in ZAPUs strategy of pursuing
pwer through politil -eleatis with Rhodesian, other fimn,
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and internationas leaders. In 1977, after the failure of peace negotia-
tions in Geneva, ZIPRA began a significant expansion of manpower
recruiting that increased its personnel strength from under 1,000 in
the early 1970s (and none inside Rhodesia) to some 20,000 by 1980,
most of them Ndebele oriented. ZIPRA armed activity also grew
during this period. Most notably ZIPRA forces used SA-7 surface-to-
air missiles to shoot down two Rhodesian Viscount airliners in 1978
and 1979. ZIPRA was also involved in laying land mines, but it never
had the local infrastructure to operate as effectively as its ZANLA
counterpart. ZIPRA's increased activity was seen by some as largely
a reflection of the ZAPU leadership's realization that ZANLA's mili-
tary success was giving ZANU new political prestige and legitimacy
at ZAPU's expense.

During the guerrilla war the two African nationalist armies rarely
operated together because of ethnic and personal animosities as well
as differing ideological and tactical concepts. Conflict between the
two groups was intense and often violent when they were in proxim-
ity but was limited in the late 1970s when they operated from
separate bases against different target areas. ZANLA used bases
located in Zambia until 1976, but most of its important headquarters
and garrisons were in Mozambique (especially after it became inde-
pendent in 1975) and Tanzania. The major ZIPRA bases were in
ZambiaandAngola, although there were recruitingoffers in Botswana.

From the beginning of the civil war, the. leadership of the OAU
and the so-called front-line states (see Glossary) sought to impose
unity on the African nationalist factions. But their efforts to create a
third force--the Front for the Liberation of Zimbabwe (FROLIZI)
-proved unsuccessful (see From Rhodesia to Zimbabwe, ch. 1). A
1976 attempt by guerrillas from both major factions to unite in the
Zimbabwe People's Army (ZIPA) and bypass the politicians also
failed. ZIPA's central concept-that military men should run the
war-,came to be adopted by ZANLA, which also absorbed most of
ZIPA personnel. Formed in October 1976 to present a common
negotiating front at the Geneva Conference, the Patriotic Front
alliance gained quick recognition by the African front-line states as
the only legitimate Zimbabwe liberation movement. Militarycoopera-
tion between ZAPU and ZANU, however, never developed signifi-
cantly during the war.

Despite differences within the liberation movement, the insur-
gents were increasingly able to escalate the level of fighting against
the Rhodesian Security Forces. Using their established network of
contacts in eastern Zimbabwe and acting brutally aginst real or
suspectd inixmats, ZANIA was able to build small bases in that
area while ZIPRA gradually established its presence in the west. By
the late 1970s most of the Tribal Trust Luids had come under the
virtu tia l control the two guerrilla armies. Although neither
guer.ifla hadom was abe to estabish and hold a liberated area within

hodesia, durking the hoer stes ofthe wr the Insugen (especially
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those of ZANLA) frequently held meetings with African civilians,
often in broad daylight, to educate and indoctrinate them. While
seeking to avoid direct contact with the government security forces,
the guerrillas, by operating conspicuously, sought to demonstrate
that white Rhodesian power was not invulnerable. The insurgents
often struck isolated white farms, gradually driving the owners from
certain areas of the country, lowering morale, and damaging agricul-
tural productivity. Other guerrilla activities, including the wide-
spread use of land mines and the destruction of cattle dips, had their
most serious impact on the local African population. Thus, although
the guerrillas were generally thought to be confident of success by
the time of the Lancaster House Conference in late 1979, the civilian
population-Africans and whites-was increasingly war weary and
eager for a settlement.

Rhodesma Secui*d Forces
Beginning in 1972 the Rhodesian Security Forces underwent a

massive expansion to meet the growing guerrilla threat. The military
establishment had changed little since UDI in 1965, although coun-
terinsurgency tactics had been improved as a result of limited experi-
ence gained during the 1960s.

In 1971, according to estimates by the United States Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, Rhodesian military spending amounted
to only 8.2 percent of total government expenditures. The personnel
strength of the regular army consisted of 3,400 underpaid soldiers,
and 1,200 served with the air force. An 8,000-man Territorial Force
operated as a reserve element. The paramilitary BSAP had 6,400
active members (two-thirds of them Africans) and a reserve of 28,500
(three-quarters of them whites). Conscription laws required young
white males to serve twelve months with the regular army plus three
additional years of part-time duty with the Territorial Force reserves.

By 1979 military outlays had increased to 26 percent of central
government expenditures, although outside observers were impressed
with how Rhodesia was controlling its spending. In that year total
government spending classed as "war costs" accounted for 41 per-
cent of the central government budget. The army had increased in
strength to 20,000 personnel, including 14, 000 conscripts and reserves
on active duty at any one time. The armed forces also underwent a
complete reorganization after 1971, when the army was composed of
two infantry battalions, one Special Air Service (SAS) squadron of
elite special warfare troops, one artillery battery, and one armored
car unit. (One battalion, the Rhodesian Light Infantry, was exclu-
sively white; the other, the Rhodesian African Rles [RAR] was
manned by African soldiers led by white officers.) Eight years later
the wny's main units consisted ofone heavy battalion of Rhodesian
Light Infntry, three battealim of the RARI, and eight battalions of
active reserves. The SAS had been expanded to four squadrons and
Wid be.m joied in special warfare tasks by the aixed-race Selous
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Membm of Rhodesian
Security Forces on patrol

Courtesy Herbert M. Howe

Scouts (of battalion strength), who specialized in counterinsurgency
operations. Grey's Scouts was a horse-mounted counterinsurgency
and reconnaissance unit. Artillery, signal, and engineer branches
were also expanded during the conflict. The BSAP grew to a regular
strength of 11,000 and was supported by 35,000 police reservists;
Afiricans dominated the regular force and whites accounted for most
ofthe reserve strength. These diverse commands and others-cluding
as many as 20,000 armed "auxiliaries" loyal to "moderate" nationalist
politicians Ndabaningi Sithole and Bishop Abel Muzorewa and a
3,500-man (mostly African) Guard Force used for guarding protected
villages-fell under the authority of Combined Operations, headed
by Lieutenant General Walls.

Rhodesian military equipment throughout the war was often well
worn and in many cases obsolete inasmuch as the trade and arms
embargo imposed by the UN at the time of UDI limited the country's
ability to modernize its arsenal. But Rhodesians showed resourceful-
ness in modifying commercial vehicles to serve as mine-resistant
transport trucks and armored personnel carriers. They also pro-
duced light ammunition and several models of 9mm guns, including
acopy ofthe successful Israeli Uzi submachine gun, known locally as
the Rhuzi. Rhodesia was frced to buy most of its arms from South
Africa and from international arms dealers willing to violate the UN
embargo.

It was estimated that by early 1979 the Phodesian Security Forces
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were able to mobilize 100,000 soldiers for short periods of time.
According to a 1976 law, all white males between the ages of eigh-
teen and twent-five were required to serve for eighteen months in
the military and subsequently ir military or police units on a periodic
basis. The following year, men between the ages of twenty-five and
thirty-three were called up for 190 days annually, and men aged
thirty-eight to fifty were required to serve seventy days each year. In
January 1979 the call-up was extended to include males aged fifty to
fifty-nine who lived in urban areas. From early 1977 the call-ups
included Asians, Coloureds, and some Africans, as well as whites.

Africans served in the security forces, initially as volunteer enlisted
men and noncommissioned officers (NCOs). As the war expanded,
barriers to African advancement fell away, and by 1980 about 10
percent of the officer corps was black, serving at junior levels. In the
last stages of the war, immediately before and during the period of
Muzorewa's internal settlement, government conscription was broad-
ened to include Africans, but relatively few reported for active duty.

Although their efforts were ultimately unsuccessful, Rhodesian
forces were credited with waging a counterinsurgency campaign
with great professional competence, adapting their tactics and force
structure to meet new contingencies. Excessive violence against
guerrillas and noncombatants, rare before 1974, heightened after-
wards as Rhodesian casualties and terrorist acts by the guerrillas
mounted. The Selous Scouts counterinsurgency unit was frequently
blamed for atrocities against civilians and missionaries-actions that
were made to appear as the work of nationalist guerrillas. In retro-
spect the security forces were weakened most severely by lapses in
their intelligence estimates: they never recognized ZANLA infiltra-
tion into the northeast until after the guerrillas were well integrated
into the local society and striking Rhodesian targets; later they
consistently overestimated Muzorewa's popularity and underrated
Mugabe.

The High Command and the Government
In 1982 it appeared that Mugabe had established his civilian

authority over the three military forces his country had inherited.
Before the transition to majority rule, the respective military estab-
lishments had played a central role in white Rhodesian political
affairs and in the African nationalist political organizations. Before
the 1980 elections ZANU-PF officials had refused to commit them-
selves to unification of the armed forces, but Mugabe's first order of
business after his decisive victory was to announce that the two
guerrilla armies would be integrated with the former Rhodesian
Security Forces. Further he asked that Lieutenant General Walls,
the senior Rhodesian military officer, remain at his post to supervise
the transitio. Mugabe's appointment o( Walls was an astute move
that contributed to stability in the immediate posindependence
period. Th generals pinsence eased the fears =W hsdi of whites,
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who still controlled government security operations and the civil
service. Moreover Walls was neutral in the political skirmishing
between ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU; his appointment did not exacer-
bate the rivalry in this critical period as the appointment of a ZANLA
or ZIPRA commander might have done.

The 1980 Constitution gives the prime minister significant powers
ever the armed forces. He provides binding advice to the country's
largely ceremonial president regarding the appointment of com-
manders of the army, the air force, and any other branches of the
armed forces that might be formed. The prime minister or a minister
of his choice also has constitutional authority to give "general direc-
tions of policy" to a commander of a service who "shall comply with
such directions or cause them to be complied with." if he is dissatis-
fied with the performance of a commander of one of the services, the
prime minister can advise the president to dismiss the incumbent,
providing the cabinet is consulted and parliament is informed. In
1982 discussions were ongoing regarding proposals to rewrite the
constitution in order to center political authority in an executive
president who would, in name as well as in fact, be commander in
chief of the armed forces (see Executive Branch and Civil Service,
ch. 4).

Mugabe's constitutional power over the armed forces as prime
minister has been reinforced by his concurrent position as defense
minister, a portfolio he retained for himself from the outset. Opera-
tional control of the armed forces, from four days before indepen-
dence until August 1981, was vested in the Joint High Command
(JHC). The JHC was composed of the ZANLA commander, Lieuten-
ant General Nhongo; the ZIPRA chief, Lieutenant General Lookout
Masuku; high ZIPRA official Dumiso Dabengwa; and the heads of
the former Rhodesian army and air force. The commander of the
British military advisory group served as a nonvoting member of the
JHC. A small supporting staff dealt with specific areas such as plans,
manpower, and training and was directed by a former Rhodesian
army major general, who served as chief of staff. A white civil
servant, Allan Page, served as permanent secretary in the Ministry
of Defence. Walls initially presided over the JHC, but that body
made its decision collectively. Walls' lack of authority and his differ-
ences with some former guerrilla leaders-notably the mercurial
Nhongo--caused him to step down in July 1980.

After Walls' departure the armed forces continued without a
supreme commander until the JHC was dissolved in August 1981.
Walls' former deputy, army commander Lieutenant General Alexan-
der MacLean, was subsequently considered the senior military officer,
and Page served as chaman of the JHC until Emmerson Munangagwa,
a Mugabe loyalist and minister of state in the Prime Minister's
Office, assumed chairmanship of the JHC in January 1981. Through-
out the transition period, however, command of the former Rhode-
sla Security Forces-into which the former guerrilla armies were
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being integrated-remained in the hands of whites, as did command
of most of the major units. Seeking to create a competent, loyal
national force, Mugabe relied heavily on impartial British military
advisers and generally avoided actions that would antagonize sol-
diers who had fought under Nkomo.

It was not until the Unified High Command was established in
August 1981 that Mugabe began to appoint former ZANLA offi-
cers to the most important command positions and to place former
ZIPRA officers in secondary posts. MacLean was named supreme
commander of the Zimbabwe Defence Force and was promoted to
the rank of general. He did not command troops, however, and
had limited authority. Command of the army was held by Nhongo,
and Masuku served as deputy commander. The air force contin-
ued to be led by Air Vice Marshal Norman Walsh; both he and his
deputy were white.

Under the new system Mugabe held ultimate authority over the
country's defense and security organization, and Munangagwa con-
tinued to be his most prominent deputy. Sydney Sekeramayi was
promoted to minister of state in the Prime Minister's Office and was
primarily responsible for functions relating to the armed forces. The
Unified High Command also included three army chiefs of staff of
major general rank. Thirty-year-old Major General Josiah Tungamirai,
a former ZANLA commander well respected for his leadership and
organizational abilities, served as chiefof stafffor operations. A white
former Rhodesian was chief of staff for administration, and Major
General Javan Maseko (formerly of ZIPRA) was chief of staff for
procurement and logistics (quartermaster).

In. early 1982 as violence in Matabeleland began to mount, the
high command was further modified to reflect the military's role in
maintaining domestic order. The Joint Operations Command was
established on an ad hoc basis, and its staff included those serving
with the Unified High Command as well as the heads of the police
and the Central Intelligence Organization (CIO) (see State Security
Services, this ch.).

Shakeups in the high command continued during the year, and
former ZANLA officers became increasingly prominent in the top
military echelons. Masuku was arrested in connection with the
discovery of arms caches in Matabeleland, and MacLean went on
leave pending his retirement in May, frustrated after it became
obvious that his position as supreme military commanderwas powerless.
Officials announced that MacLean would not be replaced, and his
staff was put at the disposal of Minister of State Sekeramayi.

The Miltay and the Economy
Since independence the defense budget has been prepared by

civilians in the Ministry of Defence under the authority of the
permanent secretary in the Ministry of Defence. Neither the army
nor the air force had a budget office, but the service chiefs and
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commanders of major units were closely consulted, as were political
authorities while funding levels were being determined. After its
acceptance by the prime minister, the defense budget was debated
and voted on by parliament where the Mugabe government had no
trouble getting its defense priorities approved. During Zimbabwe's
1981-82 fiscal year (FY), Z$280.5 million (for value of the Zimbabwe
dollar-see Glossary) as authorized for the Ministry of Defence,
accounting for 17 percent of Zimbabwe's total government spending
and for 8.5 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) in 1980 (see
table 17, Appendix). Military spending had increased from Z$163.0
million in 1978-79 and Z$266.2 million in 1979-80, the last two fiscal
years of the civil war, but the higher costs were, to an extent, the
result of Zimbabwe's inflationary trends. During this period, when
the defense budget increased by 67 percent, spending on health and
education rose by 80 percent, and total government expenditures
grew by 92 percent (see Government Finance, ch. 3).

Zimbabwe's continued high defense costs resulted largely from
the government's reluctance to demobilize significant numbers of
the 50,000 former guerrillas (see Military Manpower: Demobdiza-
tion and Integration, this ch.). It was estimated that over 75 percent
of the FY 1981-82 defense budget was devoted to personnel costs.
Spending on military personnel had been limited during the civil
war because the Territorial Army reserves, who constituted most of
Rhodesia's military personnel, were rarely mobilized all at the same
time, and they were paid only for their time on active duty. By
contrast, the reserves in the Zimbabwe armed forces (mainly uninte-
grated former guerrillas in assembly camps) constituted a full-time
force that had to be paid and housed. In FY 1980-81 there were
Z$33.3 million plus Z718.9 million in supplementary finds author-
ized to pay the reserves, compared with a total of Z$21.1 million
authorized during the last year of the war. The costs of the reserves
declined by some Z44 million the following year as the guerrillas
were brought into the regular army, but army salaries rose from Z$55
million to Z$117 million. Maintenance costs also increased, and
some capital spending, including Z$10 million in FY 1980-81 supple-
mentary spending for building additional barracks, resulted from the
army's expanded personnel strength.

Military expenditures in 1982 had only begun to be affected by the
costs of replacing obsolete and worn-out Rhodesian equipment that
continued to serve the Zimbabwean military. The air force was most
in need of an expensive reequipment program, as all of its first-line
jet aircraft until 1981 had been delivered before UDI in 1965 and had
been used almost continuously since. The sabotage in 1982 of thir-
teen aircraft, including the first four new jets delivered in nearly
twenty years, accelerated the need for new planes while increasing
the costs involved.

Continued high levels of military spending adversely affected the
economy. Increased military spending in FY 1981-82 was funded, in
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part, by indirect taxes, which were expected to result in an immedi-
ate 5 percent increase in the cost of living. Military spending was a
partial reason for an expected Z$312. 1 million budgetary deficit
which, although not as high as some feared, contributed to the
weakening of the 'currency and to increased borrowing on interna-
tional markets. Moreover military equipment purchases after inde-
pendence included few, if any, domestically produced goods other
than uniforms and other personnel equipment items; vehicles and
Weapons produced domestically during the war ceased to be demanded
by the military after independence.

Partly to ease the burden ofdefense spending, Mugabe has expressed
the desire that Zimbabwe's armed forces, like those of other socialist
and African countries, actively engage in economic development
schemes. Operation SEED (Soldiers Engaged in Economic
Development), launched shortly after independence, was the first
large-scale development project involving the military. But three
pilot farms involving 10,000 former guerrillas from the assembly
camps proved less successful than the government had hoped, and
the program was gradually phased out. According to Mugabe, the
farming efforts were hampered primarily by a lack of tools and
equipment. Even at the most successful Operation SEED site,
located near the Gwai River assembly camp in the northwest, former
ZIPRA guerrillas cultivated 600 acres of maize with no more than a
few ho'ses and wheelbarrows. Other observers blamed the guenillas'
resr ,.-aent of white supervisory personnel, their lack of farming
expertise, and the feeling, prevalent among many, that farming was a
demeaning activity for soldiers.

In 1982 it appeared that programs to engage the military in produc-
tive tasks would continue to be developed. Military vehicles were
used to transport maize when plentiful harvests combined with
transportation bottlenecks in 1980 and 1981. During a critical drought
in Matabeleland in 1982, the government called upon the army to
transport emergency water and foodsupplies to 120,000 of the
people most severely affected and food aid to 2 million others. In
addition to agricultural projects, elements of the army were report-
edly engaged in the cnstructio of roids, bridges, and schools as
well as in other public works projects. According to Mugabe in late
1981, every brigade would, in the future, be expected to engage in
productive work as a matter ofdiscipline and [a ]y fi....
He stated that the army should and would produce for itself and for
the country.

tWyW Mmpower.D A~mskfalon u aid pa~
The new goven'ment, through its restructured military high

,omand undertook to chne the racial and polal composition
of the armed fores, an effort designed to =imfect the nationaists'
poiical vctoy. 1y 1982 the process of int, ,raing the two guerrilla
annie wi the former Bhodesan Sem ", .roes had ben afc-
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ially completed, and the steady departure of white servicemen
continued. Concurrent government attempts to demobilize signifi-
cant numbers of soldiers proceeded despite constraints imposed by
political, administrative, and security considerations.

In 1982 the Zimbabwe army was being reduced in size from 60,000
to an eventual level of 40,000. In a total population of some 7.5
million, one out of every 125 Zimbabweans was in uniform.
Conscription, which had been practiced in the Rhodesian era, had
been abolished by Mugabe in March 1980. Reserves included the
all-white Territorial Army of approximately 6,000 members, down
from 10,000 at independence. The Zimbabwe Republic Police also
served as a military reserve and, in the case of domestic unrest, the
first line of response. Plans were under way in 1982 to form a
paramilitary training program for army veterans and youths that
would function as a military reserve in emergencies.

Demob'zation
The number of soldiers in the country was reduced considerably

after the end of the war mainly by the demobilization of units in the
Rhodesian Security Forces that began shortly after the 1980 election.
During that year police and military reserves were released from
active duty, and several active units were disbanded; some 90 per-
cent of the African auxiliaries loyal to Muzorewa and Sithole were
released, as were the Guard Force and smaller specialized paramilitary
forces. As a result the erstwhile Rhodesian component of the Zimbabwe
armed forces was reduced to a core of 12,000 army regulars-7,000
Africans (mainly enlisted men) and 5,000 whites (a large proportion
of whom were officers).

Demobilizing or integrating the former guerrillas in fourteen
assembly c-eas was more difficult; their numbers had risen from
nearly 3,000 at independence to more than 50,000 over the next
eighteen months. The first groups of guerrillas to .eport to the
assembly camps included a high proportion of mujibas (young follow-
ers of the guerrilla armies), as both ZAAU-PF and PF-ZAPU held
back their best troops. After independence 3,000 ZIPRA troops
returned from Libya, 1,000 from Yugoslavia, 1,000 from Romania,
and 2,000 from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe; an additional
2,000 returned from Angola in October 1981. ZANU-PF likewise
withheld some 5,000 of its troops in Mozambique until mid-1981.
The demobilization and integration plans thus had to be constantly
modified and adapted to fit the changing situation. Initial assess-
ments by British military advisers, who played the central role in
rebuilding the army, indicated that a combined program of integra-
tion and demobilization would take six months to complete with
nearly 10,000 former guerrillas integrated into an army that would
have a total personnel strength of about 20,000.

A phased demobilization ofthe guerrillas (two-thirds of whom were
members of ZANLA) was to coincide with the integration program.
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Of those not integrated, some were to be released outright, while the
rest (approximately 20,000) were to be placed in paramilitary service
in agricultural camps (under the short-lived Operation SEED). The
initial guerrilla demobilization effort in May 1980 involved the out-
right release, with a Z$350 bonus for each man, of approximately
8,000 former insurgents. The program was quickly suspended when
officials realized that the economy and society could not readily
absorb large numbers of Zimbabweans trained only in weapons
handling. Most of those released were reported to have returned to
the assembly camps when their bonus money ran out, blending back
into the army.

In August 1981 the government announced that it would begin a
Z$116 million program to reduce the national army by as many as
30,000. Each demobilized soldier was to be given Z$185 each month
for up to two years in addition to educational and training benefits.
Roughly 6,500 soldiers-3,000 men and 3,500 women-were demo-
bilized during the last three months of 1981. (Ile women, all of them
former ZANLA guerrillas, were released with only a small monetary
bonus.) The program was suspended, however, when the Demobili-
zation Directorate within the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare
was unable to work out a system to trace, identify, and pay the
veterans who had left the service. Demobilization was resumed
several months later when nine infantry battalions (about 9,500 men)
were demobilized between May and August 1982.

Further reductions in the army's personnel strength were likely to
be made in the context of the formation of a paramilitary training
program and in the expansion ofa 1,500 police paramilitary force (see
Zimbabwe Republic Police, this ch.). The paramilitary trainingprogram,
to be administered by the Ministry of Youth, Sport, and Recreation,
was aimed at Zimbabweans aged eighteen to thirty-five, including
demobilized veterans. The program was to be established by soldiers
giving paramilitary instructions at training centers located in each of
the country's eight provinces. The eventual size of the force was not
known, but the government appeared to be serious about the pro-
gram as a means of reducing unemployment and was seeking to
ensure its success by careful planning and assessment of its goals and
resources.

In of the three armies, although a diflkult and in 1982 an
inconclusv, process, was cosdere by some to have be-)n the
Mugabe overnmeat;s greatest success (see fg. 20). Integration of
thearmed krces actually began an an am ental bass before the
1980 elections when 00 ZIPRA gum were retrained by a
contingent of thirty British soldiers from the Commonwealth forc
monitoring the cease-re that ended hostilities. An attempt by for-
mer Rhodeslan coers In April and May 1980 to Integrate a company
each ofZANLA, ZIPRA, and former Rhodeslan troops to form a new
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battalion collapsed in insubordination and violence.
The major, British-run effort at integration commenced in May

1980. In its initial phase, nine battalions to be reorganized into four
brigades were established. ZANLA and ZIPRA officers and NCOs
were given eight weeks of training by the British at the Zimbabwe
Military Academy/School of Infantry at Gwelo (present-day Gweru).
The top graduate of the officers' training course was named battalion
commander, regardless of whether he had served in ZANLA or
ZIPRA. If a ZANLA trainee graduated at the head of his class, the
most successful ZIPRA officer--irrespective of his overall class stand-
ing or his previous wartime experience and position-was named
deputy commander and vice versa if an ex-ZIPRA officer became
battalion commander. ZIPRA officers, having had conventional East
European training during the war, generally performed better than
ZANLA officers in this formal instruction. As a result of their class-
room performance, eight of the first twelve battalion commanders
reportedly were former ZIPRA officers. Four weeks of workin, with
the enlisted men followed before the battalion "passed out. 'The
battalion was then moved to the brigade training area, where it
joined with engineer, artillery, and support units, most ofwhich had
served the former Rhodesian army. "Passing out" at two-week intervals,
the first nine integrated battalions had been formed by the end of
September 1980, and the program was considered to be largely
completed.

When the scheme for outright demobilization iled and difficul-
ties arose with Operation SEED (which were evidenced by riots by
former guerrillas in Bulawayo in October-November 1980 and the
continuing crime problem), government attention again focused on
integration. Mugabe was reminded of and affirmed an earlier prom-
ise that no guerrillas would be demobilized against their will. The
integration program was restarted on an accelerated basis in January
1981 and was designed to bring most of the former guerrillas remain-
ing in the assembly camps into the army. The revised program
featured a reduced four-week training period for officers, followed
by four weeks of the battalion exercises before "passing out." Battal-
ion commanders were also appointed for political reasons in addition
to their classroom performance, and the proertion of ZANLA com-
manders increased. PF-ZAPU political leaders at first held ZIPRA
soldiers out of this second stage of integration. But as the program
continued without them and three all-ZANLA battalions were formed
in January 1981, the party saw the possibility of its exclusion from the
army and allowed ZIPRA veterans to rejoin the process.

By the end of September 1981 there were thirty-four infantry
battalions composed of about 37,000 ZIPRA and ZANLA soldiers.
(Thirty-seven had been formed, but three had been disbanded after
the February 1981 riots at Bulawayo.) Approximately 14,000 guerril-
ls were integrated into established artillery, engineer, and support
units where they were given on-the-job training by former Rhode-
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sian members of the units and the British. Two of the three ail-
ZANLA battalions were grouped with 3,000 other unintegrated
ZANLA soldiers to form the unique Fifth Brigade, which in August
1981 began training under North Korean advisers with North Korean
equipment (see Army Organization, Equipment, and Training, this
ch.). Arican soldiers who had served with the Rhodesian Army
before independence remained in three crack unintegrated battal-
ions of what had been the BAR. Three special warfare battalions--
thecommandos, the paratroopers, and the mounted infantry (frmerly
Grey's Souts)--received ZIPRA and ZANLA veterans and in early
1982 continued to be led by whites.

The air force, unlike the army, did not undergo an extensive
integration program in the first two years after independence. In
mdi-1982 the air force commander and his deputy were whites, as
was the overwhelming majority of pilots and technical personnel.
The Mugabe government apparently decided that a degradation of
quality in the technically oriented air service was not worth the

olitical benefits of a rapid integration. The air force was reported to
understaffed in 1982, however, as whites left the country or took

better payingjobs with private business. In mid-1982 the service had
only 100 of the 180 pilots authorized. Attrition among technical
support personnel was higher but was partially relieved by an influx
of white technicians from the army who transerred to the air force.
Africans, most of them former guerrillas, performed security duty
and manned antiaircraft artillery defenses at the two major air bases.
In mid-1982 only five African pilots--ur from ZIPRA and one from
ZANLA, who received pilot training in Romania and Cuba
respectively--served with the air force. If the government contin-
ued its policy ofmanining the high standards of the air force, it was
expected to take as long as five to ten years to train enough black
Zimbabweans to operate the air force without white assistance.

C- W115 -end Ranks
The most conspicuous change in the armed forces manpower

composition has been the steady darture white service personnel.
It was estmmed that some 3,000 whites of all ranks were in the
regular army at the end of 1980, and they dominated the offier
corps; by mid-1962 there were fewer than 500. After the civil war
those who remadned were primmily engaged in technical and logisticl
specldties. To repl-e the skilled white personnel who had departed,
the air free and the rmy, in a controversial move, advertised in
1981 f fore ig technicims to serve in Zimbabwe under contract.
For politmi remar, however, few West Europeans were hired, and
rportyonly a limited number of Indian technicians were con-tmetod Sir th mm.

lm eimfe at o on the ethnic composition of the
ha be. Mmited. It was psible, however, to make- ---t--s ed a wlet was kon bu the ethnic eomposi-
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tion of the Rhodesian Security Forces and the guerrilla armies
during the civil war. Shona speakers were believed to constitute
some 70 percent of the postindependence army. These included
signicant members ofthe Zezuru and the Manylka, but the KaranW-
the country's most numerous Shona-speaking group and well repre-
sented in both ZANU and in the Rhodesian Army-were thought to
be predominant. About 30 percent of the army in early 1982, before
the desertion of large numbers of ZIPRA veterans, was believed to
be Ndebele or Kalanga. Most of them were veterans of ZIPRA,
which had been 90 percent Ndebele and Kalanga, although some
were from the Rhodesian Security Forces.

On July 8, 1981, as the integration effort neared completion,
former guerrilla officers'were officially commissioned into the new
national army. Before that time the guerrillas serving in the inte-
grated army did not have official ranks but only titles indicating their
responsibilities, e.g., battalion commander, company commander,
and so forth. Subsequently their position and seniority were desig-
nated according to the British system of ranks that had prevailed in
the Rhodesian Security Forces (see fig. 21). Under General MacLean,
in August 1981 both of the army's lieutenant generals were former
guerrillas, as were two of three major generals and eight of thirteen
brigadiers (the remainder were whites). There was approximately
one commissioned officer for every fifteen enlisted men.

Most of the top command positions in the army were held by
former ZANLA officers. But because of their good performance in
the battalion officer training courses, former ZIPRA officers were
reported to command 40 percent of the integrated battalions, even
though ZIPRA veterans accounted for no more than 25 to 30 percent
of the army's manpower (still less after the 1982 desertions) and
although after January 1981 former ZANLA officers were appointed
to lead battalions for political reasons. Virtually all of the 7,000
Africans who had fought in the regular Rhodeslan Army during the
civil war remained in the national army after independence, but they
were not in top leadership positions. In addition to dominating the
former Rhodesian battalions, many of these veterans were in the
special warfare battalions. These Africans were also well represented
in administrative and logistics units where they kept the army fune-
tioningon aday-to-day basis as adjutants, payoffioers, quartermater,
and the like.

Promotions continued to be based on the Rhodesian Army system,
which required officers below the rank of lieutenant colonel to pass a
proficency test for advancement to the next grade. In addition, as a
means of cutting the army's size and inceasing t cmpetency, the
Zimbabwe army command also required that offim ing their
examinations be given the choice of immediate retirement or reduc-
tion in grade to seehd l/eutenant. BeEMse of their suceess on the

m n0tin as -ppn ea fomreventuipromom, moralemoag
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early 1982, despite the increased ZANU-PF control over the politi-
cal process. Many former ZANLA officers, however, were reported
to be dissatisfied with the system and saw it as a means for white
ofcers to put "their" Africans into favored positions. Despite ZANU-PF
complaints, Mugabe mad Munangagwa reiterat that the examination-
based promotion system would remain in effect.

Low morale among many ZIPRA enlisted men was believed to be
the result of PF-ZAPU's political eclipse and harassment inspired by
some ZANU-PF political cadres against former ZIPRA troops sta-
tioned in Mashonaland where the ruling party was dominant. It was
estimated that as many as 4,000 ZIPRA enlisted men--one-quarter
of the total-had deserted from the national army in early and
mid-1982. Although there were no overt signs of disenchantment
among the ZIPRA elements of the officer corps, the situation may
have been affected adversely by the dismissal of some forty of their
number during the security force's sweeps through Bulawayo in
June and July.

Despite the desertions, major ethnic disputes within eight battalions,
and the disbanding of three others involved in the February 1981
riots at Bulawayo and elsewhere, the integration program was consid-
ered a success in 1982 because most of the thirty-four integrated
units were still holding together peacefully. Most soldiers appeared
to have taken the attitude urged by Mugabe: -Whichever route you
followed into the national army, whether it was ZANLA or ZIPRA or
former Rhodesian Army, you have ... now come to the same
destination-the Zimbabwe national army, which demands that you
disregard your party political garb and instead wear the national
uniform."

Army Orjnzaio, Eqpmnt, Mid Trainin
When army unification was completed in Se,.: ,iber 1981, the

outcome was viewed as a political success. Hc'.' .. r, most of its
elements lacked uit cohesion, adequate trainik. shared experi-
cum and equipment, the Zimbabwe national army was not considered,
at that time, to be as capable a fightin force as its predecessors had
been. Army eloru after integration focused on trainn drill, and
education to raise gradually the level of competemcy and cohesion.

The field units o the army were divided among five regionally
based brigades: First Brigade located in Bulawayo, Second Brigade
in Harare, Third Brigade at Mutare, Fourth Brigade in Masvingo,
and Fifth Brigade, which was to be based in Gweru (see f 22). Each
under d command of a brigadier, the brigades also contained a
squadron of engineers as well a units from the artillery reglment,
signal corps, and most of the varims support services (e fAg. 23).

After nine battalions ware demobudld i mld-19S, twenty-nine
lnf6try atalons, each commmnded by a mtjr or heutenant coloneL
wea ongi the r A four ligades. The British-trained
batah into which himer ZNLA and ZIA 40ite were Inte-
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when a large contingent of North Korean military advisers arrived in
Harare (see Foreign Military Assistance, this ch.). Mugabe announced
that the advisers were part ofa package to arm and train 5,000 troops,
which included three full battalions (two of them already formed and
trained by the British) plus support -forces. Some Zimbabweans,
particularly in the white community, objected to the presence of
communist North Koreans when the British training mission appeared
adequate for the army's needs. Others, however, observed that the
formation o an entirely new brigade with its own training facilities
would ease the overcrowding in the other brigades and allow all the
units to be trained more efficiently. But most ominously in the eyes
of PF-ZAPU leaders and the whites, the new brigade was to operate
outside the command structure of the rest of the armed forces and
was to be composed almost entirely of former ZANLA troops, who it
was feared would be exclusively loyal to ZANU-PF and Mugabe. The
unit was to be trained in counterinsurgency tactics and, according to
the prime minister, would "only be used if there are disturbances."

The Gukurahundi was equipped to be the army's only mechanized
brigade, and it included a relatively strong armored component.
Soviet-designed T-54 tanks, BTR-152 armored personnel carriers
(APCs), scout cars, and a variety of antitank guns, antiaircraft guns,
and "Stalin Organ" rocket artillery exceeded the capabilities of most
other ground weapons in the national army inventory (see table 20.
Appendix). The brigade underwent training at a well-equipped
Rhdesian-built base at Inyanga, isolated in the mountains near the
border with Mozambique. It -passed out" in June 1982 and was
moving to a permanent base at Gweru. The brigade remained shrouded
in controversy, and the government was forced to deny press reports
that the unit had performed inadequately and that the North Koreans
had been asked to leave the country.

In addition to the brigades, fighting units also included three
special warfare battalions that had roots in organizations of the
former Rhodesian Army. The new army's One Mounted Infantry
Battalion was in effect the former Grey's Scouts redesignated. The
new One Parachute Battalion was organized around a core of former
Selous Scouts while the One Commando Battalion was built around
the former Rhodesian Light Infantry. By 1982 these highly trained
elite units were composed of former guerrillas from both camps, as.
well as former Rhodesian Army personnel. The paratroopers and
commandos, still led by whites, served as the spearhead ofa military-
police sweep through Bulawayo in June-July 1982 "for the p of
clearing ths aea of dissidents and armed robbers," according to

veruent reports. The government apparently trusted the special
emore then troops from te integrated First Brigade or at least

p not to test the loyalty of the brigade's ZIPRA elements in
the PFZAPU-domlmated area.

The army, overbudene with men, was short of equipment for
al despite the pletm of arms in the country ater the war. The
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army and the government decided shortly after independence to
simplify maintenance and logistics by issuing weapons and equip-
ment of Western design formerly in the Bhodesian military inventory.
The guerrillas' Soviet-designed equipment, which was of different
gauges and calibers than Western models, consisted mostly of smaller
personal weapons that were put into storage after independence. As
the Rhodesian weapons were insufficient to supply the expanded
national army, the Soviet-designed varieties were brought out of stor-
ae to relieve the shortage and were supplemented by deliveries of
Soviet-style weapons from North Korea. Serious logistical difficulties
resulted from using such a variety ofequipment, often within the same
battalion. In the short run the army intended to standardize equip-
ment within brigades by redistributing the weapons it had. Plans for
future procurement were held in abeyance in 1982, as the army and
government appeared uncertain of future manpower levels and the
amount of funding available for a reequipment program. The even-
tual decision onthe source offuture Zimbabwean imports ofsmall arms
was influenced by the August 1981 explosion of Inkomo Barracks,.
which destroyed most of Zimbabwe's ammunition supplies. Before
that time it was thought that the army would look to Western suppliers
becaue mostofits stored ammunition was ofthe 7.62mm NATO type,
but the destruction of the ammunition negated that factor. Eventu-
ally the army command was hoping to acquire all its weapons and

lment from domesticproducers. Accordingto one leading officer,
;We plan t make all our weapons, from the largest to the smallest.

The newly integrated army suffered from a lack oftraining and unit
cohesion. The amalgamation had provided only the rawest of training;
it was lrelyan exercise in reorganization. To improve the army's
pom ance, training on a large scale was conducted with substan-
tial British and North Korean assistance. Unit training was focused at
battalion and company levels. Bripde-scale maneuvers were not
thught to be practical in 1982. Drill, weapons handling, and physi-
cal training were stressed for enlisted. infantrymen, and specialists
learned their tub through on-the-job training.

Ofilcer training was centered in Gweru. The Zimbabwe Military
Mw dmyOchool ofIfntry (meythe Rhodesiu SchoolofInfantry)
itly concentrated on giving four-week and eight-week courses to

6,000ofiloe and NCOs as part ofthe battalion integration program.
As the progrmnneared its completion in July 1081, the military am-
demy enrolled twenty-four cadet in the first all-African class of its
two-year ofoer cadet trainingprogram. Several British ofilcers served

s i at the school where course work was in part patterned
on that offerd by Britains Royal Mltary Academy at Sandhurst.

The Zimbabwe Miltary Staff College, also at Gweru, provided
advmced training and instruction to ocers in mid-career. In 1982
the cllee gerally trained junior o.loors for staff duties, but it was
bein %qPgrshd P eaPm under British direction to take the
mast senior o rs The BrItish role was signcet in that instruc-
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tors operated under the command of the head of the military assis-
tance team. Course work and the syllabus for the four-month senior
officers' course were patterned on those given at the British Staff
College at Camberley, and some of the instructors also came from
that institution.

Air Force Organization, Equipment, and Training
After independence the air force, under the command of an air

marshal, continued to be staffed largely with white pilots and techni-
cians who had served with the Rhodesian Air Force. Their future
role became questionable in 1982, however, when white involve-
ment was suspected in the sabotage of thirteen of the service's
combat aircraft at Thomhill and when the air force's deputy commander,
Air Vice Marshal Hugh Slatter, and other high-ranking officers were
subsequently arrested. Regardless of the outcome, it was thought
that their detention would have a potentially damaging effect on
morale and could lead to increased attrition as the service contracts
of whites expired.

In the two years since independence the air force, which was
heavily involved in counterinsurgency operations against Matabeleland
dissidents in 1982, worked to maintain combat effectiveness. An
extensive training program designed to bring Africans into the serv-
ice aimed at providing the new personnel a high level of proficiency.
The task was a difficult one: of a total authorized manned strength of
2,900, less than 900 were pilots and technicians, and -qany of these
were trainees. (Four hundred others, all of them Pnm-Africans,
continued to serve in the volunteer reserve.) In 1982 more than
thirty fixed-wing combat aircraft and thirty-seven helicopters as well
as transport and training aircraft were divided amlong seven opera-
tional squadrons (see table 21, Appendix). Air units were located
primarily at New Sarum Air Station near Harare and at Thornhill
near Gweru. They also had access to numerous smaller civilian and
military airstrips around the country, including several equipped
with hard-surfaced runways.

Because of the difficulties of procuring new aircraft during the
period 1965-79 when international sanctions were used against
Rhodesia, the air force operated an exceptionally old fleet of aircraft.
Most of them had been delivered in the 1950s and early 1960s to
serve with the Central African Federation and were kept functioning
by superb maintenance that combined with a dry but dust-free
climate, which minimized abrasion and corrosion of equipment.
Four reconditioned Hawker Hunter FGA.9 fighter-bombers joined
others in Number One Squadron in 1981, giving the air force a total
of thirteen aircraft of that type, but about six of these were destroyed
in the sabotage action at Thornhill in 1982. A bomber unit (Number
Five Squadron) operated seven English Electric Canberra medium
bombers of early 1950s vintage; these had been kept operable during
the war by cannibalizing several others of the type that had been
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grounded owing to main spar fatigue. Vampire strike-trainer iet
aircraft, of a type that had first become operational in 1946 and that
had served in the country for nearly thirty years, were finally with-
drawn from service with Number Two Squadron in mid-1982, after
which the first four of eight British Aerospace Hawks were delivered
as replacements. The new planes became victims of sabotage within
days after their arrival.

The air force also operated a squadron of ten propeller-driven
Lynx aircraft, providing observation and a light strike capability, a
transp rt squadron equipped mainly with twelve Douglas C-47s of
pre-World War II design, and two helicopter squadrons of French-
built Alouette Ills and American/Italian Bell 205s, which Rhodesia
had received in violation of sanctions. Base security was the primary
responsibility of an air force regiment of 1,000 former guerrillas
divided into two physical security groups, one stationed at Thornhill
and one at New Sarum.

Most of the veteran white pilots and technicians serving in the air
force at independence had been trained primarily by Britain and,
after UDI, by South Africa. In the early 1980s a new generation of
airmen was receiving most of its instruction in Zimbabwe. The air
force had received offers of training from a number of countries,
including Pakistan, Romania, the United States, Canada, Egypt,
Nigeria, and Britain. The high command, however, was examining
the cost-effectiveness of such training in terms of its relevance to
aircraft in Zimbabwe's inventory and to the air force's organizational
patterns and operational concepts.

The Air Force School of Flying Training operated at Thornhill
where Number Six Squadron, equipped with propeller-driven SIAI-
Marchetti SF.260s, was oriented entirely to flight training. In 1982
carefully selected recruits aged seventeen to twenty-five went through
a one-month basic training course followed by six months of general
military classroom instruction. Only after that point did ground
school begin; it was followed by 225 hours of flight training-including
twenty-five hours of weapons familiarization and fifty hours in jets-
after which the cadet received his wings. In 1982 five African pilots
who had previous flight training from Romania and Cuba had received
their wings. The rest of some 100 pilots in the force were white,
although roughly half the pilot trainees at that time were blacks.

The School of Technical Training was located at New Sarum air
base. After independence an extensive air force campaign was launched
to recruit young Africans with high grades and ability in mathematics
or science. Recruits were supposed to undergo a two-month regimen-
tal basic training program followed by four months of extensive
course work in sciences and technical subjects. At that poirt the
recruit was to become an apprentice specializing in air frames,
engines, radio and radar electronics, aircraft electrical systems,
mechanics, or metalwork. If after thirty months of apprenticeship a
trainee's performance was deemed unsatisfactory, he was to be
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dismissed from the service. If succes -di, he could receive further
instruction and experience for thirty months before becoming a
journeyman. In the two years after independence, some specialized
training was done abroad in Britain, the United States, and other
countries to relieve overburdened Zimbabwean fiacilities. The air
force suffered from a dearth of trained technicians lured away by
lucrative opportunities in the private sector and in other countries.
To retain its technically qualified people, the air force required
recruits to sign a contract binding them to serve for ten years. In
addition a law passed in 1981 prohibited veterans who left the service
from working for a private Zimbabwean company until six months
after their discharge.

Because of its wartime experience, the air force was thought by
observers to be highly qualified in its ground attack role, but because
of the lack of an effective radar network, the limitations of its old
aircraft, and the destruction of several of its relatively powerful
Hawker Hunters, the service's air defense capability was weak.
Nonetheless air defense was boosted somewhat with the formation in
1981 of two air defense groups having a combined manned strength
of about 1,000. The two units, largely composed of former guerrillas
based at Thornhill and New Sarum, used Soviet-designed antiair-
craft artillery: ZPU 14.5mm heavy machine guns and various types of
ZSU 23mm guns and 37mm guns (none of them self-propelled) from
guerrilla stocks. To improve its capabilities further, the air force had
contracted with the British firm Plessey to establish a new airborne
early warning radar system to be based at Gweru. The government
was also seeking to acquire modem fighter interceptors and report-
edly had expressed an interest in the United States-made F-E as an
eventual replacement for the Hunters, but despite the increased
need after the sabotage, funding problems could delay a decision on
the choice of aircraft idefinitely. Observers expected that the result-
ing combat force, if morale improved after the 1982 upheavals,
would be more powerful than the forces of all the country's neighbors
except South Africa-and even in the latter case strong enough to
pose a credible deterrent to possible intimidation by the South
African air force.

Fore Mlwy A n tce
Zimbabwe relied heavily on foreign sources, particularly Britain

and North Korea, to supply training and equipment for its reorgan-
ized armed forces. Britain's military involvement, suspended for
nearly fifteen years after UDI in 1965, was reestablished by the
1,300-man Commonwealth force that monitored for three months
the cease-fre in the civil war. After independence a sixty-man
British Militn- Advisory and Training Team (BMAT) remained to
assist with the integration proem, which initially was being run
lawely by former Rhodesian military oficers. Dissatisfied with the
way the operation was being conducted, the Mugabe government
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requested the British to send more military personnel to Zimbabwe
to step up the pace of the integration program.

The British military presence in the integration operation, accord-
ing to Mugabe, "Gave us an element in the army that could be relied
upon by all parties." The training p , moreover, was mounted
at no cost to Zimbabwe. The BMATrs services, which cost Z$5
million in the first eighteen months of operation, were entirely
funded by the British government. (About ZI million was spent
inside Zimbabwe.)

The number of British servicemen in Zimbabwe reached 185 in
late 1980, remained stable at 160 throughout 1981 and, after the end
of the amalgamation, was to be reduced gradually. Approximately
seventy advisers were expected to remain with BMATr to serve for
an indefinite period at the military schools and to assist in training at
battalion and brigade levels.

In the first year after independence Zimbabwean officers and
NCOs were sent to Britain for training funded by the government in
London. This included specialist courses as well as temporary attach-
ments to British training programs, schools, and army units. The
training visits continued two years after independence, but fewer
were being paid for by the British government.

Britain was also involved in supplying military equipment to
Zimbabwe, but financingwas arranged on acommercial basis between
the government in Harare and the British contractors. The most
notable commercial transaction of a military nature during the first
two years after independence was Zimbabwe's purchase of Hawk
attack/trainer jets from British Aerospace Corporation at a cost of
some Z$W5 million.

Britain remained the only significant source of foreign military
assistance until the arrival of the North Korean training unit. A visit
by Mugabe to Fy6ngyang in October 1980 had resulted in a North
Korean offer of Z$12 million worth of military equipment to outfit a
mechanized brigade. The acceptance of North Korean military aid
after more than a year of British preeminence was seen by some as a
demoQnstration of Zimbabwe's nonaligned status. The training team,
which officially included 106 members (including a general and four
colonels) and the military equipment (which included ten T-54 tanks),
was allocated solely to the controversial all-ZANLA Fifth Brigade.
The Koreans were reportedly handicapped by a language barier, as
few of them spoke English. Some political problems also arose owing
to the fact that the Zimbabweans initially did not expect to pay the
salaries of the North Korean advisers and the costs of transporting
the military equipment into the country from the Mozambique port
of Beira. After the Fifth Brigade "passed out" in June 1982, most of
the North Koreans le but about fifteen remained to continue
training and to assist in maintaining equipment.

The Mugabe government s policies of military cooperation with
foeigners complemented its commitment to Zimbabwe's indepen-
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dence and its policy of nonalignment with either of the superpowers.
Zimbabwe limited its foreign military cooperation because of its
desire to standardize equipment and training where possible. ZIPBA
and ZANLA guerrillas had received military support from a wide
variety of sources, including the front-line African states, the OAU
Liberation Committee, Nigeria, Algeria, Libya, China, North Korea,
the Soviet Union and its East European allies, and Yugoslavia, but
support from these suppliers was not significant after the war. The
Soviet Union and its close allies had given substantial support to
ZIPRA and none to ZANLA until the last two years of the conflict,
and postwar military aid from Moscow was specifically rejected.
Shortly after independence Mugabe reportedly turned down an
offer by Nkomo of a limited number of tanks and APCs supplied
earlier by the Soviet Union to ZIPRA because they would make
Zimbabwe's armed forces dependent on the Soviet Union for spare
parts. In mid-1982 large-scale military cooperation with either the
Soviet Union or the United States had not materialized.

Limited military cooperation between the United States and
Zimbabwe commenced in United States FY 1982 in the form of a
US$65,000 grant under the International Military Education and
Training Program (IMETP). Zimbabwean army engineers were sent
to the United States to be trained in American military techniques
and practices in civil engineering. The following year the United
States Department of Defense guaranteed a US$3 million loan under
the Foreign Military Sales (FMS) program and granted US$150,000
under IMETP. The FMS funds were to be used, according to the
United States Department of State, to provide communications
equipment, improve ground transport, and supply military uniforms
in order "to support what Britain is doing there."

Zimbabwean authorities, seeking to integrate the three former
armies, were understandably reluctant to undermine the process by
exposing too many soldiers to the different training and equipment of
too many prospective donors. Even so, a number of other countries
also gave military aid to Zimbabwe on a small scale. According to
officials, Libya had delivered a number of tanks (believed to be ten
T-34s), which had been diverted from Uganda. Training, funding,
and equipment were also made available on a limited scale by
Bulgaria, Canada, Egypt, Greece, Nigeria, Pakistan, China, Bomania,
Syria, Tanzania, and Yugoslavia.

State Security Services
To preserve public order and internal security, the Mugabe gov-

ernment relied heavily on the organizations inherited from the
Rhodesian government of Ian Smith. With the prime minister and
his tusted depties providing policy guidance, these specialized
services-still largely staffed by former Rhodesians in 1982-wete
able to perform effectively in crime control, security, investigations,
and intelligence roles.
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Munangagwa, a minister of state in the Prime Minister's Office,
served as Mugabe's overall chief of security after the 1980 elections.
A lawyer trained in Zambia, Munangagwa had undergone guerrilla
training with ZANLA but had never served in combat. A longtime
Mugabe loyalist, he was not thought by observers to have acquired
any political following of his own.

Although Munangagwa exercised considerable policymaking influ-
ence over the army and the air force, he concerned himselfprimarily
with internal security matters. He exercised overall authority over
the CIO and operational authority over the Zimbabwe Republic
Police, while the minister of home affairs was more directly con-
cerned with police administration. From the standpoint of domestic
security affairs, the Ministry of Home Affairs was not as important in
the Mugabe government as its predecessor, the Ministry of Internal
Affairs, had been in the Smith regime. During the UDI era the
minister of internal affairs had responsibility for the Special Branch,
the domestic intelligence-gathering arm of the national police; in
1960 when Mugabe named political rival Nkomo to the post, the
Special Branch was eliminated from the police force, integrated with
the CIO, and put under the direct authority of the Prime Minister's
Office and Munangagwa (see fig. 24).

In early 1982, when political violence was increasing in western
Zimbabwe, the government formed the joint Operations Command
to coordinate the operations of the CIO and the Zimbabwe Republic
Police with those of the armed forces. The Joint Operations Com-
mand included the commanders of the various military and security
forces as well as Munangagwa, who was believed to be its chairman.

Central intelligence Organization
Originally established in 1963 by the first Rhodesian Front govern-

ment of Prime Minister Winston Field, the CIO concentrated on
gathering foreign intelligence. Under the leadership of its first inspec-
tor general, the British-born Ken Flower, the CIO played a central
role in acquiring data on the Afican nationalist gnerrillas in other
countries, their plans for infiltration, definition of and con-
duct of operations against rival groups. One of the CIO's operations
having long-term effect was its original establishment in 1975 of the
RNM resistance movement in Mozambique.

Upon assuming power, Mugabe retained Flower as head of the
CIO and also placed the Special Branch under its auspices. The two
services continued to operate semiautonomously, however; the Spe-
cial Branch was primarily concerned with domestic matters while
the CIO continued to'concentrate on external affairs. Each organiza-
tion operated separate provincial offices in 1982, although there was
some integration when Flower retired in late 1980 and Mugabe
replaced him as CIO head with Derricl Robinson, the former head
of the Special Branch.

In the early 190s the two branches ofthe CIO were believed to be
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relatively small, each consisting of approximately fifty to 100 officers
(many of them white) and larger numbers of agents and informants.
Despite some attrition after 1980, whites remained prominent in the
CIO. Several, however, were found to be working for South Africa
(with whom the Special Branch and the CIO had cooperated exten-
sively during the civil war). The most serious breach of security
involved Geoffrey Price, a Special Branch officer in charge ofMugabe's
protective service, who fled to South Africa after he was discovered
to have been working for the government in Pretoria. As a result of
the security problems, the CIO was often distrusted in matters
where the loyalties of whites might be tested. But the CIO was
believed to be used extensively by the Mugabe government in
matters related to domestic insurgency problems. Moreover in the
first two years after independence the CIO's South African connec-
tion was reportedly used as an informal means of communication
between the two governments through which, among other things,
Harare assured Pretoria that anti-South African guerrillas were not
based in Zimbabwe.

Zimbabwe Republk Police
The Zimbabwe Republic Police, whose name was changed from

the British South Africa Police three months after independence,
operated as the country's sole civil police force with headquarters in
Harare. The police had a budget of Z$82. 7 million in FY 1980-81,
which accounted for 90 percent of the appropriations for the Ministry
of Home Affairs. Unlike the army, the national police never officially
undertook to integrate its manpower within a specified time frame,
and its 9,000 members in early 1982 included about 3,000 whites
who continued to hold important positions. But the appointment of
black officers to the top positions highlighted a policy of accelerated
Africanization of the police force. The regular force was supple-
mented by a 25,000-man police reserve consisting ofan almost equal
number of whites and Africans.

The role of the police had altered several times since the service
was first formed in 1890, reflecting the country's changing securi y
situation. Established originally as the British South Africa Company s
Police, the force was removed from company control six years later
and assumed the BSAP designation. It became a truly national police
force in 1909 when it amalgamated with the Mashonaland Mounted
Police, the Matabeleland Mounted Police, municipal police in Salis-
bury and Bulawayo, and several smaller forces. The BSAP was a
paramilitary organization whose personnel served as both policemen
and soldiers until the military call-ups of World War II when it
became essentially a civil police force. (It did not, however, officially
surrender its military role until after the formation of the Central
African Federation in 1953.) Under Smith's Rhodesian Front
government, the police again assumed, a paramilitary role at the
onset of guerrilla activity, eventually operating as part of the armed
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forces under the authority of Combined Operations and as a civil
force under the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Under the Mugabe
government the polce concentrated on their civil duties, but in the
event ofviolence the force could again assume a prominent paramilitary
role.

According to the 1980 Constitution the national police operated
under the command of a commissioner of police appointed by the
president on the prime minister's recommendation. In July 1982
Wiridzayi Nguruve, who had first joined the BSAP as a constable in
1960, was appointed Zimbabwe's first black police commissioner. In
practice the commissioner of police was assisted by two deputy
police commissioners--one responsible for operations relating to
crime and security, the other ir -harge of personnel and training.
The first African deputy commissioners were named in May 1982.

In 1982 the national force was territorially divided into nine police
provinces commanded by assistant commissioners or senior assistant
commissioners. Except for Harare, the nine police provinces corres-
ponded to the eight political provinces, although plans were under
consideration for dividing three of the larger police provinces to
make them a more manageable size. Provin forces were divided
into rural and urban districts. In each province there were between
one and five districts, which were commanded by superintendents
or chief superintendents. Each district was in turn divided into a
number of police stations, each commanded by a section officer, an
inspector, or a chief inspector.

The main body of the Zimbabwe Republic Police was the Uni-
formed Branch, which was responsible for routine patrol, crime
prevention, traffic control, and so forth. There was also an Adminis-
trative Branch, a Criminal Investigation Division, a Signals Branch,
a Canine Section, an Air Wing, and a boat squadron operating on
Lake Kariba.

During the civil war both white and African women performed
effectively as patrol officers, as detectives in undercover roles, and as
secits in administrative positions. Their numbers and duties in
the postindependence police force were not known, but they were
the responsibility of the Women's Branch.

The elite Police Support Unit, whose 1,500 members were trained
as infantry, was the only paramilitary unit in the postwar police foce.
Known locally as the Blackboots, the support unit had distinguished
itself during the war as the BSAP element prima-ily responsible for
taking and engaging the guerrillas. The Blackboots, an almost
entirely African unit by 1982, were based in Harare and were trans-
portable to trouble spots elsewhere. They were used primarily in riot
eontro, in patrolng the name parks where they searded for poachers,
in apprehending smugglers along the border with South Afrim, and
In operations against guerrilla dissidents. In mid-1982 Mugabe
announced plans to expand the support unit by integrating into it
large numbers of former guerrillas who, it was thought, would be
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transferred from the army. Observers thought the move could dilute
the quality of this highly professional force.

The national police did not practice an official policy of integration,
although mountingpolitical pressures were forg s*giant changes
in 1982. Before 1980 all promotions, up to and including the rank of
commissioner, were entirely from the ranks and were based on
competency tests, which remained the basis for advancement in the
first two years after independence. About1,000 ZANLA and ZIPRA
cadres trained in police science in Yugoslavia during the war were
inducted into the national force, but only 10 percent of them passed
the competency tests required for officers; the rest entered the force
as constables. Other former guerrillas were enrolled in entry-level
training programs, but the force remained dominated by veterans
from the BSAP.

In the first two years after independence the government,, espe-
cially Minister of Home Affairs Richard Hove, who held the job after
Nkomo, sought to nmintain police efficiency by instituting intensive
training programs and striving to retain the services of "senior,
competent and experienced personnel," most of whom were white.
According to Hove in 1981, the police would "not have a black
commissioner just because he is black. We will want one who is
trained and able to motivate the whole force so that it remains what it
is-an efilent police force." Under Hove, Africans (most of them
BSAP veterans) advanced into the middle levels of the officer corps
of the force in substantial numbers. But white attrition remained
high, and Hove's relatively slow integration policy and rhetoric
proved controversial within the party. In early 1982 he was replaced
as minister of home affairs by Herbert Ushewokume, a ZANU-PF
"radical" whose inflammatory statements had led Mugabe to remove
him from the cabinet the previous year. It thus appeared that, with
the ascension of the new minister and the commissioning ofAficans
for the top positions in the force, Africanization of the police was
accelerating.

The PF. m Systm
The Zimbabwe Prison Service operated under the jurisdiction of

the Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs and was funded by
an annual budget in FY 1980-81 of Z$13.7 million. The service in
1982 was run by a director of prisons who was white, but Africans
filled 98 percent of the prison service staff positions and eomprised
85 percent of the senior officers, includingt e deu ydirector. In
anuary 1982 the prio service officially ended rwc

by replacing a two-iered system of ranks omployed by the Rhode-
sitn government in which all Afriems, regardless of their duties or
experience, were classed as wardens, and all wtes were oflmn.

Prisms were locae throughout the country in rural end urban
areas. Major aciities included Khami Priso near ulwayoe Gorge
Grange Prismn near Mutare, Chikurubi Prison in Harare, and a new
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complex at Wha Wha near Gweru. There were separate facilities for
women and young offenders.

Prison conditions were, in the words of the United States Depart-
ment of State's annual human rights report for 1981, "spartan, but
not unusually harsh." Many prisoners were required to perform
manual labor, but prisoners were not deprived of necessities as a
disciplinary measure. Among the first acts of the new government,
many of whose members had spent time in Rhodesian jails, was the
ending of racial discrimination in the prisons by ensuring that all
prisoners were fed the same meals and given sufficient bedding.
Befire independence African prisoners slept on reed mats and blankets,
but by late 1981 mattresses had been provided for roughly 60 per-
cent of the prison population.

Overcrowding remained a serious problem despite the new
government's grant of amnesty to some 11,000 prisoners (about half
of the total prison population) when it assumed power in April 190.
It was not known how many people were being detained in Zimbabwe's
prisons in mid-1982.

Readers who wish to conduct further research on matters of national
security in Zimbabwe will find a number of useful sources available.
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Among the most informative volumes on the civil war is The Struggle
for Zimbabwe: The Chlmurenga War by David Martin and Phyllis
Johnson, which discusses the conflict from ZANU's perspective.
John Lovett's Contact: A Tribute to Those Who Serve Rhodesia
contains useful information on the war from the viewpoint of the
Rhodesian military. Otherinterestingwouks include Paul L Moorcro's
A Short Thousand Years; Miles Hudson's Triumph or Tragedy?
Rhodesia to Zimbabwe; and The Struggle for Zimbabwe: Battle in
the Bush by Lewis H. Gann and Thomas H. Hendriksen.

No comprehensive volumes dealing with Zimbabwe's chan
contemporary national security situation were available in 1982,
scholarly literature on the subject was not extensive. But important
information could be found in the press, especially the Harare
publications. The daily Herald and the weekly Sunday Mad report
important domestic security developments and occasionally publish
extensive features on the armed forces and the police. African
Contemporary Record, produced annually by noted Africanist Colin
Legum, and the monthly Africa Research Bulletin are indispensable
reference works. (For further information see Bibliography.)
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Table 1. Metric Conversion Coeffwients

whe yom knwo M-* by To n

Millimeters ................................ 0.04 inches
Centimeters ............................... 0.3 inches
Meters ...................................... 3.3 feet
Kilometers ................................. 0.62 miles

Hectares (10,000 m ) ................... 2.47 acres
Square kilometers ....................... 0.39 square miles

Cubic meters ............................. 35.3 cubic feet
Lters ....................................... 0.26 gallons

Kilograms .................................. 2.2 pounds
Metric tons ................................ 0.98 long tons

................................ 1.1 short tons

................................ 2,204 pounds

Degrees Celsius .......................... 9 degrees Fahrenheit
(Centigrade) divide by 5

and add 32

iL
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Table 2. Population of Main Towns, Selected Years, 1969-81'

in Thou$"&d

Ton I  19 1975 1977 1979 190 1981

Bindura ....................... 10,320 15 16 17 18 18
Bulawayo ..................... 245,040 359 348 363 373 400
Chegutu
(Hartley) ...................... 8,630 12 13 15 15 14
Chinhoyi
(Sinoia) ........................ 13,360 20 24 27 27 28
Gweru
(Gwelo) ....................... 46,170 68 69 70 72 78
Harare
tSalhsbury) .................... 386,040 626 610 627 654 686
Hwange
(Wankle) ...................... 20,190 28 31 33 33 33
Kadoma
(Gatooma) .................... 20,940 33 34 33 33 36
Kwekwe
(Que Que) .................... 32,880 49 50 51 52 62
Marondera
(Marandellas) ................ 10,940 18 22 23 23 30
MasVingo
(Fort Victoria) ............... 11,380 1 22 24 25 24
Mutare
(Umtali) ....................... 45,610 65 61 63 64 74
Redcliff ....................... 8,560 15 17 19 19 20

Zvlhavane
(Shabani) ..................... 15,820 16 18 20 21 21

Total ..................... 875,880 1,342 1,335 1,385 1,429 1,524

Percentage of

national total ............ 17.0 21.4 19.9 19.4 19.4 20.1
1 Es4iss do am dd rgmII fam, rural m.

tNams ho pamnram m tose dh m biuem Awd 1912.

Source: Based on informatio from Zimbabwe, CentrAl Statistical Office, Zbnlabwb
Fct Sheet: Sodid end Eoonsc Pro)fe (Revised), 1981, Salisbury, 1981.
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Table 4. Enrollment in Primary Schools, Selected Years,
1972-81

1972 1975 197

Go&d' Ahimm Eutcpems Ahimm Euirpewas8  
A&awJ EwmoOaas

Grade 1
Sub A ........... 151,721 5,789 163,224 5,779 169,162 5,295

Grade 2
Sub B ........... 128,914 5,421 148,492 5,546 149,686 5,273

Grade 3
Std 1 ............ 118,413 5,605 134,803 5,485 136,561 5,945

Grade 4
Std 2 ............ 102,396 5,610 120,058 5,443 119,475 4,951

Grade 5
Std 3 ............ 93,438 5,949 105,361 5,292 106,720 5,016

Grade 6
Std 4 ............ 67,227 6,026 83,290 5,673 b2,558 4,970

Grade 7
Std 5 ............ 53,479 5,949 68,636 5,655 80,867 4,951

Total .......... 715,588 40,349 823,864 38,873 85,059 36,401

1978 Al lZmh.bw3

Gnude AbMa louums' 17 wO 1001

Grade I
Sub A .......................... 158,259 5,178 170,090 376,392 455,536

Grade 2
Sub B .......................... 139,845 4,891 139,968 207,899 370,141

Grade 3
Std I ........................... 125,541 4,806 130,106 170,420 236,901

Grade 4
Std 2 ........................... 110,129 4,696 109,552 144,746 182,348

Grade 5
Std 3 ........................... 97,233 4,803 98,649 125,977 160,447

Grade 6
Std 4 ........................... 84,682 4,788 88,287 112,890 145,378

Grade 7
Std 5 ........................... 77,256 4,750 82,210 97,099 128,647

Total ........................ 792,945 33,912 818,862 1,235,423 1,679,398
1 Does mo idde a sd numbr of stodent in spda imu
CloUsu mad A" *indbt WO ,AWldAily COMbined wit Ensopmasuets bua ecoaese mly am poed

te inaL.
Sb IWM rwW d mo haw m beom rexe in dki d but eama km &m 7 pmmt
of A pkmuy sds admu in IM wwO Akimm Odo th w A I aunim e t d m wiam
SofceM te ad dlmim n la 1 w m p-LOW) Immd .

Source: Based on lImmmton from Austal Paulmwet. Joint Committee on Foreign
Affairs mad Deknov. ZA b . Cmbna. 190 . and Zimbsbe, Central
Statbs"om Offs, Zlt eu Fet Mad Social a"d Eaasimisc ?rofil (Revisd),
1981. Salisbury. 1981.
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Table 5. Enrollient in Secondary Schools, Selected Years,
1972-81

Crael 1972 1975 1977 1978 1979 1960 1961

Afficans
Form I..... 12,290 13,688 14,350 14,073
Form I ....... 10,903 12,789 12,351 12,603
Form III... 4,190 7,634 8,918 9,554
Form IV... 3,069 4,906 7,506 7,987
Form V4

Form VI-M4
Form VI Lower ... 293 372 487 551
Form VI Upper ... 221 354 434 444

Total Afrians ... 30,966 39,743 44,026 45,212

Europeans2
Form I .......... 6,196 5,992 5,030 4,675
Form II .......... 5,982 5,978 5,198 4,882
Form III ......... 5,694 6,076 5,494 5,053
Form IV ......... 4,966 5,576 5,221 5,181
Form V" .. . . . . . . . 1,977 2.169 2,375 2,381
Form VI-M4 ... 975 1,229 1,139 1,136
Form VI Lower ... 1,060 1,102 1,104 1,208
Form VI Upper ... 726 838 863 948

Total
Europeans .... 27,576 28,960 26,424 25,464

All ZimbabweanS
3

Form I ................................................ 18,352 22,201 82,262
Form II ............................................... 16,031 17,125 24,855
Form III............................................... 13,614 15,891 15,478
Form IV............................................... 12,201 12,926 15,547
FormV ................................................ 2,141 1,815 1,893
Form VI-M'
Form VI Lower ....................................... 2,393 2,641 2,751
Form VI Upper.......................................1,067 1,413 1,667

Total all Zimbabweans.............................. 65,790 74,012 144,453

I Dowe not * ' 'da £ol oDnmber ofstudents in spewulowun.
I Coered and Ain wtu en.osfio covabined wli goumpow students but cosmmtt onlya sm propoio

of tbe bondl.3 Sin, IM WWie d&"MctOMs bffe Got been Med.& ite cn. akt but "Una"te had thus neofy 83 pwten of
secoadury stIuden IM 96 were AMilom. Psobeb over o poreet wore Afilcon by 1961.

4 FOM V Wu not qqable to AMGGG sedoen nut IV97 Fous VI-M. intended to propVe--. European students for
mtrkilon to So&bAmoiaensnite,wue osotapbmblto Aficn students end wspbeodoutotteyte
in 1979.

Source: Base on information from Australia, Parliament, joint Committee on Foreign
Affirs ad Defence, Zhmbabw, Canberra, 1990, Table 13. 1; and Zimbabwe,
Central Statistical Offive, Zkmbabwe Fedt Sliest: Social and Economic Profile
(Revised), 1981, Salisbury, 1981.
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Zimbab w. A Country Study

Table 8. Principal Crop Production in the African
Communal Areas, 1975-80*

(in tons)

Cr' is" 19M 1977 1973 19"9 196

Maize ....................... 435,000 550,000 450,000 450,000 420,000 600,000
Groundnuts

(unshelled) .............. 158,499 172,908 130,000 100,863 100,000 67,000
Cotton ...................... 35,241 26,600 30,54 25,004 25,45 45,739
Sorghum ................... 105,000 120,000 36,000 57,000 30,000 66,000
Soybeans ................... 500 600 3,000 8,800 6,000 8,000
Tobacco (burley) .......... 424 349 128 129 195 198
Wheat ....................... 6,273 5,601 7,626 8,439 6,497 8,619
Coffee ....................... 1 5 10 4 2 2
Mung (cereal) ............ 160,140 191,400 77,500 83,200 88,300 123,450
Rapoko (cereal) ........... 23,515 4,860 8,800 11,300 58,500 64,700

STermed Tribu Tru Lam bWe Wdepsdsom.

Source: Based on in&,rmatlon from Zimbabwe, Central Statistical Ofce, Zibabwe Fact
Sheet: Social wad Ecouomu Prole (hevied), 1981, Salisbury, 1961, Table
EcT.
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Table 9. Principal Crop Production in the
Commercial Farming Areas, 1975-80

(in tons)

CcP 1275 1970 19M 19M 197 1960

Tobacco .............. 86,328 112,430 85,010 85,242 114,310 125,041
Maize ................ 1,311,683 1,236,123 1,205,222 1,168,392 729,842 939,164
Sorghum ............. 5,959 15,796 14,915 16,654 20,036 16,714
Wheat ................ 123,895 141,564 163,775 195,464 155,466 155,180
Rice ................... 482 310 260 453 389 298
Barley ................ 13,717 27,408 20,296 19,047 23,116 24,122
Coe................ 3,727 5,127 3,649 4,947 4,246 5,336
Tea .................... 6,929 6,009 6,200 8,675 9,843 9,712
Groundnuts

(unshelled) ....... 19,265 16,684 14,332 14,719 10,253 14,112
Soybeans ............ 28,707 44,522 44,047 66,940 80,339 93,612
Sunflower seeds ... 2,833 6,436 5,718 4,081 2,270 2,898
Cotton ............... 126,582 107,422 116,053 138,679 142,155 138,987
Sugar (raw) .......... 382,10A 284,118 302,706 310,459 299,266 339,247*
Dried beans ........ 54 1,167 1,055 795 1,569 1,580
Potatoes ............. 20,495 24,078 21,950 21,161 22,802 20,686
Maize (seed) ........ 13,270 16,269 13,988 13,200 18,366 24,360

* Provilsi.

Source: Based on information from Zimbabwe, Central Statistical Office, Zbibabwe Fact
Sheet: SocilandEconomicProflk (Revised), 1981, Salisbury, 1981, Table Ec6.
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Table i". Index of Volume of Production of
Manufacturing Industries, 1965-81

(1964 = 100)

Foodftt Drod TOXtl CWWn wood ?rt&.
(indun SWd (WaNcun mud md mud

Ym iov1d& ) Tobwoo Onls Footwm Fumtum Publiut

1965 ......... 110.2 95.7 114.1 105.5 109.7 112.5
1966 ......... 113.4 91.6 115.2 105.0 115.5 97.2
1967 ......... 116.7 92.0 142.1 123.3 120.0 103.3
1968 ......... 124.1 92.2 151.9 122.4 123.8 106.0
1909 ......... 132.8 97.8 217.6 129.5 134.3 117.6

1970 ......... 155.9 108.7 200.9 130.5 154.4 141.6
1971 ......... 169.0 112.7 222.8 138.9 166.6 150.6
1972 ......... 184.7 125.6 259.4 151.8 177.9 167.7
1973 ......... 208.9 145.1 276.7 152.5 190.2 173.9
1974 ......... 210.2 157.4 291.0 159.7 202.7 192.6

1975 ......... 212.5 163.7 282.2 150.6 184.1 177.9
1976 ......... 224.3 169.2 257.1 142.8 169.9 162.1
1977 ......... 244.7 158.2 259.1 137.4 143.8 152.6
1978 ......... 234.7 159.8 252.6 124.8 141.9 162.1
1979 ......... 252.3 165.7 274.1 138.8 177.1 181.7

1960 ......... 267.6 196.9 320.2 163.9 222.9 212.1
1981 ......... 292.9 182.5 363.0 211.4 236.6 242.0

Source: Based on informatio from Zimbab, Central Statistical Office, Mont* Digeat
of Stuatkv, Salisbury, March 1982, p. 39.
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Table 10. (Continued)

ChemiWd No- Meta Od Al
nd motl mad Tranort mane- Mmu.

pNeftbm m Kzqp h&cts khnin
Prduct Pdut Produt meat wurin h iadmei Yw

119.1 103.2 109.3 113.7 82.9 108.9 1965
93.5 97.2 100.5 79.4 79.7 98.9 1966
98.7 110.7 118.5 76.2 83.4 107.7 1967

113.5 154.6 134.0 89.9 92.7 117.8 1968
127.3 162.2 154.5 105.0 93.5 132.9 1969

156.1 195.7 186.6 107.2 116.4 148.7 1970
169.0 216.4 216.1 123.1 118.0 160.3 1971
191.4 251.4 247.6 131,6 170.8 184.3 1972
191.0 272.4 281.3 117.4 190.1 199.3 1973
208.7 301.4 307.0 123.3 195.1 213.2 1974

219.1 276.6 305.0 128.7 180.2 211.2 1975
194.5 238.9 281.6 101.2 180.9 199.1 1976
192.0 194.1 244.1 96.2 192.3 187.4 1977
192.8 155.3 241.4 83.9 191.1 182.5 1978
199.0 193.7 277.4 95.8 206.0 202.1 1979

239.7 225.8 307.9 117.8 268.9 232.2 1980
2789 272.4 323.9 159.0 247.9 255.2 1981
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Table 12. External Trade-Volume and Unit Value Indexes
and Terms of Trade, 1965-80*

(1964= 100)

~ h~d ~ ~ h~dTermsv olum e hde s U n t V al e ld e s s T er f

Yer Imparts Exports Impom Ezpa Trade

1965 ............ 106.9 112.8 103.5 104.1 100.6
1966 ............ 68.7 72.3 114.0 94.6 83.0
1967 ............ 76.0 75.0 113.8 91.4 80.3
1968 ........... 85.4 74.0 112.0 93.3 83.3
1969 ............ 80.8 84.5 114.1 99.3 87.0

1970 ............ 91.0 92.1 119.2 102.2 85.7
1971 ............ 102.7 101.6 127.1 103.9 81.7
1972 ............ 102.0 121.7 124.4 104.4 83.9
1973 ............ 110.0 124.3 129.6 1.13.9 87.9
1974 ............ 114.6 129.5 176.6 149.2 84.5

1975 ............ 109.3 121.2 195.1 159.5 81.8
1976 ............ 79.9 121.8 221.1 166.5 75.3
1977 ............ 73.6 115.7 243.6 173.2 71.1
1978 ............ 67.3 120.3 276.9 184.2 66.5
1979 ............ 66.4 118.7 379.0 211.7 55.9

1980.......... 91.4 113.0 406.1 280.6 69.1
* Does ot indude bfanomctiu in wWdd no curency was invoved.

Sources: Based on inkomation from Zimbabwe, Central Statistical Office, Monthly
Dwrt of Statksoc, Salisbury, March 1982, p. 15.
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Table 14. Wage Employees by Industrial Sector, 1965-80'
(average annual number in thousands)

Finance. Distrt-
Elft- In- bution.

Agrl- Mi" th- sumnf, Hotels.
culture and Manu- city Con- and and

and Quart- fact- and struc- Real Re-
Year Forestry ing turing Water ton Estate taurants

1965 ....... 295.6 47.1 80.7 4.9 27.2 7.9 60.8
1966 ....... 278.4 48.5 80.5 5.1 27.8 7.9 56.1
1967 ....... 277.6 50.5 86.3 5.2 28.5 8.1 58.0
1968 ....... 288.6 51.7 95.8 5.5 34.2 8.2 61.8
1969 ....... 307.5 54.2 104.2 5.3 39.6 8.9 65.4

1970 ....... 297.8 57.2 114.7 5.6 42.4 9.0 65.6
1971 ....... 310.9 58.0 121.6 5.8 46.8 9.4 67.5
1972 ....... 342.3 58.4 130.7 6.1 49.5 10.4 72.1
1973 ....... 3.56.6 58.1 139.4 6.6 56.8 11.1 76.7
1974 ....... 365.6 62.0 151.3 6.9 64.3 11.6 76.2

1975 ....... 363.8 62.6 156.0 6.9 60.8 12.1 77.3
1976 ....... 356.1 63.8 153.6 6.7 51.6 12.1 74.7
1977 ....... 348.2 61.6 145.1 6.6 46.5 12.2 72.5
1978 ....... 341.4 58.1 139.3 6.5 40.9 12.0 69.1
1979 ....... 335.2 59.5 144.7 6.6 40.6 12.1 67.6

1980 ....... 327.0 66.2 159.4 6.7 42.2 12.5 70.3

Does not include employees ofsmdd agicultural units and smal rurl businesses.

Figues may not add to total beae of romnding.

Source: Based on information from Zimbabwe, Central Statistical Office, Monthly Digest
of Statistics Salisbury, March 1982, p. 6 .
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Table 14. (Continued)

Trmns-
Part srie
and

mmmia,- Adminis- Edu- Private
Usms tximw caton Heth Domestic Other Totai

t  
Yew

35.3 29.9 29.1 9.1 94.7 25.2 748 1965
35.8 31.8 30.2 9.4 95.7 27.8 735 1966
36.4 33.9 29.3 9.8 97.8 29.2 751 1967
36.2 35.5 30.2 10.2 102.0 30.1 790 1968

- 35.4 37.6 30.9 10.2 105.4 30.9 835 1969

36.5 39.0 31.0 10.7 109.3 34.5 853 1970
38.9 39.6 31.0 11.4 114.0 36.1 891 1971
41.0 40.1 31.9 12.1 119.4 38.9 953 1972
42.3 41.4 33.3 12.5 122.6 40.1 997 1973
43.8 43.4 34.7 13.0 124.4 42.7 1,040 1974

45.3 48.9 36.0 13.5 124.1 42.9 1,050 1975
45.7 53.8 36.9 13.5 122.8 42.1 1,033 1976
45.5 60.6 36.6 14.5 120.0 42.3 1,012 1977
44.0 68.3 34.9 14.7 115.9 41.1 986 1978
43.4 73.7 33.8 14.8 110.4 42.3 985 1979

45.6 71.1 41.9 15.2 108.0 43.8 1,010 1980
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Table 15. Average Annual Cash Earnings of African and
Non-African Employees by Sector, Selected Years, 1965-781

(in Zimbabwe dollars)2

Sector 1965 1971 1973 1975 1977 1978

Agriculture and forestry
African ........................ 123 132 144 180 232 249

Non-African .................. 2,729 2,889 3,424 4,817 5,737 6,600
Mining and quarrying

African ........................ 298 353 387 507 659 721

Non-African .................. 3,438 4,811 5,278 6,949 8,488 8,763

Manufacturing
African ........................ 416 483 569 724 918 1,039

Non-African .................. 2,874 3,812 4,471 5,818 6,678 7,281

Electricity and water
African ........................ 378 488 532 680 894 1,130

Non-African .................. 3,361 4,294 4,842 6,421 7,579 8,158

Construction
African ........................ 361 472 482 656 739 817

Non-African .................. 2,787 3,644 4,164 5,533 6,438 6,667
Finance, insurance, and

real estate
African ..................... 524 760 862 1,176 1,725 1,933

Non-African ............... 2,584 3,348 3,817 4,931 6,000 6,408

Distribution, hotels, and
restaurants

African ..................... 344 473 497 647 809 932
Non-African ............... 2,161 2,940 3,322 4,250 4,939 5,279

Transport and
communications

African ..................... 623 735 780 961 1,195 1,342

Non-Africa. ............... 2,930 3,812 4,525 5,404 6,343 6,831
Public administration

African ........................ 344 520 676 852 1,099 1,240

Non-African .................. 2,684 3,618 4,669 5,739 7,665 8,531
Education

African ........................ 468 758 823 1,092 1,271 1,600
Non-African .................. 2,258 3,121 3,616 4,740 5,437 5,957

Health
African ........................ 438 620 698 934 1,186 1,447

Non-African .................. 1,904 2,686 2,974 3,614 4,279 4,467

Private domestic service
African ........................ 224 289 302 356 424 449

Non-African .. ......... 960 - - - - -
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Table 15. (Continued)
(in Zimbabwe dollars

Sector 1966 1971 1973 1975 1977 1978

Other services
African ........................ 318 421 470 579 745 830
Non-African .................. 2,289 2,710 3,339 4,080 4,781 5,190

All activities
African ........................ 246 326 359 464 588 663
Non-African .................. 2,575 3,386 4,081 5,093 6,152 6,696

- means not reported.
'Non-Africn includes white. Asian, and Coloured.

For value of the Zimbabwe dollar--see Clossar.

Source: Based on information from Rhodesia, Ministry of Finance, Economic Survey of
Rhodesia 1973, Salisbury, April 1974, pp. 22-23; Rhodesia, Ministry of Finance.
Economic Survey of Rhodesia 1977, Salisbury, July 1978, pp. 21-22; and Rho-
desia, Central Statistical Office, Supplement to the Monthly Digest of Statistics,
Salisbury, October 1978, p. 4.
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Table 16. Central Government Revenue and Expenditure,
Summary, Fiscal Years 1978-79 to 1981-82

(in thousands of Zimbabwe dollars)'

July- Dcmber
178-79 1979-0 1980-813 1981- 11

ActuW Ahduud

Reve
Taxes on income and profits

Income tax ................... 247,582 298,446 418,866 571,000 306,331
Nonresident shareholders'

tax ........................... 12,179 15,533 16,706 24,500 14,068
Nonresident tax

on interest ................ - - - 2,000 272
Resident shareholders'

tax ........................... - - - 12,000 398
Branch profits tax ........... 1,523 1,885 1,880 2,500 717

Total .................. 261,284 315,864 437,452 612,000 321,786
Taxes on goods and services

Sales tax ...................... 148,494 171,114 180,427 288,000 126,060
Customs duties ............. 21,950 22,195 59,465 140,700 67,945
Excise duties ................ 35,354 42,309 83,199 128,800 60,700
Betting tax ................... 1,176 1,433 3,992 4,400 2,076
Other .......................... 882 923 896 815 394

Total .................. 207,856 237,974 327,979 562,715 257,175
Miscellaneous taxes

Stamp duties and fees ..... 4,266 5,576 9,542 10,400 5,444
Estate duty .................. 1,476 2,326 2,159 6,600 910
Other .......................... 8 4 7 5 4

Total .................. 5,750 7,906 11,708 17,005 6,358
Revenue from investments

and property .............. 44,475 48,190 62,402 53,634 12,857
Fees from departmental

facilities and services ... 14,910 17,314 13,674 16,720 6,780
Recoveries ofdevelopment

expenditure ............... 1,855 622 941 700 393
Other .......................... 44,064 48,021 94,953 84,200 28,986

Total Revenue ...... 580,194 675,891 949,109 1,346,974 634,335

Expenditure
Recurrent expenditure

Goods and services
Salaries, wages, and

allowance ............... 274,019 331,143 374,763 442,012 236,105
Subsistence and

transport ................ 28,552 37,302 33,306 42,127 18,957
Incidental expenses ..... 18,504 19,975 21,835 34,92 10,329
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Table 16 (Continued)

July-December

1978-79 1979-80 1960-812 19861-8 19 1
Actual Actual Actual Esemat Actual

Other recurrent
expenditure ............ 160,758 225,077 176,286 242,685 110,465

Total .................. 481,833 613,587 606,190 761,746 375,856
Transfers

Interest ....................... 53,754 70,431 99,815 136,836 62,327
Subsidies ..................... 122,799 91,376 106,418 160,570 91,552
Parastatal bodies ............ 2,201 4,097 10,731 26,255 5,766
Pensions ...................... 55,613 69,653 72,259 75,980 33,264
Grants and transfers ....... 89,308 122,305 242,443 355,944 127,295

Total .................. 323,675 357,862 531,666 755,585 320,204
Capital expenditure

Land purchase .............. 307 2,061 3,839 13,966 3,177
Buildings ..................... 20,213 16,022 26,051 66,376 15,871
Land development ......... 1,205 1,388 1,839 4,270 1,144
Civil engineering ........... 21,760 20,746 25,751 43,493 13,688
Plant, machinery, and

equipment ................ 10,513 14,141 6,207 9,060 2,680
Office equipment and

furniture ................... 358 514 1,445 4,154 747
Other capital

expenditure ............... 42 48 28 398 11

Total .................. 54,398 54,920 65,160 141,717 37,318

Total
Expenditure ..... 859,906 1,026,369 1,203,016 1,659,048 733,378

Less Revenue ...... 580,194 675,891 949,109 1,346,974 634,335

Budget account deficit (-)
or surplus ....................... -279,712 -350,478 -253,907 -312,074 -99,043

- maeans none.
SFar value of the Zimbabwe dl.e Glosmy.

' I,&lmal

Source: Based on information from Zimbabwe, Central Statistical Office, Monthly Digest
of Statistics, Salisbury, March 1982, p. 55.
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Table 17. Central Government Expenditure by Appropriation,
Fiscal Years 1978-79 to 1981-821
(in thousands of Zimbabwe dollars)2

July-
Deeembet

1978-79 1979-80 190-813 1981-82 1961
Actual Actual Actual Estimated Actual

Appropriation (constitutional
and statutory)

President ........................ 44 39 52 50 29
Parliament of Zimbabwe .... 39 39 63 74 35
Public Services ................ - - 26,748 56,486 27,080
Treasury ......................... 106,756 137,297 141,930 142,481 64,130
Audit ............................. 22 25 29 29 15
Local Government and

Housing ...................... - - 349 430 153
Labour and Social Services. 3,787 3,988 7,570 19,496 6,184
Justice and Constitutional

Aflirs ......................... 277 382 480 534 278
Roads and Road Traffic,

Posts and
Telecommunications ...... 281 308 349 430 153

Appropriations not repeated

Home Affairs ................ 38 105 19 - -

District Administration... 529 598 174 - -

Total ................. 111,773 142,781 177,763 220,010 98,057

Appropriation (voted)
President ........................ 121 147 323 455 201
Parliament of Zimbabwe .... 1,458 1,692 2,072 2,117 1,241
Prime Minister ................- - - 10,112 6,233
Cabinet Office ................. 16,278 6,041 8,228 1,063 839
Public Services ................ 3,306 3,915 4,717 6,953 3,386
Defence ......................... 168,024 266,205 231,812 280,461 152,923
Treasury ......................... 32,197 27,219 19,010 38,519 5,410

Customs and Excise ....... 2,540 2,785 2,871 3,448 1,546
Taxes .......................... 3,056 3,295 3,716 4,841 1,881
University ................... 8,450 8,932 12,915 16,334 7,500

Audit ............................. 595 654 781 1,008 414
Economic Planning and

Development ............. - 9 542 871 366
Central Statistical Office.. 633 645 745 987 462

Industry and Energy
Development ............... - - 1,174 1,558 639

Trade and Commerce ........ 33,791 19,204 39,493 83,022 27,781
Agriculture-General ........ 46,968 37,596 34,023 44,579 44,200

Research and Specialist
Services ................ 5,323 5,930 7,972 8,411 5,155

Conservation and
Extension .............. 3,346 3,734 4,083 4,481 2,672
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Table 17 (Continued)

July.
December

1978-79 1979.80 19W-81 1981-82 1981

Actual Actual Actual Estimated Actual

Marketing and
Cooperative
Services ................... 510 559 855 1,331 496

Veterinary Services ........ 5,649 6,082 8,793 19,551 6,951
Mines ............................ 2,348 2,619 3,576 4,072 1,716
Transport ....................... 46,881 48,872 52,811 56,932 32,641
Foreign Affairs ................. 1,290 1,415 5,277 13,732 2,953
Manpower, Planning, and

Development ............... - 21 1,200 2,649 776
Vocational Education and

Training ...................... 3,883 4,388 6,043 7,382 3,042
Local Government and

Housing ...................... 41,038 43,333 35,321 43,322 19,079
Lands, Resettlement, and

Rural Development ....... 8,732 12,952 19,922 53,013 11.90
Labour and Social Services. - 7,159 21,626 52,804 5.008
Health ........................... 45,621 52,852 76,760 107,936 47,304
Education and Culture ...... 89,967 118,705 207,893 272,031 121,363
Youth, Sport, and

Recreation ................... - 21 2,405 10,000 1,448
Community Development

and Women's Affairs ...... - - 67 2,188 637
Home Affairs ................... 4,204 5,279 5,476 5,66 2,438

Zimbabwe Republic
Police ...................... 72,111 92,048 75,898 81,780 39,082

Justice and Constitutional
Affairs ..................... 3,754 4,117 5,398 7,489 3,316

Zimbabwe Prison
Service .................... 8,512 12,052 12,646 14,952 7,237

Information and Tourism .... 4,607 5,138 4,611 5,166 2,997
Natural Resources and

Water Development... 1,540 1,611 3,383 5,488 2,473
National Parks and Wild

Life Management ....... 3,575 3,959 6,382 8,107 3,914
Water Development ...... 9,272 9,313 10,401 18,323 5,658

Roads and Road Traffic,
Posts and
Telecommunications ...... 27,812 31,626 40,300 56,099 23,731

Works ............................ 34,724 32,164 43,923 78,875 25,303
Votes not repeated

Executive Council ......... 173 - - - -

Combined Operations .... 231 161 - - -

Manpower, Social Affairs,
Youth, and
Rehabilitation ............ 5,523 - -
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Table 17 (Continued)

December
1ifT679 1979.10 1960-811 1981-82 1961
Actual Actual Actual Estm d Actual

Total .................... 748,133 884,448 1,025,253 1,439,038 4 635,321

Total
Expenditure ....... 859,906 1,027,229 41,203,016 1,659,048 733,378

Less Revenue ........ 580,194 674,363 4 949,109 1,346,974 634,335

Budget account deficit (-)
or surplus ..................... ..- 279,712 -352,866 -253,907 -312,074 -99,043

- -me nowe.
Ecudes loans and debt agwapduas.

t For value ofthe Zimb be dolla---e Glonazy.
3 Povdvslo.

'As publhed.

Source: Based on information from Zimbabwe, Central Statistical Office, Monthly Digest
of Statistic, Salisbury, March 1982, p. 56.
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Appendix

Table 19. African Parties in 1980 Election

Political Party Leader Comment

National Democratic Union Henry Chihota Conservative: Zezuru-
oriented.

Patriotic Front-Zimbabwe Joshua Nkomo Largely Ndebele support;
African People's Union left of center; part of
(PF-ZAPU) Patriotic Front alliance

of externally based parties.

United African National Abel Muzorewa Majority party of 1979
Council (UANC) internal settlement govern-

ment; centrist; support

among Manika of
Mashonaland.

United National Federal Chief Kayisa Ndiweni Traditionalist and conserva-
Party tive; favored federation of

Matabeleland and

Mashonaland; support
sought among Ndebele; on
ballot in five provinces.

United People's Association Frank Bernard Ndebele separatist campaign
of Matabeleland under former member of

right-wing white Rhodesia
Action party; on ballot in
two provinces.

Zimbabwe African National Ndabaningi Sithole Slightly left of center; won
Union (ZANU) eleven seats in internal

settlement government of

1979; mixed support. Ndau
subgroup of Shona

predominating.

Zimbabwe African National Robert Mugabe Marxist-oriented, mostly
Union-Patriotic Front Shona backing; part of
(ZANU-PF) Patriotic Front alliance of

externally based parties.

Zimbabwe Democratic Party James Chikerema Conservative; Zezuru-based;
split off from UANC in
1979.

Zimbabwe National Front Peter Mandaza Campaigned against
ZAN U-PF among Karanga
subgroup of Shona.

Source: Based on information from -Rhodesia: Ceasefire and Election Cam-
paign," Africa Research Bu//etin, Exeter, 17, No. 1, February 15, 1980,
pp 5547-5555.
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Table 20. Major Armny Weapons, 1982

Estimated in
Type anW Description Supplier loves"or

Armored fighting vehicles
T-54/-&5 main battle tank with 100mm

quick-firing gun....................... North Korea, Libya 16
T-34 medium tank with 85 mm gun .... Libya 10
AML-90 armored car' ................... south Africa 28
BTR- 152 six-wheeled scout car2 . . . . . . . . . . Soviet Union, North Korea 20
BDIIM-2 scout car2...................... Soviet Union 10
Buffalo, Crocodile, Hippo, Hyena, Pig,

and Leopard armored personnel several
carriers of indigenous design'1 .. . . . . . . . . Rhodesia, South Africa hundred

Artillery
5.5-inch gun/howitzer' .................. Britain 4
122mm gun/howitzer .................... North Korea 8
25-pounder gun'.................. ....... Britain 18
82mm B-10 antitank gung .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Soviet Union n. a.
76mm gun2 ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Soviet Union 4
107mm rocket launcher ("Stalin Organ") North Korea 6
120MM mortar'. 2. 3 ............. 6
82MM mortar. 2. 3 .............. Britain, China, Soviet 60
81mm mortar", 2 ....................... Union, Yugoslavia 30
60mm mortar"'- 2-3.............. 35
37mm towed antiaircraft gun", 2. 3 .... n.a.
23mm ZU 23-2 towed antiaircraft gun' ... Soviet Union n. a.

D.S.--not available.
Formerly used by Rhodesian security Force.
Fomerly used by Zimbabwe Peoples Revolutionary Army (ZIPRA).

3 
Fomerly used by Zimbabwe Afican National Uberaio Army (ZANLA).
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Table 21. Major Air Force Weapons, 1982

Estimated m
Type and Description Supplier Inventory'

Combat aircraft
English Electric Canberra B-2/T4

medium bomber, subsonic. .............. B r i t ai n  7

Hawker Hunter FGA.9 fighter-bomber,
M ach 0.952 ................................... Britain 13

BAC Hawk attack/trainer, Mach 0.95 ..... Britain 4
(4 on order)

Cessna 337 (0-2) Lynx, piston-engine
light attack aircraWl, 3 ...................... n.a. 10

Transports
Douglas C-47 twin piston-engine

transport2 ..................................... Britain 12
Britten-Norman Islander twin-engine

light transport2 . ........................... n.a. 6

Training and liaison aircraft
SIAI-Marchetti SF.2602. 3 ................... n.a. 17
Aermacchi AL.60 Trojan 2

. 3 ................. n.a. 9

Helicopters
Bell 205A2 3 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n.a. 10
A~rospatiale SA.313/SA.318 Alouette 112. South Africa
A~rospatiale SA.319 Alouette I ...... South Africa

n.a.-not available.

I Totals include eight Hunter, four Hawk, and one Lynx aircraft destroyed or damaged by sabotage in July 1982.

2 Formerly used by Rhodesian Air Force.
3 Procured from unkown source in violation of sanction during civil war.
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Glossary

Afrikaner-White South African descendant of that country's early
Dutch, German, and French Huguenot settlers; language is
Afrikaans.

apartheid-Literally, separateness; originally an Afrikaans word
having application to South Africa, referring to the doctrine that
the different races should be geographically and socially sepa-
rated to the maximum feasible extent; has come to mean the
structure of policy and law resulting in racial segregation and
white domination.

Asian-A person mainly of Indian or Pakistani ethnic origin,
although the term is also applied to others of Southeast Asian
ancestry.

clan-A descent group (q.v.), the members of which are putatively
descended from a common ancestor; often comprises several
subclans (among the Shona), which in turn consist of lineages
(q.v.), or the clan may comprise lineages and lack subclans.

Coloured--Generally accepted official designation in South Africa
and Rhodesia of person having mixed racial ancestry; usually
European (q.v.) and African, sometimes Asian (q.v.) and
African; term still used in Zimbabwe, but racial categories no
longer have official status.

communal lands-Zimbabwean term usually used after indepen-
dence in place of Tribal Trust Lands (q.v.), a Rhodesian term
that in 1982 remained the legal designation of certain African-
occupied rural areas.

descent group-A unit whose members are putatively or actually
descended from a common ancestor. For most Africans in
Zimbabwe descent occurs, in principle, exclusively through
males (patrilineal) or through females (matrilineal); most Shona
and all Ndebele are patrilineal; a few Shona-speaking groups
show signs of matrilineality, and some minor groups are
matrilineal. 'The basic descent group is the clan (q.v.),which may
be divided into uubclans and lineages (q.v.).

European--Standard Rhodesian term applied to a white person,
repstdl aifthe country of origin; its use persists in Zimbabwe.

fiscal yew (FY)-The Zimbabwean fiscal year extends from July I to
the Mowing June 30; July 1, 1981, through June 30, 1982, is

fooresed as FY 1981-82.
front-ne stAtes--Coutries of southern Africa (Tanzania, Zambia,

Angola, Mozambique, and Botswana) whose leaders maintained
common policies on transfers of power in Namibia (q.v.) and

hodesia. After national independence Zimbabwe became a
member of the group.

gross domestic product (GDP)-The total value of goods and
services produced within a country's borders during a fixed
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period, usually one year. Obtained by adding the value contrib-
uted by each sector of the economy in the form of compensation
of employees, profits, and depreciation (consumption of capital).
Subsistence production is included and consists of the imputed
value of production by the farm family for its own u~e and the
imputed rental value of owner-occupied dwellings.

gross national product (GNP)-gross domestic product (q.v.) plus
the income received from abroad by residents, less payments
remitted abroad to nonresidents.

International Monetary Fund (IMF)--Established along with the
World Bank (q.v.) in 1945, the IMF is a specialized agency
affiliated with the United Nations and is responsible for stabiliz-
ing international exchange rates and payments. The main busi-
ness of the IMF is the provision of loans to its members (including
industrialized and developing countries) when they experience
balance of payments difficulties. These loans frequently carry
conditions that require substantial internal economic adjust-
ments by the recipients, most of whom are developing countries.
In late 1982 the IMF had 146 members.

kaffir-Term derived from Arabic word meaning "infidel" or
"heathen"; once used by Rhodesian and South African whites to
designate a black African; term is highly pejorative, and Africans
resent its use; also used at times in a term denoting a local pidgin
sometimes used aniong Europeans and Africans: Kitchen Kaffir.

lineage-A descent group (q.v.), the members of which can, in
principle, trace their descent from a common ancestor; lineages
of great generational depth may include lineages of lesser depth.

Namibia-Name given to South West Africa by the United Nations
(UN) General Assembly in 1968 after creation of a council of
eleven countries authorized to administer the area as a trust
territory; South Africa refused to recognize the UN action.

parastatal--An autonomous government-owned enterprise.
Patriotic Front-Negotiating alliance that brought together ZANU

(q.v.) and ZAPU (q.v.) for the Geneva Conference of October
1976 and subsequent preindependence conferences. Beginning
with elections in February 1980, the term sometimes has been
used in referring to Joshua Nkomo's political party, the Patriotic
Front-Zimbabwe African People's Union (PF-ZAPU).

Tribal Trust Lands (TIL)-Specifically delineated rural areas
occupied by Africans mainly under customary systems of tenure.
In 1982 these areas, constituting about 40 percent of Zimbabwe's
total area, by law remained exclusively reserved for African use.
Since national independence the ITL have ordinarily been
referred to as communal lands (q.v.).

UDI-IUnilateral declaration of independence; refers to Rhodesian
Prime Minister Ian Smith's action of November 11, 1965, which
was taken on behalf of the British erown colony without the
concurrence of Britain,.
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World Bank-Informal name used to designate a group of three
affiliated international institutions: the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), the International
Development Association (IDA), and the International Finance
Corporation (IFC). The IBRD, established in 1945, has the
primary purpose of providing loans to developing countries for
productive projects. The IDA, a legally separate loan! fund but
administered by the staff of the IBRD, was set up in 1960 to
furnish credits to the poorest developing countries on much
easier terms than those of conventional IBRD loans. The IFC,
founded in 1956, supplements the activities of the IBRD through
loans and assistance designed specifically to encourage the
growth of productive private enterprises in the less developed
countries. The president and certain senior officers of the IBRD
hold the same positions in the IFC. The three institutions are
owned by the governments of the countries that subscribe their
capital. In 1982 the IBRD had over 140 members, the IDA had
130, and the IFC over 120. To participate in the World Bank
group, member states must first belong to the International
Monetary Fund (IMF-q.v.).

ZANU-Zimbabwe African National Union, one of two African
nationalist movements directed in the 1970s toward liberating
Rhodesia from white minority domination. Illegal under Rhode-
sian law, the movements were directed from headquarters in
sympathetic neighboring countries. Active in infiltrating Rhode-
sia after training as insurgents, ZAN U and ZAPU (q. v.) guerrillas
were referred to by white Rhodesians simply as "terrorists."

ZAPU-Zimbabwe African People's Union. See ZANU.
Zimbabwe dollar (Z$)-National currency unit; comprised of 100

cents. At the time of UDI (q.v.) the currency unit was the
Rhodesian pound, divided into twenty shillings and having a
value equal to US$2.80. On February 17, 1970, a decimal system
was introduced; the new currency unit, the Rhodesian dollar
(R$), consisting of 100 cents, was officially valued at US$1.40.
Daring the Zimbabwe Rhodesia interlude the Rhodesian dollar
was referred to abroad as the Zimbabwe Rhodesian dollar (ZR$),
but no new currency was issued. Similarly, after national
independence the term Zimbabwe dollar was applied. However,
the Rhodesian dollar continued as the sole money in circulation
until early 1981 when a start was made on the issuance of a new
series of notes and coins bearing the name Zimbabwe.
Replacement of the Rhodesian dollar had been essentially com-
pleted at the end of August 1982. After devaluation of the United
States dollar in December 1971, the official Rhodesian dollar rate
was R$1 to US$1.52. During the 1970s the official rate varied
from a high of R$1 to US$1.77 in 1973 to a low of R$1 to US$1.45
at the end of 1979. In late 1980 Z$1 equaled US$1.59 but began
declining in early 1981, and in mid-1982 Z$1 equaled US$1.32
(US$1 equaled Z$0.76).
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